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Preface 

Anthropological and Sociological researches on the Bhujel, particularly in the 

context of India or more specifically in West Bengal are practically very negligible. There 

are some studies covering history and life cycle rituals of this community, but very little is 

known about their physical characteristics, material culture, social structure and religious 

practices. 

The Bhujel is the very little known and minority community of West Bengal and 

also in India. For various reason the Bhujel in general a traditional and conservative 

community. The socio-economic backwardness of the Bhujel and their problem of 

modernization and change offer an interesting area of social science research. A study of 

nature and character of the Bhujel social structure must cover the social mechanism of this 

community inhabiting various parts of the subcontinent but in the present case it is 

confined to the Bhujel ofDarjeeling Himalayas. 

The thesis divided into Part-I and II, is the outcome of an intensive empirical study 

of physical characteristics and the and the social-cultural life in the three villages of 

Darjeeling district of West Bengal, based on the Ph.D. research project "The Bhujel of 

Darjeeling Himalaya: A Bio-Social Study". A part of this study was sponsored by the 

Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) under Contingency Grant in-aid 

Scheme. The villages covered under study are: Suruk, Samther and Yam Makum situated 

in the Kalimpong-I block of Darjeeling district. The fieldwork was conducted in between 

September, 2004 to February, 2008 though most of the data were collected from the three 

villages yet many observations from wider areas were recorded. 

In Part-I, the Physical Characteristics of the Bhujel has been examined and also an 

attempt has been made to examine their affinity with other Mongoloid people. In part-II 

attempt has been made to illustrate an economic profile of the Bhujel through highlighting 

their economic status, economic condition, economic pursuits and livestock, material 

culture through illustrating their house types, traditional implements, which are mainly 

used in their household, agriculture, hunting an~ musical purpose, their family, marriage 

and kinship, life cycle rituals with emphasizing on birth rituals, marriage rituals, death 

rituals, religious rituals and ceremonies, spirit and magico-religious practices, the 

dynamism oftheir political organization and the changing nature ofBhujel culture. 
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1.1. Introducing the Problems: 

This is a bio-social as well as an ethnographic and exploratory study ofthe Bhujel, 

an obscure community of Darjeeling and Nepal Himalaya. An effort has been made here 

to sketch an account of the society and culture along with the physical appearance of this 

community through an extensive fieldwork conducted among the Bhujel of Darjeeling 

district. A firsthand observation of the physical characters, socio-economic as well as 

socio-cultural life of the Bhujel helps dispel many of the established and superficial 

notions about this community. The study draws attention to the reality that the Bhujel 

constitutes a distinctive community with uniqueness from their neighboring other 

indigenous communities. To be brief, the present study deals with the static social and 

cultural features of a little known community in the light of the changing realities and 

context. 

Any community is hard to found to live isolate from the other indigenous and non

indigenous communities. The indigenous and non-indigenous communities live alongside 

in close interaction in the economic, social-cultural and political fields. Their interactions 

are not confined to individual level, rather it cross the boundaries of their community 

levels. As a result it has always been open out the social space where these communities 

can exchange and share their cultural symbols. Sometimes the relations grow up in

between the ' dominant ' and ' sub-ordinate ' cultural groups, and there the former lead over 

the later. The sub-ordinates have no other option except to accept the cultural traits from 

dominated groups. Moreover the sub-ordinates are trying developing them by looking the 

developmental packages from the ruling government and other voluntary organizations. In 

this process they unconsciously adopt the cultural packages from dominant communities. 

Like other indigenous communities of the world the Bhujel is not exceptional one; they 

also a part of the same system. 

While gomg through the literatures on India and Nepal , and which has been 

written by the government officials and various scholars, I have realized that the practice 

of firsthand data collection through extensive fieldwork by gaining knowledge of the local 

language, and by gaining their confidence, has not given its due interest. Thus the studies 

come out to be far detached from the real life of this indigenous community. In 
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conducting present study I have made a sincere effort by learn the lo~al language of the 

Bhujel and earn their trust to draw a bio-social account of the Bhujel. 

1.2. Concepts used for the Present Study: 

The systematic and meaningful research work carries the concepts involved with 

the study, and it must be pointed out clearly. Here, for the purpose of the study - to 

evaluate the bio-social status of the Bhujel, the relating concepts are discussed in below. 

1.2.1. Bio-Social: 

"The bio-social approach is perhaps intending to convey a connection with 

biological factors in social existence; a connection which embrace social behaviour, social 

process and social institution. The biosocial approach is indeed connected with social man 

and social behaviour, and is an injection of biological thinking into social anthropology. It 

views social behaviour, then as the outcome of the same process and it is only 

understandable in. these terms. It incorporates data of comparative social anthropology, but 

analyses them in a different framework" (Fox, 1975). 

1.2.2. Ethnography and Ethnology: 

"Ethnographic study indicates-i) firsthand field work conducted in a community 

usually by means of participant observation, ii) the resultant description of a society or a 

culture. Ethnology indicates generalizing about culture on the basis of composition of data 

from number of societies and cultures. Ethnology also refers to the reconstruction of the 

history of a society in a giving region" (Vivelo, 1978). 

1.2.3. Ethnic Group and Ethnicity: 

Anthropologically by an ethnic group we mean a hereditary group which is 

defined by its members and others as a separate people socially, biologically and 

culturally (Marriotta, 1958; cf. Mondal, 2004). Vivelo, 1978 opined that the ethnic group 

is a self perceived group of people who hold common set of culture and tradition which is 

not shared by others with whom they are in contact. It denotes a particular group 

expressed in terms of a sense of community in belonging (cf. Mondal, 2004). Weber 

proposed a definition of ethnic group that human groups that entertain a subjective belief 

in their common descent because of similarities of physical type or of customs or both, or 
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because of memories of colonization and migration; this belief must be important for 

group formation; furthermore it does not matter whether an objective blood relationship 

exists (Weber, 1978). An ethnic group is a population of human beings whose members 

can identify with each other, either on the basis of a presumed common genealogy or 

ancestry or recognition by others as a distinct group, or by common cultural, linguistic, 

religious, or physical traits (Billing et al., 1988; Gill, 1998; Gunaratnam, 2003). 

The ethnicity refers to the process that result selected biological or cultural groups 

classify themselves as significantly different from others, for acquiring some special 

privileges (Vincent, 1974). Cohen concluded that ethnicity is "a series of nesting 

dichotomizations of inclusiveness and exclusiveness". Ethnicity can be narrowed or 

broadened in boundary terms in relation to the specific needs of political mobilization. 

This may be why descent is sometimes a marker of ethnicity, and sometimes not: which 

diacritic of ethnicity is salient depends on whether people are scaling ethnic boundaries up 

or down, and whether they are scaling them up or down depends generally on the political 

situation(Cohen, 1978). 

1.2.4. Tribe: 

According to the Royal Anthropological Association of Great Britain and Ireland 

(1874), 'a tribe mas be defined as a politically or socially coherent and autonomous group 

occupying or claiming a particular territory'. According to Imperial Gazetteers of India, 'a 

tribe is a collection of families bearing a common name, speaking a common dialect, 

occupying or professing to occupy a common territory and is usually endogamous through 

origina~ly it might it have been so' (Hunter et. al., 1907). Revers (1932) put forward his 

social theory to give description of a tribe as 'a social group of simple kind, the members 

of which speaks a common dialect, have a single government and act together for such 

common purposes as welfare' (cf. Isaacs,1975). Waber's (1958) definition of the term 

'tribe' includes the following elements: a fixed territory, lack of occupational 

specialization, lack of social ranking with reference to a larger community, presence of 

political association, presence of exogamous sibs but no clear cut endogamy of the tribe as 

a whole, absence of commensality rules. The long debate over the definition of a tribe 

having proved sterile, may be the best now to view it is an ethnic category defined by real 

or putative descent and characterized by corporate self identity (Dube, 1972). US History 
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Encyclopedia (2009) indicates the tribe as a group of indigenous persons, families, or 

clans believed to be descended from a common ancestor and forming a close-knit 

community under a defined leader, chief, or ruling council. 

1.2.5. Caste: 

'Caste is an institution most highly developed in India where Hindu society is 

divided into a large number of separate groups, mostly functional and tribal in origin' 

(Royal Anthropological Association of Great Britain and Ireland, 1874). Green said that 

the caste is the stratified system in which vertically movement is not possible; the birth is 

decided one's mate, his occupation, habitation, and life style (cf. Sarkar, 2000). 

Majumder, 1972 define 'caste' is an endogamous group which has gained some position 

in the Hindu hierarchy, topped by three higher castes, Brahmin, Kshatria and Vaishya, the 

higher position of these three castes being never contested by any other castes. The Indian 

Constitution has constitutionally outlawed caste-based discrimination, in keeping with the 

socialist, secular, democratic principles that founded the nation. The caste system, in 

various forms, does continue to play a major role in the Indian society and politics (Bayly, 

1999). 

1.2.6. Schedule Tribe, Schedule Caste and Other Backward Classes: 

According to the Ministry of Tribal Affairs of India (2009), those people have 

'primitive traits', 'distinct culture', and 'shy of contact with community at large', who are 

'economically backward', and isolated in the 'geographical isolation' are termed as 

'scheduled tribe'. The Indian constitution define that, those people are included within the 

Hindu fold, who are socially, economically, educationally backwards, and isolated by 

social segregation is termed as 'schedule caste'. To determine the other backward class 

(OBC), the 'Mondal Commission' (constituted by Government of India) formulated 

following 11 indicators; "Social Castes/classes considered as socially backward by others; 

Castes/classes, which mainly depend on manual·labor for their livelihood; Castes/classes 

where the percentage of married women below 17 is 25 percent above the state average in 

rural areas and 10 percent in urban areas; and that of married men is 1 0 percent and 5 

percent above the state average in rural and urban areas respectively. Castes/classes where 

participation of females in work is at least 25 percent above the state average. Educational 

Castes/classes where the number of children in the age group of 5 to 15 years who never 
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attended school is at least 25 percent above the state average. Castes/classes where the rate 

of student drop-out in the age group of 5-15 years is at least 25 percent above the state 

average. Castes/classes amongst whose proportion of matriculates is at least 25 percent 

below the state average Economic Castes/classes where the average value of family assets 

is at least 25 percent below the state average. Castes/classes where the number of families 

living in kachcha houses is at least 25 percent above the state average. Castes/classes 

where the source of drinking water is beyond half a kilometer for more than 50 percent of 

the households. Castes/classes where the number of the households having taken a 

consumption loan is at least 25 percent above the state average" (Sakrikar, 1994). 

1.2. 7. Marginal Community: 

The marginal community is "a group of people who, because of their physical or 

cultural characters, are singled out from the others in the society in which they live for 

differential and unequal treatment and who therefore regard themselves as objects of 

collective discrimination"(Louis Wirth, 1945). Gad Barzilai (2003) opined that "the 

margin is related, conversely, to space and freedom, in terms of scope, franchise and self

determination; in the sense of being unlimited, unconditional and so on. Therefore, to be 

marginalized is to be limited in scope, space, freedom of operation and the right to self

determination. In the lived experience, marginal community often involves exclusion, 

discrimination as well as rejection, omission and isolation." The term marginal has been 

applied in determining the position of an ethnic group on a national scale of social and 

cultural development within the society. Proximity to or distance from the core elements 

of the culture, its economic improvement, physical isolation, in the form of 'little 

tradition', have been some of the main factors in determining the marginal position of the 

groups. To determine marginality of a group its segregation, isolation, smallness of size, 

impoverishment, occupational pursuits held in low social esteem, as well as rigid 

maintenance of exclusive community boundaries can be consider (Siddiqui, 2004). 

1.2.8. Sanskritization: 

Srinivas introduced the term Sanskritization to Indian Anthropology. According to 

him the caste system is far from a rigid system in which the position of each component 

caste is fixed for all time. Movement has always been possible, and especially so in the 

middle regions of the hierarchy. A low caste was able, in a generation or two, to rise to a 
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higher position in the hierarchy by adopting vegetarianism and teetotalism, and by 

Sanskritizing its ritual and pantheon. In short, it took over, as far as possible, the customs, 

rites, and beliefs of the Brahmins, and the adoption of the Brahminic way of life by a low 

caste seems to have been frequent, though theoretically forbidden. This process has been 

called 'Sanskritization'. "Speaking generally, the castes occupying the top positions in the 

hierarchy are more Sanskritized than castes in the lower and middle regions of the 

hierarchy, and this has been responsible for the Sanskritization of the lower castes as well 

as the outlying tribes. The lower castes always se-em to have tried to take over the customs 

and way of life of the higher castes. The theoretical existence of a ban on their adoption of 

Brahmanical customs and rites was not very effective, and this is clear when considering 

the fact that many non-Brahmanical castes practice many Brahmanical customs and rites. 

A more effective barrier to the lower castes' taking over of the customs and rites of the 

higher castes was the hostile attitude of the locally dominant caste, or of the king of the 

region" (Srinivas, 1956). 

1.2.9. Westernization: 

The Westernization concept was also developed by Srinivas, who defined it as the 

changes brought about in Indian society and culture as obtained among the Western 

people. Emphasizing on humanitarianism and rationalism is a part of Westernization 

which led to series of institutional and social reform in India; establishment of scientific, 

technological and educational institutions, rise of nationalism, new political culture and 

leadership in the country are all by-products of Westernization (Srinivas, 1956). Singh 

(1999) interpreting the concept of Srinivas as "the increase of Westernization does not 

retard the process of Sanskritisation; both go on simultaneously, and some extinct the 

increase in Westernization accelerates the process of Sanskritization. For instance, the 

postal facilities, railways, buses and newspaper media which are the fruits of Western 

impact of India render more recognized pilgrimages, meetings, caste solidarities etc. 

possible now than in past. The form and pace of westernization of India, too, varied from 

one region to another, and from one section of the population to another. For instance, one 

group of people became westernized in their dress, diet, manners, speech, sports, and in 

the gadgets they used, while another absorbed Western science, knowledge, and literature 

while remaining relatively free from westernization in externals. It is clear that such a 

distinction cannot be a hard and fast one, but one of relative emphasis. It has to be made, 
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however, in order to distinguish different types of westernization which obtained among 

the different groups in the country". 

1.2.10. Hindu Method of Tribal Absorption: 

Bose (1941) studying Indian society has commented extensively on the concept of 

Hindu method of tribal absorption, especially as it refers to an important aspect of social 

structure ( cf. Desai, 1969). 'Viewed in the social context, Hindu method of tribal 

absorption provides a culturally speci;fic instance of the model of reference-group 

behavior. He (Bose) identifies a dominant strand of Indian society and culture, 

characterized by the process by which a tribe or other group takes over the customs, ritual, 

beliefs, ideology, and style of life of Hindus (particular Brahmin caste). Hindu method of 

tribal absorption has been widely interpreted as representing a form of social mobility. By 

pointing out that Hindu method of tribal absorption legitimizes upward social mobility, 

Bose argued the widespread view of Indian society as a rigid hierarchy preventing social 

mobility. Noting that the concept has more than mere structural relevance, Bose regarded 

Hindu method of tribal absorption as the thread connecting local cults, values and beliefs, 

sectarian deities, and deities specific to a particular caste or region with the values, beliefs, 

rituals, gods, and mythologies of Hinduism' (Majumder, 1972). According to Sinha 

(1981), Bose, in his remarkable essay, 'The Hindu Method of Tribal Absorption' has 

indicated 'how primitive tribes, originally living in on slash-and-bum cultivation and 

hunting-and-gathering, have been drawn into the higher productive economic organization 

of caste society and to gradually incorporate the symbols of caste Hindu groups. The 

inevitability of the fate of smooth absorption into the Hindu caste order as stated by Risley 

in earlier'. 

1.2.11. Indigenous Community: 

'The term indigenous has to be examined in different perspectives. In the 

chronological sense, indigenous means earliest inhabitants if not autochthons. While in 

relational sense it indicates peoples who were once under colonial dispensation and 

currently occupy almost without exception a poor and marginalized position in national 

societies. In the juristical sense, the term is used in respect of peoples having distinct 

cultures and who are under the pull of domination of others and are in the process of being 

dispossessed of their traditional life support resources and are being marginalized in one 
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form or the other. Thus it appears that the word indigenous should be used not in a 

chronological sense, but in the normative sense to cover peoples who feel rootedness in 

their surroundings, entertain in a custodial sense about their territory and resources, bound 

together primarily through moral bindings and entertain in a sense of reciprocity and 

mutuality reinforced by equalitarian ethos (Roy Burman, 2002). Etymologically the term 

indigenous carries with it several meanings, but anthropologically the concept attaches to 

as ethno-social and ethno-cultural entry. The term indigenous is usually equated with the 

tribals but considering historical connection and rootedness in the surroundings is also 

incorporates to the other social categories, especially the folk of marginal communities' 

(Mondal, 2006). 

Therefore, the study aims to evoke attitude to work towards above discussing 

concepts and developing more inclusive attitudes to a community considered different 

from a particular bio-social point of reference. This is a new dimension of bio-social study 

to explore the holistic anthropological vision of an indigenous community of India, the 

Bhujel. 

1.4. Review of Literatures: 

The Bhujel have not been studied and documented anywhere so far in a systematic 

and scientific way. Regarding this aspect they are unfortunate than many other ethnic 

communities who born and bought up in the lap of the Himalaya. Not only they are one of 

the less known and minor ethnic community in Nepal and India, they also do not matter 

much in the socio-political affairs of these countries. They are one of the most unexposed 

people of these countries and yet no such anthropological or sociological study was 

conducted among them. Though a very few literatures are available about their Nepali 

counterpart but their Indian counterpart is almost unknown. However, here an attempt has 

been made to highlight a brief account of the Bhujel oriented literatures and some specific 

literatures associated with the present study. The Bhujel oriented literatures are discussed 

in the following paragraphs. 

These peoples are first come out in light on the literature of Hamilton. Hamilton 

(1819) in his book 'An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal', laid down his pen about Nepal 

has also mentioned few things about the Bhujel. According to him the Gharti community 

divided from Khas & Bhujel communities who accepted Aryan way of living. At this time 
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Bhujel were considered lower caste with different life style who doesn't accept Aryan 

ways of language and culture. He also mentioned that the Bhujel have their own language 

and cultural practices. Some of the Bhujellater on merged with the Gurung community as 

a segment of this community. A part of the Bhujellater on adopt the Hindu religion along 

with the Thapa, Rana, K.harka, Majhi and they take a sacred thread (the sign of purity) for 

their social upliftment. This part of the Gharti regarded as pure and they designated as the 

Khasia, and their impure part known as the Bhujel or Nishel. 

Risley (1891) in the documentary of the tribes and castes of Bengal, give a very 

short introduction about this community. In his book 'The Tribes and Castes of Bengal 

(Vol-!)' he says that the Gharti is a caste, formed by the members ofKamara or slave caste 

in Nepal who have been freed by their masters on payment of their manumission fee. The 

formation of Kamara caste and its precise relations to the Gharti are rather obscure but he 

understand that persons, who infringe the law of exogamy by marring or having 

intercourse with a woman of their own thars are in Nepal liable to be sold as slaves or 

Kamara. He also opined that the Gharti is one of the sub-septs of the Mangars. Later on he 

explain that the Gharti is a thar or sept of the Gurung in Darjeeling district. 

Vansittart highlights the Bhujel in his two documentaries. In his books 'Tribes, 

Clans and Castes of Nepal' (1894) and 'The Gurkhas' (1895) he assumed that the Mangar 

divided into six tribes, and the Gharti is one of them. The Gharti seem to be far more 

mixed than any other five tribes of Mangar. The Bhujel Gharti lived in the valleys and 

high mountains to the north of Gulmi, above the Puns, but immediate below the Karantis. 

The track of their country runs along both sides of the Bhuji river, from which they 

derived their name. The Bhujel Gharti is generally a shepherd. They lives principally on 

the milk of their sheep, and is almost invariable a man of very good physique and heavy 

limbs. They are remarkably dirty in nature. Almost all the Gharti clans are two that should 

not be confounded. Among them the Pahare or Paharia is a good Moangar. Pare or Paria 

(from par, outside) should never be enlisted in this tribe. They are, as their name indicates, 

an out-caste, or descendants of out-castes. 

O'Maley (1907) recorded that Bhujel's numerical strength is 3450 in the year 1901 

in India. He also mentions that the Gharti are the descendants of manumitted slaves. 

Socially these people belongs same strata with the Kamis, Damai and Sarki. These 
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peoples are occupied the very low social position and even in they may not permitted to 

enter in the courtyards of temples, and have to leave the roads on the approach of a 

member of the higher caste and to call out to give warning of their approach. The caste 

system is however by no means strict among the Nepalese domiciled in Darjeeling and 

here they enjoy more freedom than their Nepali counterpart. There is an extraordinary 

laxity in their ceremonial observance; they will eat and drink things which are an 

abomination to the orthodox Hindus and many of them are great flesh-eaters, relishing 

beef and pork. 

Dash (1947) enlightens the Bhujel in his literature 'Bengal District Gazetteers: 

Darjeeling' and in this book he said that the Bhujel were originally a slave tribe who came 

from Nepal. Their status has improved and during the war some have been recruited to 

combatant rank. In his book he also mentions the numerical strength of Bhuj el is 5 816 in 

the Darjeeling district in the year of 1931. He also pointed out that the Bhujel were mostly 

concentrated in several tea gardens of Kurseong subdivision and Khas Mahals of 

Kalimpong subdivision in this district. They number six hundred and ten in Kurseong 

region and two thousand three hundred and three in Kalimpong region. 

Singh (1996) in his book "Peoples of India (Vol. - VIII): Communities Segments, 

Synonyms, Surnames and Titles" pointed out that in Sikkim, Khawas is the synonyms of 

the Bhujel. They divided into Khawas and Sivavakti sub groups in West Bengal and their 

surnames are Bhujel and Khawas in Sikkim. He also pointed out that they have some 

exogamous units, which are Kashyap, Kasi and Khasila in Sikkim and only Kashyap in 

West Bengal. He also highlighted that the Khaws is equivalent to Khawas. They were 

noted in the census years 190 1 and 1931. 

Kumar (2000) in the encyclopedic account of the tribes give a brief description of 

the Bhujel. In his book 'Encyclopedia of South-Asian Tribes (Vol-1)' he opined that the 

Bhujel lived in the Tanahun district of Nepal. He also highlighted about their very low 

social status in Nepal. These peoples lived in colonies with Mongor and Gurung. These 

peoples derived their name from Bhujikot area. Physically, the Bhujel resembled to the 

Mongor tribe among whose midst they live. Complexations from wheat-brown to dark 

swarthy skin pigmentation, eye oblique and epicanthic eye folds discemable, malar bones 
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quite prominent giving them high check bones look, small noses with depressed nasal 

roots. The author also describes that these people have separate language, Bhujel Bhasa 

which is similar to some degree with the Gurung language. These people have 14 septs 

which sometimes regulate their marriage alliance. Joint family system is more common 

among the Bhujel. Economically these people show a very backwardness. They are 

mainly agriculturist though they depend a lot on forest productions. This population goes 

through the Hindu cultural practices regarding their birth rituals more but less in respect of 

their marriage and funeral ceremonies where they observe much traditional cultures of 

their own. They mostly follow their neighboring Gurung and Mongor regarding their dress 

pattern. 

Barch (2001) in the 'Encyclopedia of North-East India (Vol-VIL Sikkim)' wrote 

that the Bhujel are a Nepali community, who locally known as Khawas. This community 

has no sub groups. These Nepali speaking people lived in the South and West Sikkim. The 

Bhujel are non-vegetarian taking fish, mutton, chicken, pork but no beef. Their staple 

foods are rice and wheat, and the Kaladal have a great significance in their socio-religious 

life. This community placed in the third strata. (Vaisya) of four-fold Varna system of 

Hinduism. They do not accept the water from the schedule caste communities like the 

Dhamis, the Sarkis, the Majhis, etc. nor do they accept the Pacca food from them. This 

society encourages community endogamy and Gotro exogamy marriage. The 

marriageable age is 14-20 years for females and 18-25 years for their male. Negotiation, 

elopement, or courtship is the general ways of their acquiring mates. Monogamy is their 

general practice, but polyandry is permitted in some special cases. Now their bride-price 

rule of marriage changes to dowry. Generally they cremate the dead body in normal death 

and bury the dead body in abnormal death, near river bed. The status of woman is high in 

this society, although it is secondary to that of the male. Following the Hinduism this 

community worships many Hindu Gods and Goddesses. 

Bhujel and Tamang (2001) in their Nepali book 'Bhujel Jati-r-Bhasa: Prathamik 

Adhiyan' present an empirical study on Bhujel in Nepal context. The main thrust of this 

study conducted in history of their origin and their language. Here authors said that the 

Bhujel have the separate kingdom in the central Nepal those people who used to live in 

Bhuji kingdom later known as Bhujel. The Lalmohor, Arjipotro, Talukipotro are the 
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evidence of Bhujel ruling. According to their folklore, the Sutpohore Gharti is the product 

of a supernatural man and local girl of Bobang, central Nepal. This Gharti originate a new 

community and new culture who later on well-known as Bhujel or Gharti. In Nepal some 

of them called themselves as Gharti!Khasgharti rather Bhujel. These peoples have their 

own language, known as Kham Bhasa, which belongs to the Tibeto-Burman family. 

Among the Bhujel authors find out 15 Thars in Bhuji region, 14 Thars in Nishi region and 

17 Thars in Tanhu region. Occupationally these people mostly practices basket weaving 

and agriculture. Economically, educationally, socially backwardness all times linked up 

with this population. These people practices cross cousin marriage. Intracommunal love 

marriages are more common among them. There is no provision of priest in their 

marriages. The son-in-law plays the crucial role in their all ceremonies. They practices 

both cremation and burial after disposal, and they prefer hilltop or river bed in this 

purpose. This community practices ancestral worshipping though they follow Hinduism at 

present. 

Thapa and Ghatak (2004) in another encyclopedic ethnographic study wrote an 

article on the Bhujel in Bisht and Bankoti edited book, 'Encyclopaedic Ethnography of the 

Himalayan Tribes (Vol-/)'. In this article they show that the Bhujel is a Hindu community 

of Nepal and Sikkim. These peoples cross a bridge of black history in the year 1951. 

Before that period they belong to very low social strata in Nepali society. He also says the 

Bhujel or Gharti derived their name after inhabiting the Bhujikot region of central Nepal. 

These peoples have three Gotros (clans) which regulates their marriage alliances. Now 

they are belongs to the third tire of the four fold V ama system of the Hindus, along with 

the Rais, Limbus. The nuclear type family is most common features among their social 

structure. The woman status in this population is high which observe in their female 

participation in all ceremonies. Their settlements areas are in rocky crags results their 

indigenous house pattern - impoverished huts constructed out of sticks, stones and 

branches of trees and bushes. The cultural assimilation with other Nepalese communities 

is prominent in their dress pattern. These non-vegetarian peoples mostly consume beef, 

pork, maize, millet, pulses, Jar, Roxy, various root and tubers. The Hindu culture 

influences a much on their ceremonial life. In this society the love marriage is noticed 

much more than negotiation marriage. They prefer sept exogamy but tribe endogamy 

marriage. Jari marriage is carrying on their traditional rituals, in which a man marries 
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with another's wife. They have their traditional political system which was run by the 

Gram-Samaj. These peoples mostly depend upon the for~st produces with a little bit 

agriculture. 

Bhujel (2005) in his Nepali book 'Bhujel Jati-r-Samajic Sanskritic Jivan Padhati' 

give a brief account on the Nepali Bhujel. He opined that the Bhujel migrated from the 

Tibetan Plateau and settled in Bhuji Valley ofDorpatan region, Ghartakot & Gharta Khola 

in 5th -6th Century. Historically, Gharti and Bhujel are synonyms to each other and the 

term Bhujel was used tremendously only after the beginning of 19th Century. They have 

their own language, which is an eastern Himalayan branch of language belonging to 

Tibeto-Burman family. Bhujel are worshipper of nature and believes in Shamanism. Their 

traditional occupations are mainly agriculture and animal raring. Now they mostly 

practices cane/bamboo works. He found four Thars and 118 Upa-thars among the Bhujel. 

The predominance of joint family system helps them a lot in their agriculture. Now these 

people follow their neighbors' dress pattern. They practices mostly love marriage, 

negotiation marriage and Jari marriage. Cross cousin marriage, levirate, polygamy 

marriage are permissible in this society. Traditionally they practices bride price which 

now change into dowry. They have special song, 'Jhauregit' and dance 'Ghatunach '. 

Now they follow some festivals of the Hindus. 

Sinha et. al. (2005) in their ethnographic study entitled, 'Ethnographic Report on 

Selected Communities of Sikkim' remarked that the Bhujel is a community which is 

analogous to Kiratas in considering their language, rites of passage, kinship and social 

structure, material culture and religion. In the concluding remarks, the authors opined that 

'although their traditional occupation seem to indi~ate that they are an occupational caste, 

other ethnographic details show that they are a section of Magars, who for reasons, not yet 

fully clear, emerged as an autonomous community with its own identity. 

The brief review of some other Himalayan communities, which are related to the 

present study, are presented in the following section . 

. 
Das and Raha (1967) in the monographic work on the Rabhas, documented their 

socio-cultural practices. In this book authors focus the material life, tribal grouping, 

kinship structure, social institutions, social organization, and religion of the Rabhas. They 
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said the Rabha tribe broadly divided into 5 sub-tribes, which are downstairs through 

Husuk (sept), sub-sept, family and individual. To describe their traditional culture authors 

show the impact of their neighboring Great Tradition upon this society. Authors also make 

a light in view of the complexity of Rabha society - a process involved in the gradual 

change of a society from a matriarchal base to a patriarchal one. 

Das (1978) presented a unique collection on Lepchas, 'The Lepchas of West 

Bengal', in which he has attempted to encompass the Lepcha life and culture in such 

details and depth. He throws light on many dynamic aspects of this community as well as 

their land as in sense of border area. He was opined that the Lepchas are the original 

inhabitants of Darjeeling region, and came under the dominance of different rulers. 

Gradual infiltration of different communities in their area affected their socio-economic 

and socio-religious structure. He also illustrates their inter-ethnic relation pattern and how 

this people still remain simple and honest with their simple way of subsistence in these 

days of rapid technological advancement and contrast with complex advance cultures. 

Hockings (1980) has authored a book entitled 'Sex and Disease in a Mountain 

Community'. It is an interesting account the author pointed out how food, spirits and love 

have affected the bodily development of the Badaga community. In this book he examines 

the role of local midwife in their rite-de-passages and also in their socio-cultural settings. 

He makes emphasis upon the sex education, sexual behaviors of the Badagas and its 

impacts on their family and kinship structures, and also their birth and marriage rituals. In 

this book he put up the structural relationships of a Badaga individual with priest, 

midwife, therapist, exorcist, paramount chief, hamlet headman, council headman. 

Nyori (1993) in the documentary on the Adis, throw light to study a community in 

a new dimension. His observer participant approach reflected in his book 'The History 

and Culture of the Adis'. This work is a study of history and culture of the Adis of 

Arunachal Pradesh from the earliest time to the present day with special emphasizing on 

their traditional life and culture. The study deals with their contacts and relations with the 

English from the first half of 191
h century up to the attainment of the India's independence, 

and illustrates their social and cultural change during this period. Afterwards he discusses 

on their traditional administration, the legal and judicial practices, the feuds defense and 
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warfare. He also describes their language, arts, crafts, their livestock and occupation, and 

their position in the tradition- modernity frame. 

Sengupta (1993) in his treatise 'Physical Anthropology of the Koch Populations of 

India (A Study from Assam)' is probably the first attempt to write on the biological 

variation on micro level among the Koch population, a detribalized caste population. The 

author's attempt is to trace any significant regional variation in their characters and to 

reveal any definite clustering pattern. The author's concern also examines the result of the 

genetic investigation supported by the conclusions drawn from metric data or not. The 

book provides a bio-cultural perception of population dynamics of in Koch of Assam. The 

author discusses in details the on going micro-evolutionary trend in the Koch and deals 

with statistical deviation of detribalized descendant Koch population from their ancestral 

tribal populations. 

Sidky et al. (2002) in their ethnographic account 'Halfway to the Mountain: The 

Jirels of Eastern Nepal' shows the biological, cultural, ecological aspects of this 

community. They also emphasize their socio-economic and political organization, kinship 

patterns, life cycle rituals, language, ethno-environment and indigenous health care 

practices with special attention to the impact of modernization on the Jirel culture. This 

book immensely contributes to the ethnography of the Jirels who inhabit in the Jiri valley, 

Nepal. The colour illustrations in this book not only make interesting reading but also set 

a landmark in the context of visual anthropology. 

Roy (2005) in his book, 'The Dynamics of Social Formation among the Lepchas' 

examined the peasant economy, tribal economy and feudal peasantry. He also looks at 

both the components of modes of production of agriculture based economy of the 

Lepchas. Different aspects of agriculture like land, labor and capital have been critically 

examined. The distributional aspects of agricultural procedure have also been carefully 

discussed in order to identify the market orientation and the nature of the society. The 

book as a whole is undoubtedly challenging in the handling both the theoretical aspects of 

tribal social formation and examining with field data collected from among the Lepchas of 

Darjeeling district. 
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Sharma (2005) in his book 'Lops (Doya) of Bhutan: An Ethnographic Study ' 

makes a major focus on the social organization, kin terms and relations and live hood 

patterns of the Doyas. He narrates the traditional way of life of these people in the fist 

changing socio-political scenario in their country. In this monograph he gives an overview 

of their ways of life touching upon all relevant aspects in relation to their immediate 

environment. He also mention their family organization, dress pattern, food habits, health 

situation, occupational structure, and overall their attitudes towards their tradition and 

modernity. 

The review of some classical ethnographic and ethno-biological studies in India 

and abroad are also discussed in the next paragraphs. 

Bhoumik (1963) in a descriptive ethnographic account on the Lodhas, in his book 

' The Lodhas of West Bengal: A Socio-Economic Study' attempt has been made to present 

the Lodha life and activities as symmetrically and as precisely to give an overall profile of 

the social, economic and religious life of this little known community of West Bengal. In 

this book he emphasis upon the crime and criminality of this denotified tribe, where he 

explain the bad impact of dominant cultures ' on an innocent tribal group, and the 

environment in which an individual 's practice became the communal habit. 

Sanyal (1965) in the first empirical documentary of the Rajbansi community has 

presented a demographic account of these people. In this book, ' The Raj bans is of North 

Bengal' he describes their social, economic and religious life. He also narrates their 

material culture, social structure on the basis of their relationships, mode of exclusion 

from this community. He throws light on their dialect and out line of their grammar. He 

also makes an outstanding documentary on their songs and dances. To examining their 

religious and festive life he traces out a remarkable sign of Sanskritization in this 

community. In this book he draws a careful discussion about the continuity and change of 

their traditional culture. 

Foster (1967) in his book ' Tzintzuntzan: Mexican Peasant in a Changing World' 

assumes the changes that have occurred over a few decades in a peasant society, insight in 

the personality of the villagers which would facilitate meaningful relating of individual 

behavior and belief to underlying basic cultural patterns. He noted that social and cultural 
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changes are governed, much more than usually recognized by subconscious assumptions 

which add up to particular view of how the several universes about man determine and 

limit the amount and kinds of activity in which he can engage. In this book he first to 

describe the village and its components, then to sketch the character of the people, and 

finally to relate this character to major social cultural institutions. Afterwards an analysis 

of theoretical terms of the characters of the people and of their principal institutions was 

made, and detailed account of a few decades of change and how many among these 

changes stem from pre-existing personality and cultural forms were done. 

Furer-Haimendorf (1979) in his anthropological monograph, 'The Gonds of 

Andhra Pradesh: Tradition and change in an Indian Tribe' assumes the changes that have 

occurred over a few decades in the Gond society. In this book he outlines the consequence 

of events affecting the position of the Gonds in between four decades and the policy on 

the succeeding governments could well fill the whole volume. He also highlights the 

phratries as the main pillars of their social structure. To sketch their communal structure 

he describes their clan and kinship system. He devoted 30 pages in his volume to 

enumerate their feudal system-past and present context. Afterwards he has mentioned 

about the Bards, chief of the Gond, and their tribal justice and its social values in their life. 

Dasgupta (1986) in his book 'Caste, Kinship and Community: Social System of a 

Bengal Caste' examine the social structure of a caste in a new dimension. This book is 

based on an intensive study of the social organization of the Dule Bagdis, a backward 

caste of West Bengal. This book presents an analysis ofthe social structure ofinternal and 

external relations of this localized caste in the context of a theoretical framework. He 

opined that, although many of the elements which characterized the localized caste in the 

early 1960s reminded important, some of the fundamental principals on which its structure 

was based were seriously challenged by the changing social, economic and political 

conditions of the late 1970s. Both the traditional structure and contemporary changes were 

highlighted in this volume. 

Rivers (1986) has in his credit an extensive empirical work titled 'The Todas'. The 

study is an investigation of Toda life in ethnological perspective. It provides much 

information on their kinship structure, life cycle· rituals, social organization, religion and 

also a demonstration of anthropological method. To highlight the social structure in this 
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society he said that the Todas are broadly divided in to two main groups- Teivaliol and 

Tartherol, and then it gradually downstairs up to family and individual. He also 

foregrounds the relation of religious values in their occupational life, which ordered their 

social structure. 

Saha (1993) in his book 'Genetic Demography and Anthropometry of Muria 

Tribe' make the demographic profile of the Mmia tribe emphasizing on their population 

structure, fertility, mortality and migration. Marriage and mating pattern of this tribe is 

disused elaborately showing how clan and phratry systems or different geographical units 

like village, pargana, tahsil etc. conditions affect in their mating pattern. In this book 14 

measurements were taken to access the general features of this population. Demographic 

and the anthropometric data as well as data on mating pattern were analyzed to find out 

evolutionary status of the people. The roll factor like assertive mating, admixture and 

selection were ascertained in this process. The result of the study has compared with the 

findings of the other similar studies from different parts of India. 

Mondal (1994) make the first empirical .documentary on the Bengal Muslim, 

namely 'The Dynamics of Muslim Society'. This book is the outcome of an intensive 

anthropological study emphasizing on social organization and dynamics among the 

Muslims in three villages of West Bengal. He presents an analysis of the structure and 

organization of Muslim society on the basis of interrelations and interactions parameters. 

He also outlines the dynamics of Bengal Muslim society in historical and present context. 

He deals with the economic, social, educational and various mobility movements of the 

Bengal Muslim in this monograph. This study is a modest attempt at understanding the 

social and cultural situation in the above mentioned contexts. Some aspects of historical 

forces, particularly of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which determined the 

nature and characters of the Bengal Muslim society today, have also been discussed there 

in an analytical manner. 

Singh (1994) had published material on anthropo-genetic study on the Batudi and 

Sauntri tribes. In this book, 'Batudi and Sounti Tribes: A Rio-Anthropological Profile', he 

makes a comparative demographic study of these tribes with other tribes and schedule 

caste populations of Mayurbhanj, Orissa. He presents the study of morphological and 
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genetical comparison and the variations among the Batudi and Sounti both male and 

female for all the major attributes of anthropometric measurements, dermatoglyphic, 

morphogenetic traits and anthroposcopic observation. The author also pays attention to 

examine the both male and female of the Batudi and Sounti tribes for specified set of 

parameters is certain to be relatively more comprehensive one. He comprehensively 

investigates the sex variation of those characters among the male and female of these 

tribes. He also examines the Sounti's intra-group variations and compares it with the 

Batudi. He studies the extent of variation of these tribes' male-female with the other tribal 

groups oflndia. 

Bhasin and Walter (2001) in the unique documentary on caste and tribes of India, 

examine the nature of evolution of India in the evolutionary growth in its native 

population from now and earlier. They opine that India has been a crucible of evolution, 

and continues to be so in contemporary time. This study is a compilation of descriptive 

study of biological and sociological parameters. This volume gives an overview of 

application of modem methods in anthropology with the aim of an analysis of causes, and 

understanding the population biology. The book presents genetics, demography of this 

population to understand the biological diversity and evolution of the prehistoric and 

modem inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent. 

1.5. Aims and Objectives of the Study: 

The Bhujel, an ethnic minority of Darjeeling Himalaya is under the process of 

change and we may have nothing on record about them and their traditional culture. 

Keeping in mind of this situation, the present study is a humble attempt to examine the 

community holistically i.e. from morphological, genetical, social and cultural 

perspectives. Emphasizing on holistic approach of anthropology the prime objectives of 

the present study are noted below-

1. To examine the ethnic and social history of the Bhujel on the basis oftheir oral 

traditions and data available from secondary sources. 

ii. To examine the basic demographic attributes of the Bhujel on the basis of field 

study. 

111. To examine the Somatometric, Somatoscopic and Genetic characters of the 

Bhujel. 
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IV. To examine and analyze the economic life of the Bhujel. 

v. To delineate the social and cultural behavior of the Bhujel with particular 

reference to the aspects of their material culture, family, marriage and kinship 

system. 

VI. To examine the life cycle rites and rituals of the Bhujel. 

vn. To highlight the religion, religious practices and festivals of the Bhujel. 

viii. To examine the dynamics of political organization ofthe Bhujel. 

ix. To delineate the contemporary changes in Bhujel culture. 

At a glance it may be said that this study is an attempt to present an ethnographic 

and ethnological profile of the Bhujel consisting of physical, demographic and socio

cultural attributes of a little known community of Darjeeling Himalaya. 

1.6. Significance of the Study: 

The present study is an anthropological profile of the Bhujel of Darjeeling 

Himalaya. The study is holistic in orientation covering both biological and cultural aspects 

of Bhujel. In this study an attempt is made to present the Bhujel life and activities, 

morphological and genetical features as symmetrically and precisely as possible so as to 

give an overall profile of physical, social and cultural aspects of this little known 

community. Afterwards an effort is made to give an idea of the process involved in the 

deviation from the traditional norms and values vis-a-vis cause of change and changing 

situation. 

In the view of above it was thought worthwhile to present the life and activities of 

the Bhujel mainly in a descriptive way, leaving aside that analytical aspect so that this 

may easily be understood and appreciated by the personal belonging to different 

professions and disciplines who are expected to view this monographic study on the 

Bhujel from different point of views. Again, t4is descriptive assessment of the Bhujel 

would be helpful later on in understanding the analytical aspects of the process of change 

in different situational perspectives when the overall profile of the activities of the Bhujel 

would be presented. 
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Overall, from the knowledge of this anthropological investigation, it is felt 

desirable to put forward a proposal for comprising the ethnographic materials of a 

community from a much wider area for getting a more comprehensive picture of the 

community in its geographical set-up. This proposal may profitably be utilized if it is 

given a more concentrate and practicable shape by the State, putting their heads together 

and working out a well-thoughtful, integrated scheme. This would be ethnic as well as 

area of approach oriented research work. 

Last of all, it is expected that the material presented in this monographic study 

would be helpful for the administrator, academicians, policy makers and social scientists, 

as a helpful handbook in understanding the community. Finally it would be regard as 

successful if research workers find their outline information in this piece while working 

their further problem oriented studies. 

1.7. Methodology: 

1. 7. 1. Research Design: 

The design of the present study has been formulated on the basis of aims and 

objectives of the study. Being an exploratory study with a diagnostic outlook, its purpose 

is to gain an insight into both biological and soCial attributes of the Bhujel community. So, 

the approach is used primarily structure-functional to understand the overall configuration 

of this community. Both qualitative and quantitative data are used for the sake of study. 

The facts are introduced carefully in analytical manner and in a descriptive way. The 

comparative method has been assuming in the context of understanding the knowledge 

gap about this community, past-present as far as possible. This research design aims 

primarily to conduct through precisely and specifically in purpose to ensure the relevance 

of information and data with their appropriate utilization. The study mainly based on data 

collected through field studies among the Bhujel of Kalimpong-I block of Darjeeling 

district in West Bengal. 

1.7. 2. Study Areas: 

The present empirical study is related to the Bhujel, a very little known community 

who (Indian Bhujel) mainly inhabits in the hill district of West Bengal, Darjeeling and 

Sikkim. Numerically they are mostly concentrated in Darjeeling district and more 

specifically in Kalimpong-I block ofKalimpong subdivision under this hill district. Due to 
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unavailability of information about them in 1931 onwards census reports of India or other 

secondary sources, it is difficult to trace the specific locality of this community. In such 

case, some fellow members of this community help to determine their native places and 

later on census report of 'Bhujel Kalyan Association' ofKalimpong make easier to select 

the Bhujel dominated villages. It's not possible to cover all these villages for a single 

researcher; so, it is important to select mostly Bhujel concentrated villages within this hill 

district. These villages are far away and so remote that there is no public road, no facility 

of vehicles and no place for halting - mostly it is needed to 6-7 hours walking on the 

narrow hilly tracks, where it is difficult to find out a person who give accompany in the 

lonely and horrible journey. In the pilot survey I reached Bhujel concentrated areas after a 

7 hours walking and in this journey I crossed the river Tista by ropeway and it's two 

tributaries by walking. Ignoring all these troubles, three villages in this area, namely 

Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum were selected for the study. All of these villages are 

Bhujel dominated and these are located in a height 3800-4000 ft. Over 80percei:J.t of 

Bhujel households in these villages were taken into consideration. These villages are 

situated in Kalimpong-I block which contains about 42percent of total Bhujel population 

of the district. At a later stage, a general survey was conducted in the Sinji-Samalbong, 

Sindebong, Najok Forest Busty in same block; Samsing Chiplaydara, Bhujel Gaon, 

Gumbadaura of Kalimpong-II block; Bakhrakot of Garubathan block; Deorali, Selpu 

Busty, Gidhapara, Sittong of Kurseong block; Teesta Valley T.E., Mungpoo of Rangli

Rangliot block of the same district, for the assessment of general social and cultural 

practices of the peoples. In consideration of the above statements, these villages are ideal 

areas for s(l.ke of research the present study aims at. 

1.7. 3. Data Sources: 

The data used in the present study were collected both from the primary and the 

secondary sources. 

1.7. 3.1. Primary: 

The primary data were collected with the help of conventional anthropological 

tools and techniques. To investigate the social cultural life of the Bhujel firstly the 

Household Census Survey was conducted in the three Bhujel dominated villages of 

Kalimpong-I block of Darjeeling district. Thereafter Case Studies, Key Informants 
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Interview, Structured Interview were done with the help of Questionnaire and Un

structured Interview among the respondents and general people of the localities. 

Afterwards the Observation was used to uncover the real fact of the field and notes written 

at the time of data collection. To look at the physical characters of the Bhujel the 

Somatometric Measurements, Somatoscopic observation and Genetic tests were done on 

18- 50 years aged subjects from the same locales. 

1.7. 3.2. Secondary: 

Data from published books, journals, articles and reports of Regional Sericulture 

Research Station, District Gazetteers, NFHS Reports and census reports of Government of 

India are also used of this study. 

1. 7. 4. Selection of Informants: 

To trace the household/family those who are linked by the primary kinship 

relations and commonly living under the same roof were taken into consideration. To take 

relevant and appropriate information, all the hou~ehold heads, both male and female were 

considered as informants. The senior members of the households (aged male-female and 

other adult members) and renowned personnel (teacher, shaman, Gram-pradhan, panchyat 

members, DFO, businessman) of this society were considered as the key informants. The 

occasional informants were chosen from the senior male and female among both Bhujel 

and other communities, for verification of data and also for additional information. To 

assess the physical characters of the Bhujel the Somatometric measurements, 

Somatoscopic observations were done on 100 males and 100 females from these villages. 

The behavioral traits of these selected subjects also examine along with some Genetical 

traits like 'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' Blood Groupings and Colour Blindness test. The subjects 

were chosen through random sampling on the basis of two criteria-

i) The person who have purely Bhujel origin at least for their 3 ancestral 

generations, and 

ii) Physically fit persons who belong to the age group 18-50years (in case of 

female non-pregnant and non-lactating). 
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In all cases prior consents from the persons/informants were taken before any 

measurement and test or information. 

1.7. 5. Tools and Techniques of Data Collection: 

1. 7. 5.1. Study of Physical Characters: 

To examine the physical characters of the Bhujel, the Somatometric 

measurements, Somatoscopic observations, 'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' Blood Groupings and 

Colour Blindness test were done on adult (18-50years of age) 100 males and 100 females 

from these villages. The subjects were selected through random sampling as much as 

possible under field condition. 

Following Somatometric measurements were selected as a part of physical 

characters of Bhujel; these are Maximum Head Length, Maximum Head Breadth, Bi

zygomatic Breadth, Nasal Length, Nasal Breadth, Morphological Facial Height, 

Morphological Upper Facial Height, Stature, Sitting, Height Vertex, Bi-cristal Breadth 

and Horizontal Circumference of the Head. 

All of these measurements were taken by using standard techniques (Martin, 1928; 

cf. Singh, 1994). These measurements, which involved only one side of the body, were 

always taken on the left or right side as suggested. All Measurements were taken by using 

the Anthropometer, Martin's Sliding Caliper, Martin's Spreading Caliper, thin :flexible 

metal tape, Libra weighting machine. The subjects were weighted wearing lightweight 

clothing and no adjustment has been made for this. Utmost care was taken to measuring 

the subjects as per methods and definitions given by Martin and Saller, 1956 (cf. Singh 

and Bhasin, 1968). 

To interpret biological attributes of the Bhujel, thirteen visual observations which 

were well recognized as biological variation of the population, were recorded; these are 

Head Hair Colour, Head Hair Form, Head Hair Quantities, Head Hair Texture, Beard and 

Moustaches, Eye Colour, Palpebral Opening, Eye Fold, Nasion Depression, Nasal Profile, 

Membranous Lip· Size-Lower, Lip Evertion and Skin Colour. 

In present study Colour Blindness test carried over on the same Bhujel sample 

group, who measured for Somatometric characters by using Ishihara colour blindness 
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chart. Plates were placed before subjects during day time and at right angle to his/her 

vision. Subjects were asked to read (or trace the line) plates within 3 seconds. In case of 

doubt or when the subjects were unable to read numerals, Plates 26 to 38 with marked 

lines on them were used. Otherwise plates 1 to 25 were used for other subjects who were 

literates. The 'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' Blood Groups of Bhujel were investigate through 

observing the blood groups among 200 subjects, who were selected randomly. Small 

amount of blood samples (3-4 drops) were collected in the slides (marked with anti-A, 

anti-B and anti-D) from the left ring finger by giving a prick after sterilization with 

alcohol. Blood grouping test was done carefully by applying 'direct method' following 

those cautions suggested by manufacturer of anticera for A, B and D. Testing of blood 

samples were performed in respect of antigen-antibody reaction or agglutination for each 

slides. Allele frequencies were calculated by the maximum likelihood method. 

1. 7. 5.2. Study of Social and Cultural Life: 

Intensive field study was conducted among the Bhujel families on the basis of 

standard Anthropological tools and techniques, which was based on the primary data of 

these people. Before selection of study area, a pilot survey was done on the Bhujel 

inhabited villages and information were collected from the Bhujel Kalyan Association of 

Kalimpong and Jalpaiguri, Akhil Bhujel Sangh of Sikkim, the influential persons of this 

society and the general people. At the initial stage, formal application and a copy of 

proposed work plan along with census schedule format were submitted to the Bhujel 

Kalyan Association of Kalimpong for the formal proceeding of the study. Afterwards 

intensive field investigation were conducted in Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum villages 

as these are occupied the major proportion of this community. The door to door survey 

was carried through the help of Census Schedule to obtain the basic demographic and 

socio economic data. In this phase I took shelter in a Bhujel house in Suruk village, and 

Bal Bahadur Bhujel, Bhim Bhujel, their family members and other fellow villagers 

accompanied me long hours, sometimes even whole day in door to door survey works. For 

data collection, I had to stay 16 months in five phages in these villages, in between 

September, 2004 to February, 2008. For data collection I went out from my field residence 

at 4.30 to 5.00 am and survey the households after 1-2 and half hours walking and came 

back at evening after crossing the same distance. Due to abrupt change of geographic 

features of this area, it was needed to climb down 500-700 ft to reach the all households. 
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To present the entire data more vividly, some graphs were also include in this study. To 

assess the quantitative characters of the Bhujel, some comparative method was followed 

through cross tabulation. The standard classifications of the characters measured and 

indices as proposed by Martin, 1928; Martin and Saller, 1956; Schalaginhaufen, 1946; 

Lebzelter and Saller, 1956, Lundbrog-Linders and Saller, Saller (cf. Singh and Bhasin, 

1968) have been used for the analysis of raw data. The analyzed data were finally 

organized in the Chapter-4. 

1. 7. 6.2. Social and Cultural Life: 

The subsequent step after data collection is data processing and data analysis. 

Emphasizing upon the accuracy and completeness, it needs necessary checking and 

editing of the collected data. The synthesized data schedules were check up and evaluate 

systematically, quantitatively and qualitatively. Data tabulation was done manually as 

well as in computer by using 'Microsoft Excel Software' and 'SPSS 15.0 version' of 

statistical package. Simple statistical method was primarily used in tables with calculation 

of percentage, ratios. The qualitative data was found throughout case studies, interviews. 

Discussions and observations were arranged in logical, analytic and explanatory manner. 

Finally, the data were prearranged and positioned in the appropriate chapters. 

1.7. 7. Presentation of Data and Chapterization: 

The synthesized data, collected from the survey were placed and presented in the 

total twelve chapters. In the introductory part of the study, Chapter-1 is the Introduction 

which introduces the problems, theoretical and conceptual perspectives, review of 

literature, methodology adopted for the study, aims and objectives of the study as well as 

significance and limitations of the present study. Based on information from field as well 

as several books, journals, monographs, encyclopaedic volumes, several unpublished 

materials, Chapter-2 presents an analytical note about the history of origin of these people. 

Chapter-3 gives an account of general introduction about the people and their places 

including their geographical locations, climate, geological formation, flora and fauna, 

village settlements, population demography. Chapter-4 gives physical characters of the 

Bhujel, based on Somatometric measurements, Somatoscopic observations, colour 

blindness, 'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' blood groupings and overall analysis of several indices. 

Chapter-S draws an economic profile through highlighting their economic status, 
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economic condition, economic pursuits and live stocks. Chapter-6 describes their material 

culture through illustrating their house types, traditional implements, which are mainly 

used in their household, agriculture, hunting and musical purpose. This chapter also gives 

information about their dress pattern and food habits. Chapter-7 is on their family, 

marriage and kinship which illustrate their family, social structure of internal and external 

relations. Their marriage rules, types and forms of marriage, marital status, remarriage, 

divorce, marriage distance, marriage payment, marriage rituals also discus in this chapter. 

Chapter-8 describes the life cycle rituals of the Bhujel with emphasizing on birth rituals, 

marriage rituals, death rituals along with some case studies. Chapter-9 is related with their 

religious rituals and ceremonies. Some of their religious festivals; spirit and magico

religious practices describe in this chapter. Chapter-1 0 draws an outline of dynamics of 

political organization by describing their traditional political organization, its changing 

nature and their political participation in contemporary period. Chapter-11 takes out the 

changing scenario in the context of tradition and mordanity. Each chapter ends with a 

summary note under the heading 'findings' with a compilation of brief summary of the 

synthesized data present in successive chapters and related theoretical perspectives. In the 

last chapter (Chapter-12) major findings were prepared on the basis of the produced data 

present in successive chapters. This chapter also tries to mapping the Bhujel culture in the 

context of tradition and modernity and furthermore it presents the concluding remarks by 

recapitulating on emphasizing the empirical findings of the study. Finally few hopes and 

aspiration of the Bhujel were pointed out for the upliftment of the referred community. 

1.8. Limitations of the Study: 

Although the present work intends to give a holistic picture of the Bhujel touching 

upon about all aspects of the people's ways of life but it has it's own limitation also. Due 

to time constrain the present study is limited only on in-depth study on several areas of 

their morphological, genetical, social and cultural life. 

There were some limitations and constrains during the field and thereafter writing 

up this report in the present form. First of all, it is difficult to trace the exact location and 

appropriate introductory information about these people, because of unavailability of 

secondary data about them. In addition, the studied villages are far away and so remote 

that there is no public road, no facility of vehicles and no place for halting - mostly it is 
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Among the various ethnic communities of India and Nepal, the Bhujel is least 

bothered and yet to be focused. The Bhujel G~re unidentified and nothing much more 

information are furnished in detail in the research work or historical documents. 

Therefore, we find difficulties to predict strongly about their historical status. Due to lack 

of satisfactory clue of their origin, we are bound to study and understand their decree of 

existing features e.g. culture, tradition and present recognition. They also nourish lore and 

tales about the history of their origin. These were collected from village elders, shamans 

as well as various published books. Many of these fellow villagers were not always 

. univocal concerning this topic and thus attempt has been made to represent the well-liked 

folktales and folklore of this region. 

2.1. Origin of the Bhujel-Some Folktales and Folklore: 

Although there are not enough studies or research work done on this community, 

but still we have many logic and views of different scholars in their literary ethnical 

studies. On account of unavailability of actual evidence scholars have not been able to 

reach to a conclusion about the origin of Bhujel, thus have only made assumptions. 

Therefore as long as there is no real proof available on true nature of stating of the Bhujel, 

the interpretation of the Bhujel was made on the basis of following tales as stated by 

village elders (Kharka Bahadur Bhujel, Ram Das Bhujel, Chandra Bahadur Bhuj~l) and 

few ofthese are univocal with literatures ofM. Oppitz (Oppitz, 1983), J. Sharma (Sharma, 

2001), A.T. Bhujel (Bhujel, 2005). 

2.1.1. Folktale-1: 

According to the prevalent holy writ or verbal hearings of the Bhujel of 

Bhujikhola-Bowang region as stated by A. T. Bhujel (2005), in ancient there was a girl in 

a village called Maikot, Bowang. She became pregnant before her marriage. When the 

people of her community interrogated her about the fetus in her womb, she claimed that 

he was unknown and she could not identify her mate because he used to come at night and 

go at night. Then the people of the community gave her an idea to tie up a thread on his 

back when he comes at night to make it easy to find his location. She also did the same as 

that of plan. At that night they followed the thread and reached the cliff and found the 

thread inside the hole. The people shouted with the warning voice to tell the truth 

otherwise they will put a smoke of a burned chilly and pepper. Instantly they heard a voice 
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from the hole claiming that the fetus belongs to him and a male baby will be born from the 

womb of the girl. He also requested the people to call the boy Sutpare Gharti. As soon as 

the voice deemed a fountain of water came from the hole. Then the people returned to 

their village. After some spell of time the pregnant lady gave a birth to a baby boy and he 

was known to be Sutpare Gharti. He expertise in the archery and chose the hunting 

profession. In terms of accepting a profession of hunter, he married his uncle's daughter. 

Later on he became the father of four children and they also inherited their father's 

profession. 

The father became blind in his late age. The children reared two dogs each and 

helped their father to survive. The children brought meats of lion, boar and deer. Once the 

elder brother and his dog hunted a big boar in the jungle, but the group of boars also killed 

them. And, after few years the blind father also died. Since then, they were residing at 

Hukam area The three brothers divided their father's property in three parts and lived 

with their own hunting profession. Once, early in the morning the three brothers went out 

to Maikot for singing but on the way they found a fountain of water and drank it in order 

satisfy their thirst. The cock crowed to indicate that it is almost early morning. The water 

was also very cold and tasty. They named this place Bajari because of the availability of 

water and the crowing of the cock at the same time (Baja =Cock and Ri =Water). Due to 

the cold and tasty water one of the brother settled at Bajari and other went in search of 

better and tasty water in comparison to the previous one. In this process one brother got 

better water and won by the equal size of a mas (lentil-pulses) seed. Therefore, the place 

got its name Mas and the people settled here were known as Masal Gharti. Another 

brother kept on moving, carrying water, in search of much better than the Mas water. At 

last he found, but the quality as only a little bit superior than of Maskot. So he settled here 

and the place got its name Jhokot because (Jho =little) the water was only little bit tasty. 

Later on these people's clan became well known as Jhara clan. This is how the existence 

of Sutpare Gharti took place. 

2.1.2. Folktale-2: 

Oppitz (1983) bring to light that a clan of some deities uses to live in a place, 

called Pimachare, Nepal. Once, one of them had a contact with a human lady and as a 

result she got pregnant. The family member of the deity didn't accept this relation for a 
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long time, so the new couple decided to take their ancestors' property and discard the 

deity family. They came to Luthawang (near Hukam) with their ancestral property (as red, 

white, Black cows, hunting implements, and few servants). They again shifted to 

Jhakribang because scabies and eczema troubled them a lot. Even at Jhakribang they were 

troubled by fever but they had some alternatives. So they used to call Jhakris (shamans) to 

cure there. Therefore, the place got its name Jhakribang (the plains of shamans). Again 

they shifted to Hukam and settled there permanently because the place was suitable for 

them to sustain life. After few years they became parent of six sons and a daughter. Their 

daughter became pregnant and her health was declining. When everyone asked her about 

the reason of her pregnancy, she answered that an unknown person comes to her at night 

and because of him she is facing this consequence. The people advised her to tie up a 

thread on his leg when her mate comes at night. She then followed the instruction and on 

the next morning the people chased the thread and found the thread has entered a hole of a 

steep rock. It was the habitation of a demon (the dead soul) whose death might have 

occurred untimely with lots of desire to be fulfilled. He made the girl pregnant to fulfill 

his desire, which he couldn't do when he was alive. As a result a baby boy was born and 

he was known as Sutpare Gharti (Gharti > Dharti = Prithivi). Even in present time their 

clan is known as Sutpari Gharti. He was the first generation of Gharti clan and chooses 

hunting profession. In the Process of hunting, he used to chase the boar up to Chewang. 

Later on his children spreading in the Hukam, Chewang, Kaliwang, Bacdhi gaon, Tak 

village, Kwa village and other areas. In their daily routine they use to chase the animals 

from different sides and kill at the same spot everyday. Therefore, the place get its name 

Kaljamui (Arrow of death). After that they scattered to various parts of the world and 

called themselves with different subtitles. Those who were living in Tak were known as 

Gharti as well as Budda, and Pun who lived in Hukam and Bachi. Everyone of them 

speaks Kham language, but those, who are scattered from this region are not able to speak 

Kham language. 

2.1.3. Folktale-3: 

In view of the local village elders, before this particular community came to an 

existence in Hukam, there were some people who came earlier from the various regions. 

There was a steep mountain (cliff) where god (but some people use to say ghost) lived. He 

had a relation with a village girl and she got pregnant-she carries a premarital conception. 
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When her parent interrogated her about the fetus in her womb, she claimed that an 

unknown deity was responsible for this and she could not identify him because he comes 

at night and goes at nigh. Then they advised her to tie up a red thread on his leg when he 

comes at night to make it easy to find his location and she also did the same as per as their 

plan. The next morning they followed a thread and reached the cliff and found the thread 

inside the hole. Then the people shouted with the warning voice for came out the culprit. 

A voice came out instantly and when the girl's parent made a proposal for the marriage he 

refused to marry her but he was ready to pay compensation in respect to his deed. As 

compensation they received agricultural products as well as technique. Then the god 

vanished forever. After few months a baby boy was born but he was father less and 

property less, so he was known as Gharti or Deopahari Gharti because of his father being 

landless. He grew up and got married with a local girl of Hukam and shifted to Chewang 

near by a lake. They were well equipped because his family received agricultural 

instruments and techniques as compensation from god. Within short period they started 

their work and taught everyone the technique of cultivation and it became a tradition that 

they will first start to cultivate and then only everyone will follow them. Later on, he 

becomes father of six sons and in course of times his lineage was gradually spreading in 

the whole country, well known as Gharti/Bhujel. 

2.1.4. Folktale-4: 

Sharma (200 1) preached that once upqn a time the Thakuri king used to rule 

Jhumla (northern part of modem Nepal). Unexpectedly, they were attacked and chased by 

their enemy from .Thumla. To hide from their enemy some people ran away from Jhumla 

and among them orw was a pregnant Thakuri lady. She reached near by river Vyas, where 

the king was very l<1nd hearted and she got an opportunity to live. The king's army who 

attacked Jhumla got information about the Thakuri lady and went to the kingdom of Vyas 

region and requested the king to search his palace. The king was good, so he misguided 

them by telling the army that his own daughter is pregnant. and not to disturb her in this 

situation. After this incident the king found his palace insecure for the stranger and she 

also found it insecure for her. Then she plans to move from there and reach Taragaon. She 

chooses to live near by the stream and survives by eating wild fruits. She gave a birth to a 

baby boy. This boy is regarded as the forefather· of the Bhujel community. When he grew 

up, he used to takes a cow for grazing near by a beautiful lake. One day he felt strange 
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because he saw four beautiful ladies taking a shower in a lake and flying toward the sky. 

-After grazing the cow he returned home and he said the story to his mother. She thought 

that the ladies are angels from Heaven, and at the same time she told him to get hold of 

the youngest one and bring her home. The mother also gives him a technique to make the 

water impure; so that after touching the water the angel also become impure and cannot 

fly. This is simply by cutting cow's tail and putting into the water when she comes for 

swimming. He followed the advice and as a result he could bring the youngest angel in his 

house. The angel was helpless and could not go anywhere so she started living with them, 

learned language and in a mean time they become very familiar and got married. They had 

three children and when they grew up the elder one went to south and got married with a 

Magar girl and came home. The next brother went to Bhot and married with the local 

Bhote (Bhutanese) girl and came home with her. And the youngest went to west and got 

married with Thakuri girl and returned home. There marriages were celebrated splendidly. 

Looking into their own problem while getting marriage with the other communities they 

decided to convert their title and genealogy. The elder brother became Rokha, next 

became Gharti and the youngest became Buddha_. 

2.1.5. Folktale-S: 

Mythologically the Bhujel also have several estimations about their history of 

origin. According to Prapannachcharya, 2000 the origin of Bhujel also related to the 

Hindu epic, the Mahabharata. This story started with the king Y ayati, the great ancestor 

of Kuru and Pandava. The Druhu was the third son of Y ayati. At the later stage of his life, 

Yayati wishes to live as young. He told this to Druhu, and proposed to transfer Druhu's 

youth into him but Druhu refused this. Being angry he cursed to Druhu and Druhu went 

out in the jungle with his family. In that region the Druhu designated as 'Bhoj'. His 

children were famous in the name of Bhojas, who regards as Mlechha (non Aryan). 

Practically the Dhuru was a Kirat and he ruled .over Gandhara up to Ravi. A segment of 

them migrated from there and settled in the central Nepal, who well-known as Bhujel. 

2.1.6. Folklore-!: 

Concerning their origin th~y nourish various folklores but among these only one is 

relevant regarding this issue. This most popular folklore narrated by Ram Das Bhujel 

(shaman) and Kharka Bahadur Bhujel (village elder) is stated in below-
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origin. Some people give logic that Gharti is first used to indicate this community. 

According to belief, they have moved towards Bhuji region from the western part of 

Nepal. But in the modem age, a word Bhujel is more familiarly used to give recognition to 

this community, and within Bhujel there are various titles and subtitles and Gharti is one 

among them. Thus it is simple to understand Bhujel means Gharti and Gharti means 

Bhujel simultaneously. We can understand the crystal clear history of this community as a 

whole only after a deep study of their historical background. 

Bhujel indicates wholely a particular community. When we study about the ethnic 

communities of India and Nepal, it is clear that they are identified or named according to 
" 

the 'places of inheritance'. When a new settlement is made by a community in a particular 

area, this community is known by the name of that place and vice versa. This practice 

mostly exists among the indigenous communities of India and Nepal. There are many 

existing examples, to be found from the past that a community had adopted their surname, 

titles or subtitles from the location of their surrounding. Bhujel is also one of the nomadic 

communities whose communal identity was coined after inhabiting the Bhujikot/ Bhuji 

valley near Bhujikhola. We find Bhujel was used frequently only after the beginning of 

19th Century. Their myth revealed that the ancient Bhuji kingdom of their ancestors' were 

in an around the periphery of Dorpatan and near by areas. During this period, the king's 

court used to maintain the administrative document of this kingdom in a traditional paper 

(leaf). So, it is believed that there has to be some clue of the document as well as about the 

king and his kingdom. Those people who used to live in Bhuji kingdom were later known 

as Bhujel (Bhujel and Tamang, 2001). Due to the dense forest of Bhojpatra (a variety of 

tree), the area were known to be Bhuji and the rivers were known as Bhujikhola. The 

people wore a cloth made of bark of Bhojpatra. Therefore, the people who wore a cloth 

made of Bhojpatra were known as Bhujel (Panth, 1996). In fact, the Gharti's of Dorpatan 

(Bhuji valley) and near by area were converted later to Bhujel community of present 

Nepal (Bhujel, 2005). 

Hamilton, 1819 pointed out that Gharti (who accepted Aryan way of living) 

divided themselves into Khas and Bhujel. But at the same time Bhujel and Nisi! were 

considered lower caste with different life style who doesn't accept Aryan ways language 

and culture. Even within the Gharti few accept the Aryan ways and other follows as that 
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of Bhujel and Nisi/. He also assumes that they have migrated from the Karnali region of 

western Nepal. There is one more clue that a subtitle Sinjapati (written document) is used 

among the Gharti and it makes easy to opine that they came to eastern part form the Sinja 

valley of Nepal. Some writers have written that in the ancient period some how in 

between or late 5th to 61h century Bhujel came along with Magars crossing the Himalaya 

who were of the same community. The ancestor of the Bhujel came and settleq in an 

around Dorpatan area from the Karnali region of western Nepal (Bhujel, 2005). 

According to Pokhrel (1998) the ancestors of Bhujel have come to Dorpatan area 

from the Munjadri which is near by the Mt. Kailash. He also noted down that there was a 

relation between Mujwat community and Bhujel. During that period Dor meant cliff in 

their language. On the way to Dorpatan there was a river Bhujikhola and the river might 

have got its name form the community's name. He also mentioned that the Mujwat 

community was later known to be Muj > Muji (Bhuji) and lastly known to be Bhujel. It 

also shows that their ancestors were shifted from the northern part of the Tibetan region to 

the Nepal Himalaya. Sharma, 1993 mentioned in his studies that Thapa, Rana, Majhee, 

Karki and Gharti belong to the same ancestral family. According to him Khas has changed 

to Gharti and later on again Gharti has changed to Kstriya (Cheetrighatri) and Bhujel. 

Vansittart, 1894 opined that the Bhujel Gharti came from north of Gulmi, Nepal. In 1895 

he explained that they are mixed blooded and some Gharti belongs to Khas Gharti. He had 

also mentioned that pure and real Gharti is Bhujel and assume that this community was 

called Bhujel because they lived near by the bank of Bhujikhola (river). From the above 

hypotheses it becomes clear that the present Gharti and Bhujel of Dorpatan were khas of 

ancient Khasan Kingdom. But according to Hamilton, Gharti were not Khas, although due 

to the influence of Hinduism they entered into Kstriyas (Chhetri) of Khas Community. 

Oppitz, 1983 was of the view that the Gharti 's community came to an existence from the 

intercourse between ·a superficial power and a local girl. It may not be real that the 

community came to an existence form the above revealed myth but according to the 

modem concept they might have come to an existence due to a relation between Khas and 

a local lady. This commencement supports the Vansittart's opinion of mix nature among 

the GhartiBhujel. Malla,1971 remarked that the Bhujel Belongs to the Mongolian 

community because the history is very clear that they were the first indigenous people to 
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offer Thukuri 's and Brahmins to settle in the Parbat (Himalayan) area. Otherwise 

Thukuris' and Brahmins were not found in that Region. In some cases the Jaddya (a 

community) immerged with other communities before the beginning of 19th Century and 

believed that Gharti had some relation with them (Bhujel, 2005). Yet it is not proved 

whether Gharti and Jaddya had a relation in the past or not. Once upon a time they came 

to this place and settled around Dorpatan region. During the life span, they developed 

· their civilization, language and culture. In a transition of age or at different time they feel 

about their own reorganization and they were identified and known from the place of their 

settlement or origin. Later on the inhabitants of Gharta khola and its surrounding areas are 

called Gharti. Those living in Bhuji valley call themselves Bhujel and those living in the 

Nisi/ call themselves Nisil/Nisel. This may be the first and foremost identity adopted by 

Bhujel community. 

There is a variance in views about the origin of Bhujel, i.e. the Ghartibhujel 

community. Some of the representatives of this community, those living in the Aryan 

(Brahmins and Ksytriyas) village are in minority and claim their ancestor were Khas and 

they don't lack behind of calling themselves Ksytriyas (Chhetri) [Bhujel and Tamang, 

2001]. The minority ofBhujel community of medieval Dor Kingdom of Magar region and 

present inhabitants of Magar concentrated area say that their ancestors were Magar. Some 

Bhujel give their identity as Magar even today. In some of the cases they also claim their 

ancestors were Rajput/Thakuri. But since their existence they are independent indigenous 

community with the originality of their own rather they have been given their different 

identity and reorganization due to living with different major groups and they being the 

minority. Still they practice the same way of introducing themselves with different 

communities and places to survive. These studies shows that they have their own 

originality, but being in a minority and to survive in a different environment they choose a 

path of naming themselves as their major group with whom they are residing. In some of 

the Places they are bound to do it. Since the ancient age, where they live in majority never 

lack behind to boost of their own ethnic identity but in some of the cases where they are in 

minority they have chosen different identity just to survive. 

Historically we find limited documents about Bhujel ancestors' properties. In 

B.S.l372 Bhujel had a particular independent kingdom. Bhujel community had ruled 
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Dorpatan region till the 22"d generation. The Bhujel King had a palace in Arrnakot near 

Rajkut at the height of 1895 meters. Later on the Mallas were ending the Bhujel dynasty. 

Vaidya, 2001 opined that in the 15th Centaury (B.S) the kingdom of Samal dynasty came 

to an existence. They had a branch in various territories, Ascham, Rukum, Barfikot, 

Jajarkot, Salyan, Gautam, Parbat, Baglung etc. The Bhujel had separate kingdom in 

Dorpatan and its nearby areas, which came to an end in the middle of 14th century. 

Before, Samal dynasty came to an existence it is clear that Bhujel king had ruled over 

Dorpatan, Rukum, Gulmi, Parbat and Baglung regions. Even today Bhujel are thickly 

concentrated in this territory. There was a little contradiction about the time of downfall of 

Bhujel dynasty. Upaddhyay, 1998 opined that Bhujel king was driven out by Khasa 

Mallas in 1315 AD. Literally, Anand Solaypar of Thakuri dynasty became the king of 

Parbat in B.S. 1510. Later on about 4000 Nisilbhujel came to the capital of Rukum to 

meet Jaitubom MaZZa and ask king for them. Afterward Ananda Born was brought to 

Parbat and was being made the king. Gradually Mudula Karki, Ruchal, Bayak, 

Mohothorki, Tharthoki and Poudel Brahmin were also brought to Parbat (Yadav, 2000; 

Malia, 1971). This way the Hindu Brahmins entered Parbat region. At around 1715 B.S 

the Brahmins were well settled in Parbat and the process of entering from the western 

Karnali region and Southern Sen Kingdom were also rapidly increasing. Malla, 1976 

write down that the king of Manang, Mustang and Kaski converted them to Gurung. It is 

believed that the decedents of Jaddya (Bokse King) of Rukum and Gulmi converted them 

to Gharti (Bhujel, 2004). After the rising of Bokse Kingdom the bad day's started for 

Bhujel. When Gorkha kingdom came to an existence and during the time of Rana regime, 

Bhujel were relegated and kept in a very low profile in the Hindu community and treated 

very badly (Khatri et al., 1996). They almost reached a position to lose their identity. 

Gradually Bhujel kingdom goes down into dark forever and as a result Bhujel' great 

ancient history were destroyed and made their life very miserable. Traditionally in Nepal, 

the losers were torture mercilessly by cutting there ears and noses and taking out their 

hearts and sentence them to death (Vaidya et al., 1993 ). Sometime the loser was left alive 

but made his life very miserable by giving various types of torture. In the Rana regime of 

Nepal, the people were made slave in various occasion specially when the loser was 

caught in the conspiracy against ruler (Adhikari et al., 1999). For this reason few of them 

ran away from there and reach to India, Bhutan and other countries. Their segment that 
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were came in to India, mainly settled in Darjeeling Himalaya. And few Bhujel, who 

accept the slavery under royal families of Nepal, later on designated as Gharti (slave) or 

Ghatribhujel. From then the darkest period started for Bhujel and after a prolonged period 

when Rana Prime Minister, Chandra Shamser declared the slavery in the Nepal kingdom 

was abolished, then (after, 1951 AD) they gained slightly higher status but it could not 

recover completely their social wound. 

2.3. Findings: 

The Bhujel is a little known community whose exact origin is gloomy for us. To 

bring light in this matter we can lead through the following points. As the review of five 

stories, the former three stories have almost similar text. We observe from the logical 

point of view a relation between a supernatural and human being is not possible but we 

can assume that it may be a relation between a man from a different community and a 

local lady. The first two stories tell us the Bhujel are traditionally hunter-gatherer. From 

the third story we came to know that they inherit the farming occupation. All of the three 

stories indicate that the history of the Bhujel has a simple origin from a simple family. The 

forth story indicates the history of Bhujel started with an ill-fated prince, who engaged in 

pastoral life. The fifth story is also similar with the previous one which started from an ill

fated prince and his descendants who later on migrate in Nepal and became well-known as 

Bhujel. So, these also state a simple beginning from a simple family. The first four stories 

claim that they were not the migrant rather they were aborigines of same location since the 

ancient where as the fifth indicates just its reverse. The fourth revelation says that Ghing 

married Bhote and the children from them became Gharti. In history we find some relation 

between Bhote and Gharti. Therefore, the Aryans called Bhujelghatri as Jhant because it 

is also mentioned in some of the cases that they live in Himalaya and eat beef. Even today 

the language spoken by a people of Tanahu is called a language of beef consumers' and 

Bhujel still performs a ceremony along with the Bhutias (Bhujel, 2005). From the fresh 

concept we can evaluate that the man came from a different locality and got married with 

the inhabitant or a local lady of a particular place and as a result new language and a new 

community came to an existence. 
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Historically, the Bhujel is an abstruse community who inhabit in the Darjeeling 

Himalaya and the Nepal Himalaya. Since the past they are the inhabitant Nepal and well

known there as 'Gharti' and 'Bhujel', and in India they are famous in the name of 'Bhujel' 

(also sometimes they appear in some literature, as 'Gharti'). The term 'Bhujel' is newer 

one, it was used frequently only after the beginning of 19th Century and before it they are 

termed as Gharti. 

Though very little documentaries are made on their history of origin, but these are 

not univocal. Some academicians believe that, the Bhujel is a part of Gharti, who did not 

accept Aryan culture. Some scholars opined against the above mentioned estimation, they 

views the Gharti as a part of Bhujel. A. few researchers also speak out that the Bhujel are 

the immigrant of Nepal from near by region of Mt. Kailash. To support the last one, a 

scholar also wrote that the Bhujel came from the Druhu (a character of the Mahabharata), 

and his children were famous in the name ofBhojas, who regards as Mlechha or Kirat. 

Due to unavailability of sufficient written document, it is difficult to trace their 

appropriate origin. But on the basis of their folklore, it can assume that the inhabitant of 

the Bhujikot (Bhuji region) near Bhuji river and. near Nijk river are known as Bhujel, and 

from there they migrated to other areas. Their folktales indicate that the Bhujel originate 

from the intercourse of a local girl of central Nepal and an outsider. 

It is true that Bhujel had a particular independent kingdom in Nepal in the bygone 

days. Some academicians also believe that the inhabitants of Bhuji/Bhujel kingdom are 

known as Bhujel. Later on the baton of command of this dynasty were gradually handed 

over from Bhujel king to Khasa Mallas and thereafter to Bokse Kings. Finally this 

kingdom came under Rana regime, and then Bhujel were treated very badly. For this 

reason, a part of this stock makes new settlement in Darjeeling Himalaya of India. 
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3.1. A note on Bhujel: 

Till now in the 21st century, there are many backward inhabitants present in our 

country, whose official designation is 'indigenous people'. Among them most of the 

communities enjoy the nature very closely and also enjoy the low social status, suppression 

from their neighboring civilized people, such as Bhujel. This community is previously well

known as 'Gharti' in the literature of many scholars. They are originally habitants of the 

low-lying areas ofthe Tanakun district in the Gandaki zone ofNepal. Now-a-days they are 

spread out almost around whole length and breadth of the country, and also cross the border 

and settled in neighboring country India. In India they are mostly concentrated in the 

northeastern region, especially in the Sikkim, and Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts of West 

Bengal. In Nepal, they are treated as tribe and in India they are nominated in slightly 

moderate category, as M.B.C. The Bhujel has been enlisted as one of the most depressed 

categories of O.B.C. in the report of 'Mondol Commission' in Sl. No.34. The people have 

been included to O.B.C. category only during the recent past; in Sikkim they are designated 

in June, 1994 and in West Bengal they achieve it later, in November, 1995. Besides Sikkim 

and West Bengal, they are found some parts of north- eastern states and Uttaranchal in very 

few numbers. In Sikkim they lived mostly in Daramdin, Salangdang, Dodok, Karthok in 

West Sikkim; Belbotey (Kitam), Turuk, Tokal, Barmiok in South Sikkim and Titlang, 

Pakyong, Chujachen, Rigu in East Sikkim. As a whole, they are concentrating mostly in 

hilly and Tarai regions of Darjeeling district and Jalpaiguri districts of West Bengal. Their 

numerical strength is much higher in West Bengal one than other states of India. The 

demography ofthe Bhujel in Darjeeling District of West Bengal is enlisted in below-

Table-3.1: Block wise Distribution ofBhujel Population in Darjeeling District of West Bengal 

Blocks Census 1994 Census 2007 
No. of Household No. of Population No. of Household No. of Population 

Rangli-Rangliot 201 1433 300 1540 
Sukia Pokhari 83 482 235 1128 

Phulbazar Bijonbari 36 222 125 594 
Kalimpong-1 465 2856 769 3998 
Kalimpong-II 141 736 95 489 
Garubathan 16 88 313 1548 
Kurseong 135 671 512 2774 

Mirik 53 273 94 454 
Matigara 9 44 - -

Total 1139 6805 2443 12525 
Source: Census Surveys ofBhujel Kalyan Association, 1994 and 2007. 
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The Bhujel disjointedly come out firstly in the census of India, 1941. Before and 

after this census, no such specific census data is available in the name of 'Bhujel' in Indian 

censuses. In these census reports the 'Gharti' is came out separately. This may because of 

that, in Nepal this community is well known in the name of 'Gharti', and they are 

acquainted as 'Bhujel' in the few decades ago, and till now this community termed as 

'Gharti/Bhujel' in census reports of Nepal Government. However the available data on 

Bhujel and Gharti is enlisted in below-

Table-3.2: Year wise Distribution of Bhujel population in West Bengal 

Year State District 

1901 West Bengal Darjeeling 

1911 West Bengal Darjeeling 

1921 West Bengal Darjeeling 

1931 West Bengal Darjeeling 

1941 West Bengal Darjeeling 

1951 West Bengal. Darjeeling 

Darjeeling 

1994 West Bengal Jalpaiguri 

Total 
"1 ' Bengal District Gazetteers. Dar.Jeelmg by 0 Malley, 1907. 

*2 Bengal District Gazetteers: Darjeeling by Dash, 1947. 

*3 West Bengal District Handbooks: Darjeeling by Mitra, 1954. 

*4 Census Report of Bhujel Kalyan Association, 1994. 

Population 

3450"1 

3584":l 

Nif:l 

2053 •:l 

496+5745":l 

998"j 

6815.4 

2119"4 

8934"4 

The Bhujel are mainly nature lover community and they always follow the saying 

'Raja Ko aaina bhanda Khola ko chain thulo' means that wild fun and pleasures are better 

than the king's treasures. Thus they mainly lived in the remote villages where the nature 

rearing them in her ever ending loveliness. Very few of them recently settled in the towns. 

According to the survey of Bhujel Kalyan Association, 1994 in Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri 

Districts about all ofthem lived in the remote villages. This scenario is also same in Nepali 

Bhujel and Sikkimese Bhujel. Though they were lead nomadic life in past but due to 

increasing pressure of population size and insufficient fertile pasture they were forced to 

settle down and engage in settle agriculture (ABSS, 2006). Even today, some Bhujel can be 
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found to be clearing hill slopes extending their lands, making it suitable for cultivation. 

They mainly work in the different tea garden as a casual labor or day labor in the field or 

engage in agriculture or agricultural labor. 

Though they are mediocre intelligent but due to lack of proper environment they do 

not progress remarkably in the modem education system. Moreover, previously they have a 

tendency to maintain a far distance from modem education but recently they realize the 

necessity of education and try to achieve it. They are also suffering economic backwardness 

from the ancient period. Most of them till now suffer by this evil. It is frequently found that, 

they wear clothes, which are mostly thrown bare, dirty and tom which express their 

economic condition. Walking barefoot makes the soles of their foot cracked. Few of them 

live in a dirty and unhygienic condition. In Darjeeling district 88.5 per cent Bhujel families 

belong to the B.P.L. category (BKA, 1994). 

3.2. The Environment, Resources and the Bhujel: 

The area under study is confined within Kalimpong sub-division of Darjeeling 

district of West Bengal, India. The study was mainly carried out among the Bhujel 

comprising of three settlement areas namely Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum under 

Kalimpong-1 block of Kalimpong sub-division. The villages are located by the side of the 

slopes of Darjeeling Himalaya. At a later stage, a general survey :was conducted in the Sinji

Samalbong, Sindebong, Najok Forest Busty in same block; Samsing Chiplaydara, Bhujel 

Gaon,_ Gumbadaura of Kalimpong-11 block; Bakhrakot of Garubathan block; Deorali, Selpu 

Busty, Gidhapara, Sittong of Kurseong block; Teesta Valley T.E., Mungpoo of Rangli

Rangliot block for the assessment of general socio-cultural practices of the peoples. 

The Darjeeling district is the northern most part of West Bengal and lies in between 

26°31' and 27°13' north latitude and between 87°59' and 88°53' east longitude. The area of 

this district covers about 1200 square miles (RSRS, 2001). This district is in irregular 

triangular in outline. In North it is bordered by Bhutan and Sikkim; in West it is bounded by 

Nepal and Bihar, in East it is surrounded by Jalpaiguri, and in South it is encircled by North 

Dinajpur, Bihar and Bangladesh. With the exception of a few small pockets, the entire land 

in which they inhabit is hilly. This district is marked by abundance natural features. It 

consist a portion of outlying hills of the Himalaya and a stretch of territory laying alone the 
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base of hi ll s known as the Terai. The Terai is onl y about 300 ft in hei ght where as its 

highes t portion posses a he ight of about I 200ft. In the north of the Terai, the great Himalaya 

stand out in a succession of bold spurs. The change fro m hil l to plane is often very abrupt. 

T he hill portion of th is di strict has l a by r ~nth of ri dges and narrow va lleys. Most 
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of the ridges are forest clad. Throughout on the lower slopes of the forest it has often been 

cleared for tea or other gardening. Hills and valleys are covered in several places with a 

dense mass of forests, festooned with moss and lichens and are dripping with moisture. 

There are many big and small rivers, and a number of streams are flowing in all 

directions, but mainly into the south cutting across the Bhujellands and thus formatting into 

many slices and pockets. Dominating all of the rivers of the district, the river Tista is 

drained ultimately to the south direction. The Great Rangit, the chief affluent of the Tista, 

enters Darjeeling district from the west and forms part of northern boundary, flowing from 

west to east till it joins the river Tista. The Raillly, a tributary of river Tista, is the most 

important stream in the track situated to the east of Tista, which flows a winding south

westerly course till it falls into the Tista. Tista's other tributaries rising in its northern face 

to flow east and west before joining the main river. Another important river, the Mahanadi 

has risen in the east of Kurseong and after leaving the hills it flows in a southerly direction. 

The Balason takes its rise near Darjeeling town and flows southerly course till soon after it 

enters in the Tarai. The Meehl takes its rise under the Singalila range of Nepal and it flows 

from north to south and makes the western boundary of the district. 

The geological formation of the Darjeeling district consists of undulating 

sedimentary rocks, confined to the hills on the south, and different grades of meta-morphic 

rocks over the rest of the area. A characteristic feature of the southern area is that the older 

formations rest of the younger, characterizes the whole length of the outer Himalaya. The 

Terai and the planes at the foot of Himalaya were given their present form after the fmal 

upheaval of the range and consist of almost horizontal layers of unconsolidated sand, silt, 

pebbles and gravels. The soil in the Terai is composed of alluvium, a light sandy loam being 

the most common. There are also considerable track of sand or gravelly soils, unsuitable for 

cultivation. In the hills three types of soils are generally recognized-black, white and red. 

Black soil is most fertile of the three, red is of intermediary type and the white is poorest 

among them. Red soil requires a good amount of manuring to produce a yield equal to that 

of black soil and it is suitable for dry crisp, such as, maize and millet. Usually soils 

throughout the district are deficient in lime. 
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Tejpatta (Cinamomum tamala), Bcms (Bambusa fulda, Dendrocalamas hamiltonii), Kucho 

(Arundinaria racemosa), Melokapasi (Acer Thomsonii), Kanjal (Bischofia javanica), Toon 

(Cedrella toona), Sialfusra (Grewia asiatica), Sanjivani (Panax pseudo ginseng),Pakkasaj 

(I'erminalia crenulata), Chaluania {Schima wallichii), Lampate (Duabanga 

grandiflora),etc. are available in this region. Generally the Sal, Simul and bamboos have 

enormous importance in the material culture of the Bhujel. The big leaves of altinianutans 

are used as dish on which they serve their food. 

The forest in this region is the homes of various types of big and small animals, 

birds, snakes, insect, etc. The rivers are full of varieties of fishes, toads, frogs, crabs and so 

on. Among the big animals, the elephant (Elephus maximus indicus), tiger (Panthera tigris 

tigris), are also occasionally met with in this forest. Among the carnivorous, the leopard 

(Panthera pardus ), wolf (Canis lupus), jungle cat(Felis chaus kutas), Indian civet cat are 

found. The jackal (Canis aureus indicus) and the fox (Vulpes bengalensis) are comnion in 

the low lying foot hills areas. Different kinds of deer of which the principle variety is 

Sambar (Carvus unicolor niger), the hog deer, barking deer are found in the thickly wooded 

forests. Among the reptiles the cobra (Naja naja), the lesser black krait (Bungarus lividus), 

greater black krait (Bungarus niger) are most important. The bear (Ursidae sp.), wild boar 

(Sus scrofa) and monkeys (Macaca spp.) of different kinds, like capped langur (Lemuroidac 

sp.) are found in this area. The habitants of this region suffer a lot by leech (Dinobdella 

ferox). Domestic animals like dog (Canis familiaris), cat (Felis domesticus), cow (Bos 

indicus), goat (Capra hircus), pig (Sus domesticus) are very common in all houses in this 

district. 

3.3. The Villages and the Villagers: 

3.3.1. Profile of the Villages: 

The main studied villages (Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum) situated in a range of 

height 3 800-4000ft. This area basically consists of poor road communication. A main road 

connects this area with Kalimpong town and another road connects these villages with 

Bakhrakot plane. These roads are mainly Kancha in nature. Due to the abrupt changes from 

hills to plane and above said factor, these roads are not available to use in the rainy season. 

Though the roads are there but the transportation is very worst condition for whole year. 
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It is mostl y horrible and irregu lar. It was ex peri enced that a Zanga (J eep) carries 20-24 

passengers under its shade and 3-4 quintals goods on its top when it came back from 

Kalimpong town to Suruk vill age. In most cases the vehicle need to push to gear up its 

normal strength for uplift it on the way. When the vehi cles are not avail able, 
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then the villagers compelled to walk in narrow hilly walking tracks to go to Kalimpong. 

Again most of the villagers also follow later route because of high vehicle fare (it charges 

Rs. 160-180.00 for to and fro journey from Suruk to Kalimpong), which is very expensive 

for them. This scenario is also true for the villagers of Samther and Y am-makum villages. 

In the study area, about all houses build up in the hill slopes. In Samthar, Suruk and Yam 

makum villages all roads are Kancha. The main roads of these villages are narrow (only a 

car can run from these) and just touch the villages. Many narrow hilly walking tracks 

connect the houses with main roads. The houses are built up hither and thither in the 

villages. Among studies 300 houses only 3.67 per cent houses cited linearly in both sides 

of the main road, I7.33 per cent houses cited compact type far-off from main road (Graph-

3 .I). The rest 79.00 per cent houses are located far distant from the main road and built up 

scatterly in these villages. 

Table-3.3: Distribution of the Bhujel Households on the Basis of Settlement Pattern 

Sl No. Settlement Type Number of Hamlets 

No. per cent 

I Scattered Type 237 79.00 

2 Compact Type 52 I7.33 

3 Linear Type II 3.67 

Total 300 IOO.OO 

Graph-3.1: Distribution of the Bhujel Households on the Basis of Settlement Pattern 

Due to hilly track the most houses situated far distant from one another. Graph-3 .2 

shows that only 2I.OO per cent of the total 300 families situated in the next plot with their 

neighboring house, 25 .33 per centof the households situated within IO minutes walking 

distance from their nearest house, 28.00 per cent of the households situated I0-20 minutes 
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walking di stance from nex t house and 25.67 per cent of the households are located at leas t 

20 minutes walking distance from their nearest house . That' s why, the structure of these 

villages main ly scattered type. 

Table-3.4: Distribution of Households Acceding to Distance from Nearest Household 

Sl No. Distance From Nearest House Number of Hamlets 

No. % 

I Adjoining Plot 63 2 1.00 

2 Within I 0 Minutes Walking 76 25.33 

3 Within 20 Minutes Walking 84 28.00 

4 More Than 20 Minutes Walking 77 25.67 

Total 300 100.00 

Graph-3.2: Distribution of Households Acceding to Distance from Nearest Household 

The villages of the study area 

suffer from a severe water crisis 

because of hi gh alti tude and their 

distance from the Kalimpong town 

and Delo (water reservoir is situated 

here). So, the people of the study area 

are mostly dependent upon the rainy 

water. Another water source of this A Scene of Settlement Pattern 

region is pipe line water (thi s water drained from far di stant springs and supplies it to 

vill ages via pipelines, through governmental projects), but now a days thi s source do not 

fulfill their need as earlier because at present the pipelines are broken in some places, 
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some pipes were blocked by debris. Some villagers bring water in their houses through 

attaching W' diameter's plastic pipes with main pipe lines. Graph-3.3 clearly conveys this 

situation. Among studied 300 families 13.67 per cent enjoy the drinking water facility in 

whole year which come in their own houses through narrow pipelines. The 21.33 per cent 

of the total families enjoy the same only in rainy season. The remained families take water 

from nearest spring or governmental pipeline water sources. 34.33 per cent of the total 

300 families bring water in whole year from nearest water source which is located within 

20 minutes walking distance from their houses, 25.67 per cent families enjoy this facility 

only in the rainy season. Rest 5 per cent of the total 300 families bring drinking water 

from their nearest water source for whole year which sited at least 20 minutes walking 

distance from their houses. 

Sl 

No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table-3.5: Distribution of Households Acceding to Water Availability 

Number of Hamlets 
Water Availability 

No. per cent 

Whole Year 
41 13.67 

(Through Pipeline in House) 
Only Rainy Season 

64 21.33 
(Through Pipeline in House) 

Whole Year (From Jhora/ Pipelines in a 
103 34.33 

Distance of Within 20 Minutes Walking) 
Only Rainy Season (From Jhora/ Pipelines in 

77 25.67 
a Distance of Within 20 Minutes Walking) 

Whole Year (From Jhora/ Pipelines in a 
Distance ofMore Than 20 Minutes 15 5.00 

Walking) 
Total 300 100.00 

Graph-3.3: Distribution of Households Acceding to Water Availability 

Only Rainy Season 
(From .Jhora/ 
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The Bhujel are mainly companionable in nature. From ancient time they lived with 

different indigenous communities like as Gurung, Tamang, Mongor etc. Till now they also 

maintain this tradition. In the study area the Bhujellive with the Newer, Sherpa, Tamang, 

Chhetri, Gurung, Sharma, Rai, Limbu, Subba, Lepcha and Dorjee. Except the Bhujel, 

numerically the Lepcha have a high concentration in these three villages. Besides these 

communities, very few hamlets of Muslim community are also found in this region. 

Though their neighboring communities' traditions influence a much upon them but till 

now the Bhujel try to maintain their traditional culture more cautiously from the others. 

In these Villages there are no fixed ceremonial grounds. Some times people gather 

in the primary school grounds I high school grounds I Panchayet office ground I Church/ 

Sansari Mai Than I other temples I Hut. But very common feature of the area is that some 

aged or young villagers generally meet regularly in the ration shop (at least once upon in a 

weak), in their nearest water sources, neighboring houses. These villages have not any 

regular market because these are situated far from any town and the population density of 

the area is very low. But it is very frequently seen that those houses situated in the side of 

main road or pocket root, has a small shop with the bedroom. Generally some grocery and 

stationary items are available in these shops. Some of them also enclose country and 

foreign liquors in their shops. Besides these a pharmacy, a tailoring shop are situated in 

the Samther and Suruk villages. Some readymade garments and essential medicine are 

available in few shops (total 6 shops). Usually shops are opened in the morning (6-7am) 

and closed at afternoon ( 4-6pm); in whole day shops remain open but it is very common 

that, shop owner is absent for his/her personal work. Surprisingly here most of the shops 

are run by the females. In these villages allover a hut is arranged in the period of every 15 

days in the Samther village. The hut is takes place on Wednesday. In this day in morning 

some businessmen come here from Odlabari and it's neighboring areas with their goods 

and they goes back at evening. Here various types of goods are available - shoe, 

stationary goods, grocery items, fish, sweet items, etc. At least one representative from 

every house attends the hut for their fortnightly marketing. 

In these villages 5 primary schools and 3 high schools are there. Besides these a 

Primary School (run by Christian Missionary) located in the Suruk village. Among the 

Primary Schools 'St. Mouris Primary School' possesses highest student strength, 242 and 
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' Devendra Primary School (S .S.K.)' possesses lowest student strength , only 62. Among 

the Hi gh Schools 'Suruk Mondodari Hi gh School' possesses hi ghest student strength, 279 

and 'Samther Junior High School ' possesses lowest student stre ngth , only 122. In the 

study area there is only a Primary Health Centre (PHC) situated in the Samther village. 

This PHC covers neighboring I 2 villages. Here bed capacity is only 2. Only a 
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gynecologist was involved this PHC as doctor at the period of survey, 2006. His visiting 

hour is 2 hours (lOam. to 12 noon) and in his absence a nurse treats the people only on 

serious health problems. But in quite serious health problems (like Pneumonia, Malaria 

etc.) the patients are referred to Kalimpong Hospital in Kalimpong town. Beside this, 21 

Jhankris (shaman) and 3 Matas (sorcerer) also serve with their traditional knowledge 

during the illness of the villagers. No government-registered club is present in the villages. 

But, at the time of festival some villagers (irrespective of age and sex) gather according to 

their 'Busty' (a small cluster). Besides arrange the festivals, they sometime meet for 

playing. There are no public recreational audio-visual systems in the villages. They 

almost deprived from this type of facility. There is no specific burial ground in these 

villages. Generally villagers of S~ village bum the dead body in the nearest bank of 

river Tista, villagers of Samther village bum the body in the nearest Pokhra (a small 

pond) or nearest spring beds, the villagers of Yam-makum village binn the dead body in 

their nearest spring beds. Besides these in some cases they burry the dead body in the 

jungle or nearest hill tops. 

In Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum, one 'Kali Mandir' (temple of Goddess Kali) 

is established in each of the villages. A worshipper is involved (called 'Mat a') in each 

Mandir. Many patients from surrounding villages and many outsiders visit there twice a 

month when the Mat a to be possessed from Goddess Kali. A 'Sansari mai Thaan' is 

located in the Suruk village near the main road of the village. An 'Ayotebare Thaan' 

situated in the side of main road in village Samther. Besides these, few Pujas are arranged 

in the building of primary schools at the time of festivals. 

3.3.2. The villagers- A Demographic Profile: 

In the Suruk, Samther and Yam-makum villages total 300 families were taken 

under study which covers over 80 per cent of the Bhujel households in those villages. 

Among the studied 1625 people 831 are male and 794 are female, which exhibits a sex 

ratio 955.47 for this population (Table-3.6). The Graph-3.4 be can the evidence for the 

female dominancy among the younger part (up to 20-24 years age group with an 

exception) of this population, which indicates a reverse scenario with general trend 

(biologically expected that the male dominancy at the lower age groups). The male are 

dominated about all advanced age groups, started from age group 25-29 years (except age 
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group 35-39years). This scenario may be the result of excess female migration and excess 

female mortality of this population. On the basis of reproductive status, this population 

consist 38.52 per cent pre-reproductive counterpart (Graph-3.5), which is relatively high 

in comparison to state level (33.3 per cent of total population) and even national level 

(35.4 per cent of total population) (Census of India, 2006). But, in case of reproductive 

part this population shows a reverse scenario with state and country. Once more, this 

population has 10.71 per cent post- reproductive part, which also shows a higher ratio 

with the state (6.6 per cent of total population) and the nation (6.9 per cent of total 

population) (Census of India, 2006). Relatively smaller reproductive part of this 

population may be the result of following causes-i) high fertility rate of the population 

(total fertility rate is 3.9) increase the proportion of pre-reproductive part of the 

population; and ii) presence of more female in younger generations responsible for more 

migration rather than immigration in these villages, which adversely affects the proportion 

of the reproductive part of this population. 

Table-3.6: Distribution of the Villagers According to Age, Sex and Sex Ratio 

Sl. No. Age Gr. Male Female Total Sex Ratio 

1 0-4 88 (10.59) 100 (12.59) 188 (11.57) 1136.36 

2 5-9 100 (12.03) 108 (13.6) 208 (12.8) 1080.00 

3 10-14 116 (13.96) 114 (14.36) 230 (14.15) 982.76 

4 15-19 81 (9.75) 98 (12.34) 179 (11.02) 1209.88 

5 20-24 83 (9.99) 95 (11.9?) 178 (10.95) 1144.58 

6 25-29 81 (9.75) 63 (7.94) 144 (8.86) 777.78 

7 30-34 60 (7.22) 51 (6.42) 111 (6.83) 850.00 

8 35-39 27 (3.25) 44 (5.54) 71 (4.37) 1629.63 

9 40-44 36 (4.33) 33 (4.16) 69 (4.25) 916.67 

10 45-49 39 (4.69) 34 (4.28) 73 (4.49) 871.79 

11 50-54 36 (4.33) 19 (2.39) 55 (3.39) 527.78 

12 55-59 27 (3.25) 19 (2.39) 46 (2.83) 703.7 

13 60-64 24 (2.89) 8 (1.01) 32 (1.97) 333.33 

14 65-69 13(1.57) 1 (0.13) 14 (0.86) 76.92 

15 70-74 10(1.2) 3 (0.38) 13 (0.8) 300.00 

16 75 & 75+ 10(1.2) 4(0.5) 14 (0.86) 400.00 

Total 831 (100.0) 794 (100.0) 1625 (100.0) 955.47 

*Within bracket the per cent is shown 
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Graph-3.4: Distribution of the Villagers According to Age and Sex 
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Table-3.7: Distribution of the Villagers According to 
Reproductive Status, Sex and Sex Ratio 

Male Female Total 
Age Gr. 

No. 
per 

No. 
per 

No. 
per 

cent cent cent 
Pre-reproductive 

304 36.58 322 40.55 626 38.52 
(0-14) 

Reproductive 
407 48.98 418 52.65 825 50.77 

(15-49) 
Post-reproductive 

120 14.44 54 6.80 174 10.71 
(50 & 50+) 

Total 831 100.0 794 100.0 1625 100.0 

Sex 
Ratio 

1059.21 

1027.03 

450.00 

955.47 

Graph-3.5: Distribution of the Villagers According to Reproductive Status 
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Graph-3.6 shows that the sex ratio pattern of the pre-reproductive age group is 

favoring female of this population. It is found that in the age group 0 - 4 years, 11.57 per 

cent of total 1625 population posses sex ratio 1136.36, which is higher than state level 

[child sex ratio 972.41 (age gr. 0- 4 years)] and even than national level [child sex ratio 

955.25 (age gr. 0 - 4 years)] (Govt. of India, 2002). As a whole the sex ratio of pre

reproductive people is very high (sex ratio 1059.21) than the state level (sex ratio 962.66) 

and national level (sex ratio 931.42) (Govt. of India, 2002). This trend is too similar 

among their reproductive part, but surprisingly the sex ratio of their post-reproductive part 

shows a worse condition for female - this may be the result of excess female mortality 

and female migration due to remarriage. As a whole this population shows the female 

friendly situation better than district level (sex ratio is 943, in 2001 ), state level (sex ratio 

is 934, in 2001) and even national level (sex ratio is 933, in 2001) (Census oflndia, 2001). 

But it shows poor scenario in regarding sex ratio than block level (sex ratio is 992, in 

2001). This may because of the following reasons- among their pre- reproductive and 

reproductive part more females are present - thus due to their marriage more female 

migration from this area is observed rather than female immigration. Again, due to the 

effect of excess female migration from these villages to their neighboring villages (they 

mostly prefer to find out their mates from their just neighboring villages) this type of sex 

ratio variation is observed in this population and whole block's population. 

Graph-3.6: Distribution of the Villagers According to Age, Reproductive Status and 
Sex Ratio 
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Analysis of the data of marital status is made on the four criteria namely 

unmarried, married, widow/widower and divorce (Table-3.8). Though the mean age at 
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marriage is found 21.04 years for female but it is observed that 23 unmarried girls are 

present in the age group 20-24 years. This table also shows that the marriage is not 

mandatory for them. Unmarried women are present in all age groups (except age group50-

Table-3.8: Distribution of the Villagers According to Age, Sex and Marital Status 

Sl. Age Male Female 
No. Gr. Unmarried Married Widower Divorce Total Unmarried Married Widow Divorce Total 

1 0-4 88 0 0 0 88 100 0 0 0 100 
(19.38) (10.59) (23.47) (12.59) 

2 
5-9 100 0 0 0 100 108 0 0 0 108 

(22.03) (12.03) (25.35) (13.6) 

3 10-14 116 0 0 0 116 113 1 0 0 114 
(25.55) (13.96) (26.53) (0.29) (14.36) 

4 15-19 79 2 
0 0 81 67 31 0 0 98 

(17.40) (0.58) (9.75) (15.73) (9.04) (12.34) 

5 20-24 50 33 0 0 83 23 72 0 0 95 
111.02) (9.6~ (9.99) (5.4) (20.99) (11.97) 

6 25-29 15 66 0 0 81 5 58 0 0 63 
(3.30) (19.24) (9.75) (1.17) (16.91) (7.94) 

7 30-34 5 53 0 2 60 3 48 0 0 51 
(1.1 0) (15.45) (50.0) (7.22) (0.7) (14.00) (6.42) 

8 35-39 1 26 0 0 27 3 40 1 0 44 
(0.22) (7.58) (3.25) (0.7) (11.66) (4.0) (5.54) 

9 40-44 
0 36 0 0 36 2 28 3 0 33 

(1 0.5) (4.33) (0.47) (8.16) (12.0) (4.16) 

10 45-49 
0 39 0 0 39 1 28 5 0 34 

(11.37) (4.69) . (0.24) (8.16)_ (20.0) (4.28) 

11 50-54 
0 

32 3 1 36 0 
18 1 0 19 

(9.33) (10.0) (25.0) (4.33) (5.25) (4.0) (2.39) 

12 55-59 
0 

23 4 0 
27. 1 12 6 0 19 

(6.71) (13.33) (3.25) (0.24) (3.50) (24.0) (2.39) 

13 60-64 
0 

17 6 1 24 
0 

3 5 0 8 
(4.9ID_ (20.0) _(25.0) (2.89) (0.88) (20.0) (1.01) 

14 65-69 
0 

7 6 0 13 0 1 0 1 
(2.04) (20.0) (1.57) (0.29) (0.13) 

15 70-74 0 6 4 0 10 0 2 1 0 3 
(1.75) (13.33) (1.2) (0.58) (4.0) (0.38) 

16 75& 0 3 7 0 10 0 1 3 0 4 
75+ (0.87) (23.34) (1.2) (0.29) (12.0) (0.5) 

Total 454 343 30 4 831 426 343 25 0 794 
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

* With bracket the per cent is shown 

54years) up to age group 55-59 years. This is also applicable for their male counterpart 

but unmarried male is found up to the age group 35-39years. In this society both male and 

female enjoy more freedom. The boys and girls marry as per their own choice. Thus the 

females sometime unable to find their mates as per their desire at their younger age and in 

course of time they reach their advance ages and remain unmarried for life long. That's 

Grand 
Total 
188 

(11.57) 
208 

(12.8) 
230 

(14.15) 
179 

(11.02) 
178 

(10.95) 
144 

(8.86) 
111 

(6.83) 
71 

(4.37) 
69 

(4.25) 
73 

(4.49) 
55 

(3.39) 
46 

(2.83) 
32 

_t1.97) 
14 

(0.86) 
13 

(0.8) 
14 

(0.86) 

1625 
(100.0) 
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why this scenario is observed among this population. In this population 30 widowers are 

found where as 26 widows are present there. This scenario also shows the reverse trend 

than the general population. Divorce male is common among them but divorce female is 

totally uncommon in whole population. This may be the result of their liberalism and high 

status of women in the 'society. Remaniage is very common in this society for both male 

and female. It is noticed that a woman remanies 61
h time in her life. Thus when a man 

divorces his wife, she easily fotmd out her new mate and as a result divorce female absent 

in this scenario. 

Regarding the age at 1st marriage, this population shows a relatively moderate 

scenario (mean age at 1st maniage is 21.04 years for females and 25.11 years for male) in 

comparison with state level (median age at 1st marriage is 16.8 years for females) and 

national level (median age at 1st maniage is 16.4 years for females) (Census of India, 

2006). Graph-3.7 shows that, most of the Bhujel females have a tendency to marry at the 

age at 19-21 years but rpariiage in their advance age is also· very common for them. Theii· 

male counterpart also prefers relatively late marriage than the female. The high mean age 

at 1st marriage of Bhujel shows a reverse scenario with other indigenous people, who lived 

in rural India. This scenario may be the result of their cultural practices, which encourage 

them for finding their m.ates as per one's own choice. The Bhujel male and female both try 

to find out their mate, who has extra qualities. This conception absorbs their time a lot and 

provokes them for late marriage. It is found that a woman from Samther village 1st time 

marry at 41 years of her age, where as in their male part age at 1st marriage raise up to 45 

years. This factor also affects their female to give birth their 151 issue in their advance age. 

In this area the mother's age at 1st bilih also observe higher than state level and national 

level. Here most of the mothers have a tendency to give birth their 1st issue within a year 

of their marriage. Thus· a niajor portion of the mothers produce their 1st baby in between 

20-24 years of their age (Graph-3.8). Though they are relatively cautious minded 

regarding their age at marriage and age at first birth but regarding the fertility status they 

shows a similarity with other indigenous and rural Indians. The total fertility rate is 

observed 3.9 among them which is much higher than state level (2.29) and even the 

national level (2.85) [NFHS-2]. The total fertility rate is low among their younger 
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younger counterpart (in case of S19 years age group's mothers it is just 1.48) and it 

·increase with increasing the age of the mothers (in case of~50 years age group's mothers 

Table-3.9: Distribution of Ever Married Population on the Basis of Age at 1st 

Marriage 

Sl. No. Age Gr. in Male Female 
years No. per cent No. per cent 

1 12 0 0 1 0.27 
2 13 0 0 4 1.09 
3 14 0 0 7 1.90 
4 15 2 0.53 10 2.72 
5 16 5 1.33 12 3.26 
6 17 11 2.92 32 8.69 
7 18 15 3.98 26 7.07 
8 19 24 6.37 59 16.03 
9 20 31 8.22 40 10.87 
10 21 27 7.16 33 8.97 
11 22 31 8.22 26 7.07 
12 23 30 7.96 36 9.78 
13 24 34 9.02 29 7.88 
14 25 25 6.63 12 3.26 
15 26 19 5.04 10 2.72 
16 27 14 3.71 7 1.90 
17 28 14 3.71 4 1.09 
18 29 10 2.65 3 0.82 
19 30 11 2.92 2 0.54 
20 31 10 2.65 4 1.09 
2l 32 14 3.71 3 0.82 
22 33 11 2.92 2 0.54 
23 34 9 2.39 2 0.54 
24 35 7 1.86 . 1 0.27 
25 36 5 1.33 0 0 
26 37 4 1.06 0 0 
27 38 5 1.33 1 0.27 
28 39 3 0.80 1 0.27 
29 40 2 0.53 0 0 
30 41 1 0.26 1 0.27 
31 42 0 0 0 0 
32 43 2 0.53 0 0 
33 44 0 0 0 0 
34 45 1 0.26 0 0 
35 46&46+ 0 0 0 0 

Total 377 100.00 368 100.00 
Here widow, widower and diVorces also consider as a unit in case of marriage. 
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Graph-3.7: Distribution of Ever Married Population on the Basis of Age at 1st Marriage 
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Table-3.10: Distribution Ever Married Population on the Basis of Age at 1st Child 

Sl. No. Age Gr. in Mothers 
years No. per cent 

I 14 4 1.09 
2 15 7 1.9 
3 16 11 2.99 
4 17 II 2.99 
5 18 33 8.97 
6 19 25 6.79 
7 20 58 15.76 
8 21 41 11.14 
9 22 33 8.97 
10 23 27 7.34 
11 24 37 10.05 
12 25 28 7.61 
13 26 12 3.26 
14 27 8 2.17 
15 28 9 2.45 
16 29 3 0.82 
17 30 3 0.82 
18 31 3 0.82 
19 32 2 0.54 
20 33 5 1.36 
21 34 2 0.54 
22 35 2 0.54 
23 36 I 0.27 
24 37 0 0 
25 38 0 0 
26 39 1 0.27 
27 40 1 0.27 
28 41 0 0 
29 42 1 0.27 
30 43 0 0 
31 44 0 0 
32 45 0 0 
33 46&46+ 0 0 

Total 368 100 
Here widow consider as a unit. 
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Graph-3.8: Distribution Ever Married Population on the Basis of Age at 1st Child 
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it is 7.06) (Graph-3.9). A fellow woman in the Suruk village is traced for her 161
h 

pregnancy and it is a normal situation for the villagers. Though 16th times conception is a 

rarely phenomena for them but up to 13th conception is not very uncommon for them. 

Even sometimes the villagers are not able to remember their children's name due to an 

overprovision of their children. The total fertility rate of this population is very high and it 

may because of following reason - due to unavailability of various recreational systems 

the villagers (mostly married persons) provoke unsafe sex for their entertainment. The 

total fertility rate relatively is low among their younger generations, because now-a-days 

they go for the female sterilization method of 'Family Planning Programme' launched by 

the Government of India. This proceeding may bring a bright future for this population. 

Table-3.11: Distribution of Mothers Accordin~ to Total Fertility Rate 
Sl. Age Gr. of Total number Total number Total Fertility 

No. Mothers of Mothers of Births Rate 
1 s;19 21 31 1.48 
2 20-24 72 160 2.22 
3 25-29 58 162 2.79 
4 30-34 48 153 3.19 
5 35-39 41 169 4.12 
6 40-44 31 162 5.22 
7 45-49 33 180 5.45 
8 ~50 53 374 7.06 

Total 357 1391 3.90 
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Graph-3.9: Distribution of Mothers According to Total Fertility Rate 
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Educationally the Bhujel are much backward than general trend of Indian 

population. In the study area it is observed that 22.70 per cent among total 784 male (up 

from 3 years) remain illiterate, where as among their female it is 27.04 per cent of total 

736 female (Table-3.12 and Table-3.13). Though there was a tendency to avoid the 

modem education in the earlier days but due to effect of various Governmental projects 

and specially the influence of Christian missionaries, the young children start go to school 

from 3 years of their age. This factor gradually improves their educational status (both 

boys and girls came out for education). Although at present, a moderate portion of this 

population has started their school education with a new optimism but due to effect of 

increasing economic constrains and increasing pressure of household works they were 

compelled to end their formal education. The drop out rate is very high among their elder 

counterpart. Their aged female counterpart restricted within Class-VIII education where as 

an aged male facilitates to get higher education. With a bit of luck some of their younger 

part complete their formal school education and conduct higher education. Again in this 

society, there is no such gender discrimination and thus a more or less similar scenario is 

noticed for both male and female (Graph-3.1 0). If they able to continue their progress in 

such rate, then a moderate educational scenario we expected among them in future. 



Table-3.12: Educational Status of the Male Folk in the Surveyed Area 

Literate 

Age Gr. 
Illiterate Without Class Class Class Class Graduate & Total 

Grand Total 
Standard I-IV V-VIII IX-X XI-XII above 

No. per 
No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. 

per 
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent 

3-4 36 4.59 5 0.64 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 0.64 41 5.23 
5-9 5 0.64 46 5.87 49 6.25 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 95 12.12 100 12.76 
10-14 8 1.02 4 0.51 73 9.31 31 3.95 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 108 13.77 116 14.80 
15-19 7 0.89 9 1.15 35 4.46 18 2.30 12 1.53 0 0.00 0 0.00 74 9.44 81 10.33 
20-24 10 1.27 19 2.42 35 4.46 12 1.53 6 0.77 1 0.12 0 0.00 73 9.31 83 10.59 
25-29 10 1.27 17 2.17 18 2.30 16 2.04 13 1.66 4 0.51 3 0.38 71 9.06 81 10.33 
30-34 8 1.02 12 1.53 20 2.55 16 2.04 2 0.25 2 0.26 0 0.00 52 6.63 60 7.65 
35-39 4 0.51 6 0.76 8 1.02 8 1.02 1 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 23 2.93 27 3.44 
40-44 6 0.77 8 1.02 8 1.02 7 0.89 4 0.51 2 0.26 1 0.13 30 3.83 36 4.59 
45-49 13 1.66 16 2.04 7 0.89 3 0.38 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 26 3.32 39 4.97 I 

50-54 17 2.17 12 1.53 6 0.77 1 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 2.42 36 4.59 I 

55-59 14 1.79 10 1.28 3 0.38 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 13 1.66 27 3.44 
60-64 13 1.66 8 1.02 2 0.26 1 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 11 1.40 24 3.06 
65-69 8 1.02 4 0.51 1 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 0.64 13 1.66 
70-74 9 1.15 1 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.13 10 1.28 
'2:75 10 1.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 10 1.28 
Total 178 22.70 177 22.58 265 33.80 113 14.41 38 4.85 9 1.15 4 0.51 606 77.30 784 100.00 



Table-3.13: Educational Status of the Female Folk in the Surveyed Area 

Literate 

Age Gr. 
Illiterate Without Class Class Class Class Graduate & Total 

Grand Total 
Standard I-IV V-Vlll IX-X XI-XII above 

No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per No. per 
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent 

3-4 38 5.16 4 0.54 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.54 42 5.71 

5-9 7 0.95 47 6.39 54 7.34 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 101 13.72 108 14.67 

10-14 9 1.22 7 0.95 79 10.73 19 2.58 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 105 14.27 114 I5.49 

15-19 17 2.31 12 1.63 48 6.52 9 1.22 8 1.09 4 0.54 0 0.00 81 11.01 98 13.31 

20-24 15 2.04 14 1.90 25 3.40 21 2.85 15 2.04 5 0.68 0 0.00 80 10.87 95 12.91 

25-29 17 2.31 17 2.31 19 2.58 7 0.95 3 0.41 0 0.00 0 0.00 46 6.25 63 8.56 

30-34 16 2.17 12 1.63 18 2.44 4 0.55 I 0.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 35 4.76 51 "6.93 

35-39 18 2.45 12 1.63 12 1.63 2 0.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 26 3.53 44 5.98 

40-44 12 1.63 IS 2.04 5 0.68 1 0.14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 21 2.85 33 4.48 

45-49 17 2.31 14 1.90 3 0.4I 0 . 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 17 2.31 34 4.62 

50-54 9 1.22 9 1.23 1 0.14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 10 1.36 19 2.58 

55-59 10 1.36 8 1.09 I O.I4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 9 1.22 19 2.58 

60-64 6 0.82 2 0.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.27 8 1.09 

65-69 1 0.14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 I 0.14 

70-74 3 0.41 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.41 

~75 4 0.54 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 ' 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.54 

Total 199 27.04 173 23.51 265 36.01 63 8.56 27 3.67 9 1.22 0 0.00 537 72.96 736 100.00 
- --- ---
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Graph-3.1 0: Distribution of the Population on the basis of Educational Status 
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The Bhujellive in a very poor condition of hygiene. They believe that, they live at 

the mercy of their deities and spirits, who control over their health and general wellbeing. 

There is no such modem medicine, many people die due to diseases and sickness and also 

food poisonings. Practically there are no such modem medical facilities for the villagers 

but a very few of them, the Jhankris (local medical practitioners or shamans) take care of 

the villagers. In this society every villagers know the Jhankris and they consult firstly with 

Jhankri for any kind of illness and obey his words as divine order. The Jhankri deals this 

problem in his ethnomedicinal concept as well as his magical concept. After observing the 

patient he declares that the illness caused due to the evil spirit, debta/devi, baan or natural 

one and suggest to ethnomedicine or Chinta (magical way of curing) ceremony for 

recovery. Being an astute observer in this society the Jhankris intuitively knows the 

patients' psychology and that experience help them to treat the patient in appropriate way. 

Though the shamanic healing procedure basically lying upon the magical way but the 

effect of ethnomedicine, physiotherapy, musical therapy, and psychotherapy have real 

scientific effectiveness to restoring health. Neatness and cleanliness are usually ignored in 

every steps of their life. Many young and children are being ill from angulostomatitis 

dysentery, diarrhea, and upper urinary track infections. The skin diseases and fungal 

infections, viral infections are very common health problem among the villagers. The 

epidemics like chicken pox and measles are not very uncommon among this population. 

Women often undergo from venereal diseases. They usually don't wash their hands and 

foots before and after food taking unless things get very dirty according to their standards. 

Very little water is used at home for all-purpose cleansing as they fetch water in small 
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containers enough for cooking and drinking only. They do not wash their pans and pots 

properly after meals due to unavailability of water. They freely share in each others foods 

and utensils while eating, without any hesitation. They irregularly clean the surroundings 

of their houses. Cocks, hens, dogs, cats, pigs have easy access inside their houses to lick 

and pick on their dishes but they don't mind. From time to time hens, cocks snatch food 

from their food plates and pots but they don't mind. Since, basic hygienic care is not taken 

in day-to-day life there are often high probability of concerning communicable diseases 

among the villagers. Now, the situation is humanizing with regular exposure to modern 

education in schools and health education from Governmental units and Christian 

missionaries. The Bhujel of the study area are deprived from the basic needs of their life. 

Two villages (namely Suruk and Y am-makum) of the study area till now remain far 

distant from electric facility. Though one of the studied villages (Samther village) recently 

facilitate with electricity, but this facility is limited within well-to-do families. Some of 

the villagers also have alternative solar energy system but this facility is also limited 

within rich families among them. Most of the families in this area are compelled to use the 

kerosene oil lamps and they fully depend upon governmental fuel from ration shop, but 

fuel crisis is not uncommon for them. Besides energy source, near about all of them are 

disadvantaged from another most important essential system of modern civilization, the 

vehicles. Only 0.67 per cent of total studied families are facilitating in this system (Graph-

3.11). But unexpectedly another essential system, watch is found in most of their houses. 

This may be due to the low price of this instrument and for the decorating part for their 

houses. 

Tabi 3 14 n· 'b · e- . . 1str• utlon o opu atlon ccor m~ to orne ssentla iyste . fP I . A d' s E ·IS ms 
Availability 

Name ofthe System Proportion 
No. per cent 

Source of 
Electricity 38 12.67 

Energy 
Solar Energy System 21 7.00 
Only Kerosene Lamp 241 80.33 
Car or any 4 Wheeler 2 0.67 

Vehicles 
Motor Cycle 0 0 

Others 0 0 
None 298 99.33 

Watch 
Have 296 98.67 

Have Not 4 1.33 

Here percentage has been done in the against oftotal300 families. 
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Graph-3.11: Distribution of Population According to Some Essential Systems 
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Not only the essential systems of daily life, but they are also deprived from the 

recreational instruments. They, as is usual with mankind, seek diversion through 

recreations in their day-to-day monotonous life. Due to lack of the modem recreational 

instruments most of them join in evening chats, popular folktales and participation in 

games dance and music. It is observed that, most of the villagers are underprivileged from 

the modem recreational instruments, such as transistor, tape-recorder, TV, CD player, cell 

phone or other instruments (Graph-3.12). Poverty may have damped their spirit to an 

appreciable extent but by nature they are a lively and marry-making people and indulge in 

many feast and ceremonies. It is frequently seen that the boys and girls help their parents 

by taking care of their little brothers and sisters when they go out in pursuit of their daily 

avocations. Naturally, these young children pass their time absorbed in gay abandon in 

petty games, folktales, folklores, songs and dances. Children are infrequently given any 

toys or dolls by their seniors but the children cheerful in picking up potsherds from hither 

and thither. Their older generations are the treasure house of traditional folktales and oral 

literature. Sometimes they at their free time or when they busy in gossip, recount 

T hi 3 1s n· t ·b r a e- . : IS ri u IOn 0 fP I f opu awn on th b . fR e aSIS 0 f ecrea wna II I t mp1emen s 

Name ofthe 
Availability of the Implements 

Implements Available Not Available Total 
No. per cent No. per cent No. per cent 

Transistor 249 83.00 51 17.00 300 100.0 

Tape-recorder 66 22.00 234 78.00 300 100.0 
Television. 32 10.67 268 89.33 300 100.0 

C.D.Player 18 6.00 282 94.00 300 100.0 

Cell Phone 14 4.67 286 95.33 300 100.0 
Others 21 7.00 279 93.00 300 100.0 
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interesting and absorbing stories with romantic gesticulation which are cherished by the 

listeners. Especially interesting are the events related in connection with the queer ways of 

different deities and spirits. In this way the traditional norms of the society, verbal 

literature and various beliefs and ideas passed among this community are kept alive and 

handed down to the posterity, which they accept as a normal phase of life and hold on to 

them with unweaving zeal. Thus the cultural heritage is preserved all the way through 

generation after generation with a little adjustment in all directions as are require under 

changing situations. 

3.4. Findings: 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya mostly establish themselves in the Darjeeling 

district of West Bengal and concentrate in the undulating ridges ofthe Kalimpong-I block. 

In this region, deciduous/ coniferous forest fulfills all requirements for their subsistent. 

They born and nourish in the sub- tropical climatic zone. Due to geographical condition of 

this region, the studied villages consist of poor transportation system and practically 

isolated from other parts of this district. Due to the abrupt changes from hills to planes and 

structural problem, their houses are normally built up scatterly in the ridges, narrow 

valleys and seriously faced a problem of water crisis. 

This nature lover community lives along with several indigenous communities like 

Newer, Sherpa, Tamang, Chhetri, Gurung, Sharma, Rai, Limbu, Subba, Lepcha, Dorjee, 

and migrant Muslims. Practically there is no public place except Hut, where they come for 

their fortnightly marketing. Beside this, some small groceries fulfill the villagers' 
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requirements. There is no specific cremation/burial ground in these villages. The villagers 

burn the dead body in the nearest riverbed or spring beds or burry the dead body in the 

jungle or nearest hilltops. 

In this population overall female dominancy is observed in lower age groups, and 

reverses for the later part, which exhibit a dissimilarity with national trend. The sex ratio 

pattern of the pre-reproductive and reproductive parts of this population also shows a 

disparity with the nation. Again, lesser proportion of reproductive part of this population 

may the result of high total fertility rate of the population and presence of more female in 

younger generations, which is responsible for more female migration rather than 

immigration in these villages, which adversely affects the proportion of the reproductive 

part of this population. Although the preponderance of love marriage increases their age at 

first marriage and age at first birth, but sill now their overall total fertility rate shows a 

great similarity with other indigenous population of India. 

Regarding the facilitation of modem education, health care and recreational audio

visual system, this population still remains as they are earlier. They are disadvantaged 

· from the basic amenities of their life like electricity, vehicle but most of them have 

timepiece. Till now the major portion of the villagers have used kerosene oil lamps, but. 

sometimes this fuel become rare for them, and then they make fire from wood. Although, 

due to Westernization, transistor, tape-recorder, TV, CD player, cell-phone gradually 

become familiar for them but these are mainly restricted within their well-to-do class. 

Economically they are very backward but they mostly are not included in BPL category 

because till now they try to maintain a safe distance from governmental or other voluntary 

organization (except Christian missionaries) due to their· indigenous ideology. Till now 

they are living in a very poor condition of hygiene. Neatness and cleanliness are usually 

ignored in every steps of their life, which sometimes turn into cause of several diseases 

among the villagers. Fortunately, in this aspect, the effect of Sanskritization and 

Westernization comes for them towards positive direction and they gradually move from 

their unclean habits with regular exposure to modem education in schools and health 

education from Governmental units and Christian missionaries. 
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4.1. Somatometric Characters: 

To study a community it is necessary to study their cultural and biological 

characters m a combined way. A good number of ·studies were conducted on 

morphological and genetical differences of the people of India. Risley, 1891 was the 

pioneer to undertake somatometric measurements among some populations from Orissa 

(cf. Singh, 1994). Later on Thurston (1909), Basu (1929), Guha (1935), Mitra (1935), Roy 

(1935), Chakladar (1936), Eickstedt (1939), Macfarlane (1941), Chatterjee (1948), 

Majumder (1949), Karve and Dandekar (1951 ), Roychoudhuri (1952), Sarkar and Sen 

(1952), Karve (1954), Kumar (1954), Sarkar (1954), Das (1960), Gates (1962), Gupta 

(1962), Bhattacherjee (1968), Nanda (1976), Sharma (1979), Deka (1980) Banerjee and 

Dhar (1982), Brackman (1986), Singh (1994), and many other scholars made their 

contribution in the field of somatometric investigations for various populations of India 

(cf. Bhasin and Walter,200D. 

Somatometric measurements were taken on adult (age group 18 to 50years) 

healthy 100 male and 100 female from Suruk, Samther and Y am-Makum villages of 

Kalimpong-I block, Darjeeling District, West Bengal. Some of the commonly used 

somatometric measurements of population variation, viz. Maximum Head Length, 

Maximum Head Breadth, Breadth of Bi-zygomatic Arch, Nasal Length, Nasal Breadth, 

Morphological Facial Height, Morphological Upper Facial Height, Height Vertex, Sitting 

Height Ve1iex, Bi-cristal Breadth, and Horizontal Circumference of the Head were taken 

on subjects' body, head and face. 

4.1.1. Maximum Head.Length: 

The range of Maximum Head Length varies from 16.8 to21.3 em among Bhujel 

male and16 em to 19.2 em among Bhujel female (Table-4.1). The male has higher mean 

value than their female counterpart; the mean values of Maximum Head Length are 18.51 

em and 17.7 em for Bhujel male and female respectively. According to Lebzelter and 

Saller's classification, both of the Bhujel male and female have a tendency towards 

'Medium' to 'Long' categories head length, though a little pmiion of them possesses 

'Short' and 'Very Long' categories head form. However, 'Very Short' category is found 

rarely among the Bhujel of the region (Table-4.2, Graph-4.1 ). 



Sex 

Male 

Female 

Table-4.1: Statistical Constants of Maximum Head Length (in em) 

N Range Mean :±_S.E. S.D. +S.E. 

100 16.8-21.3 18.51 :±_0.08 0.80:±_0 06 

100 16-19.2 17.70:±_0.06 0.62+0.04 

T bl 4 2 Cl .fi f a e- . : assr rca ron o fM axrmum H dL ea engt h 
Class Sex Range (em) No . % 
Very Male Up to 16.9 1 1.00 
Short Female Up to 16.1 1 1.00 

Short 
Male 17.0- 17.7 16 16.00 

f-------

Female 16.2- 16.9 8 8.00 

Medium 
Male 17.8- 18.5 40 40.00 

Female 17.0-17.6 39 39.00 
Male 18.6- 19.3 "'"' 33.00 

Long 
_)_) 

Female 17.7- 18.4 38 38.00 
Very Male 19.4 and above 10 10.00 

1---·-

Long Female 18.5 and above 14 14.00 

Graph-4.1: C lassification of Maximum Head Length 
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4.1.2 . Maximum Head Breadth: 

The mean values of Maximum Head Breadth are calculated 14.71 em and 14.25 

em among Bhujel male and fema le with a range of 12.1 em to 16.3 em and 12.2 em to 

15 .8 em respectively (Table-4.3). Both of the Bhujel male and female show a 

preponderance of 'Medium' type head regarding Maximum Head Breadth although a 

large portion of them . possess 'Narrow' type head (based on Lebze lter and Sailer' s 

classification). The frequency of 'Very Narrow' and 'Broad ' categories head form are not 

totally uncommon among them but the ' Very Broad· category is almost abse nt (Table-4.4. 

Graph- 4.2 ). 
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Sex 

Male 

Female 

Rl 

Table -4.3 Statistical Constants of Maximum Head Breadth (in em) 

N 

100 

100 

-

Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

12.1-1 6.3 14.71+0.07 0.71 ±0.05 4.80±0.34 

12.2-1 5.8 14.25±0.06 0.63±0.05 4.44+0.31 
..J ____ _____ , 

Table-4.4: Classification of Maximum Head Breadth --
Class Sex Range (em) No. % 
Very Male Upto13.9 12 12 .00 

Narrow Female Up to 13.4 11 11.00 

Narrow 
Male 14.0- 14.7 36 36.00 

Female 13.5- 14.1 28 28.00 

Medium 
Male 14.8- 15 .5 43 43.00 

Female 14.2- 14.9 50 50.00 

Broad 
Male 15 .6- 16.3 9 9.00 

Female 15.0- 15 .7 10 10.00 
Very Male 16.4 and above 0 0.00 

Broad Female 15 .8 and above 1 1.00 

Graph-4.2: Classification of Maximum Head Breadth 
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Types 

Medium 

o Male • Female, 

Broad Very Bro 

4.1.3. Cephalic Index: 

The mean values of Cephalic Index are calculated as 79 .56 and 80 .66 for Bhujel 

male and female, whereas ranges vary from 66.86 to 89.44 and 68 .89 to 95 .00 respectively 

(Table-4.5). In accordance with Saller's classification, maj ority of the Bhujel male and 

fema le belong to the ' Mesocephalic ' followed by 'Brachycephalic ' categories of 

classification . Though a moderate portion of them are categorized as · Dolicocephali c ' and 

'Hyperbrachycephalic ' but the 'Hyperdoicocephalic ' and · Ultrabrachycephalic ' types are 

almost uncommon among them (Table-4.6, Graph-4.3). 



Table -4.5: Statistical Constants of Cephalic Index 

Sex Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. ±S.E . C.V. ±S.E. 
"-

Male 100 66.85-89.44 79.56+0.439 4.39+0"31 5.52+0"39 
--1--

Female 100 68.89-95.00 80.62±0.47 4.72±0 33 5.86±041 
~- --- ----------

T bl -4 6 Cl 'fi f a e asst tea ton o fC h r I d ep1 a tc n ex 

Class Sex Range No. 

1-Iyperdoicocephalic 
Male Up to 70.9 2 

Female Up to 71.9 6 

Doicocephalic 
Male 71.0--75.9 16 

Female 72.0--76.9 9 
------

Mesocephalic 
Male 76.0--80.9 42 

Female 77.0--81.9 47 
-

Brachycephalic 
Male 81.0--85.4 32 

Female 82 .0--86.4 28 

Hyperbrachycephalic 
Male 85 .5--90.9 8 

Female 86.5--91.9 8 
- --------

U I trabrachycephalic 
Male 91.0 and above 0 

Female 92.0 and above 2 

Graph-4.3: Classification of Cephalic Index 
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4.1.4. Bi-zygomatic Breadth: 

Meso cephalic 

Types 

Brachy 

cephalic 

Hyperbrachy Ultrabrachy 

cephalic cephalic 

The range of Bi-zygomatic Breadth for Bhujel male and fema le lies in between 12 

em to 1 4"8cm and 12.2 em to 14.7cm and its mean values are calculated as 13"75 em and 

13 .29 em respective ly (Table-4.7). Maj ority of Bhujel mak (43%) and fem ale (44%) can 

be classified under the category of 'Medium' type regarding the Bi-zygomatic Breadth (as 

said in Lebzelter and Saller's classification), although a moderate portion of them shows 

predominance of 'Narrow' and 'Broad' categories but 'Very Narrow' and 'Very Broad · 

categories are rare among both sexes of the population (Table-4"8, Graph-4.4) . 
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4.1.6. Nasa l Breadth : 

The mean Nasal Breadth of male is calculated 3.64 em with a range of 3. 1 em to 

4.2 em, whereas for their female counterpart it is 3.3 8 em with a range of 2.9cm to 4.3 em 

(Table-4.1 0) . Furthermore, regarding Nasal Breadth male shows a preponderance of 

'Above Medium' category followed by ' Medium' category, whi le their female counterpart 

shows a preponderance of ' Medium' category fo llowed by 'Above Med ium ' category (as 

per Schalaginhaufen's classification). The 'Short' category is totall y uncommon among 

both the sexes. A little portion (5%) of female population shows ' Below Medium' type 

Nasal Breadth compared to zero of their male counterpart (Table-4.11 , Graph-4.5 ). 

Table-4.10: Statistical Constants of Nasal Breadth (in em) 

Sex N Range Mean ±S .E. S.D. ±S.E. CV ±SE~ 
Ma le 100 3.1-4.2 . 3.64±0.027 0.27±0 019 7.30+0.52 I 

Female 100 

80 

Q) 60 
0> 
~ 40 
c: 
~ 20 ... 
Q) 
n. 0 

+---------

2.9-4.3 3.38±0.03 0.26±0 019 

Table-4.11: Classification of Nasal Breadth 
Class Sex Range (em) No. % 

Short 
Male Up to 2.4 0 0.00 

Female Up to 2.4 0 0.00 
Below Male 2.5- 2.9 0 0.00 

Medium Female 2.5- 2.9 5 5.00 

Med ium 
Male 3.0-3 .4 24 24. 00 

.. 

Female 3.0- 3.4 57 57.00 
Above Male 3.5- 3.9 61 61.00 

Medium Female 3.5-3.9 36 36.00 

Large 
Male 4.0 and above 15 15.00 

Female 4.0 and above 2 2. 00 
--

Graph-4.5: Classification of Nasal Breadth 
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-U .7. Nasal Index: 

The mean Nasal Index of male is estimated 81.68 with a range of 62 .75 to 102.63 

whereas for female it is 85.80 with a range of68.90- ll 6.13 (Table-4.1 2). Both male and 

fema le show more or less equal tendencies regard ing Nasal Index . Most of the Bhuj el 

male and female belong to ' Mesorhinae' (67 per cent male and 43 per centfemale) 

fo llowed by ·Chamaerrhinae' (22 per cent male and 4 1 per cent female) category (as 

indicated in Martin and Saller's classification). Though both of them show less 

·Hypcrchamaerrhinae ' (7 per cent mal e and 10 per cent female) and · Leptorhinae ' (4 per 

cent male and 6 per ce'nt female) types of Nasal Index, whereas the ' Hyperleptorhinae' 

type is totall y uncommon among both male and female of this populat ion (Grapb-4.6). 

Table-4.12: Statistical Constants of Nasa l Index 

Sex N Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.Y. ±S.E. 

Male 100 62 .75- 102.63 81.68+0.90 9.04±0.64 I I .07±0 78 

Female 100 68 .89-116.13 85 .80± 1 .04 1 0.40±0.74 L 12.1 2±086 

Table-4.13: Classification of Nasa l Index 
r-

I Class Range Sex No. % 

Hyperleptorhinae 
Up to 54.9 Male 0 0.00 

Female 0 0.00 

55 .0--69.9 Male 4 4.00 
Leptorhinae Female 6 6.00 

--
70 .0--84.9 Male 67 67.00 

-
Mesorhinae Female 43 43.00 

Male 22 22.00 
85 .0--99.9 1-------------------

Chamaerrhinae Female 41 4 1. 00 

Hyperchamaerrhinae 100.0 and above 
Male 7 7.00 

fema le 10 10.00 
--'---

Gra h-4.6: ClassiJication of Nasallndex 
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4.1 .8. Morphological Facial Height: 

The mean Morphological Facial Height is estimated 11.0 I em with a range of 9. 7 

em to 12 .1 em for Bhujel male as well as 10.11 em for fem ale with a ran ge of 8.7 em to 

11 .0 em (Table-4. 14). As per guidance of Lebzelter and Sall er ' s classification most of the 

Bhuj el male and femal e may fit in to ' Very Low' category regarding the Morphological 

Facial Hei ght ; though another large portion of them may be categori zed under ' low· 

category followed by ' Medium ' category. However. the ' High' and ' Very High' 

categori es are totally uncommon among them (Table-4.15, Graph-4 .7) . 

T bl 4 14 St f f I C t t f M h I . I F . I 1-1 . ht C ) a e- : a ts tea ons an so orp1 o ogtca ac ta CJgl mcm 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

N Range Mean +S.E. S.D. ±S.E . C.V. _!::S.E. 

100 9.7-1 2.1 11.01 +0.05 0.53 +0.04 4.84+0.34 

100 8.7-11.0 10.11 ±0.05 0.54±0.04 5.37±0 38 

T bl 415 Cl T f f M h I . IF . I H . ht a e- . . asst tea wn o orp1 o og1ca ac1a CJgl . 

Q) 

0> 
nJ -c: 
Q) 
0 ... 
Q) 
[l. 

Class Sex Range (em) No. % 

Very Male Up to 11.1 57 57 .00 
Low Female Up to 10.2 57 57 .00 

Low 
Male 1 1.2- 11.7 36 36.00 

Female 10.3-10.7 28 28.00 

Medium 
Male 11.8- 12.3 7 7.00 

Female 10.8- 11.3 15 15.00 

High 
Male 12.4- 12.9 0 0.00 

--
Female 11.4- 11.9 0 0.00 

·-· 
Very Male 13.0 and above 0 0.00 
High Female 12. 0 and above 0 0.00 

--

Graph-4.7: C lassification of M orphological Facial Height 
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-t.l.9. Morphological Facial Index: 

The mean Morphological Facial Index of male is 80.23 wi th a range of 70.80 to 

93.44 whereas for female it is 76.19 with a range of 64.54 to 85 .71 (Table-4. 16). 

According to Marti n and Saller's classification, most or the Bhujel male can be rightl y 

placed in the ' Euryprosopic' (49%) category followed by ' Hypereuryprosop ic ' category 

(38%); where as most of their female counterpart shows predominance of 

' Hypereuryprosopic' type (49%) followed by 'Euryprosopic ' types (32%) (Graph-4.8). 

The frequency of ' Mesoprosopic ', 'Leptoprosopic ' and ' Hyperleptoprosopic' types are 

very less among both sexes of this population. 

a e- . : tatJstJca T bl 416 S . . . I C onstants o orp: o og1ca ac1a n fM hI . IF . II d ex 

Sex N Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.V . ±S.E. 

Male 100 70.80-93.44 80.24±0.48 4.78±0.34 5.96±042 

remale 100 64.54-85.71 76.20+0.51 5. 1 I ±0.36 6.72+0.48 

T bl 417 Cl T a e- : aSSI ICatJOn 0 fM h I . l F . I I d orp. o og1ca a cia n ex 

Class Sex Range No. % 

H ypereuryprosopi c 
Male Up to 78 .9 38 38.00 

Female Up to 76.9 49 49.00 

Euryprosopic 
Male 79.0--83.9 49 49.00 

Female 77.0--80.9 32 32.00 
·-i------· 

Mesoprosopic 
Male 84.0--87.9 6 6.00 

Female 81.0--84.9 17 17.00 

Leptoprosopic 
Male 88.0--92.9 5 5.00 

r--
Female 85.0--89.9 2 2.00 

L~yperleptoprosopic 
Male 93.0 and above 2 2.00 

Female 90.0 and above 0 0.00 
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4.1.10. Morphological Upper Facial Height: 

The mean values of Morphological Upper Facial Height are 6.16 em for Bhujel 

male and 5.62 em for Bhujel female, with a range of 5.5 em to 7.1 em and 4.8 em to 6.4 

em for Bhujel male and female respectively (Table-4.18). 

Table-4.18: Statistical Constants ofMor]!_hological Upper Facial Height (in em) 

Sex N Range Mean±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 5.5-7.1 6.16±0.04 0.37±0.03 6.06±0.43 

Female 100 4.8-6.4 5.62±0.04 0.39±0.03 6.93±0.49 

4.1.11. Morphological Upper Facial Index: 

The estimated mean of Morphological Upper Facial Index are 44.86 and 42.34 for 

Bhujel male and female with a range of 39.57 to 51.54 and 34.93 to 49.61 respectively 

(Table-4.19). The largest portion of the Bhujel male belongs to the 'Euryen' type 

followed by 'Hypereuryen' where as female are categorized as 'Hypereuryen' followed by 

'Euryen' (as stated in Martin and Saller's Classification). A few male and female may be 

categorized under 'Meson' type but the 'Lepton' and 'Hyperlepton' types are totally 

absent (Graph-4.9). 

Table-4.19: Statistical Constants of Morphological Upper Facial Index 

Sex N Range Mean±S.E. S.D. +S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 39.57-51.54 44.86±0.31 3.05±0.22 6.80±0.48 

Female 100 34.93-49.61 42.34±0.32 3.26±0.23 7.69±0.54 

Table-4.20: Classification of Morphological Upper Facial Index 

Class Range Sex No. % 

Hypereuryen Up to 42.9 
Male 31 31.00 

61.00 Female· 61 

Ereuryen 43.0--47.9 
Male 49 49.00 

33.00 Female 33 

Mesen 48.0--52.9 
Male 20 20.00 

6 6.00 Female 

Lepten 53.0--56.9 
Male 0 0.00 

0 0.00 Female 

Hyperlepten 
0.00 

57.0 and above 
Male 

Female 
0 0.00 
0 
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Graph-4.9: Classification of Morphological Upper Facial Index 
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4.1.12. Stature: 
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The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya shows a marked variation in respect of their 

stature (Height Vertex) . Regarding stature, both ma le and female may be categorized 

under a wide vari ety of classification of stature as short as 'Very Short ' category to as tall 

as ·Tall ' category (based on Martin's classification). However, ma le has preponderance or 

·short stature ' (32%) fo llowed by ' lower medium ' (26%) and ' medium ' ( 1 9%) types . 

Their female counterpart also shows simi lar characters in respect of stature, however the 

frequencies are 39 per cent fo llowed by 24 per cent and 18 per cent respectively (Table-

4.22, Graph-4.1 0). The mean values of stature for male and fema le are found to be 161.92 

em and 150.1 5 em with a range of 146 em to 173.8 em and 136.4 em to 161.4 em 

respectively (Table-4.21 ). 

Table-4.21: Statistical Constants of Stature (in em) 

Sex N Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 146-173.8 161.92+0.59 5.90+0.42 3.65±0 26 

Female 100 136.4- 161.4 150.15+0.54 5.43±0 38 3.62±0 26 -_I ---· 



Table-4.22: Classification of Stature 

Class Sex Range (ern) No . % 

Pygm ies 
Male Up to 129.9 0 0.00 

Female Up to_l20.9 0 0.00 
1---

Very Male 130.0--149.9 5 5.00 
----r---------

Short Female 12 1.0--139.9 5 5.00 

Short 
Male 150.0--159.9 32 32.00 

Female 140.0--148.9 39 39.00 
Lower Male 160.0-- 163 .9 26 26.00 

Medium Female 149.0--1 52.9 24 24.00 

Medium 
Male 164.0--166.9 19 19.00 

Female 153 .0--155 .9 18 18.00 
Upper Male 167.0-- 169.9 8 8.00 

Medium Female 156.0-- 158 .9 8 8.00 

Tall 
Male 170.0-- 179 .9 10 10.00 

Female 159.0--167 .9 6 6.00 
Very Male 180.0--199. 9 0 0.00 
Tall Female 168.0--186.9 0 0.00 

Giants 
Male 200.0 and above 0 0.00 

Female 187.0 and above 0 0.00 
--

Graph-4. 10: Classification of Stature 
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4. 1.13. Sitting Height Vertex : 

' fill Male • Female 

Lower Medium Upper Tall Very Tall Giants 

Medium Medium 

Types 
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The value of Sitting Height Vertex varies from 74.1 em to 92. 1 em among Bhujel 

male and 70.6 em to 85.6 em among Bhujel female (Table-4.23), whereas the mean values 

of Sitting Height Vertex are 84.37 em and 79.51 em respectively. 

Table-4.23: Statistical Constants of Sitting_ Height Vertex (in em) 

Sex N Range Mean ±S.E. S.D. +S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 74. 1-92 .1 84 .37±0.46 4.57±0 32 5.42±0.38 

--, 
I 

- --
Female 100 70.6-85 .6 79.51 ±0.30 2.97±0.21 3.74±0.26 I 
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4.1.14. Bi-cristal Breadth: 

The mean values of Bi-cristal Breadth are 28.75 em and 27.90 em among Bhujel 

male and female, whereas the range are found to be 25.5 em to 32.4cm for Bhujel male 

and 25.3 em to 31.5 em among Bhujel female respectively (Table-4.24). 

Table-4.24: Statistical Constants of Bi-cristal Breadth in em) 

Sex N Range Mean±S.E. S.D.±S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 25.5-32.4 28.75±0.15 1.47±0.10 5.11±0.36 

Female 100 25.3-31.5 27.90±0.13 1.30+0.09 4.67±0.33 

4.1.15. Horizontal Circumference of the Head: 

The range of Horizontal Circumference ofthe Head for Bhujel male is 49.5 em to 

59.2 em whereas the mean \ralue is 53.88 em. On the other hand in case of Bhujel female 

the range is 49.5 em to 55.7 em and the estimated mean is 52.34cm (Table-4.25). 

Table-4.25: Statistical Constants of Horizontal Circumference of the Head (in em) 

Sex N Range Mean±S.E. S.D. ±S.E. C.V. ±S.E. 

Male 100 49.5-59.2 53.88±0.17 1.74±0.12 3.24±0.23 

Female 100 49.5-55.7 52.34±0.16 1.57±0.11 2.30±0.21 

4.1.16. Jugo-Mandibular Index: 

The mean Jugo-:Mahdibular Index of male is calculated as 75.77 with a range of 

66.67 to 91.87; whereas for their female counterpart it is 73.47 with a range of 62.77 to 

86.51 (Table-4.26). As per classification, majority of the Bhujel male and female may fit 

to the 'Nan·ow' types though female shows a higher frequency than their male counterpart 

(as said in Lundbrog-Linders and Saller's classification). Both of the male and female 

show more or less equal frequency of the 'Medium' (21 per cent male and 23 per cent 

female), 'Broad' (22 per cent male and 16 per cent female), 'Very Narrow' (13 per cent 

male and 9 per cent female) and 'Very Broad' (5 per cent male and 4 per cent female) 

types of Jugo-Mandibulai· Index (Graph-4.11 ). 



Sex 

Male 

Female 

Table-4.26: Statistical Constants of J ugo-M d"b I I d an I u ar n 

N Range I Mean ± s .E. S.D. +S.E. 

100 66.67-91.87 75.77±0 .56 5.62+0.40 

100 62.77-86.51 73.47±0 .50 4.96±0 35 
·-

T bl 4 27 Cl T a e- . : ass1 1cat10n o fJ ugo-M d"b I I d an I u ar n ex 

Class Sex Range No. 

Very Narrow 
Male Up to 69.9 13 

Female Up to 67.9 9 

Male 70.0--74.9 39 
Narrow Female 68.0--72 .9 48 

Male 75.0--79.9 2 1 
Medium Female 73.0--77.9 23 

Male 80.0--84.9 22 
Broad Female 78.0--82 .9 16 

Male 85.0 and above 5 
Very Broad Female 83.0 and above 4 

Graph-4.11: Classification of Jugo-Mandibular Index 

Very Narrow Narrow 
es 

Medium Broad 

4.1.17. Jugo-Frontal Index: 
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ex 

C.V. ±S.E. 

7.41±0.52 ~ 
6.75±0.48 I 

% 

I 3.00 

9.00 

39.00 

48 .00 

21.00 

23.00 

22.00 

16.00 

5.00 

4.00 

• Female 

Very Broad 

It is calculated that 72.3 1 and 72.35 are the mean values of Jugo-Frontal Index or 

Bhujel male and female whereas the range varies from 61.27 to 85.37 and 65 .93 to 78 .63 

respectively (Table-4.28). In line with Lundbrog-Linders and Sa ller's c lass ification. 

nearly all of them , irrespective or sex, belong to the 'Very Na rrow' (33% ami 43% 

respectivel y) and 'Narrow' (47% and 42% respectively) categories fo llowed by ' Medium ' 

category (I 0% and 15% respectively) . Both male and female show more or less equal 

frequency regard ing this character. However beyond this part, male supposed to show the 

remaining two characters (' Broad ' and ' Very Broad') with very less frequenci es (9% and 

1% respectively) whereas female shows on ly 'Med ium ' category (Graph-4 .12). 
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Table-4.28: Statistical Constants of .Ju~Frontal Index 
.---' 

Sex N Range Mean ±S.E . S.D. ± S.E. C.V . +S.E. 

Male 100 6 1. 27-85 .37 72.31 ±0.45 4.45+0.31 6.15+0.44 

Female 100 65.93-78 .63 72.36+0. 36 3.63±0 26 5.01 +0 35 

T bl 4 29 Cl "fi f a e- . ass• tea 10n o f J , ugo-F t I I d ron a n ex 

C lass Sex Range No. % 

Very Narrow 
Male Up to 69.9 33 33.00 

Female Up to 71.9 43 43.00 

Male 70.0--74.9 47 47.00 
Narrow Female 72 .0--76.9 42 42.00 

Male 75 .0--79.9 10 10.00 
Medium Female 77.0--81.9 15 15.00 

Male 80.0--84.9 9 9.00 
Broad Female 82.0--86.9 0 0.00 

Male 85.0 and above 1 1.00 
Very Broad · Female 87.0 and above 0 0.00 

Graph-4.12: Classification of Jugo-Frontal Index 

Very Narrow Narrow Medium Broad Very Broad 

Types 

4.2. Somatoscopic Characters: 

Alike somatonietric characters, vanous scholars have used somatoscopic 

charac ters to identify similari ties and dissimilariti es within two or more populations. 

Though there is a sharp differences in opinion among various scholars regarding the utility 

of Somatoscop ic characters to interpret biological simi larities and differences between 

popul ations of the regions. Risley ( 19 15), Das ( 1960), Mourant et. al. (1976), Gulati et. a!. 

( 1981 ), Sen ( 1985) made their contri bution in the field of somatoscopic investigations and 

used it as marker of population variation (cf. Sengupta, 1993 and Singh. 1994). However. 

thirteen visual observations, such as Head Ha ir Form , Head Hair Co lour, Head Hair 
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Quantities, Head Hair Texture, Beard and Moustaches, Eye Colour, Palpebral Opening, 

Eye Fold, Nasion Depression, Nasal profile, Membranous Lip Size, Lip Evertion and Skin 

Colour were recorded from the same individuals of the sample groups, who vvere 

measured for somatometric characters. These characters are stated below -

4.2.1. Head Hair Colour: 

The frequency of· Black ' hair is prevalent among both Bh ujel male (62.00%) and 

female (69.00%) fol lowed by ' Dark Brown· shade (36.00 per cent for male and 26.00 per 

cent for female) and 'Radish Brown' shade (2.00 per cent for male and 5.00 per cent for 

female) (Table-4.30, Graph-4. 13). However, table shows that the female have 

preponderance of 'Black' hair compared to their male counterpart. 

Ta ble-4.30: Classification of Head Hair Colour 

Types 
Male (N= 1 00) Female (N= I 00) 

No. % No. % 

Black 62 62.00 69 69.00 

Dark Brown 36 36.00 26 26 .00 

Radish Brown 2 2.00 5 5.00 

Gr·aph-4.13: Classification of Head Hair Co lour 
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4.2.2. Head Hair Form: 

Dark Brown 

Types 

Radish Brown 

Both male and female show preponderance of ' Broad wavy' (79 per cent male and 

76 per cent fema le) hair followed by 'Narrow Wavy'( l 5 per cent male and 8 per cent 

female), ·Flat Wavy ' (6 per cent male and 14 per cent female) and 'Stretched ' types. 

Female also shows slightly higher frequency of ' Flat Wavy ' hair form and a lesser 

freque ncy of 'Narrow Wavy' hair form as compared to their male counterpart (Table-4 .3 1. 

Graph-4.14 ). 
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Table-4.31· Classification of Head Hair Form 

Types 
Male (N= 1 00) Female (N= l 00) 

No . % No. % 

Stretched 0 0.00 2 2.00 

Flat Wavy 6 6.00 14 14.00 

Broad Wavy · 79 79.0 76 76.00 

arrow Wavy 15 15 .00 8 8.00 

Wooly Hair 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Graph-4.14: C lassification of Head Hair Fo rm 

o Male • Female ,....---.-l 

Stretched Flat Wavy Broad Wavy 
Types 

I 

Narrow Wavy Wooly Hair 

4.2.3. Head Hair Quanti ty: 

Both male and female are characterized by high frequency of ' Medium ' type (69 

per cent male and 88 per cent female) of hair quantity, followed by 'Scanty' type (2 1 per 

cent male and 7 per cent female) . Female has sli ghtl y preponderance of ' medium ' ty p~.: 

hair quantity than their male counterpart (Table-4.32. Graph-4 .15). None of them is found 

to have ·very Rich ' type of hair quantity. 

Table-4 32: Classification of Head Hair Quantities 

Male (N= lOO) Female (N= l 00) 
Types 

No. I % No . % 
---

Scanty 21 21.00 7 7.00 

Medium 69 69.00 88 88.00 
·-

Rich 1.0 10.00 5 5.00 

Very Rich 0 0.00 0 0.00 
--· 



Graph-4.15: Classification of Head Hair Quantities 
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4.2.4. Head Hair Texture: 
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Head hair texture of the Bhujel male is of ' Medi um' type (58.00%) whil e their 

female counterpart may classified under 'F ine' type (79.00%) hair. Only 8.00 per cent of 

Bhuj el male has 'Course' type hair; however no female is found wi th such criterion 

(Tab le-4.33, Graph-4.1 6). 

Table-4.33: Classification of Head Hair Texture 

Male (N== lOO) Female (N== l 00) 
Types --

No. % No. % 

Coarse 8 8.00 0 0.00 

Medium 58 58.00 2 1 21.0 
-

Fine 36 36.0 79 79.00 
--

Graph-4.16: Classification of Head Hair Texture 
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4.2.5. Beard and Moustaches: 

As a whole, Beard and moustaches are in scan ty type amo ng Bhujel male. On ly 

17.00 per cent of them have moustaches but ' Scanty ' type and the rest 83.00 per cent 
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fo und without any moustaches . Almost 2.00 per cent of them have not any sign of beard 

while 61.00 per cent shows scanty type beard in the ir chin, and 3 7. 00 per cent o f them 

have beard in the ir chin and chin ' s side (Tab le-4.34, Graph-4. 17). 

Table-4.34: Classification of Beard and Moustaches 

No. ofMale (N= IOO) 
- -~ Background Characters 

No. % I 

Nil 2 2.00 I 
I 

I 
Beard Only Chin GI 61.00 

-~ 
Chin & Chin Side 37 37.00 

Present 17 17.00 
Moustaches 

A bsent 83 83 .00 

Graph-4.17: Classification of Beard and Moustaches 
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4.2.6. E)'e Colour: 

Absent Absent 

Types 

Only Chin Chin & Chin 
Side 

-

_, 

Regarding the eye co lour, male has preponderance of 'Dark Brown ' ( 44.00%) 

co lour foll owed by ' Gray Brown ' (43 .00%), whereas female has preponderance of ' Gray 

Brown ' (54 .00%) colour, followed by 'Dark Brown ' (33.00% ). The frequenci es of 

'B lack '. 'Light Brown ' and 'Gray' type eye colour arc very few among both male and 

fe male of thi s popula ti on (Tablc-4.35, Graph-4.18) . 



Tablc-4.35: Classification of E~e Colour 
·----,----------·--·-···-- -

Mal e (N= l 00) Female (N= JOO) 
Types 

No. % No. 
-

Black 0 0.00 5 

Dark Brown 44 44.00 33 

Light Brown 1 1 11 .00 5 
·-

Gray Brown 43 43.00 54 

Gray 2 2.00 
,.., 
_) 

Graph-4.18: Classification of Eye Colour 
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4.2.7. Palpebral Opening: 

Dark Brown Light Brown 

Types 

Gray Brown 
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The palpebral opening (eye opening) is mainly 'Narrow' ( 43 per cent male and 52 

per cent female) to ' Medium ' (50 per cent male and 39 per cent female) type among both 

sexes; though a smaller portion of them characteristically has ·very Narrow' (5 per cent 

male and 7 per cent female) type eye opening. However the 'fu ll ' (2 per cent of each sex) 

palpebral opening is not totally uncommon among both sexes of the population (Graph-

4.19). 

T bl 4 36 Cl T f a e- . . aSSI ICa IOn 0 fP I b I 0 a1pe ra ~emng 

Types 
Male (N= IOO) Female (N= l 00) 

No. % No. % 

Very Narrow 5 5.00 7 7.00 

Narrow 43 43.00 52 52.00 
------

Medi um 50 50.00 39 39.00 

Full 2 2.00 2 2.00 
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4.2.8. Eye Fold: 
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Graph-4.19: Classifi cation of Palpebral Opening 
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Types 

Both male and female show a preponderance of ' External Epicanth ic' (73 per cent 

male and 70 per cent female) eye fold fo llowed by 'Intern al Epicanthic' (12 per cent male 

and 2 1 per cent female) and ' Median Epicanthic ' (7 per cent male and 5 per cent female) 

eye fold . The ' Fully Mongoloid ' (3 per cent male and I per cent female) eye to ld is al so 

common among them; however, some of them may be found without any type of eye fold 

(5 per cent male and 3 per cent female) (Table-4 .37, Graph-4.20). 

T bl 4 37 Cl T f a c- . : aSS I ICa JOn 0 fE F ld •,yc 0 

Male (N= 1 00) Female (N= IOO) 
Types 

No . o/o No. 

Nil 5 5.0 3 

Ful ly Mongoloid 
.., 

3.00 1 .J 

External Epicanthic 73 73.00 70 

Internal Epicanthic 12 12. 00 21 
-

Median Epicanthic 7 7.00 5 
--'--· 

Graph-4.20: Classifi cation of Eye Fold 
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4.2.9. Nasion Depression: 

The nasion depression of both sexes is o f ·Shallow' type (66 per cent male and 66 

per cent female) fo llowed by ' Absent' type (22 per cent male and 30 per cent female) . 

However, a little portion of them shows a ' Medium· (9 per cent male and 5 per cent 

female) to ' Deep ' (3 per cent male and 2 per cent fema le) type of nasal depression but 

'Very Deep ' type nasal depression is totally uncommon among them (Table-4.38, Graph-

4.21). 

T bl 4 38 Cl T f a e- . ass1 Jca Jon o fN . D aswn epresswn 

Male (N= l 00) Female (N= l 00) 
Types 

No. % No . % 

Absent 22 22.0 30 30.00 

Shal low 66 66 .00 63 63.00 

Medium 9 9.00 5 5.00 

Deep ") 3.00 2 2.00 _) 

Very Deep 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Graph-4.21: Classification of Nasion Depress ion 
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4.2.1 0. Nasa l Profile: 

--

Characteri sticall y both Bhujel male and female posses 'Concave· (38 per cent 

male and 47 per cent female) type of nasal profile, followed by 'S traight' (27 per cent 

male and 40 per cent fema le). The frequency of·Convex' (21 per cent male and 5 per cent 

female) and 'Concavo-convex' (14 per cent male and 8 per cent fema le) type nasa l proiile 

is re lati ve ly low; however, in such cases male has relatively greater participation than 

their female counterpart (Table-4.39, Graph-4.22). 



Table-4.39: Classification of Nasa l Profile 

Male (N= l 00) Female (N= 1 00) 
Types --------

No. % No. % 

Straight 27 27.00 40 40.00 

Concave 38 38.00 47 47.00 
-- --

Convex 2 1 2 1.00 5 5.00 

Concavo-co nvex 14 14.00 8 8.00 

Graph-4.22: Classification of Nasa l Profile 
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4.2.11. Membranous Lip Size-Lower: 
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All of the Bhujel male and fema le characteristically ex hibit preponderance of 

'Medium' type (67 per cent male and 62 per cent female) membranous lip size, follo wed 

by ·Thin ' type (25 per cent male and 35 per cent female) (Table-4.40, Graph-4 .23 ). 

Female has relative ly greater frequency of 'Thin ' type than their male counterpart. 

However, in both sexes 'Thick ' are very rare . 

T bl 4 40 Cl "fi f a e- . : assr rca ron o fM b em ranous L. s· lp rze 

Male (N= lOO) Female (N= I 00) 
Types -- -

No. <yo No. % 

Thin 25 25.00 35 35 .00 
--

Medium 67 67.00 62 62.00 

Thick 8 8.00 3 3.00 



Graph-4.23: Classification of Membranous L ip Size 
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4.2.12. Lip Evertion: 
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All of the Bhujel male and female in general are characterized by ·Slight' (64 per 

cent male and 79 per cent female) lip evertion followed by 'Medi um ' type (22 per cent 

ma le and 14 per cent female) . Though a small portion of them (14 per cent male and 7 per 

cent female) may found w ithout any type of lip everti on whereas, 'Marked ' type lip 

evert ion is tota lly uncommon among them (Tab le-4.4 1, Graph-4.24 ). 

a e- . : asst tea 10n o T bl 4 41 Cl "fi f lp ver 10n fL. E f 

Male (N= l 00) Female (N= I 00) 
Types 

No . % No. % 
--

Nil 14 14.00 7 7.0 

Slight 64 64.00 79 79.00 

Medium 22 22.00 14 14.0 

Marked 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Graph-4.24: Classification of Lip Evertion 
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4.2.13. Skin Colour: 

Slight 
Types 

Medium Marked 

Characteristically Bhujel male shows a ' Dark Brown' (67%) type skin colour in 

exposed part of their body but in their unexposed part it shows a preponderance or 
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·Medium Yellowish Brown· (62%) skin colour (Graph-4.25 and Graph-4 .26). In thi s 

aspect the Bhujel female shows prevalence of ' Medium Yellowish Brown ' (50%) sk in 

co lour in exposed part of thei r body but in their unexposed part they shows a prevalence 

of 'Light Ye ll owish Brown' (42%) skin colour (Tab le-4.42). In th is population the fem ale 

shows comparati ve ly lighter skin colour than their ma le counte rpart. 

Table-4.42: Classification of Skin Colour 

Male (N= lOO) Female (N= I 00) 
---·-·- J 

-j Types Exposed Unexposed Exposed Unexposed 
-~---

No. % 0 . % No. % No. <yo 

Ye llowish 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 8 8.00 I 
--

Light Yellowish 
4 4.00 29 29.00 10 10.00 42 42. 00 

---1 
I 

Brown 
Medium 

27 27.00 50 50.00 62 62.00 4 1 
Yellowish Brown 

. ---

Dark Brown 69 69.00 21 2 1.00 28 28.00 9 
--

Yellowish Light Yellowish Medium Dark Brown 

T 
Brown Yellowish Brown 

ypes 

Graph-4.26: C lassification of Skin Colom· (Unexposed Part of the Body) 
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4.3. Genetic Traits: 

4.3.1. 'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' Blood Groups: 

The 'ABO Blood Gro up ' is one of the most acceptable genetic markers of today"s 

wo rld . Since, second part of the 19111 Century it is popularly used to classify different 

ethnic groups of India. Mitra (1936), Tiwari (1952), Bhatcharyya ( 1954), Sarkar ( 1954 

and 1959). Mukherjee and Chakravarti ( 1964). Chakraborty (1965), Srivastava ( 1965 ). 

Das ( 1968), Basu (1969), Ahmad (1975), Kumar ( 1975), Kumar (200 1) and many other 

scholars have identified the traits as a marker of population di versity (cf. Bhasin and 

Walter,200 1 ). The 'ABO Blood Group ' system of Bhuj el was invest igated among 

randomly se lected 200 subj ects, who were measured for somatometri c charac ters also . 

Among them the frequency of 'A' blood group is highest (42%), followed by 'B '(26%). 

'0'(22%) and' AB ' (lO%) blood groups (Tab le-4.43 and Graph-4.27). Except few (1.50%) 

almost all of them are of ' RJ1 (D) positive' blood group (Table-4.44 and Graph-4.28) . The 

frequency of allele A (p) is calcu lated 0.3015 , the fi"equency of all ele B (q) is 0.1943 and 

freq uency of allele 0 (r) is 0.5042 (Table-4.45. Graph-4.29) . The D allele frequency of 

Rh(D) system is 0.8775 whereas in case of d it is 0.1225 (Table-4.46 , Graph-4 .3 0) . 

Table-4.43: Classification of 'ABO' Blood Group Phenotypes 
Blood Groups 

A B AB 0 
·-

No. . 84 52 20 44 r--
% 42.00 26.00 10.00 22.00 

es 
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Table-4.44: Classification of 'Rh(D)' Blood Group Phenoty pes 

j---- ---
Blood Groups ~ Rh(Dt Rh(D}-

-

No. 197 '! 
..) 

% 98 .50 1.50 
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G raph -4.28: Classification of ' Rh(D)' Blood Group Phenoty pes 
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T abl 4 45 All I F e- . : e e requenc1cs o f 'ABO ' Bl d Group 00 

Allele Allele Frequencies 
p 0.3 015 
q 0. 1943 

-
r 0.5042 

G raph-4.29: Allele F requencies of 'ABO' Blood Group 
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Table-4.46: Allele Frequencies of ' Rh(D)' Blood Group 
----

Allele __ Alle le F requenci~ 
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Graph-4.30: Allele F requencies of 'Rh(D)' Blood Group 
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4.3.2 . Colour Blindness: 

Colour blindness is also used as a genetic marker to study population variation. 

C lement (1930) is one of the pioneers. who used this variable to study population 

varia tion. Later on, Franceschett i ( 1928), Wri ght ( 194 7). Post ( 1962). Pickford ( 1963). 

Waardenbrg et.al. (1963). Salzano (1964), Dutta (1966) , Mow·ant et.al. ( 1976), Deka 

( 1977), Mukhe1jee ( 1979), Kapoor et. al. ( 1983). Adam ( 1986) , Roychoudhury and Nei 

( 1988) and many other scholars calculated the frequency of co lour blindness among 

various communities of the world and interpret it (cf. Bhasin and Walter. 200 I) . Jn present 

study the colour blindness test was carried over on the same Bhujel sample group of 200 

sou ls, who measured for somatometric characters. However no subj ect was found to be 

co lour blind amo ng the samples of both sexes (Table-4.47 and Graph-4 .3 1 ). Hence the 

all ele frequency of colour blindness stands as zero compared to 1 as normal colour vision 

(Table-4.48). 

Male 

Female 

Total 

Q) 
0> 
5 
c 
Q) 
u 
t 
c.. 

Table -4.47: Classification of Colour Blindness Phenotypes 
-

Prolan Type Deutan Type Normal 
%of Colour 

Blindness 
N --.----------

No . % No. % No. % No. 0;() 

100 0 0.00 0 0.00 100 100.00 0 0.00 

100 0 0.00 0 0.00 100 100.00 0 0.00 

1 
200 0 0.00 0 0.00 200 100.00 0 O.O~_j 

G ra ph-4.31 : Classification of Colour Blindness Phenotypes 
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Normal 1.00 

Colour Blind 0.00 
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4.4. Comparative Analysis of Qualitative and Quantitative Characters: 

Morphologically the Himalayans are mostly unlmown by the outsiders, as these 

peoples supposed to inhabit in the remote hilly tracks of Himalayan region. Being a part 

of this stock, the Bhujel is yet to be lighted. Although, regarding their physical feature, 

few scholars devoted 3-4 lines to describe the same. Thereore, somatometric and genetic 

characters of the Bhujel are yet to explore. Scholars claim that they (Bhujel) resembles the 

Mongor tribe of this re'gion. However, due to unavailability of sufficient morphological 

data about the Mongor, attempt has been made to compare the morphological and 

genetical features of Bhujel with other Mongoloid populations of the region. Considering 

somatometric characters, the Rabha, Garo, Kachari, Lahmg, Mikir, Koch and Ahom show 

their similarity with the Bhujel (Table-4.49). In the following paragraph an attempt has 

been made to identify similarity with that ofBhujel. 

Bearing in mind the Height Vertex as a somatometric character the Kachari, Rabha 

and Ahom show more similarities with the Bhujel. Alike that in respect of Sitting Height 

Vertex the Rabha and Koch; in respect of Maximum Head Length the Mikir, Lalung and 

Kachari; in respect of Maximum Head Breadth the Kachari, Mikir, Koch and Ahom; in 

respect of Horizontal Circumference of the Head the Rabha and Kachari; in respect of 

Breadth of Bi-zygomatic Arch the Kachari and Garo; in respect of Nasal Length the 

Lalung and Garo; in respect of Nasal Breadth the Lalung and Koch; in respect of 

Morphological Upper Facial Height the Mikir, Koch and Lalung; in respect of 

Morphological Facial Height the Rabha, Mikir and Koch; in respect of Cephalic Index the 

Koch and Kachari; in respect of Nasal Index the Mikir and Rabha; in respect of 

Morphological Upper Facial Index Garo and Lalung; and in respect of Morphological 

Facial Index the Garo and Rabha show closer proximity with the Bhujel. Moreover, as per 

comparative analyses of ABO and Rh(D) blood group, the Rabha have a great similarity 

with Bhujel (Table-4.50). ~onsidering overall somatometric and genetic characters, the 

Rabha and the Kachari 'show very close proximity with the Bhujel than other Mongoloid 

groups. Furthermore, concerning somatoscopic characters, such as Hair Forn1, Skin 

Colour, Nasal Profile, etc. the Rabha (Das, 1960) may perhaps measured as more like to 

the Bhujel. 
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Table-4.50: Allele Frequencies of'ABO' and 'Rh(D)' Systems 

Characters 
ABO Blood Group Rh(D) System 

p q r D d 

Bhujel 0.3015 0.1943 0.5042 0.8775 0.1225 

Rabl1a* 0.2551 0.2413 0.5025 0.9111 0.0899 

Garo * 0.2364 0.2557 0.5078 1.0000 0.0000 

Kachari 0.2136 0.2590 0.5237 1.0000 0.0000 

Lalung * 0.2179 0.2110 0.5708 NA NA 

Mikir~ 0.2124 0.2306 0.5550 NA NA 

Koch 0.2004 0.1781 0.6215 0.8534 0.1466 

Ahom 0.1772 0.1521 0.6706 NA NA 

Lepcha** 0.2200 0.1900 0.5900 NA NA 
*"' *Cited from Sengupta, 1993. C1ted from Smgh, 1994. NA: Data Not Available 

As per available data of the Mongor, it can be observed that, their somatoscopic 

characters, viz. Hair Fom1, Hair Colour, Hair Quantities, Hair Texture, Nasion 

Depression, Eye Fold, and pronounced malar bone (Gautam et. al, 1994) placed them 

much closer to the Bhujel. 

4.5. Findings: 

To make a summary of physical features of the Bhujel, the present study highlight 

some salient features, like -

'Medium' type Maximum Head Length, 'Medium' type Maximum Head Breadth, 

'Medium' category of Bi-zygomatic Breadth, 'Medium' to 'Above Medium' type Nasal 

Breadth, 'Short' to 'Lower Medium' Stature, 'Very Low' type Morphological Facial 

Height, 'Mesocephalic' type Cephalic Index, 'Eurien' to 'Hypereuryen' type 

Morphological Upper Facial Index, 'Euryprosopic' to Hypereuryprosopic' type 

Morphological Facial Index, 'Mesorhinae' and 'Chamaerrhinae' type Nasal Index, 

'Narrow' to 'Medium' type Juga-Mandibular Index, 'Very Narrow' to 'Narrow' type 

Jugo-Frontal Index, 'black' coloured head hair and 'broad wavy' head hair form, 

'medium' type head hair quantity, 'medium' to 'fine' type head hair texture ,'scanty' 

type beard and moustaches, 'dark brown' to 'gray brown' eye colour, 'narrow' to 
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'medium' type eye opening, 'extemal epicanthic' eye obliquity, 'shallow' type nasal 

depression , 'concave' type nasal profile, 'medium' type membranous lip size, 'dark 

brown' to 'light yellowish brown' type skin colour, absence of colour blind alleles, high 

frequency of 0 (r) allele followed by A (p) allele in respect of ABO system and less 

frequency of d allele in respect ofRh(D) blood group. 

Considering the somatometric and somatoscopic characters the Bhujel shows 

'nose with shallow type depressed root', 'oblique eyes with epicanthic fold', 'beardless 

face or nearly so', 'short to below medium stature' as Mongoloid type as per Risley's 

classification but Bhujel's 'medium head', 'medium face', 'light yellowish brown to dark 

brown complexion', 'broad wavy hair without any tendency to curl' clearly express their 

minor dissimilarity with Mongoloid group as suggested by Risley (1915). Nevertheless, 

these dissimilarities may be for their new settlement in different geographical region 

(from Nepal Himalaya· to Darjeeling Himalaya) and biofogical admixture with other 

Mongoloid and non-Mongoloid populations in their surroundings. 

On the other hand, in view of the somatometric and somatoscopic characters of 

the Bhujel viz. 'Mesorhinae (medium) nose', 'epicanthic eye fold', 'light yellowish 

brown to dark brown (dark) skin colour', 'scanty growth of hair on face' they are 

categorized as the 'Broad-headed type Palaeo-Mongoloid' group as per Guha's 

classification although their 'Mesocephalic (medium) head', 'broad wavy hair' characters 

report a slight difference from the decided characters for the said category. This 

fluctuation may be for the above stated reason. 

Regarding the origin of the Bhujel it has already been mentioned that they are a 

migrant group which is formed by the members of various Mongoloid tribes of Nepal. 

After migration they settled in low. altitude areas of Darjeeling Himalaya within the 

surroundings of various Mongoloid groups and Non-Mongoloid Nepali populations. 

Therefore, there are possibilities of admixture between the Bhujel and other Mongoloid 

or non-Mongoloid groups (like Rai, Tamang, Sunwar, Newars, Mongars, Gurungs, 

Gurkhas) which are also repmted during present study. One particular fact to be stressed 

in this connection is that the Bhujel having 'Short to Low Medium' Stature, 
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'Mesocephalic to Brachycephalic' head, absence of Colour Blind allele, high ABO*O 

allele followed by ABO* A allele and very high Rh*D allele resembles major 

characteristic features of Mongoloid as Bhasin and Walter's (2001) observation among 

the populations with Mongoloid affinities from the state of Eastern Himalayan region of 

India. But the 'Mesorhinae' Nasal Index, 'Euryprosopic to 'Hypereuryprosopic' 

Morphological Facial Index of the Bhujel express dissimilarity with above mentioned 

mongoloid populations. This fluctuation may be for their biological admixture with Non

Mongoloid populations of this region. 

When the comparison is made between the Bhujel with Rabha and Kachari 

populations for some somatometric characters, the Rabha shows closer similarity with 

Bhujel regarding Height Vertex, Sitting Height Vertex, Horizontal Circumference of the 

Head, Nasal Length, Morphological Upper Facial Height, and Morphological Facial 

Height characters. Significantly, the Kachari also shows closer characters with Bhujel, 

regarding Maximum Head Length, Maximum Head Breadth, Breadth of Bi-zygomatic 

Arch and Nasal Breadth characters. In case of Cephalic Index the Rabha is more akin to 

Bhujel, but considering Nasal Index, the Kachari is more akin with Bhujel. In parameters 

of ABO and the Rh(D) blood groups, the Rabha again exhibits more similarity with 

Bhujel. As a whole, the Rabha comes closer to the Bhujel than others. Regarding 

Somatoscopic characters, such as Head hair Form, Skin Colour, Nasal Profile the Rabha 

may be considered as more closer to the Bhujel. Though the Rabha and the Bhujel both 

inhabit in the Himalayan region and possess morphological similarity, but they have a 

limited likeness in their cultural patterns. The physical and cultural affinities of the 

Bhujel with some of their neighbouring commtmities have already been discussed earlier. 

After analyzing the above discussion it can stated that the Bhujel is a member of 

Mongoloid group with some sort of intermixing with other neighboring population. 

Although some scholars opined that the Bhujel originate from the Mongor, but for non 

availability of sufficient data it can't permit us to conclude about such possibilities, 

though these two groups are following some cultural practices which are very similar in 

nature. 
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The richness of natural forest resources in the sub-tropical junction of the foot hill 

and lower Himalaya seem to have always nurtured the Bhujel also in abundance of food 

grains and animals with simple tools and techniques known to them best. To continuously 

ensure this abundant livelihood out of their environment, keep their supernatural deities who 

control over all the resources and live informed. The life of the individual Bhujel and indeed 

of the whole community is sustained almost entirely by the tillage of the soil and the whole 

nature of the Bhujel culture can be understood when seen against the background of the 

economic activities especially agricultural activities which absorbs so much of everyone's 

time and energy. It was mentioned in the writings of some scholars that the Bhujel is mainly 

cultivator and their cultivable fields situated on the slopes of the hills either in the vicinity of 

the village or at some distance from it. But the physical geography of this district renders 

conditions for agriculture which is extremely diverse. The Terai from the foot of the hills to 

the southern boundary of the district, is in the plains and contains many level stretches of 

alluvial soil admirably suited for rice cultivation. But in the hills where the Bhujellive, many 

of the slopes are so stony and precipitous that nothing can thrive on them. Much of the hill 

land is unsuitable for cultivation of any kind, but on the gentler slopes the soil is often of 

wonderful fertility. Altitude and other environmental aspects, as might be expected, have 

important effect on their agriculture. As their agricultural work and their economic 

conditions inextricably interwoven, this chapter deals with the economics of cultivation and 

their major economic participation linked with various phases of their life cycle. 

5.1. Economic Status and Economic Condition: 

The Bhujel of the studied area mainly belongs to the economically weaker category. 

19.33 per cent of total 300 families earn less than Rs.IOOO.OO per month, 55 per cent of them 

earn Rs. 1001.00-2000.00 per month (Table-5.1), in which they sustain medium to large 

sized families. Very few of them belong to the moderate earning groups (Graph-5.1). At 

present they mainly belong to agriculturalist category- about all of the Bhujel families 

directly or indirectly involve in the agriculture. This factor helps them a lot for their 

subsistence. The monthly expenditure scenario illustrates the most worst condition for the 

villagers- more than 80 per cent of them do not capable to expend in excess ofRs. 2000.00 

per month (Table-5.2). 



Table-5.1: Distribution of the Household according to Monthly Income (on the basis of Main Source of Income of the Family) 
Monthly FamilY lncome_(in Rs. 

Total I 

Sl. No Type of Occupation s 1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-5000 5001-7000 ~7001 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % I 

1 Agriculture 36 12.00 109 36.33 22 7.33 12 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 179 59.67 

2 Agricultural Labour 13 4.33 6 2.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 6.33 

3 Day Labour 5 1.67 12 . 4.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 17 5.67 

4 Carpenter 2 0.67 5 1.67 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 7 2.33 

5 Animal Husbandry 0 0.00 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.33 

6 Business 1 0.33 8 2.67 3 1.00 1 0.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 14 4.67 

7 Car Driving 0 0 3 1.00 2 0.67 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 1.67 

8 Retired Person (Enjoy Pension Facility ) 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 

9 Army/ Defense 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 7 2.33 11 3.67 

10 Other Governmental Service 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 1.00 7 2.33 10 3.33 

11 Voluntary Governmental Service 0 0 10 3.33 5 1.67 2 0.67 0 0.00 0 0.00 17 5.67 

12 Service in the Private Sector 1 0.33 7 2.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 9 3.00 

13 Others 0 0.00 4 1.33 0 0.00 2 0.67 0 0.00 1 0.33 7 2.33 

Total 58 19.33 165 55.00 33 11.00 21 7.00 8 2.67 15 5.00 300 100.0 



Table-5.2: Distribution of the Household according to Monthly Expenditure (on the basis of Main Source of Income of the Family) 

Monthly Family Expenditure ( in Rs.) 
Total 

:::; 1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-5000 5001-7000 ;:::7001 
I Sl. No Type of Occupation 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
! 

1 Agriculture 88 29.33 72 24.00 19 6.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 179 59.67 

2 Agricultural Labour 16 5.33 3 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 6.33 

3 Day Labour 7 2.33 10 3.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 17 5.67 

4 Carpenter 4 1.33 3 1.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 7 2.33 

5 Animal Husbandry 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.33 

6 Business 1 0.33 8 2.67 4 1.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 14 4.67 

7 Car Driving 0 0.00 4 1.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 1.67 

8 Retired Person(Enjoy Pension Facility ) 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 1.00 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 

9 Army/ Defense 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 5 1.67 2 0.67 11 3.67 

10 Other Governmental Service 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 1.00 5 1.67 2 0.67 10 3.33 

11 Voluntary Governmental Service 0 0.00 13 4.33 3 1.00 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 17 5.67 

12 Service in the Private Sector 1 0.33 7 2.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 -9 3.00 

13 Others 1 0.33 3 1.00 0 0.00 2 0.67 1 0.33 0 0.00 7 2.33 

Total 119 39.67 123 41.00 31 10.33 12 4.00 11 3.67 4 1.33 300 100.0 
-- - -
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Though they mostly belong to the economically backward class but mostly they are not 

included in BPL category because till now they try to maintain a safe distance from 

governmental or other voluntary organization (except Christian missionaries) due to their 

indigenous ideology. 

Graph-5.1: Distribution of the Households according to Monthly Income and 
Monthly Expenditure 
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Preponderance of single earner per family is the basic characteristics feature of the 

Bhujel family economy as 50.67 per cent of families have single earner family (Table-5.3 

and Graph-5.2). There are 47.00 per cent of families having two earners per family. While 

36 number of families (12.00%) have one earning dependent each while 46.67 per cent of 

families have two earning dependent each. There are 124.numbers of families (41.33%) 

which have three or more earning dependents each. It may be mentioned here that most of 

these earning dependents hardly contribute anything for welfare of the family as the 

Table-5.3: Distribution of Families according to Earning Status 

Background 
Earner Earner de_Q_endent Non-earner 

characteristics 1 2 
3& 1 2 

3& 
1 2 

3& 
more more more 

Family 
No. 152 141 7 36 140 124 138 148 14 

% 50.67 47.00 2.33 12.00 46.67 41 .33 46.00 49.33 4.67 

Total 
No. 300 300 300 

% 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Graph-5.2: Distribution of Families according to Earning Status 
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earnings are negligible or casual. In most cases the earning dependents spend the earnings 

exclusively for their benefit of the self. The earnings of the head member of the household 

hardly cater to the basic needs as non-earning dependents numbering 476 (29.29%) 

depend upon the earnings of the head of the household (Table-5.4). As many as 4.67 per 

cent of families have three or more non-earning dependents each while 148 families 

(49.33%) and 138.families (46.00%) have two numbers and one number of non-earning 

dependents each respectively (Table-5.3). Although the Bhujel female enjoy a high status 

in their society but they hardly categorized as earner (Graph-5.3). As a whole the Bhujel 

male acts as earner of the family while their female counterpart acts earner dependent and 

non-earner in their family. Allover the Bhujel have 28.37 per cent earning population, 

42.34 per cent earning dependent and 29.29 per cent fully dependent population. 

Table-5.5: Distribution of Population according to Earning Status 

Background Earner Earner dependent Non-earner Total 
characteristics No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Male 398 47.90 215 25.87 218 26.23 831 100.0 

Female 63 7.93 473 59.57 258 32.50 794 100.0 

Total 461 28.37 688 42.34 476 29.29 1625 100.0 



Graph-5.3: Distribution of Population according to Earning Status 
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There is a little contradiction about the traditional occupation of the Bhujel. But 

most of the scholars opined that Bhujel was a hunter-gatherer community and lead a 

nomadic life until 5th Century A.D. This community rares the sheep side by side in their 

main occupation (Morris, 1933;Chhetri, 1983; ABSS, 2006). Later on due to the pressure 

of increasing population and unavailability of suitable grazing land they were compiled to 

settle down in the foot hills of the Himalaya and adopt the terrace cultivation. But they do 

not depart completely from their traditional occupations and till now they rear cattle but a 

little bit in number. They mainly produce rice, maize, millet, pulses, etc., but sometimes 

this is not sufficient for whole year for their survival, then they collect wild fruits, dug up 

the roots and tuber from jungle and use the forest productions to sustain them. Besides 

these, a small portion of them engaged in various occupations. Graph -5.4 shows that most 

of family head involved in agriculture occupation followed by agricultural labor, day 

labor, business, governmental service, voluntary governmental service, service in private 

sector, animal husbandry, car driving and etc. other occupations. Table-5.5 indicates that 

some of the family maintained with the pension's money. Among them, not only male but 

also female playing the family head's role, and they also maintain their family with their 

own earnings, but this proportion is also very low. However, some of the major 

occupations tag on by them is discussed in following paragraphs. 
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Table-S.S:Distribution of Households on the Basis of Occupation of the Family Head 
Family Sl. 

Type of Occupation No. Percentage 
Head No. 

1 Agriculture 181 60.33 
2 Agricultural Labour 20 6.67 
3 Day Labour I8 6.00 
4 Carpenter 7 2.33 

M 
5 Animal Husbandry 6 2.00 
6 Business I4 4.47 
7 Car Driving 5 1.67 

8 
Retired Person 

4 1.33 a 
(Enjoy Pension Facility ) 

9 Governmental Service 14 4.47 

1 IO Voluntary Governmental Service 10 3.33 
II Service in the Private Sector 8 2.67 
12 Dependent 3 1.00 

e 13 
Others ( Contractor, Mason, 

6 2.00 
Religious Practitioner, etc.) 

Total 296 98.67 

Fern 
1 Agriculture 2 0.665 
2 Others 2 0.665 

ale 
Total 4 1.33 

Grand 
300 100.0 

Total 

Graph-5.4: Distribution of Households on the Basis of Occupation of the Family 
Head 
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Agriculture is the main occupation of the Bhujel in contemporary time and the 

paddy and maize are their main crops. Of course those who have no land or have small 

piece of land to cultivate, earn their livelihood mainly by agricultural labor. In agriculture 

they follow the terrace cultivation. In this study area four types of agricultural land are 

generally recognized. This classification is done on the basis of water availability in the 

agricultural field (i) irrigated in whole year, (ii) irrigated in near about 6 months, (iii) 

irrigated only rainy season, (iv) fully non-irrigated. 

i) The lands at comparatively lower part of the villages in the valley areas or near the 

river/stream are categorized as Panibari (the land where water available in whole 

year). That type of land mainly surrounded (in the opposite side of hill) with a 

small patch of land for retaining water inside the field and thus makes it suitable 

for cultivating paddy seedlings. In the study area only 5 per cent among total 300 

families have this type land (maximum portion of their agricultural land) [Table-

5.6]. 

T bl s 6 n· t "b f fH h ld A d" t th L d H ld" P tt a e- . . IS rl U IOn 0 ouse o s ccor mg o e an 0 mg a ern . 
Maximum Proportion of Agricultural Land 

Total Irrigated Others 

Land Owner Pattern 
Amount of Non 

Whole ~6 
Only (Orange 

Land Irrigated 
Year Months 

Rainy Garden) 
Season 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
·Land Owner 296 98.67 185 61.67 15 5.00 20 6.67 69 23.00 7 2.33 

Land Less 4 1.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 . 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

~0.24A 1 0.33 1 0.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
"(j 0.25 - 0.49A 9 3.00 4 1.33 3 1.00 0 0.00 2 0.67 0 0.00 ta __ 

0.50- 0.99A 77 25.67 57 19.00 5 1.67 3 1.00 12 4.00 0 0.00 ~ rJl 
<!) 

1.0- 1.49A 74 24.67 50 16.67 3 1.00 5 1.67 16 5.33 0 0.00 tH 1-< o< 1.50- 1.99A 56 18.67 35 11.67 2 0.67 4 1.33 15 5.00 0 0.00 §.s 2.0- 2.99A 38 12.67 24 8.00 1 0.33 2 0.67 11 3.67 0 0.00 0'-" 

~ 3.0- 3.99A 25 8.33 11 3.67 1 0.33 5 1.67 8 2.67 0 0.00 
4.0- 5.99A 12 4.00 3 1.00 0 0.00 1 0.33 5 1.67 3 1.00 

;:::6.0A 4 1.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.33 
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ii) The lands located near the rivulet are categorized as mongbari or the land 

where water is available almost 6 months of a year. This type of land also 

contains a small patch in opposite side of the hill in the hilly slope. Generally 

paddy, squash, green chilly, tomato, raisak, zinger etc. are produce in this type 

of land. Graph-5 .6 indicates that in the study area a very small portion of their 

land (maximum portion of agricultural land) fit in this category. 

Graph-5.5: Distribution of Agricultural Land According to availability of Irrigation 

• Non Irrigated 

• Irrigated in Whole Year 

0 Irrigated in == 6 Months 

0 Irrigated Only in Rainy 
Season 

• Others ( Orange Garden) 

iii) This type of land situated relatively upper portion of the hill and there water is 

available only in the rainy season. There they grow the crops which do not 

need much more water, like maize, millet and also some tomato, zinger, green 

chilly, cauliflower, cabbage etc. along with a little bit of paddy. This type of 

land also has a low proportion (23 per cent among total village land) with 

respect to Panibari [Table-5 .6]. 

iv) This type of land located at the top portion of the hill. Naturally, there is no 

alternative source of water, except rainwater. Thus they cultivate the crops 

which need a very less amount of water, like millet, maize etc. Beside these, 

somebody planted the bamboo in this type of rocky or steep zones. In the 

studied area most of the families (61.67 per cent among total 300 families) 

possess this type of land, Sukhabari (maximum portion of their agricultural 

land) [Table-5.6]. 
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5.2.1.1. Agriculture and Horticulture: 

Agriculture and Horticulture are the principal occupation and main source of 

· livelihood of the Bhujel. The particular nature of the topography of this region is 

constituted with flanks of sub-Himalayan range which has compelled them to adopt 

terrace cultivation. The hills are steeper, rocky and rugged. Tracts of plain land suitable 

for whole year cultivation lying here and there in between the ridges are very few. 

After the selection of sites for purpose of cultivation, the jungles are at first felled 

clearly if they cultivat~ first time in that field. Then they make the slopes into small 

patches of plains like terrace. If they cultivate that field for the second time then the 

stubble and grass must be uprooted and the hard crust of the dry earth broken. The 

children and women put off the small stones from the field and make ridges of it. Just 

before the onset of monsoon the ploughmen are ploughing the field; In that time, when a 

fierce Sun stands in a cloudless sky, work in the middle of the day imposes hardship on 

men and plough-bullocks. Hence ploughmen start work at dawn and plough until ten or 

eleven in the morning, and then return home for the morning meal and a rest or take rest in 

the field. Rarely does a man plough also in the afternoon till dusk. The women's work 

consists at this time in the gathering of stubble and rubbish. This they burn in heaps which 

are distributed over the field and ultimately ploughed in as manure. Then they start second 

· phase of ploughing with halo whose wooden share is reinforced by a long thin iron spike 

held in a grove by the help of iron rings. This plough stirs up the soil without turning over, 

and with this field is ploughed first in one direction and then again at reverse direction. 

The staff, which the ploughman hold in his right hand, is tipped at the top with a spike, 

ending at the butt in a small spade. With the spike he prods the bullocks while he urges 

them forward with grunts and shouts, and with the spade he clears the share of earth. No 

manure other than the ashes of collected rubbish and cow-dung are applied in the most of 

the fields. At this time the young men of a house-be they sons, son-in-laws or farm 

servants- they do most of the ploughing, even the boys of fourteen and fifteen take part in 

this work. Just after the first rain of the monsoon usually seeds are broadcast on the fields. 

Weeding is done as and when necessary. In the field men and women both work equally 

from the morning till Sunset. By the end of three to four months after seed broadcasting 

both men and women participate in crop harvesting. After harvesting the plants are left in 
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the ground for few days for Sundry. Then they select a site from their agricultural field 

and plastering it with cow-dung. When the plants dry up completely, they gather these in 

that plastered field. Till the gathering is over the family head approaches young boys and 

girls to help him in threshing. On the appointed day the youth go to the field and complete 

the threshing the crop by working from morning to evening. The housewife offers food 

and rice beer to the youth at the family head itself. In the evening the crop is brought to 

the granary of the owner. The entire system is depending upon the help and mutual 

cooperation of the villagers. 

In their terrace cultivation the Bhujel mainly cultivates paddy. Besides paddy they 

also cultivate maize, millet, ginger, buckwheat, cardamom, a variety of vegetables like 

mustard leaves, tomato, pumpkin, cucumber, Potato, cauliflower, Cabbage, carrot, radish, 

bee, brinjal, bitter gourd, bean, onion, garlic, chilli etc. Some of their major agricultural 

products are illustrated in the following paragraphs. 

5.2.1.1.1. Chaul: The chaul or paddy (Oryza sativa) is the staple food among the Bhujel 

of Darjeeling Himalaya. It is cultivated in every villages of the study area. The Aman 

variety is the main paddy crop cultivated by them. The seeds are sown in May-June and 

harvest in November-December. Preferably Panibari or the land where water is available 

· at least 3 months, are used in this purpose. Mainly the hard works are performed by the 

male . and less laborious work are performed by the female and children. There is no 

restriction for female in any work related to agriculture except ploughing. Table-5.7 

shows the major works involved in the paddy cultivation in the studied area. The produced 

rice is solely used for their domestic consumption. There is no tradition to arrange a puja 

or worshipping the deities before and after the cultivation of paddy. A maximum amount 

of physical labor is needed for paddy cultivation than the rest agricultural operations. The 

straw of it, is used as a fodder of cattle or thrashing the roof of the house, or fire making. 

This straw also used for preparing mandro (mat) or spreading on the ground as seat for the 

guests. 
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Table-5.7: The Agricultural Operations with Work Relating to Paddy Cultivation 

Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male Female Children Bulloc~ Used (mainly) 

1 Safa kornu Cleaning No Yes Yes No Khukuri 

2 Dela kuraonu Pluversing No Yes Yes No -

3 Aali bannu Making ridge Yes Yes No No Kodalo 

4 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

5 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

6 Pani thapnu Pour water Yes Yes Yes No -

7 Mato chitaonu Playing with mud Yes Yes Yes No -

8 Bijon Charaunu Broad-casting Yes Yes Yes No -

9 Garnu Transplanting Yes Yes Yes No -

10 Kaatnu Harvesting Yes Yes No No Kanchia 

11 BitaJharnu Threshing Yes Yes No No -

12 Maapnu Measuring Yes Yes No No Bora 

13 Booknu Carrying Yes Yes Yes No -

14 Joro kornu Stacking Yes Yes Yes No -

15 Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 

16 Jharnu Pestering No Yes No No Janto & Hanto 

17 Batas kornu Winnowing No Yes No No Nanglo 

18 Chalrakhnu Seed storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 

5.2.1.1.2. Mookai: The mookai or maize (Zee mays) is the second popular staple 

food among the Bhujel. They take it along with rice or prepare only maize as the rice. 

Generally those people unable to collect the rice can use this because of it's relatively 

low-prices. Not only for them, it is also used as fodder for cattle, goat, pig, hen etc. 

livestock. This cereal is also used to prepare alcoholic drink (mokai ko jar). This crop 

harvest mainly in the Sukhabari , where water is not available in the whole year. 

Comparatively less laborious work needed for this cultivation. Table-5.8 shows major 

works involved in the maize cultivation in the studied area. The best harvesting period of 

this crop is August-September. The straw of Mokai is used for fire making and the green 
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leaves used as fodder for the domestic animals. The dried straw is also used for preparing 

Pira (a variety of mat) as seat for the guests. 

Table-5.8: The Agricultural Operations with Work Relating to Maize Cultivation 

Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male Female Children Bull oct Used (mainly) 

1 Safakornu Cleaning No Yes Yes No Khukuri 

2 Dela kuraonu Pluversing No Yes Yes No -

3 Aali bannu Making ridge Yes Yes No No Kodalo 

4 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

5 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

6 Bijon Charaunu Broad-casting Yes Yes Yes No -

7 Line Banawnu Furrowing Yes Yes No No Kodalo 

8 Garnu Transplanting Yes Yes y No -

9 Mato Lagownu Ridge making Yes Yes No No -

10 Tijmu Plucking Yes Yes Yes No -

11 Jharnu Threshing Yes Yes No No -

12 Maapnu Measuring Yes Yes No No Bora 

13 Booknu Carrying Yes Yes Yes No -

14 Joro kornu Stacking Yes Yes Yes No -

15 Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes. Yes No Bhara 

5.2.1.1.3. Kodo: The kodo or millet (Panicum miliaceum) is one of the traditional 

crops among the Bhujel. This crop is mainly harvested in the high terrace of the hill where 

water is not available in whole year. This seed is mainly used to make flour for bread or 

cake. This cereals also used for preparing the alcoholic drink (kodo ko jar), which is very 

essential for the ceremonies and festivals. They mainly produce it for their own 

consumption. This seeds are sown in a nursery in the month of April-May and transplant 

this in June-July. Finally the crop is harvested in the month of October-November. The 

straw of it is used for making fire or green leaves used as fodder for the domestic animals. 

This cultivation is relatively less laborious as compare to paddy cultivation. The female 
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are mainly involved in this cultivation rather than male. Some agricultural operations are 

summarized in Table-5.9. 

Table-5.9: The Agricultural Operations with Work Relating to Millet Cultivation 

SI. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male Female Children Bullod Used (mainly) 

1 Safakornu Cleaning No Yes Yes No Khukuri 

2 De/a kuraonu Pluversing No Yes Yes No -

3 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

4 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No ·Yes Yes Dande 

5 Bijon Charaunu Broad-casting Yes Yes Yes No -

6 Garnu Transplanting Yes Yes Yes No -

7 Mato Lagownu Ridge making Yes Yes No No -

8 Katnu Harvesting Yes Yes Yes No -

9 Pitnu Threshing No Yes Yes No -

10 Joro kornu Stacking Yes Yes Yes No -

11 Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 

5.2.1.1.4. Aadrak: Aadrak or ginger (Zingiber officina/e) is one of the important 

cash crop among the Bhujel ofDarjeeling Himalaya. Maximum portion ofthis production 

sell in the market and a small portion they use for their daily consumption. They used in 

tea or prepare medicinal soup in their home, and selling it's mother seeds and final crops 

in the market. They mainly cultivate it in relatively high terrace where water is not 

available in whole year. In the ginger cultivation the male participation is more rather than 

female and children. Some agricultural operations and it's related working force are 

summarized in Table-5.10. 
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Table-5.10: The Agricultural Operations with Work Relating to Ginger Cultivation 

Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male female Children Bullock Used (mainly) 

1 Dela kuraonu Cleaning No Yes Yes No -

2 Aali bannu Making ridge Yes Yes No No Kodalo 

3 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

4 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

5 Roopnu Weeding Yes Yes Yes No -

6 MauNikalnu Collecting mother Yes Yes Yes No Khanti 

7 Mato lagawnu Row making Yes Yes Yes No Kodalo 

8 Bachha khanawnu Harvesting Yes Yes Yes No Khanti 

9 Booknu Carrying Yes Yes Yes No -

10 Joro kornu Stacking Yes Yes Yes No -

11 Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 

5.2.1.1.5. Phapar: The phapar or buckwheat (Fagophyrum esculentum) is another 

common crop among the Bhujel. This crop is cultivated in the upper region of the hills. It is 

sown in August-September and harvest in December-January. Some agricultural operations 

of this cultivation are shown in the Table-S .11. The labor cost of this cultivation is relatively 

low than other crops. They mainly consumed it to preparing bread. It also has a ceremonial 

value- in the Gaii Tihar and Gooru Tihar phapar 's bread is necessary as offerings to cattle. 

T bl 5 11 Th A . ltu I 0 a e- • . e l2r1cu ra lpera IOnS WI or e a mg o uc ea U IVa IOn . f "th W k R I f t B kwh t C If f 
Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work ~strument Used 

No Local English Male female ~hildren Jullock (mainly) 

1 De/a kuraonu Cleaning No Yes Yes No -

2 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

3 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

4 . Roopnu Weeding Yes Yes Yes No -

5 Garnu Transplanting Yes Yes Yes No -

6 Kaatnu Harvesting Yes Yes No No Kanchia 

7 Joro kornu Stacking Yes Yes Yes No -

8 Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 
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5.2.1.1.6. Eilachi: The eilachi or cardamom (Amomum subulatum) is one of the 

main agricultural crops among the Bhujel. This tree is mainly found in the mongbari 

(where water is available almost 6 months of a year). For a new plantation special seeds 

are sown in the month of May-June. Some of the agricultural related operations in this 

cultivation are shown in the Table-5.12. The market price ofthis crop is very high and it 

also recognize as the crop which can give a very high profit for a long time. But very few 

of them have such type of plantation. A very little portion of this crop is used by the 

cultivators for their domestic purpose (to prepare medicinal tonic or an ingredient in tea) 

and the major portion of the production is selling in the market. 

T bl 5 12 Th A . I 10 t" "hW kRI . c d C I. a e- • . e ,gncu tura •pera IODS Wit or e atmg to ar amom u tivation . 
Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male Female Children Bullock Used (mainly) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Safa kornu Cleaning No Yes Yes No Khukuri 

Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo&Jewa 

Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

Pani thapnu Pour water Yes Yes Yes No -

Mato chitaonu Playing with mud Yes Yes Yes No -

Garnu Transplanting Yes Yes No No -

Farnu Cleaning Yes Yes Yes No -

Tipnu Plucking Yes Yes No No Kanchia 

Saukawnu Drying Yes Yes No No -

Maapnu Measuring Yes Yes No No Bora 

Bhara maRaaknu Storing Yes Yes Yes No Bhara 

Besides these the Bhujel produce a large variety of vegetables (Sabji) like Raisak, 

Torisak (mustard leaves), Squash, Golbhera (tomato), Farsi(pumpkin), Kuvindo 

(cucumber), Aalu (Potato), Kobi (cauliflower), Bandakobi (Cabbage), Gaajor (carrot), 

·Mula (radish), Beet (beet), Booigun (brinjal), Koirala (bitter gourd), Boori (bean), Painjj 

(onion), Loosun (garlic), Khursani (chilli) etc. They mainly cultivate these for their own 

consumption and for gift items to their relatives. The agricultural operations and it's 

related work force are summarized in Table-5.13. 
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Table-5.13: The Agricultural Operations with Work Relating to Vegetables Cultivation 

Sl. Name of the Operation Classification of Work Instrument 

No Local English Male Female Children Bullocl Used (mainly) 

1 Safakornu Cleaning No Yes Yes No Khukuri 

2 De/a kuraonu Cleaning No Yes Yes No -

3 Aali bannu Making ridge Yes Yes No No Kodalo 

4 Haaljootnu Ploughing Yes No No Yes Halo &Jewa 

5 Dande Chalaonu Leveling Yes No Yes Yes Dande 

6 Pani thapnu Pour water Yes Yes Yes No -

7 Mato chitaonu Playing with mud Yes Yes Yes No -

8 Bijon Chitawnu Broadcasting Yes Yes Yes No -

9 PaniLagawnu Irrigating Yes Yes Yes No -

10 Kaatnu/Tipnu Harvesting/Plucking Yes Yes No No Kanchia 

The cultivation of Suntala or orange (Citrus sinensis) is considered as another 

source of income for them. They sown orange seed once in their land and get its fruits 

within next few years. These trees are mainly found in the lower part of the hill. They said 

that where the cold wind of Himal (Mt. Kanchanzanga) reach directly, there orange 

cultivation is not possible. 

5.2.2. Other Economic Activities: 

Like many other castes and tribes the Bhujel have not specific division of labor. 

Unlike secondary and tertiary sector there is no specialist for a particular work- all of 

them need to know all types of work related to agriculture. There is no scope for an 

individual to become an efficient labor by getting training from an authorized agency -

they simply learn these skills through observation, involvement and experience. Generally 

the children go to the agricultural field with their parents, observe parents activity and 

help them with their little involvement like, keeping birds away from the field, cleaning 

the field, carrying cattle in the field on shed, carrying foods/meal in the field, leveling the 

field after ploughing, transplanting of seedlings etc. lighter works. The women are taking 

equal part as men in the agricultural operations, but they do not participate in ploughing. 

The adult male are performed all hard works in the field. Most of the family in the studied 
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area possess their own agriculture land and work there. There is no hesitation among them 

to participate on agricultural operations. In case of manual labor in agricultural field they 

practiced mostly exchange labor system though a little bit of wage labor system is found 

among them. In the exchange labor system they practiced '1 male = 2 female' or in wage 

labor system an adult male get@ Rs. 40- 501- per day, female get@ Rs. 20- 25/- per day 

and child labor of both sex get @ 20/- per day. Generally the landless (who are not 

engaged in another better occupation) works as wage labor, and the small or medium land 

owners family members work as both wage labor and/or exchange labor. This criteria 

clearly express their traditional arrangement of mutual existence and maintain communal 

solidarity within the tremendous hard surroundings. In earlier days they have no 

alternatives except this reciprocal method but now-a-days due to availability of other job 

opportunity they are pushed to move towards other occupations which influence them to 

access more wage labor system rather than exchange labor system. This ideology 

indirectly affects their communal solidarity or village integrity. 

Besides agriculture and agricultural labor, a large portion of them involved in 

another occupation like can driving, governmental service, business etc. In governmental 

service, they mainly involved in army or other protection force - a very few of them 

involved in clerical job or in educational sector. Dr. Ram Bahadur Bhujel is the 1st person 

in this community who completed Doctoral Degree and appointed as principal of a state 

college in the year 2006. As a whole, 2.28 per cent of the studied male population and 

0.38 per cent of studied female population are engaged in the governmental sector [Table-

5.14 & 5.15]. Some of them involved in the service in the private sector, where they 

mainly work as a clerks or as helper of the shopkeeper. Those, who are in voluntary 

governmental service, are engaged in ICDS Programme or in temporary posts in the 

Public Health Centers. In case of day labor, they mainly involved in road repairing, 

mason's helper, carrying wood from jungle etc. on daily wage basis, or as tea garden 

labor. Some of them involved in hawkery or other type of small scale business but this 

proportion is very low among them. A very few of them 
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Table-5.14: Distribution of Male Folk on the basis of Primary Occupation 

Type of Occupation Generations 
Present Father's Grand Great Grand Grand Total 

Generation Generation Father's Father's 
Generation Generation 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Agriculture 64 14.68 144 61.02 72 53.33 6 25.00 286 34.42 
Agricultural Labour 8 1.83 16 6.78 22 16.30 8 33.33 54 6.50 
Day Labour 9 2.06 19 8.05 16 11.85 0 0.00 44 5.30 
Carpenter 6 1.38 6 2.54 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 1.44 
Animal Husbandry 108 24.77 4 1.69 6 4.44 6 25.00 124 14.92 
Business 9 2.06 11 4.66 0 0.00 0 0.00 20 2.41 
Car Driving 4 0.92 4 1.69 0 0.00 0 0.00 8 0.96 
Retired Person 0 0.00 0 0.00 6 4.44 0 0.00 6 0.72 
(Enjoy Pension Facility ) 
Army/ Defense 7 1.61 4 1.69 0 0.00 0 0.00 11 1.32 
Other Govt. Service 2 0.46 4 1.69 2 1.48 0 0.00 8 0.96 
Voluntary Govt. Service 7 1.61 9 3.82 1 0.74 0 0.00 17 2.05 
Household Work 20 4.59 0 0.00 9 6.67 4 16.67 33 3.97 
Service in Private Sector 3 0.69 8 3.39 0 0.00 0 0.00 11 1.32 
Others 4 0.92 7 2.97 1 0.74 0 0.00 12 1.45 
Not Applicable/ Education 185 42.43 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 185 22.26 
Total 436 100.0 236 100.0 135 100.0 24 100.0 831 100.0 

Table-5.15: Distribution of Female Folk on the basis of Primary Occupation 

Generations 

Present Father's 
Grand Great Grand 

Types of Occupation 
Generation Generation 

Father's Father's Grand Total 
Generation Generation 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Agriculture 0 0.00 2 0.86 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.25 

Agricultural Labour 88 18.61 95 40.77 39 48.75 1 12.50 223 28.09 
Day Labour 12 2.54 27 11.59 0 0.00 0 0.00 39 4.91 

Animal Husbandry 0.00 3 1.29 2 2.50 0 0.00 5 0.63 
Other Govt. Service 0 0.00 3 1.29 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.38 

Voluntary Govt. Service 3 0.63 2 0.86 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 0.63 
Business in own House 6 1.27 5 2.15 3 3.75 0 0.00 14 1.76 

Roxy Selling 0 0.00 3 1.29 2 2.50 0 0.00 5 0.63 
Household Work 192 40.59 78 33.48 34 42.50 4 50.00 308 38.79 

Service in Private Sector 4 0.85 8 3.43 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 1.51 
Others 3 0.63 7 3.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 10 1.26 

Not Applicable/ 165 34.88 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 37.50 168 21.16 Education 
Total 473 100.0 233 100.0 80 100.0 8 100.0 794 100.0 
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involved in car driving profession in the local pocket roots as daily or monthly wage 

basis. Though, most of them forget their traditional occupation but a little portion of them 

till now maintaining the animal husbandry as their primary source of income but now they 

rear cattle, pig, goat, fowl instead of their traditional animal, sheep. Graph- 5.6 and 5.7 

shows the distribution of male and female folk according to their respective primary 

occupations. 

Graph - 5.6: Distribution of Male Folk on the basis of Primary Occupation 
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Graph -5.7: Distribution of Female Folk on the basis of Primary Occupation 
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They are mostly involved in the secondary occupation side by side in their primary 

occupation. Mainly the economically weaker landless Bhujel, the small and medium land 

holder and their family members engaged in various secondary occupations. Graph-5.8 

and Graph-5.9 represent the secondary work participation scenario among the male and 
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female counterpart respectively. From these graphs it can be said that the earning from 

their primary occupation is not enough to maintain them in whole year, they depend on 

Sl. 
No 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

T bi s 16 n· t "b · fM I F lk th b . fS d 0 a e- • . IS ri ut10n o ae 0 on e aSIS 0 econ ary ccupatiOn . 
Type of Generations 

Occupation Present Father's Grand Great Grand Grand 
Generation Generation Father's Father's Total 

Generation Generation 
No % No % No % No % No % 

Agriculture 2 0.46 13 5.51 2 1.48 0 0 17 2.05 
Agricultural 47 10.78 78 33.05 51 37.78 2 8.33 178 21.42 
Labour 
Day Labour 12 2.75 19 8.05 12 8.89 0 0.00 43 5.17 
Animal Husbandry 24 5.50 7 2.97 14 10.37 9 37.50 54 6.50 
Business 2 0.46 3 1.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 0.60 
Household Work 98 22.48 103 43.64 55 40.74 11 45.83 267 32.13 
Others 3 0.69 5 2.12 1 0.74 0 0.00 9 1.08 
None 9 2.06 6 2.54 0 0.00 2 8.33 17 2.05 

. Not Applicable/ 239 54.82 2 0.85 0 0.00 0 0.00 241 29.00 
Education 

Total 436 100.0 236 100.0 135 100.0 24 99.99 831 100.0 

Graph-5.8: Distribution of Male Folk on the basis of Secondary Occupation 
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their secondary occupations to sustain themselves. Not for adult male, involvement in 

secondary occupation is essential for female and children to sustain themselves. Even a 

large portion of the female fully involved in many occupations and the household work 

become tertiary matter for them - only 38.79 per cent of total female folk are taken 

household work as their primary matter (Table-5.15) and only 33.12 per cent of the total 
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female taken household work as their secondary matter (Table-5.17). The Table 5.14-5.17 

also indicates the gradually less participation in agriculture and agricultural related 

occupation for younger generations and this may be due to stress of modernization and 

very troublesome laboriousness of agricultural operations. 

Table-5.17: Distribution of Female Folk on the basis of Secondary Occupation 

Sl. Type of Generations 
No Occupation Present Father's Grand Great Grand 

Generation Generation Father's Grand Total 
Generation Father's 

Generation 
No % No % No % No % No % 

1 Agricultural Labour 112 23.68 84 36.05 34 42.50 0 0.00 230 28.97 
2 Day Labour 15 3.17 3 1.29 0 0.00 0 0.00 18 2.27 
3 Animal Husbandry 0 0.00 5 2.15 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 0.63 
4 Business in House 0 0.00 7 3.00 1 1.25 0 0.00 8 1.01 
5 Preparation & 0 0.00 5 2.15 3 3.75 0 0.00 8 1.01 

Selling Roxy 

6 Household Work 91 19.24 129 55.36 42 52.50 1 12.50 263 33.12 
7 Others 4 0.84 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.50 
8 None 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 50.00 4 0.50 
9 Not 251 53.07 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 37.50 254 31 .99 

Applicable/Education 
Total 473 100.0 233 100.0 80 100.0 8 100.0 794 100.0 

Graph-5.9: Distribution of Female Folk on the basis of Secondary Occupation 
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Though the Bhujel have a nomadic origin but after adaptation of settled agriculture 

they are mostly settled in various hill slopes of the Himalaya. The Bhujel of Darjeeling 

Himalaya lead the settled life at present and they preferred to work within their 

surrounding areas. Among the studied population most of them (43.68 per cent of total 

male and 25.33 per cent of total female) work within their own village and very few of 

them (2.29 per cent oftotal male and 0.93 per cent of total female) work outside their own 

districts (Table-5.1 0, Graph -5.18). This scenario clearly shows a large number of female 

participation in any work in both inside and outside the house which make them to 

become an able earning member of the family - this incidence facilitates them to enjoy a 

decision maker's status in the family and also a high status in the society. 

Table-5.18: Distribution of Population on the basis of 
or n2 aceo e1r r1mary ccupa Ion W ki PI f th . P . 0 f 

No ofVillagers 

Present Father's 
Grand Great Grand 

Grand Working Place 
Generation Generation 

Father's Father's 
Total 

Generation Generation 
No % No % No % No % No % 

Male 
120 27.52 143 60.59 84 62.22 16 66.67 363 43.68 

Within 
Village Female 

82 17.34 94 40.34 34 42.50 1 12.50 211 26.58 

Within 
Male 

95 21.79 76 32.20 39 28.89 6 25.00 216 25.99 
(!) Neighboring 

F<'emale - Village 27 5.71 42 18.03 12 15.00 0 0.00 81 10.20 -§ 
0 ..... ......... Male 0.. 6 1.38 8 3.39 3 2.22 0 0.00 17 2.05 ~ Within 

District Female 
5 1.05 14 6.01 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 2.39 

Male 
10 2.29 9 3.82 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 2.29 

Out Side the 
District F'emale 

2 0.42 5 2.14 0 0.00 0 0.00 7 0.88 

Male 
205 47.02 0 0.00 9 6.67 2 8.33 216 25.99 

Not Applicable 
Female 

357 75.48 78 33.48 34 42.50 7 87.50 476 59.95 

Male 
436 100.0 236 100.0 135 100.0 24 100.0 831 100.0 

Total 
Female 

473 100.0 233 100.0 80 100.0 8 100.0 794 100.0 
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Primary Occupation 
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Not in the list but the hunting gathering occupation is relatively more traditional 

for them, but now a days due to some pressure like various forests rules, unavailability of 

sufficient wild animals in nearby jungle, etc. factor push them towards sifting from this 

occupation to the other occupations. Now a days, they do not practiced big game hunting 

but a very few of them hunt some birds or other small animals in very rare occasions. In 

earlier, before the hunting they arrange a puja of Shikari and pray to him for the success in 

the hunting. But now-a-days it is just customary for them and hunting becomes the 

personal hobby for them. 

However, the Bhujel in the Darjeeling Himalaya gradually shifted from their 

traditional occupations and obviously lost some traits of their traditional culture, showing 

a decaying communal integrity and this happened due to effect of laboriousness of their 

traditional occupations and effect of modernization. 

5.3. Livestock: 

Traditionally Bhujel are shepherd but at present they rear bullock, cow, goat, pig, 

dog, cat, and fowl in their house. They use bullock for ploughing and leveling the 

agricultural field. The cow is rear for the milk; pig, goat, fowl for the meat, cat and dog 

for the protection of their house and crops. Besides these sometimes they earn money by 
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selling the pets. The livestock are common in every houses of the village except 11 

families among the studied population. The cattle were rear by 266 families (mostly by 

agricultural families) out of 300 families in the studied area, while in case of cat rearing 

only 23 families tending it (Table-5.19 and Graph -5.11). The cattle, goat, pig etc. 

domestic animals depend on the grass of the field and green leaves of the bushes and 

young shoot of the trees. Sometimes straw are supplied to cattle- these are mainly 

supplied during agricultural season. The fowls are sometimes given maize and rice grains; 

a e- • . IS ri U IOn 0 ouse o s ccor m_g_ o e IVCS OC . T bl s 19 n· t 'b t" fH h ld A d" t th L" t k 

No. ofLivestock Fowl Goat Pig Cattle Pet Pet Others 
Dog Cat 

No. 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 
Not 

Applicable % 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 

No. 112 94 122 192 82 23 4 
~3 

% 37.33 31.33 40.67 64.00 27.33 7.67 1.33 

No. 68 32 4 46 0 0 0 
4-6 

% 22.67 10.67 1.33 15.33 0 0 0 

Applicable No. 26 2 0 24 0 0 0 
7-9 

% 8.67 0.67 0 8.00 0 0 0 

No. 22 3 0 4 0 0 0 
~ 10 

% 7.33 1.00 0 1.33 0 0 0 

No. 61 158 163 23 207 266 285 
Nil 

% 20.33 52.66 54.33 7.67 69.00 88.66 95.00 

No. 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
Total 

% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Graph-5.11: Distribution of Households According to the Livestock 
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and dogs, cats are supplied the remaining of their plates. The cattle, goats, fowls are not 

tied up by any rope, they are allowed to move freely in the pasture land and occasionally a 

bell is tied up in the neck of the leader of a hard of cattle, for tracing the herd in the jungle. 

But the pigs are not usually set free, they are kept within the cages. Generally the children 

take care of the livestock and bring them to pastureland or collect fodder for cattle from 

nearest jungle. Though most of the families have cattle but the cowshed is found in very 

rare occasion- they keep their cattle in nearer field from their house. Traditionally, beef is 

a very choisable dish for them but imitating Hindus, now they started observing the 

holiness of the cattle and as a result of this, they generally do not harm to this domestic 

cattle group except milk thrashing. Besides the above purposes some of the animals and 

fowls are used as offerings for various magico-religious and socio-religious ceremonies. 

Traditionally the pig was used among the well-to-do families as offerings and the poorer 

were used the fowl for this purpose. But now-a-days the goat is used for this purpose 

instead of pig. Regarding the cleanliness of the animals, it may be stated that the livestock 

are not usually washed and cleaned except cattle, due to scarcity of water. Cattle are 

washed in the hot seasons only once in a month (if there is no rain). The Bhujel of 

Darjeeling Himalaya in connection with the rearing of animals and birds have been much 

influenced by their neighboring communities, more specifically by the Brahmins. This 

influence refrained most ofthem to practice against the unclean habits, of which rearing of 

pig and fowl is one. As a result, now-a-days a large portion of them do not willing to rear 

the pig and fowl, they rear only the cattle even they consider same feelings for their cattle 
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as they does for their family members. They believe that this performance uplift their 

social status as neighboring Hindus. 

5.4. Findings: 

The Bhujel are the good cultivator. Although a very little portion of their 

agricultural land facilitated with irrigation but this hard worker people cultivate chaul 

(paddy), mookai (maize), kodo (millet), Adrak (ginger), phapar (buckwheat), eilachi 

(cardamom) as their main crops. Besides these the Bhujel are produce a large variety of 

Sabji (vegetables) like Raisak, Torisak (mustard leaves), Squash, Golbhera (tomato), 

Farsi(pumpkin), Kuvindo (cucumber), Aalu (Potato), Kobi (cauliflower), Bandakobi 

(Cabbage), Gaajor (carrot), Mula (radish), Beet (beet), Booigun (brinjal), Koirala (bitter 

gourd), Boori (bean), Painjj (onion), Loosun (garlic), Khursani (chilli) etc. Among them 

mainly the hard works are performed by the male and less laborious work are performed 

by the female and children. There is no restriction for female in any work related to 

agriculture except ploughing. Till now they practiced mostly exchange labor system in 

agricultural field though a little bit of wage labor system is observed among them. This 

criteria clearly express their traditional arrangement of mutual existence and maintain 

communal solidarity within the tremendous hard surroundings. Like other agriculturalist 

communities of India, the Bhujel have familiarity concerning the use of spare portion of 

their cultivated crops. They use straw of their cultivated crops as a fodder of cattle or 

thrashing the roof of their house, or fire making. This straw also used for preparing mat or 

spreading on the ground as seat for the guests. The green leaves used as fodder for the 

domestic animals. They also have knowledge about the medicinal value of their cultivated 

crops- they prepare medicinal tonic from these. The maximum portion of their 

agricultural production mainly used for their domestic consumption (also as gift items to 

their relatives) and a little of it they sell in the market. 

Traditionally these people follow hunting-gathering occupation and sheep rearing 

for their survival. Later on, they practice equally hunting-gathering, pastoral and adopt 

palanquin carrying, terrace cultivation to sustain them. In changing scenario, they fully 

involved in agriculture and pastoralism in little bit, but hunting became the hobby for 

them. and palanquin carrying totally abolish among them. Even a portion of this 
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population recently engages in the governmental and nongovernmental services. This 

fluctuation is mainly for acquisition of forest lands by the State Government, a ban has 

imposed on such practices. As a result, the Bhujel who had this particular avocation in the 

jungle surroundings have been lose their valuable source of their subsistence. Not only has 

this, the effect of this changeability disturbed every means of their lifestyle. 

Every Bhujel family traditionally rear sheep, but now they rear bullock, cow, goat, 

pig, dog, cat, and fowl in their houses. They rare these mainly for their familial purpose 

but occasionally they earn money by selling the pets. The pig, goat, fowl have a great 

magico-religious and socio-religious values for them, but now Sanskritization refrain 

some of them against practice of this unclean habit and rear only the cattle even they 

started observing the holiness of the cattle. Thus at present, they are mostly unwilling to 

rear pig, but almost all of them rare fowl as it now included in their neighboring Brahmin 

culture. So, this population gradually moves towards embarrassed direction, one step 

forward towards Hinduization. 
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From the very beginning the Man uses his brain and discovers new processes for 

his existence. In those processes he uses objects from his nearby environment and fulfills 

his expectation. To fulfill his expectation for existence he creates new implements, which 

help him to go forward. All of these necessary things, which help him to carry on his 

identity, are called Material Culture. In another angle it can be said that material culture is 

the phenomenon in which objects of dealing with daily life of a particular society, is 

carefully observed and studied. So, from the careful observation of material culture of a 

society we come to know that the social culture is the heritage of it. 

6.1. House Type: 

Like other hill people, the Bhujel houses have some specialties than others. Their 

houses are small and simple one. These are single storey construction and generally facing 

eastward (depending upon the slopping direction of the bill slopes). Their houses have 

their own indigenous design, building techniques and aesthetic features. They are in tune 

and friendly with natural environment, and all the house-building materials are derived 

from their contiguous environn1ent. The Bhujel of Datjeeling district primarily built up 

two types of house- one is built by the wood and another is built by the stone (Dunga). 

Besides these very few people built the Pakka Ghar (bricks' walled house). Among them 

the Dhunga 's house was very popular in the previous time a11d till now they keep up their 

tradition. The Graph-6.1 shows that most of them (47 per cent among total 300 houses) 

inhabit in completely Dunga's houses, 30.67 per cent of them reside in the wooden houses 

and 16.67 per cent ofthem reside in the houses which are made by bamboo and mud, only 

4.66 per cent of them enjoy the brick-built houses. Though, a moderate pmiion of them 
'· 

(30.67 per cent among total families) recently enjoys the wooden houses as per 

neighboring communities, but till now they constmct their house's base by stones. Table-

6.1 shows that among total families 86.67 per cent preparing Dung as' foundation of their 

houses, only 1.33 per cent preparing wooden floor and 12 per cent preparing concrete 

floor. In earlier period the Indian Bhujel were used straw for thatching their house but 

recently only 14.00 per cent of them live in this type of house, whereas 83.00 per cent of 

the surveyed houses thatched by the tin, and only 3 per cent of total house built up with a 

concrete roof. In governmental project many tins were supplied in this area in free of cost 

or sometimes in lone or in subsidized prices and thus a huge variation is found in case of 

roof pattern of their houses. 



Table -6.1: Distribution of Households According to the House Type 

Parts of the 
Material Used 

Room Dung a 
Wood 

Bamboo 
Tin Straw 

Concrete/ 
+ M ud + Mud Pakka 

No. 260 4 0 0 0 36 

Floor 
% 86.67 1.33 0 0 0 12.00 

No. 141 92 50 
..., 

0 14 Side _) 

Portion % 47 .00 30 .67 16.67 1.00 0 4.66 

No. 0 0 0 249 42 9 
Roof 

% 0 0 0 83.00 14.00 3.00 

Graph -6.1: Distribution of Households According to the House Type 
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Total 

300 

100.00 

300 

100.00 

300 

100.00 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya mainly stay a live in small houses which have 

only 2-3 small rooms as a whole. In this aspect, they followed it from the ancient. In the 

surveyed area, 17.33 per cent of total fam ily have only one room in which they sleep and 

also use it as kitchen; 28.67 per cent have one bed room and re lative ly small sized kitchen ; 

28.00 per cent have 2 bedrooms and one kitchen; 26. 00 per cent have 4 or more than 4 

rooms as a whole (Here the room is counted which is at least 1.4 meter in height) [Table-

6.2, Graph-6.2]. Though a moderate portion (26 per cent of total families) of them li ved in 

the Houses which containing more than 4 rooms, but most of them apply vertical 

expansion of their rooms rather than laterall y because shortage of usable land. 
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Table -6.2: Distribution of Households According to No. of Rooms of the House 

Type of Room 

Separate Kitchen 
Total No. of Main Room 

Available Not Ava il ab le Total 
Rooms 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

I 138 46.00 248 82.67 52 17.33 300 100.0 52 17.33 

2 84 28.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 86 28.67 

3 48 16.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 84 28 .00 

~4 30 10.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 78 26.00 

Total 300 100.0 248 82.67 52 17.33 300 100.0 300 100.0 

Graph -6.2: Distribution of Households According to No. of Rooms of the House 
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As the dwellers of rocky land they construct their houses in hill slopes c learing the 

jungle. To prepare a house, first of all they make a little portion of sloping land into plain 

land. Then they di g up the land and make it plane- it is a massive work. After that they 

gather some stones (whi ch are carried 

through head load) from outside and 

arrange it one after another as per plan of 

constructi on, and made foundation of the 

house- it is also a very laborious work. 

Usually the bases of the ir houses raise 

40cm. - 60c m. in height and 30 cm.-

35cm. in breadth. After the completion of Preparation of base and wooden structure 
stonework they cut the unusual extended portion of the stone to make it comparatively 

plane. The vacant space inside the foundation is filling up with the wastage clay of the 
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slope cutting. The labor cost for this type of land preparation and stone collection are too 

much high in comparison to the cost of total house constmction. Thus they prefer to 

vertical expansion of the house rather than lateral expansion. As a result their rooms 

become smaller in size in comparison to general style of plane land's houses. 

At the top of the foundation they built up the wall as per their plan. In case of 

Dunga's house they arrange the stone at the top of the base and shape it in rectangular 

outward appearance. .In India, commonly they make double-decked house but single 

decked house is not uncommon among them. The height of single decked house varies up 

to 1.7 meter to 2.2 meter and in double-decked house it varies up to 2.2 meter to 2.5 meter 

from the base. The divider is fixed with the wall in a height of;::; 1.7-1.8 meter. A hollow 

space is made in the divider as the entrance of 1st floor. The steps are attached with this 

hole and it connects the 1st floor with ground floor. Near about all of the Dung a's houses 

have two-thatched roof. Such type of roof is sustained upon the wooden structure. This 

wooden structure is made by some lateral and anterior-posterior beams (which is 6cm. -

8cm. in height and 4cm. - 6cm. in breadth and stretched as per the length and breadth of 

roofs). The cormgated tins are covered upon the wooden structure. After the completion 

of structure and walls th~y plaster the walls by the clay and cow dung paste in both-inside 

and outside the room. They also plaster the floor with the same. When the plaster of walls 

is dried then the walls are painted with lime and various colours (they commonly use 

green colour in the wall and saffron or black colour at the borders and base of the house). 

In India traditionally they used straw for thatching their houses. In such case they prepare 

the wooden structure for roof-same as stated before, but in this case the breadth and height 

of the beams varies up to 3cm. - Scm., or the bamboo also used as the beams. At the top 

of the wooden or bamboo structure the straws are spread in lengthwise as per slope of 

roofs and generally the thickness of straw varies up to 2.5cm. - 4.0cm. Few (3-4 in 

number) bamboo lathes are placed laterally in each slanting roofs and tied up it with the 

bottom beam because in this process the straws remain intact in its position. This type of 

roofs were made for three. reasons- firstly, the straw is the easily available marital and its 

exchange value is very low (which remains within limit of poor section); secondly, in this 

procedure they save their times and manual labor than others procedure; thirdly, this type 

of roof protects from diffusion of heat from inside and outside the room, more effectively 
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rather than corrugated tins ' roof. But this type of roof has one drawback i.e. , it is needed 

to replace the straw within few years. 

In case of wooden house the foundation is same, but in few houses in the upper 

portion of Dunga's foundation , the planks of wood are use to make floor. At the top of the 

foundation the structure of house is made with the pillars an d beams. In general the 

thickness of pillar and beams are varies up to 4cm. to 8cm.; and in between each 45cm. -

60cm. di stance a pillar and 2 beams are made (one in a height 0.85 meter to 1.1 meter and 

another in a height of 1.7 meter to 2.2 

meter). In the roof total 3-5 beams are set 

in laterall y (one in each 55cm. - 70cm. 

distance) and 6-8 beams are set in 

anterior-posterior on each slanting roof 

(one in each 55cm. - 75cm. di stance). 

After completion of structure wooden 
A Wooden House 

planks are fixed there one after another and shaped it as wall. In the frontal wall of ground 

floor , a door and in the lateral wall , one window are set up in each room - if the room 

attached with other room then the window is set up in the most lateral wall. Generally the 

length of the window varies up to 35cm. to 70cm. and breadth varies up to 30cm. to 50cm. 

The shutter of window made by the wooden planks but in few houses the shutters are 

made by glasses (among the well to do families). The door of the main room is 145cm. -

167cm. elongated and wide-ranging up to 55cm. to 70cm. ; the shutters of the doors 

essentiall y made by the wooden planks. In earlier there is no provision for decorated doors 

and windows in the houses , but recently among well to do families decorated doors and 

windows are found, which brings a sign of graduall y improving economic state for them. 

Another type of house is made by 

bamboo lath and mud . The foundati on of 

this type of house is same as Dunga' s 

house. At the upper portion of the 

foundation the wooden structure is made 

same as wooden house. After completion 

of pillars and beams a thick bamboo lath 
A Bamboo made House 
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is set up vertically at the middle position of each rectangle and two thin bamboo laths are 

set up in the both sides of a pillar - so, as a whole, in a rectangle tlu·ee bamboo laths are 

vertically set up. Many thin bamboo laths are arranged in such a manner so that the thick 

vertical bamboo lath can stay the central. line. Except the foundation of the house, the 

structure and bamboo lath walls can make within a few hours. As for example, if 8-1 0 

labors are working continuously for 6 hours they can prepare a house (which is 3.05 meter 

in length, 2.45 meter·iri breadth and 2.0 meter in height) except the foundation of the 

house. But in case of Dunga's house it is most time consuming and laborious work, and 

thus many people recently like to make the bamboo and mud walls' houses. 

Recently the total cost of labor charge to prepare the Dunga's house is 

comparatively higher than that of labor charge of the preparation of wooden or bamboo 

and mud wall houses. In earlier days, they prepare house by exchange labor system - free 

of labor cost. Seeing as economically backwardness in earlier days, they have not enough 

money to prepare the house with paying labor charge, and thus they make Dunga 's house 

which is built up within low cost. Recently, they have a trend to build up the bamboo and 

mud wall houses (occasionally labor charge was needed at present). Here another factor is 

that in case of Dunga's house after cutting the extra portion of stone of the wall, it is 

needed to plaster the walls by clay and cow dung paste - a large amount of that materials 

are required to plane the walls- but it is really hard work to plane the walls finely. In case 

of bamboo and mud-wall house, after completion of structure of house a huge amount of 

mud and cow dung paste are required for plastering it but tllis amount is comparatively 

less for wooden houses, than that of Dunga's house. It is an easier work to plane the wall 

finely with mud and cow dung paste in small rectangle rather than big ones. In this type of 

house they can paint the walls in various colours and after painting these walls looks like 

as brick walls. For these reasons they recently switch over from their tradition and tend to 

enjoy the neighboring communities house pattern. 

Besides these recently very few of them enjoy masonry houses. In this type of 

house they also prepare the foundation as their traditional houses and at the top of the 

foundation they build up brick walls. They are plastering the walls with the mixture of 

cement and sand. They also concrete the grOtmd floor but till now they use wooden deck 



as a separator of ground floor and I 51 

fl oor (in case of two-storied building) . 

Two-storied building in thi s area are 

built up as a manner that one wall of the 

house attached with the slope because it 

he lps to increase the strength of house. 

In pakka house they generall y use glass 

in wooden frame in the wi ndows and 
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A M asonry House 
doors are made by the wooden planks. In thi s type of house when the roof is prepared then 

the a ll labors work totally free of cost but the lunch and tiffin are needed provide to them. 

Here it is observed that til l now they do not totall y change over from their rec iprocal 

relation s - though due to effect of g lobalization I modernization and ne ighbori ng 

communiti es culture they could not abl e to run their soc ie ty o nl y reciproca l relationship 

but in very few cases they continues this. 

The concrete roof in the house is rare among them . In pakka house they use 

corrugated tin to cover the roof. Here the wooden structure is made same as the structure 

of wooden houses. They prepare a hori zonta l wooden divider in just be low the wooden 

structure of roof. They prepare it for three reasons- it looks more beauti fu l than wooden 

structure of corrugated tin shed; secondly, they use at the upper portion of the deck as 

store room ; thirdl y, the deck prevent to d iffusion of heat from inside or outside the room. 

Thus it can be say that, though they are placed back by modern societies in regarding their 

scientifi c knowledge, but they use their knowledge more scientificall y to construct their 

hou se and use the space of rooms as much as possib le. 

Here it is observed that when they build up the Dunga' s house then the charges are 

paid to labors but when they construct the roof of masonry wall then there no charges are 

required to paid , onl y lunch and tiffin are required to provide to the labor. Two factors 

may responsible for it- firstl y, prev iously a ll of them li ved here with rec iprocal re lations 

(a lso practiced the reciprocal exchange of labors) , and till now they do not ab le to totally 

sw itch over from it. Another factor is that, the masonry building are made e ither by the 

rich person or the recognized personnel among them, and the labors are belongs to the 
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poor category - thus the economically weaker people obviously try to mention a good 

relation with the recognized personnel or rich man, because poor people face more trouble 

and they expected that in their problems the dignitaries may help to them. 

In the Dung a's house, if the kitchen room is not separated then they use the room 

for multipurpose. Commonly hearth and the bed are placed at the opposite wall of the 

entrance of the room. The __ bed is placed in front of door and hearth is placed in left comer 

or right comer of the room. In a height of 120cm. small deck is attached at the top of the 

hearth, in which they store the cereal and fire wood also, etc. Some cereals and flesh of 

animal are hang on the deck. They arrange their utensils in the extended portion of 

foundation of the house. Some utensils and implements are hanged on the wall. The 

dresses are hang in the wall or rope or folded this nicely or make this as a pile. Anther 

deck is fixed with the wall in a height of 1.7-1.8 meter. A hollow space is made in the 

divider as the entrance of 1st floor. If the family worships the 'Kul' or 'Vayu' (the 

ancestral deities) in inside their house, then they places it in one comer of the deck and 

they do not permit to the outsider and ladies to go and touch the Kul. Generally a wooden 

harrow or a bamboo ladder is attached with the hole of deck and ground for connecting 

the deck with ground. flobr. But if the harrow or ladder. is not attached there, then the 

female (she may be aged woman) easily climb the wall and go to on the deck and collect 

or store the cereals or any materials. 

Furthermore, the sanitary system in their houses is very worst in condition. Due to 

unavailability of water in the house, and for poverty most of them unable to inhabit in a 

proper hygienic condition. Graph -6.3 shows that most of the studied households have not 

any toilet or latrine, 3 per cent of them have totally concrete latrine and the rest portion 

have wooden latrine. Table-6.3 also shows that only 3.67 per cent of them have separate 

bathroom and the rest other have not any separate bathroom. The households, which have 

not any toilet/latrine, there inhabitants use the open ground or jungle area for this purpose. 

It is frequently seen that, some of them, . who have· toilets/latrines habitually use 

surrounding open ground as urinal and the little boys and girls all time use this area for 

this purpose. 



Table -6.3: Distribution of Households According to the Sanitation System 

Type of Sanitary 
Name of the Sanitary system 

Toilet cum Latrine Separate Bath Room 
system 

No. % No. % 

Pakka I Concrete 
9 3.00 9 3.00 

Base Concrete & 
Other Portion are 

27 9.00 2 0.67 
Wooden 

Totally Wooden 
108 36.00 0 0 

None 
156 52 .00 289 96.33 

Total 
300 100.0 300 100.0 

Graph -6.3: Distribution of Households Accord ing to the 
Ava ilabili ty of Sanitary System (Latrine) in the House 

N one 

6.2. Household Implements : 

Pakka I 
Concrete 

Wooden 
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The Bhujel have possessed large vari eti es of their household artic les, agricultural 

instruments, hunting implements and so on - most of them are indigenously 

manufactured. Bamboo and wood are frequently used in making almost all household 

implements, and also other implements . The agricultural and hunting instruments mostly 

made of iron blade/rods, which they bring from their neighbors. Some of the ir agricultural 

and hunting implements also are used in household works. Some of the commonly used 

articles are enumerated in below-



6.2.1. Bhakari: It is a cylindrical implement 

which is made by the bamboo latch. The height 

of it varies from 150 em. - 180 em. and the 

radius of it varies from 45-75 em. It's bottom 

portion is enclosed and the top portion of it, is 

open. The implement is used as the granary -

they store the paddy, dal, maize, millet, wheat 

etc. in it. If they storage the cereals for future, 

then they sealed the open portion of it by the 

fresh cow dung paste· ·and the side of the 

implement mopped by the husk of the mustard 

seed. By this process the cereals remain intact 

within the Bhakari. Otherwise, if they use 

regularly the cereals from this container, then 

they keep the implement in the original form 

Bhakari 
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and the upper portion of it keep open as air passage, and that keep the grains dry through 

out the year. Till now they practice this traditional implement and in every agricultural 

family it is used as an essential implement. 

6.2.2. Thumche: The Thumche is the conical 

equipment prepared by the cane latch. Commonly 

this equipment is near about 45-50 em in height, 

it's open upper portion has a diameter 30-40 em 

and closed lower portion has a diameter near about 

20-25 Cm. It is used to carry the grains from 

agricultural field to house and even it is used when 

the people go to their relatives house they carry the 

gift item into it. Sometimes the women carry their 

children into this implement. It is a very essential 

implement among them and it is very common in 

every house. 
Thumche !Dhobe 



6.2.3. Doko: The Doko is the conical implement 

made by the bamboo lath. Generally this 

implement is near about 45-50 em in height, it's 

open upper portion has a diameter 30-40 em and 

closed lower portion have a diameter near about 

20-25 em. The Doko is used to carry on the grass, 

small pieces of woods, the Gagri, etc. from one 

place to another place. The Doko also varies in 

different size - for the children relatively smaller 

Doko is prepared. It is also a very essential 

traditional implement among them and in each 

house it found at least 2-3 in quantity. 

6.2.4. Chalni: It is a composite cylindrical utensil 

made by the tin and plastic strings. The upper portion 

of the utensil is operi an:d lower portion of it is the 

working area. The diameter of the implement varies up 

to 14-20 em, and it is use for the separate the flour or 

Doko 

finely grinds cereals from grains. A sheet of tin makes Chalni 

the upper portion of the utensil, and lower portion of it made by the plastic strings. In 
every house it is found in 1-2 numbers. 

6.2.5. Nanglo: It is a round shaped implement made 

by the bamboo lath and it is a traditional one. The 

diameter of the implement is near about 45-52 em 

and it's height varies up to 1.5-2.0 em. It is the very 

essential implement among them. It is used for 

multipurpose- at the time of separation of husk from Nanglo 
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grains it is used as winnowing fan, and it also used as container of solid materials, or 

separate the small pebbles from cereals and many other purposes. In every house it is 

found at least 3-4 in quantity. 



6.2.6. Pira: It is a straw made traditional implement used. 

for sitting purpose. It has two varieties -Para! (straw of 

paddy) Pira and Mokai (straw of maize) Pira. The Para/ 

Pira is generally made by the straw of paddy and it is 

relatively larger than another variety. The radius of it 

varies form 16-30 em. and the height of it varies from 1-2 

em. Sometimes they relax squat upon it. The later variety 
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Pira 

is preparing with the very sincerely weaving the skin of the maize. It is small in size but 

beautiful, the radius of it varies from 15-20 em. and its height varies from 1-1.5 em. They 

use it as seat, which protect them from cold because the straw of paddy and the skin of 

maize are the non-conductive object of heat. The Pira is the very essential implement 

among them and till now they carry on this tradition. 

6.2.7. Molzola: The Moho/a is also a conical implement 

made by the bamboo lath. It's height varies up to 8-10 em 

and the upper portion of it has a diameter 9-10 em (this 

portion is open), and the lower portion has a diameter 8-9 Moho/a 

em (this portion is closed). This traditional implement is placed in the mouth of the 

domestic animal, and it prevents to eating of crops by that animal. It is essential 

implement among the agricultural families and such families have· four or more as per 

total number of cattle. 

6.2.8. Dalo: This is a bamboo-lath made implement. It 

look likes cylindrical shaped. The lateral diameter of it 

varies up to 1 ft. 6 inches to 2 ft., and its height varies up 

to 1 ft. to 1ft. 4 inches. Generally this implement is used 

as container of solid food like she! rooti or kaladal etc. It 

is an essential traditional implement among them and it is 

found in every houses. 

Dalo 



6.2.9. J(atha/Ciwiya: It is a Dalo type implement 

made by bamboo-latch. It also looked like as 

cylindrical shaped. It's radius varies up to 45 em. 

to 60 em. and its height varies up to near about 60 

em. to 70 em. It is also used as container of rice, 

wheat, maize, she! rooti ', 'kaladal' etc. Generally 

each family have one Kat~a for household work. 

6.2.10. Penclta: This traditional implement is made by the 

bamboo latch or by the cane latch. It is a bowl shaped 

implement. The lower pmiion of it is almost square 

shaped and the top pmiion of it near about round shaped. 

The length ofthe lower part varies from 15-20 em. and its 

height is varies up to 10-15 em. It is used as the container 
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Katha/Choya 

Pencha 

of mustard seed for remove the mustard oil. Some of them till now practice traditional 

method to prepare mustard oil by pencha and fallak. Each pencha is used for 3 to 5 times 

in this purpose. 

6.2.11. Namlo & Dori: The Namlo is a tape like 

implement is used to carry the Doko. The jute rope 

or plastic packets basically make the Namlo. The 

length of it varies up to 18-20 ern and breadth 
Namlo and Dori 

varies up to 4- 6 em. When the Doko is carried in the path the Namlo is placed in the 

forehead and it is fixed with the Dori, which attached with the top portion of the Doko. 

This composite implement is traditional one and in each house it is found at least 2-3 in 

quantity. 

6.2.12. Chula: In their language the name of 

hearth is chula. But their hearth possesses some 

special characteristics. It is made by mud and 

each chula have two oven - one is rounded and 

another is 'U' shaped - one side open. The round 

~~~t rj \) 
II "-J!~ 

Chula 
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oven used for preparing food in small medium utensils and another is used for preparing 

food in big utensils. The firewood is given in the front in each oven. When the small oven 

used then 3 pebbles are pl~ced in the bottom of the utensil. Generally the chula placed at the 

left comer of the room, and few cases it found in the middle of the opposite wall of main 

entrance. Generally each family have one permanent chula in inside their room, and very 

few families have one temporary c~ula in out side of the room for preparing roxy (an 

alcoholic drinks). 

6.2.13. Oddan: It is an iron made implement. It is built by an iron ring 

with three legs. It look likes a small stool. The oddan is used as platform 

of cooking utensil. The radius of the ring varies from 12-16 em. It is a 

modem implement but traditionally they used 3 same sized stones 

instead of oddan. It is a very essential implement for them and in every 

Odd an 

house it found. Though the oddan is used regularly by them, due to easily handling, but 

they do not fully forget their tradition and till now in some houses stones are used for this 

purpose. 

6.2.14. Diyo: It is an earthen or copper made oil lamp. Generally it is flat 

oval in shape, having a pointed tip, where a small rope set as slender wick. 

The upper portion of this implement is open, and the oil is pour from there. 

~ 
Diyo 

Some of the wells to do families have copper Diyo but rest others are made it instantly 

from soil at the time of any occasion and destroy it or left over this in the ceremonial 

place. 

6.2.15. Dobka: It is a ~o":l shaped uterisil made by wood . .Generally 

the trunk of a tree is used to preparing th!s utensil. The height of the 

implement varies from 4-5 em. and its radius varies from 8 em. to 

12 em. This traditional implement is used foe containing cooked 
Do be a 

liquid food or to serve the Jar (local liquor). In earlier period it is used as essential 

implement in every house but today the bell metal I aluminum I steel bowl take place of 

it. 



6.2.16. Koshe Ari: The Koshe Ari is a traditional implement made by 

the wood. It is bowl shaped and generally made by the trunk of the 

trees. The Koshe Ari is generally small in size and its radius varies 

from 3.5-5 em. and height is varies from 3-5 em. The Ari is the larger 
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variety of the Koshe Ari. It is relatively bigger in size - its inner diameter varies up to 5-

7.5 em. and its height varies from 4-6 em. These implements are generally used as 

container of liquid food and they serve the liquid food in these implements. These are the 

very essential implements among them; and in earlier days these were found very 

commonly in every houses, but now the Botuka takes place of these traditional 

implements and push back them towards elimination. 

6.2.17. Dabilo: It is a traditional implement made by the wood. It 

look like a large spoon. It has a handle and a half-round shaped part 

in the front. It is used for containing liquid or solid food and serve the 
Dabilo 

food (the shape of frontal part varies in different forms- round to near about rectangular 

shaped). The size of the implement varies up to 18-40 em. This implement is very 

essential among them. In earlier days it found in every house but recently the aluminum 

puniu takes place of it and to push tllis tradition towards abolition. 

6.2.18. Bira: It is a ring shaped implement which is made by the 

straw of paddy. Sometimes the skin of maize is used for the 

preparation of this implement. The inner radius of the implement 

varies from 3.5 - 6 em. and the outer radius of it varies from 6 - 9 

0 ' ' 

Bira 

em. This implement is generally used as the base of the rounded shaped utensils, and give 

them stability, and also protect the utensils from the friction of the floor. It is also an 

essential implement among them and in every house it is found in large quantity. 

6.2.19. Topora I Duna: The topora and duna are the bowl 

shaped implement made by the leaves. The topora has a 

height of 1.5cm.to 2.5cm and its diameter varies up to 6cm. 

To 9cm. This implement is used as the container of some 

solid food or other materials. The duna is a smaller variety of 
Topora/Duna 
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the topora. Both of these equipments are used at the time of any ceremony or religious 

festival. These are the traditional equipments and these are made instantly and after the 

purpose they destroy these. In earlier days in every house these are used as very 

essential implements but now a days the metal or plastic bowls are takes place of these 

and push this tradition towards abolition. 

6.2.20. Pangra Nole: The Pangra is a composite implement, 

which is made by bamboo stick with a wooden disc. The 

wooden disc having slightly shorter diameter than the diameter 

of the concerned Nole. The wooden disc fixed at the one end of 

the bamboo stick and the another end of the stick remain open. 

The .length of the stick varies from 60-80 em. as per the height 

of the Note. This composite implement is used for preparing the 

whey from the mille. This implement works on the liner piston 
PangraNole 

technique. Here we also can mark out their traditional scientific knowledge. This 

traditional implement, is very common among them and. some of them till now use it 

regularly as the very essential implement. 

6.2.21. Dlzungru: The Dhungru is a cylindrical pot made by the 

bamboo. It possesses a diameter near about 8 - llcm and a height 

near about 25- 30cm. The implement has a knot on it's bottom end. 

The height of upper portion of Dhungru from the knot is near about 

20 - 25 em and lower portion is near about 5 em. Another part of the 

implement is straw shaped, made by the bamboo twig. The straw 

have a knot on it and it posses a hole on this end, and this end is Dhungru 

dipped on the liquid. This composite implement is us~d for containing the Jar and 

serving the Jar. It is a very essential traditional implement for them and it has a great 

ritual value among them, and in every house it is found at least 6 in quantity and in some 

house it is found 20 - 25 in numbers. 



. : .·,-

6.2.22. Dhiri: It is a cylindrical traditional implement, prepared by 

bamboo. In general Lama Khal (taller variety) bamboo is used to prepare 

this implement. Bottom pmiion of the implement is enclosed by the 

bamboo knot and the upper portion is opened. The upper portion of it 

slanting one. The height of the implement varies from 40-70 em. and its 

radius varies from 5-l 0 em. At the upper pmiion of it two holes are 

present in which the rope is tied up to carry it on head. The implement is 

used as a container of water and they carry water from khala (stream) to 

house through it. If we minutely look to the occurrence then it will be 

found that, here they use their scientific knowledge - in the hilly track it 

is necessary to stooply walking and in that circumstances the slanting 
•, 
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shape of the implementprevent to overflow the water. In; earlier days it is used in every 

house as a very essential implement but now-a-day the aluminum gagri or balti takes 

place of it. 

6.2.23. Chunge: It is a cylindrical implement made by bamboo. The 

Sana Khal (shorter variety) of bamboo is used to prepare tllis implement. 

The height of the implement varies from 10-16 em. and the radius of it 

varies from 3-4 em. The upper portion of it is opened and bottom pmiion 

of it is closed by bamboo knot. It is generally used for to serve the tea or Chunge 

any liquid food to the people. It is also traditional equipment for them, and in earlier days 

in every house it is found .in a large number and they used it as very essential utensil. But 

today glass and cup takes place of it and push this tradition towards elimination. 

6.2.24. Sonte : The Sante is the cylindrical implement made by the bamboo and recently 

made by the plastic or iron pipe. The inner diameter of the implement varies up to 2-3 em 

and it is near about 30-40 em long. It is used to ignite the firewood. Traditionally they 

use the bamboo Sante but recently they (well to do families) use iron or plastic Sante. It 

is an essential implement among them and it is fmmd in every house. 

=- LF,;::· =::::==:=--=& 

Sante 



6.2.25. Kuclzlw: The broom in their language is called Kuchho. 

They use different type of brooms. [i]Soft type - the upper part of 

Amlisho (Thysanolaena lat~folia) bush and [ii] Hard type - dried 

portion (branches) of other small bushes. The later variety is used for 

cleaning the small stones or pebbles and the former variety is used for 

cleaning the dust only. It is an essential traditional implement among 

them. In every house it is .. found at least four in quantity. The cost of 

this Kuchho is nil or negligible, they collect this from nearest 

agricultural land or jungle, but they use their knowledge and make 

this waist materials into an essential implement. 

6.2.26. Okali & Musa/i : It is a composite tool made by the wood 

or stock of a tree and a heavy stick of wood. Basically it works as a 

mortar and a pestle. The Okali is cylindrical but the middle portion 

of it is slightly narrow in comparison to the upper and lower part. 

The diameter of the upper and lower part of the implement is near 

about 35-40 em and middle portion is the 25-30 em, and the height 

of the implement is near about 60-65 em. The lower portion of the 

Okali is solid and heavy weighty. The Musali is a solid, moderate 

weighty wooden stick. It's diameter varies up to 8-10 em and it is 

100-120 em in lengh. The implement is used for grinding the crops 
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Kuchho 

Okali Musali 

in small quantity, because the user need to standing up and worked, thus naturally the 

user became tired after few time. When it used, the crops are put into the Okali and then 

it strike up by the Musali. This implement is the traditional one and till now in most of 

the houses it is found. 

6.2.27. Ddiki/Dheki: It is also a composite 

implement made by the Mushol, Sanbi, Anglo 

and Khamba. The main ··body of the Dheki is 

Sanbi, which is made by the wooden slab. It's 

length varies up to 110-125 em; it's height and Dhiki 

breadth varies up to 8-10 em. Mushol (a wooden stick which is 35-40 em in length and 
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5-6 em in diameter) is attached in the bottom portion of one end of Sanbi. The Anglo (a 

wooden stick which is 20-25 em in length and 2.5-3.0 em in diameter) is attached in 

another end of Sanbi. ~t the top portion of the Khamba; the Anglo acts as fulcrum or the 

line where the Sanbi is set in support of Khamba. When the implement is used it 

pressurized at the distal end near fulcrum and the grains are put into the hole (which is 

located at the bottom portion of the Mushol) and Mushol is strike the grains. This is also 

an essential traditional implement and it used for grinding the crops in large quantity. 

This wooden implement is found near about all the agricultural families. 

6.2.28. Lere Sizer: It is one kind of weighting 

machine, which have only one ann. It has two 

parts - one is wooden rod and another is a 

plate tied by three ropes. The one end of the 

rod is bulky and the plate is hang on at the 

another end of it. Some holes (in which the 

ropes are present) are present in the body of 

Lere Sher 

the rod, which indicates the weight of the object. The near hole of bulky end indicates the 

lighter weight and the distal end fi.·om it indicates the relatively heavier weight. Tllis weight 

machine can measure the 200 gram to 2500 gram. Generally this tools is made from the 

tick, Sal etc. trees, which is does not vary markedly in weight. If we look minutely we 

found that this traditional implement proves their scientific knowledge. Till now they use 

this traditional implement and in it is common in some houses of this region. 

6.2.29. Janto: It is composite tool made by stone and wood 

and they used it tradition~tly. This tool have 4 parts- 2 heavy 

weighted ring stone possess a diameter 40-45 em. and height 

6-8.5 em. in each (called Janto), 2 wooden sticks- one is 12-

17 em. long and 1.2-1.5 em. in diameter (called Mani) and 
Janto 

another is 20-22 em. long and same diameter as previous stick (called Hanto). The ring 

stones are arranged as a mmmer that one is placed at the top of another. Each ring stone 

possess a hole in their center portion in which Mani is placed into it. The upper ring stone 

possess another two holes - one is half moon shaped (have a radious 7 em. - 8 em.) and 

another hole is shallow, small rounded shaped (have a dimneter 1.5 em. to 2 em.). This 
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tool is used for grinding crops like Maize, Kaladal etc. It is used as a manner that the 

bottom ring stone is fixed in the floor and the upper ring stone is revolved by Hanto and 

the crops put into the half moon shaped hole. After grinding the product is collect from 

there by removing upper ring stone. Commonly, it is tool is found in every house of 

them. 

6.2.30. Fallak: It is a heavy weighty 

rectangular shaped wooden slab made by 

the trunk of a tree. The length of it varies 
·. Fallak 

from 120 em. to 180 cin. and its height varies form 7 em. to 10 em. and its breadth varies 

from 16 em. - 25 em. It is used for preparation of mustard oil with the help of Pencha, 

Kol and a heavy stone. In the processing of mustard oil, at first mustard seed are fill up in 

the pencha and pencha placed in the middle portion of kol. The fallak is placed at the top 

of the pencha as a manner tha~ it's middle pmiion sited in the pencha and one end of it 

fixed in the wall of house or in hill. A big stone is placed at the top of the open end of 

fallak and by this manner the oil is came out at the pipe of the kol. This implement and 

this technique till now practiced among them. 

6.2.31. Kol: It is a traditional 

implement among them1 which is 

made by the trunk o(the· tree. It has 

two parts (i) a half-round solid 

wooden part and (ii) another is a Kol 

pipe which is fixed with the solid body. At the middle portion of the body a shallow 

portion is found in which the Pencha is placed. The height of the implement varies up to 

20-30 em. and the radius of it varies from 25-30 em. and the length of the pipe varies up to 

30-40 em. This implement is used for the preparation of mustard oil from the seed with 

the help of the Pencha and the Fallak. It is found in the every agricultural family and till 

now they practiced it. 



6.2.32. Mandro: It is one 

variety of mat made by the 

weaving of bamboo latches. 

Generally the lama khal (taller 
•. 

variety) of bamboo is used to 

preparing this type of mat. The 

length of the implement varies 

from 120 em. - 160 em. and 

its breadth varies from 90 em. 

to 145 em. This implement 

generally used for the dry up 

the cereals in the sun ray or to 
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Mandro 
cod down the heated cereals (like kodo, paddy etc.) some times they spread it at the floor, 

and upon it cloths are spread out and use it as bed. It is an essential traditional implement 

among them and in e~ch house it is found 2-4 in munber :and till now they practiced this 

tradition. 

6.2.33. Gundri: The Gundri is also a variety of mat, 

which is made by the straw of the paddy and rope. The 

size of the· Gundri varies in different forms as per uses. 

The length of it varies up to 90-150 em. and its 

breadth varies from 45-120 em. and its height varies 

from 1-2 em. This implement is used for multipurpose. 

The smaller Gundri is used as seat and the larger 

Gundri is used as mat, which is spread in the floor or 

in the bed. They use this· implement in large quantity 

in their house. Generally, most of them are lying 

economically lower category and they lived in the high 
Gundri 

altitude area where cold is very common (except of hot season); that's why to protect the 

cold transmission from the grotmd, they spread it on ground or in bed. It is also a 

traditional implement and till now they practiced it very commonly. 



6.2.34. Klmrmi: The Khurmi is a composite implement made by 

the iron and wood. The implement has two parts- firstly, there is 

an iron blade which is small in size and secondly there is a 

cylindrical wooden handle. The length of the implement varies 

from 14-16 em. The blade is concavo-convex (semi lunar) in 

shape - the anterior part of which has been tapered to a point. A 

very sharp cutting edge is seen along the concave side. The 
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opposite side of the working edge is convex and blunt. The narrow - longer type of tang 

of lower end of the blade has been insert into a wooden handle. This implement is used 

for cutting the millet, etc. small crops. It is one of the traditional implements among 

them, and it is very co~mon in every house and till now they carry on this tradition. 

6.2.35. Okhene: It is also a composite traditional implement made by 

the iron and wood. The implement has two parts - an iron rod that is 

medium broad, and a wooden handle. The rod is concavo-convex (semi 

lunar) shaped and the anterior part of it is pointed and this pointed end 

used as working end and all other pa1is of the tool is blunt. The narrow 

-longer type of tang of lower end of the blade has been insert into a 

wooden handle. It is used for the collection of roots and tubers by 

faintly digging of the soil. This implement is very common among 

them and till now they pr~eticed it, same as earlier. 

6.2.36. Bhala: The Bhala IS a simple 

implement made by the iron rod. Simply 

they point the iron rod and use it as 
Bhala 

Okhene 

weapon. Generally the length of the implement varies from 90-150 em. and its radius 

varies from 0.5 em.- 1.0 em. The pointed end is use as working end. The implement is 

used for the hunting of pig, deer, and rabbit etc. animal. Traditionally they use near about 

same shaped wooden stick, which is relatively light weighty in nature. Today they use the 

iron made Bhala instead as wooden variety. Thought this implement is used by some of 

them, but rests of the people forsake it due to difficulty of hunting in the jungle. 



6.3. Agricultural and Hunting Implements: 

6.3.1. Fauri: The Fauri is a 

composite implement, made 

by the wood. It has two 

parts - one is half round 

shaped wooden plate (body) 

and another is bamboo ·.or 

wooden stick. The former Fauri 
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part has a radius of 25-35 em. and its thickness varies from 2-3 em. The length of the stick 

varies from 150-180 em. The stick is affix at the middle portion of curved area of body. 

The pati is used at the joint of handle and body for tightly fitting. The implement is sued 

for the spreading the cereals (like paddy, dal, maize etc.) in the ground. This traditional 

implement is very common in every agricultural family and till now they keep on it. 

6.3.2. Halo:. It is composite tool made by wooden slab and iron pins (Kanti). This tool 

has following parts- Halo, Aniu, Theri or Haris, Pati and Fali. The main body of Halo 

is called Halo. It is a 'V'~ shaped conical wooden slab. It has a long arm and a short arm 

-the length of short arm varies up to 20- 25 Cm and another arm is 40-45 Cm. A Fali 

or a piece of iron is attached with the pointed end of the long arm. A piece of wooden 

Halo 
stick is attached at the bland or shorter arm of the Halo . The main axis of the Halo is 

called Haris or Theri. It is near about 240 Cm long and it ~s attached with the mid point of 

two arms of Halo. A Pati or a piece of wood is inse11 at the joining point of the Haris and 

Halo for tightly fixing. A wooden stick, Theri is attached at the distal point of Haris as a 

manner that if the Pati is opened then the Baris can not detach from the Halo. This 

composite implement works with Juwa for ploughing the agricultural field. When it is 

used, the open end of Haris is attached with the Hallud of J·uwa and the Fali of the Halo 
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is lay into the earth and the cultivator pressurized at the Aniu portion of Holo. It is a 

traditional implement among them and it is found in every agricultural family. 

6.3.3. Dande: The Dande is composite tool and it also. made by the wooden slab and iron 

pins (Kanti). This implement mainly is built up with a body and a long arm (Haris). The 

main body is made up with a 90-100 Cm. long wooden slab and either 4 or 6 long iron 

pins joint perpendicularly with it. One end of Haris attached with the exactly middle 

portion of the main body. A Pati or a piece of wood insert at the joining point of the 

==·--

Dande 

Haris and main body for tightly fixing. A wooden stick, Theri attached at the distal point 

of Haris as a manner that if the Pati is opened then the Haris can not detach from the 

main body. This composite implement is used for leveling the agricultural field. When it 

is used, the open end of Haris is attached with the Hallud of Juwa and the Kanti lay into 

the earth. This traditional implement found in every agricultural Bhujel family. 

6.3.4. Juwa: The Juwa is a composite 

implement made by the wood slab· and 

lather. The main body of Juwa is also 

called Juwa which has a .length near about 

55-60 Cm and a breadth near about 12- Juwa 

14 Cm and a height near about 6 - 8 Cm . At the middle portion of Juwa a belt of animal 

lather (called Hallud) is attached which is tied up with open end of Haris. Four wooden 

sticks (called Soila ) are vertically attached with the Juwa ( which attached in 20 Cm 

distant from mid portion of Juwa ) for tied up the cattle. Sometimes only Soilas are found 

instead of four Soilas. The Juwa is used with the Halo or Dande in agricultural field. It is 

also a traditional Implement among them and it is found in every agricultural family. 



6.3.5. Hansia: This implement has two parts - firstly, there is an 

iron blade which is medium broad, and secondly there is ~ 

cylindrical wooden handle. The blade is concavo-convex in shape

the anterior part of which has been tapered to a point. A very sharp 

cutting edge is seen along the concave side. The opposite side of the 

working end is convex and blunt. The narrow and longer type of 

tang at the lower end of the blade has been inserted into the handle. Hansia 

This implement is used for deep cutting of any object by exerting heavy pressure. 

6.3.6. Kancltia: This i!llplement is made by a small wooden handle 

and a flattened iron blade. The iron blade is semilunar in shape - its 

one extremity is free and pointed. The opposite side of the free end 

of the blade has become long and narrow to form the tang. Along 

the concave border line of the semihmar blade there are serrations 

which are directed towards the handle the tang of the blade has 

entered into one end of the cylindrical handle. It _is largely used in 

cutting grass, straw etc. 

6.3.7. Khukuri: The Khukuri is one of the most traditional 

implements among them. This composite tool has two parts - an 

iron blade and a cylindrical wooden handle. The inner edge of the 

iron blade contains two straight lines, which are meet, an obtuse 

angle in the middle portion of the blade. The middle part of the 

blade is maximum breadth and its free end has been tapered to a 

point. At the inner surface of the blade has sharp cutting edge and 

the outer side of the blade is very thick and blunt. At one extremity 

Kanchia 

Khukuri 
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of the blade has a long - narrow tang, which fixed into the wooden handle. It is used for 

cutting anything through the big blow from cutting edge, and to drive into any longish 

thing or instrument with a pointed end from the blunt end. This implement is very 

essential for them and some of them always hang it, in their body. This implement is also 

used to digging up soil. This implement is very common in every house of the villages 

and till now they maintain this tradition. 



6.3.8. Klzanti: This implement has two parts -firstly, a 

slightly crooked branch of a tree; secondly, an iron blade. 

The long type. of blade has been inserted at the lower end 

of the shaft. The working edge of the blade is broad and 

sharp. The opposite sjde ·of the working edge has been : 

gradually narrowed. This narrow part is seen to be 

inserted into the handle. The junction of blade and the 
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Khanti 
handle is tied up with a string to give strength of these. It is used for the collection of roots 

and tubers by slightly digging of the soil. 

6.3.9. Kadalo: The stronger type of the wooded handle 

is long and cylindrical. The iron blade is roughly 

rectangular; the working end is broad and straight. At 

the middle of the upper part of the blade some part has 

been elevated to form the neck. The rounded socket is 

seen just above the neck. The upper end of the handle is 

seen to be inserted into the socket. It is mainly used for 

earth digging purposes. 
Kodalo 

6.3.10. Bonclwro: The implement is divided into two parts - the 

wooden handle and the iron blade. The blade is thick and heavy - its 

working edge is convex and very sharp. At the posterior end of the 

blade i.e. opposite to the working end there is a large rounded hole one 

wooden handle is inserted into this hole. The sharp working end of the 

blade is fitted at right angle to the shaft. The axe is used for cutting 

with the giving of excessiye strikes. 

6.3.11. J(atis: The Katis or catapult is a simple implement made 

with a bifurcated branch of a tree and elastic band fastened to the 

two prongs. This implement is used for throwing small stones to 

shoot birds and small animals. This traditional implement is very 

common in every family and the young have a preference to use 

this. 

Bonchoro 

/~ 

Kat is 



6.3.12. Dlwnu: In 

this tool there is an 

elastic stave made of 

bamboo or wood. 

Two narrow parts 

... ~ 
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Dhonu 

have been carved out of the two extremities of the stave - they are known as horns. at the 

lower end of the stave a thin string made of bamboo or cane has been fitted. There are 

narrow and strong cords on the two extremities of the bow-string for connecting with the 

two horns, the simple bow is used for throwing arrows and bolts. 

6.3.13. J(nar: The arrow in their language is called Knar. This implement 

is provided with a narrow and the long shaft, and the triangular iron blade. 

There is an extended part or tang at the lower end of the blade, and with the 

help of it the implement is inserted into the handle. The anterior part of the 

blade is very sharp and there are two pointed barbs at the two sides of the 

blade. The lower part of the shaft is provided with a notch. The implement 

is placed vertically on the string of the bow with the help of this notch. At 

the lowermost part of the shaft two or three birds' feathers are attached 

lengthwise. They use it to hunting the animals and birds, and also they use 

it at the war in earlier days. But now-a-days, this traditional push back Knar 

towards elimination by the effect of modernization. 

6.3.14. Bantol: The tool is prepared by thin-longer wooden shaft and a thick 

head set by wood or bamboo. Wood or bamboo made head is wide at the upper 

part. The shaft is inserting into the lower part of the wooden-head. The lower 

end of the shaft is provided with a notch - the implement is positioned 

perpendicularly on the cord of a Dhonu with the help of the notch. At the 

lowermost part of the shaft some bird's feathei-s are set in lengthwise. The 

birds are blow down without killing by this tool. It is essential implement 

among for hunter-gather families in earlier, but now a days, they do not use it 

very frequently. Bantol 



6.3.15. Guleli: The 

implement is provided 

with an elastic stave 

made of wood or 

bamboo. The two 
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Guleli 

ends of the stave are ~arved out to form narrow portions. known as horn. There are two 

string run parallely from one end of the stave to the other; these are made of narrow and 

strong fibres. There is a small pouch on the parallel strings situated near one end of the 

bow. At the middle part of the stave a small piece of wood is tied up-it is known as hand 

grip. The pellet bow is used for throwing small pellets or earthen balls and stone chips 

towards the animals. 

6.4. Musical Instruments: 

6.4.1. Rihn I Dampha: The Rihn I Dampha is an exclusive traditional 

musical instrument among them. It is a composite implement made by 

the wood and the animal skin. The wooden part is cylindrical which is Rihn/ Dampha 

made by the trunk of the tree. The height of this part varies from 7-10 

em., and its inner radius varies from 8-9 em. and outer radius varies from 10-11 em. 

Many holes are present at the outer curved portion of the body, in which many small 

wooden sticks are affixed- these sticks are help to the skin remain fully stretched. The 

users use it through beating it by hand and its sound in near about similar as Madol 's (a 

variety of tom-tom) noise. This is the very essential implement among them and they use 

it in every festival, ritual, song and dance, but now a day this is near about abolished 

culture among the Bhujel of Drujeeling Himalaya of India. 

6.4.2. Sanai: It is a wooden wind 

instrument is used in thy musical Soiree, 

especially in marriage ceremony. It's 

length varies up to 50-60 em. and it has a 
Sanai 

diameter of 3-5 em. It has two openings- one nan-ower and one broader. 3-5 holes are 

present it's lengthwise on broader end. This instrument is used for shrilling sound. 
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Though, at present the Sanai playing most essential part of their marriage ceremony but 

traditionally it is not th~ir culture; they borrowed it from neighboring Hindus. This 

instrument is found ori very few families. 

6.4.3. Bansuri: It is a musical instrument made 

from thin bamboo. This instrument is very simple 

one. It has a length 25-30 em. and diameter isl.5-

(( ...... . 
Bansuri 

2cm. One end of it totally closed and another end has a narrow opening. 5-7 little holes 

are present lengthwise in it's closed end. This wind instrument is found in most houses. 

It is mainly used by the cowboys and also in the musical soiree. 

6.4.4. Madol: It is a musical instrument made by wood. This 

medium size cylindrical instrument has a length 60-70 em. 

and it's radius varies up to 16-24 em. It's openings are 

covered by the sheets of tanned animal skin, and these sheets 

are tied with the tapes, made by animal skin. A rope is set in 

its two ends, for hanging it. In some religious festivals this Madol 

implement is playing for heavy beat. It is not traditional instrument for them- they adopt 

it from their neighbors. This implement is found in very few families. 

6.5. Dress and Ornaments: 

It is actually difficult to trace out the exact dress pattern of the Bhujel in the 

context of Darjeeling Himalaya. It is seen very frequently that male are wear shirt, 

pantaloon, Kachad, Bhoto (shirt), Dhoti (a loincloth), Gada, Aaskot, Daura (a slacks), 

Sural (a kind oflong shirt), Luppo or Topi (cap), and female are petticoat, Cholo (blouse), 

Bhoto (skilt), Lungi (a long cloth worn in lower portion of the body), Gunew (a sari like 

skirt), Potuka (waist girdle), Pchyautra (a short of shawl), Rumal (a big handkerchiefused 

in head). Besides these, both male and female use sweater, jacket, coat, slippers, and 

shoes. The children put on half pant and T-shirts or frocks. The little boys and girls remain 

naked which is not totally uncommon among them. Due to poverty they are wearing up 

dirty, threadbare and torn cloths. They mostly walk in barefoot which make their soles 

into cracked one. Now a days they mainly use the above mentioned garments but it is 

difficult to say what their actual traditional dress pattern is? According to Bhujel, 2005; 
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Thapa and Ghatak, 2004 their Nepali counterpart also follows the above mentioned dress 

pattern but Bhujel Association of West Bengal and Silddm demand that they traditionally 

used Bhoto (shirt), Nairak (shorts), Khaiyak (tmder cloth), Hadula (waist coat), Godak 

(cloth hanging fwm shoulder), Lhupo (cap), Gonha (frock), Cholhya (top), Naira (waist 

band), Teki (triangular piece of cloth that covers the lower back), Ghalyak (a colourful 

sheet of cloth hung from the shoulder), Pu: luk (head gear) and Kamlo (shawl) but now 

most of these garments have no real existence among Indian Bhujel and Nepali Bhujel. 

This drastic change may due to cultural assimilation with various communities and for 

impact of globalization. 

Use of valuable omaments is not fan1iliar among them. In their day to day life 

Bhujel women are not frequently seen with omaments - during social and religious 

ceremonies they beautify themselves with various types of omaments. They use mostly 

the silver made ornaments. Some plastic and glass made bangles and beads' necklaces are 

also found among the female. But gold-made ornaments are very rarely observe among 

them and it is also tme for well-to-do families. Furthermore, most of the families of the 

studied area, due to their depressed economic condition cannot afford different kinds of 

ornaments, and it is only use by the women; the men tied up only the wrist watch to 

decorate themselves. The .female generally used Phuli (a ~ose ring set in the outer side of 

nose), Bulaki (a nose ring set in nasal septum), Mundri (ear ring), Sikka ko hari (a 

necklace made with coins), Ponte ko hari (plastic or glass beads' necklace). Chura 

(bangle), Chandrahari (necklace made by silver or gold). According some of them 

(members of Bhujel Association) they have a tradition a wear Bala (silver bangle), Gokul 

(golden ear ring) for male and Cheptsun, Malamundri,Dungri (ear rings), Phuli-bulaki 

(nose ring), Pwalo (necklace), Thoka (silver bangle on wrist), Raiya (silver bangle on the 

anlde) for female. -But due to cultural hegemony and poverty now a days most of them 

shifted from their tradition and adopt their neighbors, Mongor, Gurung and another Hindu 

people' tradition. Even, near about all of them do not know the name of their traditional 

ornaments and they fully forget about male's ornaments. So, the impact of cultural 

assimilation and effect 'of globalization make a deep m·m·k on their dress pattern and 

ornaments and at present they show a heterodoxy picture in this aspect. 
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6.6. Food Habit: 

The Bhujel produce crops mainly for their own consumption. The rice is the staple 

food for them but due to unavailability of rice they take maize as substitute of rice. If 

these are not sufficient for the whole year, then they go to the jungle, collect the edible 

roots and tubers of bush/trees, and sustain their life with these. In rare occasion some of 

the families in studied area were found to be starved or maintain without any meal for the 

whole day. This problem was very acute for them in the bygone days. In those days not 

only adults but the children also kept starving for whole day. Their meals consist of rice, 

maize, pulses, chilies, potatoes, brinjals and mustard oil. Meats, eggs are occasionally 

used. Some edible roots, tubers, leaves, etc. are collected from the field or from nearby 

jungle as per availability. Rice beer, millet beer, roxy, ram etc. alcoholic drinks are 

consumed by them. In earlier days these people shows a regular drinking habit but it quite 

change among the younger people at present. Occasionally all people take alcoholic drinks 

without any hesitation of generation gaps. If it observed that, a 2 years young child has 

drunk few drops of wine .. by her mother during Daasaii .festival. In generally they take 

meal 3-times in a day- brealcfast in morning, lunch at 12.00 noon and dinner at 5 p.m. to 

6.30 p.m. as per seasons. In early morning they fry the remains of their last night's dinner 

and take it with salted tea, or they talce boiled roots and tubers with salted tea before they 

go for day's work. At lunch, they take rice with a vegetable cuny and chili, or kala dal 

(pulse)' and chili, and in rare occasion meat cuny or other curries. In very rare occasion 

they take more than one, variety of curry in a meal. Tea or alcoholic drinks are taken by 

them in any meal as per one's own taste. Thei·e is no clear-cut demarcation line between 

their daily food and ceremonial food. But tllis people generally taken Dolley Tarul, 
\ 

Dudhey, Gheubhal, Girey/Jirey, Gobrey, Golbera, Gorendale, Gundruk, Hatitaile, 

Heudey, Jaringo, Jau, Jhari, Junilo, Jyamir, Kabro, Kaguni, Kali, Kalikat, Karela, Karka, 
·. 

Pickles, Rangbhang,· Rio, Tori, Tune bora, Tusharey, Vendi, Wa Kausey, Kera, hukure, 

Kimbu ko phul, Kinema, Kodo, Koirela, Korkay, Kurbo, Kuswn, Kuvindo, Lankey, Farsi, 

Aishelu, Akbore Khursani, Allapatney, Ambok, Anar, Anup, Gehu , Gharia, Gheu simi, 

Bajhar, Beans, Betgera, Bhadresey, Gagar, Gauwa, Aamaro, Aanaros, Aaru, Aaru 

bakhara, Aarucha, Adhuwa, Bhanjrey, Bhanjrey, Sisnu, Bhat; Bhui katahar, Bibatu, 

Bimiro, Boigun, Bokey timbw-, Ghirula, Bon Tantl as their daily food and Channey, 

Chatela, Chipley, Churpi, Churuntha, Chyau, Darim, Dhan, Dolley Khursani, Ruth kator, 
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Sapra, Siltumbur, Silungo Silam, Simi, Sim.ul Tonti, Sinki, Sisnu, Squash, Suntala, Thakal, 

Thakro, Thalthale, Thotne, Tite, Lapsi, Lasun, Lauka, Malingo ko Tusa, Maney, Mass ko 

dana, Meso, Meth, Methi, Mewa, Mula, Nakima, Nevharo or Kimilo, Nimbu, Ningro, 

Nospati, Patley, Phapar as ceremonial food. These people customarily take she! rooti, 

kala dal, kasar, jar, roxy in ceremonies and festivals. There are no such taboos are applied 

for Bhujel men and women to resist them from any kind of food and drinks. However 

some of the common traditional foods of them are discuss in below -

6.6.1. Aclzar: It is mixture of both boiled vegetable and uncooked vegetable. One or two 

Golvera (tomato) boiled in hot water and then make a paste of it. A doolle khursani (a 
•. 

variety of chili) is grind' in a bowl and mixed with tomato paste. One or more mula cuts 

into small pieces and the paste mixed with it. Now this food item is ready for serve. This 

foot item is simplest one and minimum effort is needed for it - the whole procedure is 

completed within 5-7 minutes. This dish clearly shows their simplicity and low 

expectation of their life. They use it more frequently with rice and intake whole meal only 

with it. 

6.6.2. She/ rooti: It is a variety of bread which is made by wheat and/or rice 1:8 

proportion of rice and wheat is the best for preparing She! rooti. Firstly, some rice put into 

okhili (a wooden mortar) and grinds it with the help ofmusoli (a wooden pestle). This dust 

mixed with wheat flower.. A cast iron pan (Karai) is placed on the burning oven (Chula) 

and when it is hot a little amom~.t of boiled milk or water with sugar or gur (a variety of 

sweet) pour into the karai. As soon the liquid is lightly boiled then this mixture dust add 

in this liquid and make a paste. This karai is taken out from oven and another karai placed 

on this oven, and when it is hot then some mustard oil poured on it. After sometime, when 

the oil is boiled, then these paste dropped tortuous shaped on the oil. As soon as, these get 

dark brown colour, the She! rooti is prepared and it taken out from oil by a bamboo stick, 

and store in a bamboo slip made basket. This She! rooti is remaining intact about 30 days 

(only the milk made variety and the water made variety remains for 10 days maximum). 

They mainly prepare this item in each ceremony or on festival. 
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6.6.3 Sak: It is a preparation of leaves of vegetables. Firstly leaves cut up into small 

pieces, and wash thoroughly with water. A cast iron pan (karai) put in the burning oven 

and when it is hot some oil and the leaves poured in the pan. This mixture stirred 

continuously with an iron handle. As soon as, the leaves are lightly fried, some salt, 

chilies, water is poured in the pan, and covered the pan with a plate. After boiling for few 

minutes the pan is taken ~ut from oven and now the sak is ready for serve. They use this 

item as their daily diet' and take it with rice. 

6.6.4. Jar: The Jar is one tl1e alcoholic drinks made by kodo (millet). Sometimes mokai 

(maize) is used for this purpose but kodo ko jar is very popular among them. After 

threshing, the kodo is dried in the Sunlight. Then kodo is boiled in an aluminum or cast 

iron pan. A little ammmt of kodo ko morcha (chemical which is needed to preparingjar) 

mixed with it, and continuously stirring the mixture until most of the water has 

evaporated. As the mixture boiled, the kodo increase its volume, they spread it in a 

mandro (mat) and dried it in sunlight. When it is completely dried, then it put in the 

plastic bucket and sealed it. Then the mixture is allowed to ferment in tllis pot for about 15 

days to 180 days. Acc9rdihg to them, the most fermented kodo is stronger. They intake the 

strong variety in earlier days though sometimes the germs are grown in this fermented 

kodo. Now-a-days, they ferment it up to 3 months. At the end of tl1e time, the kodo taken 

out from the bucket and poured in a dhangru (bamboo made utensil). Next, some hot 

water is filled up in the dhangru and then the jar is ready for consmne. The jar is the very 

essential drink an1ong them and it has great significance in their ceremonial life. In 

general, they consume it group wise and mainly they used it in any ceremony and festival. 

6.6.5. Roxy: It is the local beer made from millet. Firstly, they prepare the fermented 

millet in the similar procedure as jar preparation. Then tllis fermented kodo and sufficient 

water put a big almninu~ utensil and this utensil placed on a burning woven. Another 

small utensil is set on the top of big utensil and it filled up with cold water. A pipe is fit in 

between the top portion of the big utensil and another container (Jerkin). A wetted cloth 

set in between big utensil and cold water container, and this cloth acts as air seal. As soon 

as the alkaline water evaporate from this kodo, this vapor condensed on the surface of the 

cold water container and it goes through the pipe and stored in the jerkin. This alkaline 
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liquid in the Jerkin is called roxy. This local beer has great socio-religious significance in 

their life. It is very essential in any ceremony, from their birth to death. In earlier days 

they use roxy in their all ceremonies but now due to modernization some of them use 

foreign liquors instead of country liquor. 

6.6.5. Kasar: This food is prepared from the maize flour and molasses. First of all maize 

flour warm in a karai and sufficient amount of molasses added into it. This mixture stirred 

continuously with an iron handle. As soon as, the mixture is lightly fried, some salt put in 

the pan. After few minutes the pan is taken out from oven and the mixture rolled up as a 

small ball. Now the kasar is ready for serve. They use this item as their ceremonial diet. 

6.7. Findings: 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya has carried a. very distinctiveness regarding 

their house pattern, their own indigenous designs, ·building techniques and aesthetic 

features. Traditionally they build up rectangular shaped stone or wood/ban1boo houses. 

Both type houses erected on the stone base. Although, recently, a few of them made brick 

houses, but due to the poverty they mostly prefer to stay in stone/wooden houses. Their 

houses generally consist single or double decked one or two rooms, a small varanda. In a 

corner of every house has a sacred place as Kul thaan. Upper deck is mainly used as store 

room and also as bedroom of family elders and unmarried young. The ground floor 

usually used for all purposes like cooking, eating, seating and sleeping. Nevetiheless, this 

structural pattern is recently ignored in some families, who have brick house or who 

follow their neighbors' lifestyle. Sanitation system is usually overlooked in every family, 

which sometimes be cause of several diseases among the villagers. 

Not only has their house pattern, the wave of change has made a hard blow on· 

other parts of their material culture. Their traditional household articles, agricultural 

instruments, hunting implements, musical instruments, which are made from wood, 

bamboo, cast iron and leather, finished by their indigenous knowledge, are tend to 

extinguish due to effect of the Westernization and Sanslaitization. 

Due to drastically change in their dress pattern, it is difficult to trace their 

traditional dresses. Even except a few, they almost forgot their actual dress pattern and 
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ornamental varieties. At present, they dressed up as their neighbors Mongors, Gurungs, 

other Hindu people and most of their younger counterpart follows western patterns. But 

due to their poverty, it is very frequently seen that, they wrap up threadbare, dirty torn 

clothes. The same scenario is observed concerning their ornamental pattern. 

The rice and maize are the staple foods among them but for low yield in hilly 

track, sometimes these are not sufficient for their survival in whole year, then they collect 

roots, tubers, leaves from nearby jungle for their survival. Habitually they are non

vegetarian, take beef, pork, chicken, mutton etc. meats and eggs but they take it 

occasionally because for their poverty. They mainly consume squash, pumpkin, gourd, 

kalodal. They use animal fat and the mustard oil and occasionally use animal blood as 

cooking medium. With a little exception the whole commtmity is regular drinker. The jar, 

roxy frequently used as alcoholic drinks along with foreign liquors in this group. Alike 

other indigenous communities, they also maintain a tradition to observe socio-religious 

significance in foods and drinks, and they look at it in the rice, kalodal, She! rooti,jar and 

roxy. These people also have smoking habit, but it has relatively low frequency than that 

of their drinking frequency. Although they consciously try to maintain their traditional 

food habits, but wave of Sanskritization and Westernization impact roughly upon this 

community, even they adopt the globalised foods and so~e ofthem change their unclean 

food habit like beef, pork and even some became fully vegetarian. Thus practically they 

stand in the marginal position, to stepping one step towards Hindu culture and another 

step towards Western culture. 
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7.1. Family: 

The 'pariver' or the family is regarded by the Bhujel as the most fundamental, 

valid and smallest social unit based on blood, the relationship of the members thereof is 

the closest one. In a family of the Bhujel, parents' requisite to support, protect and educate 

traditional norms, values their children when young, who also in their turn, love, respect, 

revere and obey their parents and maintain them when they grow old. The pariver is 

regarded by the Bhujel as a social group which is characterized by common residence, 

economic and ideological cooperation and reproduction. Pariver is considered as joint in 

food, worship and assets. Economically it functions through the familiar pooling of 

resources of its members. The family head, the father is the owner of all movable and 

immovable property. He manages the assets, he arranges for family worship. When the 

aged father become feeble and incapable of managing the family affairs, the eldest son is 

take over the charge. As long as the father is alive the younger brothers obey their elder 

brother, they usually separate after getting marriage or after father's death though they 

may continue to live in the same household. In the time of need such relatives lend a hand 

to each other. Age and sex demand special privileges and respect from the younger 

members. Grand parents and parents are always respectable in the family. Elder male kin 

act as the disciplinarian and mostly the authority lies with him. Children are also 

affectionately brought up by their parents. Children from their childhood get training from 

their elders. Grown up children help their parents in socio-economic as well as domestic 

activities. The husband and wife look after each other as helpmate and partner in different 

activities. Wife has an explicit say in the every domestic affairs. The husband usually 

discusses with the wife concerning any problem that arises from time to time. There are 

no differentiation in status exist between the sexes in the domestic and outdoor activities. 

7.1.1. Family Type: 

The Bhujel mainly practice nuclear type of families which reflects on the family 

structure composition. This picture is more clearly shown in the Table-7.1 and Graph-7.1. 

According to this table among them the frequency of nuclear family is very high (which is 

67.33 per cent among total surveyed families) followed by joint and extended family (31 

per cent among 300 families) and broken family (1.67 per cent among 300 families). 
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Table-7.1: Distribution of the Households According to Family Type & Family Size 

Family Type Family Size 
Family Total 

No. 0/o No. 0/o 

Broken Family 
(<3) 5 100.0 

5 1.67 
Total 5 100.0 

Small ( < 3) 32 15.84 
Medium ( 4 - 6 ) 148 73.27 

Nuclear Large ( 7-9) 21 10.4 202 67.33 
Very Large (?"10) 1 0.49 

Total 202 100.0 
Small ( ~ 3) I 1.08 

Joint and 
Medium ( 4 - 6 ) 45 48.39 

Extended 
Large ( 7-9) 37 39.78 93 31.00 

Very_ Large (~1 0) 10 10.75 
Total 93 100.0 

Small ( < 3) 38 12.67 
Medium ( 4 - 6 ) 193 64.33 

Total Large ( 7-9) 58 19.33 300 100.0 
Very Large (~1 0) 11 3.67 

Total 300 100.0 

Graph-7 .1: Distribution of the Household according to Family Type 
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7.1.1.1. Broken Family or Incomplete Family: 

.brt crd Exterded 

The broken family is the smallest unit of their family structure. Sometimes only 

one member represents a family. This type of family (in surveyed area) is formed due to 

several reasons - (i) After separation of his parental house an unmarried male form the 

broken family; (ii) After separation of his family a single married male form the broken 

family; (iii) A widow with her unmarried children fo rm the broken family; (iv) After 
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separation from parental family unmarried male or female with an unmarried kin form the 

broken family, and (v) After death of their parents unmarried male and female form the 

broken family. The concerned genealogical sketches ofthese are given below-

Sketch-1: Types of Broken Family among the Bhujel ofDarjeeling Himalaya 

Type-I Type-II Type-III 
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7.1.1. 2. Nuclear Family: 

The nuclear family is also one ofthe smaller units of the society. Sometimes, only 

husband and wife form the nuclear family. This type of family form due to several 

reasons- (i) separation from parental house due to marriage, (ii) after the death of parents 

their married son formed his family etc. Graph-7 .2 represents such criteria to formation of 

nuclear family among them-

Table-7.2: Distribution of the Nuclear Family based on Cause of Formation 

Cause of Formation No. of Families 
Percent to total Nuclear Percent to 

Families total Families 
Separation of spouses from 

47 23.27 15.66 
natal house after love marriage 

Separation of spouses from 
natal house after mutual 137 67.32 45.67 
consultation with parents 

Due to parents death 18 8.91 6.00 
Total 202 100.0 67.33 
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Graph-7.2: Distribution of the Nuclear Family based on Cause of Formation 

A Separation of spouses from 
natal house after love 

marriage 
B Separation of spouses from 

natal house after mutual 
B consultation with parents 

c Due to parents death 

According to this picture 23.27 per cent of total 202 nuclear families form due to 

separation of spouses from natal-house after love marriage; a major portion of them 

(67.32 per cent out of 202 families) form nuclear family by separation of spouses from 

natal house after mutual consultation with parents; a small portion of them (8.91 per cent 

out of total nuclear families) form after the death of their parents. So, it is clear that the 

mutual understanding factor plays a great role to the formation of a new family and this 

event supports their peaceful mind, which is exclusively adopted from modem advanced 

societies. The shape and size of the nuclear family is unalike for them, while the smallest 

one constructs only with husband and wife, even as the biggest one contain 18 members. 

The following sketch portrays the types of nuclear family among them -

Sketch-2: Types of Nuclear Family among the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya 

Type-I Type-II Type-III Type-III-XVI 

Type-XVII 

_,..- - --- -- - - --- '--. 
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The relations among the members of the nuclear family are mostly informal in 

nature. Because it contains only two types of relation - first one is the linkage between 

husband and wife; another is the linkage between parents and children- both relations are 

categorize as the basic primary relations. So, they stimulate on the sound of heart rather 

than prompted selfish motive. The relation between husband and wife is free and mostly 

depend on mutual understanding, though they follow patriarchy to some extent. The wives 

look after the household works and take care to the children. The parents nourish their 

children like a flower at their early age (up to 5 years) and after that they are seldom, if 

ever, punish physically. In this society after reaching the adult age, a boy or a girl both 

enjoy too much freedom; and that's why they enjoy a great opportunity for selection of 

their life partner. Thus the frequency of love marriage is too much high among them and 

after marriage the young couple generally like to settle separately, and this is also 

supported by their parents (which is in courser of time become a communal conception 

among them) and as a result more and more nuclear families grows up in that society. 

7.1.1.3. Joint and Extended Family: 

The joint and extended family is also the representative of smaller units of kinship 

structure among them. The proportion of joint and extended family is not negligible (31 

per cent among total300 families) in that society. There are several types of role relations 

responsible to formation of a patrilineal joint and extended family- (i) Couple with their 

married son/sons, (ii) Father with his married son/sons, (iii) Mother with her married 

son/sons, (iv) After the death of their parents the married son/sons with his/their 

unmarried brother/sister, (v) After separation from parental family married son/sons with 

his/their brother/sister, (vi) Grand parents and grand children, (vii) Married 

brother/brothers and his/their brother's wives, (viii) Father's siblings, (ix) Parental 

cousins, (x) the couple lived with their married daughter and her husband and children (xi) 

the mother lived with his married daughter and her husband and children, (xii) the father 

lived with her married daughter and her husband and children, (xiii) the couple lived with 

their separated sister and her children, (xiv) the couple lived with their widow sister, (xv) 

the couple lived with their sister's children .. The concerned genealogical sketches are 

given below-
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Sketch-3: Types of Joint and extended Family among the Bhujel of Darjeeling 

Himalaya 
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The members of a joint and extended family enjoy enormous types of relations 

which reflect on their true sense of livelihood. Starting from the father who acts as the 
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head of the patrilineal joint and extended family is respected and obeyed by all members, 

and plays the principal role in decision-making. Nevertheless, be fond of the landowning 

peasant, the father in a patrilineal joint and extended family among the Bhujel seldom 

wields the authority over his married sons which is backed up by the control he has on the 

land owned by the family. Instead of economic or jural authority of the father, the 

members of the patrilineal joint and extended family expect the moral support from their 

father. The youth remain under the authoritarian control of the father. But as the sons 

grow older and get married, the authorization of managing of the family step by step shifts 

from the father to the married sons. Generally, the eldest son acquires the headship from 

the father, if the father is too old to be economically active, even though he continues to 

ask for his fathers' advice and judgment before making a major decision. In reality, 

subsequent to such a transfer of power and headship from the father to the eldest son, a 

patrilineal joint and extended family often develops segmented or residentially separate 

units. In a patrilineal joint and extended family, the relations between the mother and her 

married sons are not unemotional, these are quite informal. The thoughts of the sons to 

their mother are full of love and respect. The mother who has no financial authority over 

her sons forgives them more willingly than their father, and even obtains their side if she 

feels that her husband is being unlawfully demanding. The sons' wives, nevertheless, 

complete various familial responsibilities under the guidance of their mother-in-law. It is 

not abnormal, for the son's wife to mutiny aligned of the influence of her mother-in-law. 

The argument stuck between the husband's mother and the son's wife is one of the prime 

causes of segmentation of a joint and extended family. The relation between father-in-law 

and his wife although formal is not as controlled as that among the mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law. Possibly, as he is not conscientious for the performances of his son's 

wife, he will forgive and forget her more simply than her mother-in-law. When strictly tell 

off by her mother-in-law, it is her husband's father who relieve her or even takes her side. 

The grandparents are informally related with their grandchildren. Although the 

grandchildren are predictable to take care of their grandparents with respect and 

deference, their relationships with the grandparents lack formality and self-control. The 

married brothers in a joint and extended family are related in friendship and mutual 

affections. The relation between the younger brother's wife and her husband's elder 

brother is of extreme formality and avoidance, as with her father-in-law. She is 
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predictably covering her hair with the end of her sari or a handkerchief in his presence, 

and takes care of him with deference. The husband's elder brother, in his turn, is expected 

to treat her with care and respect. The husband's younger brother relates to his brother's 

wife in a casual and gracious manner. A woman can talk freely with her husband's 

younger brother and they can even join in joke with each other. The father's younger 

brother, however, treats his elder brother's children in an informal way, and their 

relationship lacks the restraint which erases the difference between the father's elder 

brother and his younger brother's children. The relations among the children of the 

married brothers in a joint and extended family are an additional span of the relationships 

between the siblings. Besides these, the other relations obtain more colorful due to 

presence of the son-in-law in the scenario. The relations among the son-in-law and his 

wife's parents are somewhat formal and reserved and preferably those of reciprocal 

revere. The daughters' husband takes the role of the son for his sonless parents-in-law in 

helping them in economic activities and looking after them during their old age. The fact 

that he lives in his wife's parental family as a gharjawai diminishes his influence over his 

wife. His wife who lives in her own parental household does not need to be submissive 

and dutiful to her husband. She enjoys and much better level of autonomy in her manners 

and actions than she did in her husband's parental village where she had to restrain herself 

if she did not want to be criticized by her husband's agnates. In case of any serious 

conflict with her husband in her parental village she would about perpetually have her 

parents and other patrilineal kin on her side. The foremost principal of 'residential unity of 

patrikin and their wives' in a joint and extended family also influences the relationships 

among the husband and wife. 

7 .1.2. Family Size: 

In their society the size of the family varies from each other and it is not necessary 

the nuclear type family always contain 2-3 or few members - sometimes 18 members are 

present in nuclear family. Generally the broken family has lowest strength (only 1 

member) and the joint family has highest strength (19 members) among the studied 

families. All over the medium type family has very high frequency (64.33%) on the 

studied 300 families, followed by large family (19.33%), small family (12.67%) and the 

very large family has the lowest frequency (3.67%) ([Table-7.1 and Graph-7.3). 
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Previously they mainly practiced large and very large type family but now a days it 

switches over to medium type family because in earlier days they mainly practiced joint 

and extended type family but now nuclear type family take this place. Beside this very 

frequent remarriage tendency has a great impact on changing of their family structure. 

Graph-7.3: Distribution of the Household According to Family Size 
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7.2. Marriage: 

The institution of marriage may be regarded as the fundamental aspect of all form 

of human society. Many important functions of a society are directly and indirectly 

associated with this institution. Like other indigenous communities the Bhujel also believe 

that it is their duty to marry and keep behind a family of their own. Marriage union is 

regarded as a sacred thing and the people are not allowed to lead a dishonorable life. 

Presently these people in general do not favour early marriage. Usually marriage, may 

only be held when both the parties are fully aware of sexual utility and responsibility of a 

household. 

As the Bhujel society is basically patrilineal the majority of young married couples 

live for sometime with the husband's parents and this means that a newly married bride, if 

already mature at the time of wedding, enter her parent-in-law's house and has to adjust 

herself to the routine of her husband 's family. In the days when marriages were between 

intra villagers most young wives did not have to live as a stranger, for a girl's mother-in

law was likely to be either her father's friend's wife or her mother's friend whom she had 

known since childhood. But set up a marriage alliance they are conscious about some 

customary rules and regulations which are described in the following paragraphs. 
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7.2.1. Marriage Rules, Types and Forms of Marriage: 

Traditionally, the Bhujel were practiced the Thar exogamy and group endogamy rules in 

marriage alliance. But Thar endogamy and group exogamy marriage is not totally uncommon 

among them. Sometimes, unfortunately a man or woman married within their own Thar, and then 

they shifted in far distant place, apart from Bhujel habitation. If he I she live in their natal house 

after their marriage then they are excommunicate along with their parental families. They follow 

it more strictly in intra Upa-thar marriage. In the study area Motilal Bhujel 's grandson, Dhan 

Bahadur ofNozok Busty marry with his mother's uncle's daughter's daughter who belongs to his 

same Thar and they shifted in an unknown place and till now, after 5 years of their marriage their 

parental family do not know any news about them. In the study area only 0.27 per cent of the 

married male counterpart (including widowers and divorces) marries in tabooed Thar and major 

portion (92.30%) of the male folk marry within their own community and they also maintain their 

Thar exogamy route [Graph-7.4] . The Table-7.3 shows that the tendency of outer caste marriage 

a e- . : IS ri u wn o T bl 7 3 n· t 'b f ae 0 on e aSIS 0 f M I F lk th b . f M T arr1age . ype 

Grand 
Great 

Present Father 's 
Father's 

Grand 
Total 

Type of Marriage Generation Generation Father's 
Generation 

Generation 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 

Within own Tabooed Thar 1 5.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 
Community Different Thar 17 85.00 183 92.43 127 94.08 21 87.50 348 

Within Hypergamy 1 5.00 4 2.02 1 0.74 2 8.33 8 
Nepali Same Status 1 5.00 6 3.03 4 2.96 1 4.17 12 

Population Hypo gamy 0 0.00 4 2.02 3 2.22 0 0.00 7 
Out side Nepali Population 0 0.00 1 0.50 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 

Total 20 100.0 198 100.0 135 100.0 24 100.0 377 

Graph-7.4: Distribution of Male Folk on the basis of Marriage Type 
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increases among the young male counterpart. This table also shows that 2.12 per cent of 

male folk go for hypergamy marriage while 1.86 per cent go for hypogamy marriage and 

3.18 per cent go for inter-communal (same status) marriage (within Nepali population), 

and rest 0.27 per cent marries with Bhutia girls. (According to them when a Bhujel 

marries with a Brahmin/ Chetri then it classified to hypergamy marriage and when a 

Bhujel marries with a Kami I Damai I Biswakarrna (scheduled caste peoples) then it 

classified to hypogamy marriage and when a Bhujel marries with a Rai I Limbu I Newar I 

Gurung I Mongor I Tamang I Lepcha then it classified to same status marriage.) Graph-7.5 

shows the similar scenario among their female counterpart. Though the tendency of outer 

caste marriage increases among their younger part of female, but they till now prefer their 

traditional marriage rules rather than young male counterpart - 89.5 per cent of married 

female of present generation marries within their own community and they also follows 

the Thar exogamy rule (Table-7.4), while in case of present generation male it shows a 

value of85 .00 per cent only (Table-7.3). 
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Grand 
Great 

Present Father's 
Father' s 

Grand 
Total 

Type of Marriage Generation Generation Father's 
Generation 

Generation 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 

Within own Tabooed Thar 1 1.49 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 
Community Different Thar 60 89.55 197 91.63 74 94.87 8 100.0 339 

Within Hyper gamy 1 1.49 4 1.86 2 2.56 0 0.00 7 
Nepali Same Status 3 4.48 8 3.72 1 1.28 0 0.00 12 

Population Hypo gamy 2 2.99 5 2.33 1 1.28 0 0.00 8 
Out side Nepali Population 0 0.00 1 0.46 0 0.00 0 0.00 I 

Total 67 100.0 215 100.0 78 99.99 8 100.0 368 

Graph-7.5: Distribution of Female Folk on the basis of Marriage Type 
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The Bhujel follow the both, love marriage and negotiation marriage. They practice 

two types of love marriage - (i) love marriage with an unmarried girl or a widow, called 

Chari behay and (ii) love marriage with a woman who presently has her husband, called 

Jari behay. The negotiation marriage is termed as Magi behay among them. The Chari 

be hay is mostly popular in this community. Graph-7 .6 indicates that the frequency of 

Chari behay is highest among them (in case of last marriage) followed by Magi behay and 

Jari behay respectively. 

T hi 7 s n· ·b a e- . : tstn utwn p I . h B . fT opu atwn on t e aSIS 0 .ype o fL M ast arnage 

Total No. of Married Person 
Love Marriage Negotiation Marriage 

Chari Behay Jari Behay (Magi Be hay) 

No. 402 245 72 85 

Percentage 100.0 60.95 17.91 21.14 

o Here each ever married couple consider as an unit and each Widower I Widow I 
Divorce people consider as an unit. 

Graph-7.6: Distribution Population on the Basis of Type of Last Marriage 

Jari Behay 

Marriage Types 

In this society monogamy mamage 1s mostly popular rather than polygamy 

marriage. It is frequently seen that one man can remarry in presence of his 151 wife but 

polygamy is not found much more. This is due to the following reason- after remarriage of 

a married man, his 151 wife generally remarry with another man. Graph-7.7 shows that a 

very small portion of the married population practice polygamy marriage and the rest 

portion practice monogamy marriage. Although the polygamy marriage is found among 
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Tabl 7 6 n· t .b f P e- . : IS ri U IOD I f opu a IOn on th B . fF e aSIS 0 orms o fL tM as a rna ge 

Total No. of Married Person 
Forms of Marriage 

Monogamy Polygamy 

No. 402 399 3 

% 100.0 99.25 0.75 

• Here each ever married couple consider as an unit and each Widower I Widow I 
Divorce people consider as an unit. 

them in vary rare case but polyandry does not found in this society. Though an woman can 

marry with another man in presence of her husband but the polyandry is not found in this 

society; because, according to their norms, in this situation this woman automatically 

loose her linkage (informally) with her previous husband and in Pancha (traditional 

panchyat) she get the formal separation with her previous husband. The levirate marriage 

is permissible among them but practically they do not practice it. Again the cross-cousin 

marriage is also permissible in their marriage regulation but it has no such effect in their 

marriage alliance. 

Among the Bhujel the most accepted mode of residence after marriage is the 

patrilocal. But within few days of their marriage the new couple shifts in their new house. 

Graph-7 .8 shows that most of them shift into their new house from separation of groom's 

parental house within few days after their marriage. Table-7. 7 indicates the purely 

patrilocal residence after marriage is 47.02 per cent of total marriage. This graph also 

exhibits a very low frequency of uxorilocal residence and low frequency of purely 

neolocal residence after marriage. These uxorilocal families are found because of absence 
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of male inheritor, the family head invites their son-in-laws to stay with them as their son 

cum inheritor. 

Table-7.7: Distribution of Population on Basis of Residence after Last Marriage 

Residence after Last Marriage 
Total No. ofMarried Neolocal 

Person Just after Within few days Patrilocal Matrilocal 
Marriage after marriage 

No. 402 12 198 189 3 

% 
100.00 2.98 49.25 47.02 0.75 

• Here each ever married couple consider as an unit and each Widower I Widow I 
Divorce people consider as an unit. 

Graph-7.8: Distribution of Population on Basis of Residence after Last Marriage 
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7 .2.2. Remarriage: 

Unlike the backward communities of India the Bhujel considers 1st marriage not 

only as stepping stones to permanent unions - remarriage is frequently found among 

them. Marriage rather than adventure is the aim of courtship; and romantic love has been 

acknowledged to their value system. After 1st marriage one (both male and female) can 

easily remarry with another lover in presence of his I her previous wife I husband. Not 

only this, if the new couple does not satisfy each other's need (more specifically mates 

choice or taste) then they can go for remarriage or further remarriage. Graph-7.9 shows 
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that the frequency of remarriage i.e. R/TM ratio (R/TM = the number of remarried 

population I total number of married population) increases among the advanced age 

Table-7 .8: Distribution of Population according to Generation wise Remarriage 

Sl. Number of Remarried Total number of 
R I TM Ratio Generation Population Married Population No 

\ 
\ 

.I 

) 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male 

Present Generation 0 0 0 20 67 87 0 

Father's Generation 58 73 131 198 215 413 28.28 

Grant Father's 
76 38 114 135 78 213 56.29 

generation 

Great Grand 
18 5 23 24 8 32 75.00 

Father's generation 

Total 152 116 268 377 368 745 40.32 

R I TM = The Proportion of Number of Remarried Population I Total number of 
trried Population. 

Female 

0 

33.95 

48.72 

62.50 

31 .52 

Here Married Population indicates the people who marry at least one in his/her life and 
)resent he/she may belongs to the Widower/Widow/Divorce category. 

Graph-7.9: Distribution of Population according to Generation wise Remarriage 
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Graph-7.10 indicates, not only males, the female enjoys more number of mates (one at a 

time). The Graph also shows that the female enjoys her 6th marriage while male restrict 

Table-7 .9: Distribution of Population according to Number of Marriage 

Number of Male Female Total 
Marriage No. % No. % No. % 

1 225 59.68 252 68.48 477 64.03 
2 126 33.42 97 26.36 223 29.93 
3 19 5.04 15 4.07 34 4.57 
4 7 1.86 3 0.82 10 1.34 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6&6+ 0 0 1 0.27 1 0.13 
Total 377 100.00 368 100.00 745 100.00 

• Here each ever married couple consider as an unit and each Widower I Widow I 
Divorce people consider as an unit. 

Graph-7.10: Distribution of Population according to Number of Marriage 
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themselves within their 4th marriage. However, both male and female enJoys more 

freedom in case of their life partners and here the numbers of marriage do not affect one' s 

position or status in the society. For e.g. Ratne Bhujel of Samther village lived with his 3rd 

wife (in the year 2006) and he carry on his super naturalistic work hold the prestigious 

position of this society, Jhankri . Again, the woman who marries 6th time, in Sinji village 

not looses her position in the society or in her new husband' s family . Among them when a 

man marries I remarries with another's wife (Jari behay) has punished by society with 

some monitory compensation (in most cases little amount have to paid) for his offence, 

but when a woman remarries with another's husband then she has not need to pay any 

compensation or not punished by the society - only she looses the right of her previous 

husband' s property, but she enjoys her new husband ' s property. 
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7.2.3. Divorce: 

Divorce is socially sanctioned among the Bhujel. The rules of divorce are very 

simple and easier and thus it is seen very frequently among them. Among them the 

divorce is accepted, either the wife and husband can ask for divorce from various grounds 

like cruelty, refusal of financial support, desertion, change of religion, illness, unable to 

fulfill mate's need- both biological and social (including psychological) etc. Most of the 

divorce case caused for the above mentioned last cause. Enjoying more freedom, both, 

male and female have tendency to change their mates and that's why they go through 

remarriage in presence of their previous husband I wife. In such case they need to formal 

certificate of divorce, if her I his previous mate claim in the pancha, otherwise these are 

no need to formal certificate of divorce. There are no prohibition to punished (physically, 

socially, economically) a woman who remarry with other man or who's husband claim 

any offence against her. But if a woman claim against her husband, relating to divorce, 

then the Pancha (which is run by the Thar elders along with some village elders) judges 

the seriousness of the offence and punishes the accused person and in most cases the 

divorce have to pay a nominal amount of money (Rs. 100.00 to Rs. 1000.00) to the 

complaint. There the decision of the judges (village elders) is considered as Tmal in such 

case. Again, when a woman remarry in presence of her husband and if her husband 

(previous) inform it in the Pancha then her hew husband has to pay a sum of money 

(Jarikal) to her previous husband which is decided by the village elders. The amount of 

the Jarikal varies fro~ Rs. 100.00 - Rs. 10000.00 according to the expenditure of her 

previous marriage and the type of offence of the party. For e.g. in the month ofNovember, 

2005 Teckman Bhujel of Suruk village marry with Pitter Lepcha's wife, Jullie. Pitter 

informs this news to Pancha. In Pancha the village elders judge the offence and decide 

that Teckman have to pay Rs. 3000.00 to Pitter as compensation because Pitter expends 

Rs. 20'000.00 in his marriage ceremony. In such case the judges consider that in Fitter's 

house Jullie was not fulfilling her needs and thus she remarry with Teckman. There the 

judges also decide that the children and Pitter and Jullie staying with Pitter from that day 

and from then Jullie loose her all rights relating to Pitter and his family. 

Among them the divorce is not customary rather it more voluntary. Except the 

issue of remarriage in very rare case divorce is found among them. Again the punishment 
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only for male in divorce case expresses their respectability to women which acknowledge 

their norms, values of the society. 

7.2.4. Marriage Distance: 

The Bhujel mostly prefer to find out their mates from neighboring villages. As 

much as 64.93 per cent of total married population marries (last marriage) within their just 

neighboring villages [Table-7 .1 0]. Graph-7 .11 shows that a moderate portion of the 

married folk finds out their mates from their own village while a small portion of them 

T bl 7 10 n· t 'b f P I . h B . fD' fL M a e- . . IS ri u IOn opu atwn on t e as1s o 1stance o ast arr1age . 
Marriage Marriage Marriage Marriage Marriage 

Total No. of Married Within the Within just Within the Within the in out side 
Person Same Neighboring Same State I the 

Village Village District Country Country 

No. 
402 56 261 52 21 12 

% 
100.0 13.93 64.93 12.94 5.22 2.98 

o Here each ever marrwd couple consider as an umt and each Widower I Widow I Divorce 
people consider as an unit. 

Graph-7.11: Distribution Population on the Basis of Distance of Last Marriage 
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marries in outside the country in Nepal. The later portion, who marries in outside country 

because of Nepal is the homeland of Bhujel and they immigrate from there from long 

years ago, and till now a large portion of them reside in this country. Thus some of them 

have a preference to marry from this stock. Nevertheless, they mostly restrict themselves 
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to marry within one's own village or just neighboring villages because all of them live in 

the hilly region and in most areas have no vehicle communication system. It would be 

difficult to them, to go through a long distance by walking in hilly track for marriage. In 

most cases they find out their mates whose houses remain in 4-5 hours walking distance 

from their house. Besides this, most of them found their mates himself I herself, and for 

that reason when they go to the agricultural field, weekly market or attend festivals and 

ceremonies, their love stories start from there, which finally results in their marriages. 

That's why mostly they marry within their just neighboring villages. 

7.2.5. Marriage Payment: 

Traditionally the Bhujel practice bride price system in their marriages.· It is 

customary for them. According to them, a girl born and nourish in her parental house just 

like a flower in a tree, thus when a man bring this flower (girl) in his house, naturally he 

has to pay a sum of amount to this garden's supervisor. For this reason when a man bring 

marriage proposal to a girl's house, he starts through the words - 'a beautiful flower 

blossom in your garden and like the bees, to get smell of sweet flavor of that flower we 

come to your house, are you give me the flower?' If the girl's parents accept this new 

relation then they demand for bride price. In earlier days the amount of bride price was 

high among them in case of arrange marriage and that's why most of them go through 

chori behay in which the groom has to pay a nominal amount of money to the bride's 

parent. Graph-7.12 shows that a small portion ofthem give a large amount of bride price 

Table-7.11: Distribution of Population on the basis of Marriage Payment 
(only in case of Last Marriage) 

Payment Bride Price 

Total No. of Did Taken Taken Both 

Married Person Not according to Large Only Only Kind 

Taken their Custom Amount Kind Cash &Cash 

No. 402 12 381 9 329 3 58 

% 100.0 2.98 94.78 2.24 84.36 0.77 14.87 

o Here each ever marrted couple constder as an un1t and each W1dower I Wtdow I 
Divorce people consider as an unit. 

Total 

390 

100.0 
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and most of them have given a minimum amount according to their custom and a very 

small portion of them did not give any bride price. The last one is found in case of recent 

marriages. In earlier the bride ' s parents took the bride price and they use it. In few days 

back, bride 's parents took the bride price and send it with bride in her new house but now

a-days there is a new trend in which the grooms are relieved from the burden of bride 

price, at all. Even in some cases the bride's parents gift some ornaments and household 

utensils to the bride for her new half of life. Obviously the new trend is the effect of 

neighboring Hindu tradition or more specifically Brahmin culture. Among them the 

household utensils, animals (like cow, goat, pig), ornaments (like ear-ring, bangles, 

necklace, nose-ring, transistor), money used as bride price and only nose-ring, ear

ring/necklace used as customary bride price. In earlier days they practiced both kind and 

cash as bride price but now they prefer only kinds . as customary bride price. Table-7 .11 

indicates that a very few of them paid only cash as bride price and a small portion of them 

give both cash and kinds as bride price and most of them give only kinds as bride price to 

the bride 's parent. Significantly, in such case they are not free from the effect of 

neighboring great tradition, which compel them to stand in the marginal position to access 

the cultural trait between little tradition (bride-price) and great tradition (dowry). 
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7.3. Kinship: 

The ethnographic account of a community is not completed unless to see in the 

social world of it through their kin and affinal relations among them, through which look 

at each other in their interpersonal interactions in their day-today life. Every society 

evolves certain terms to denote and refer one's own descend line and kin also are those 

who are related by the way of patrilineal/matrilineal ties. While appearing to the outsider 

as a homogenous and self-contained whole, distinct from, all other ethnic groups, Bhujel 

society is elaborately structured. Indeed no aspect of social and ritual life of the Bhujel is 

explicable without underlying of its basic structure. The invariable and the permanent 

elements of this structure have five exogamous patrilineal descent groups. They constitute 

the framework within which traditional social forces operate, and the immutable contours 

stand out clearly at almost every social or Iitual occasion. Seen from the Bhujel's 

perspective, these are not divisions in the sense of separate entities, but the essential and 

the complementary parts of a social organism which functions through their constant 

interaction in a long sequence of reciprocal obligations. Mutual interdependence lies in the 

very nature of these segments; they share not only a common mythical history, tracked 

back to their very origin, but their members stand to each other in the relationship of 

traditional marriage partners. 

7.3.1. Segments: 

The kinship is one of the main pillars of social organization among the Bhujel. It 

gives rise to a series of levels of structural integration which helps to ascribe a distinction 

in the community structure. These have been identified as: (i) the Thar or the clan; (ii) the 

Upa-thar or the sub-clan; (iii) the Bansa or the· dispersed lineage; (iv) the Ghar or the 

localized lineage and (v) the Pariver or the family. Although each has distinctive 

structural characteristics of its own, the level of integration has a vertical relationship to 

each other in that the units of interaction of the lower and narrower levels structurally 

merge with those at the higher and broader levels. Although the independent nuclear 

family is characterized by certain distinctive structural and functional features of its own, 

it merges structurally into the extended family, the level of integration at higher and 

broader level, in satisfying the functional needs of a different order. The extended family 

structurally merges into the lineages in functionally. The lineage again merges into the 
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clan which is the highest and broader stage of the structural integration. The clan 

structurally merges into the community which is the highest and broadest level of 

structural integration. The structural diagram of the Bhujel (based on kinship relation) is 

as follows-

The Kinshi structure of the Bhu · el 

Bhujel (The Community) 

Thar (The Clan) 

Upa-thar (The Sub-clan) 

Bans a (The Dispersed Lineage) 

Ghar (The Localized Lineage) 

Pariber (The Family) 

7.3.1.1. Thar (Clan): 
The Thar is the wider level structural integration in the kinship system among 

Bhujel. Basically the Bhujel's Thar is synonymous to clan, but they have no totem. On the 

whole, the Thar is a descent group formed by members who believe they have a common 

ancestor, but none of them able to specify their ancestor's name and the genealogical links 

between them. All together, five Thars are present among the Bhujel, namely Gharti, 

K.hawas, Jharra, Pun, and Bura, and in the study area unerringly all Thars' representatives 

are there. Due to misinterpretation of several scholars, sometimes the Bhujel community 

is represented as a whole in the name Gharti, but practically the Gharti is a segment of the 

Bhujel. Basically their Thar represents a non-Hindu exogamous unit, and sometimes it 

may be an arbitrary division which has practical bearing of exogamy. Attracting the . 

sanskritic respectability and gaining acceptance within the fold of Hinduism have been 
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primary motives on a part of Bhujel, agree to the gotros from neighboring Hindu culture. 

But they are not completely ignore and swap over from their original linkages with their 

ancestors, and thus till now Thars are found among them. In this area the proportion of 

their Jharra Thar is enlisted as highest, followed by Gharti, Pun, Khawas Thars and the 

Bura Thar has the least frequency (Table-7.12 and Graph-7.13). 

Table-7.12: Distribution of Families according to Thar of Family Heads 

Sl. Thar 
No. Name No. Percentage 

I Jarra 154 51.33 
2 Gharti 86 28.67 
3 Khawas 24 8.00 
4 Pun 27 9.00 
5 Bur a 9 3.00 

Total 300 100.0 

Graph-7.13: Distribution of the Families according to the Thars of Family Heads 
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Their Thar is a locked system, the birth is directed to the Thar of the people and it 

can not be changed in their whole life (if the person stays within the community). The 

children get the Thar of their father and the male child transmitted it to his children. In 

this process it would be transmitted through generation to generation. Occupational status, 

educational status, economic status, social status etc. parameters cannot help to change the 

Thar of a people. So, Thar mobilization is not possible here. But exceptionally the out 

comers in the society can change their Thar. Those female who belong to the other 

communities can get new Thars after marriage with Bhujel male. In such cases, the newly 

married male's family arrange a ceremonial feast and invite at least 12 Upa-thars' 
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representatives and a Jhankri. The Jhankri gives his Thar to out comer and the all invitees 

are accepting this. In this way the out comers get new Thars and from that day they 

enlisted within Bhujel community but they restricted in few taboos in some religious rite 

and ritual purposes. 

Beside this, normally, no one can enter or leave out from their Thar system. But 

exceptionally few out comers (mainly Chhetri caste) abandoned from their caste and 

religion can enter within Bhujel community. Generally the person (belongs to other caste) 

lives with the Bhujel people and in course of time the- relation between them reach at a 

position that the outsider adopt and practice most of the cultural traits of Bhujel. In such 

case the Pancha (traditional panchyet consist of different 12 or more Bhujel Upa-thar's 

representatives) is called and these members decide and welcome him within their 

community and give him a new Thar. This person arranges a ceremonial feast and after 

doing some rituals he consider as a member of this community. But it is not occur 

frequently, during the past experiences of the villagers of the studied area, they have come 

across a single concrete case of outsider acceptance in their Thar. 

In the secular sphere, the all Thar members cooperate as closely as in the 

performance of religious rites, but sometimes the solidarity leads from various 

circumstances to concerted action at Thar level. In disputes of the religious or rituals 

nature the community interests of the members of a Thar or Thars are more likely 

manifest to themselves than in the course of privet quarrels over women or property. All 

the members of a Thar would be aroused to common action - or at least to common 

indignation and protests - if the members of any other Thar should dispute their right to 

the performance of their ceremonies in a certain locality. But in practically, this dispute 

occurs not so much between different Thars. Yet such incidence does not create situations 

in which all the members of a Thar would line up to face an opposing group that consist 

one or more other Thars. However, this system is frequently complicated by segmentation 

into separate sub-clans or Upa-thars of which all of these lineages occur. 

7.3.1.2. Upa-thar (Sub-clan): 

The Upa-thar or the sub-clan is the wider level next strata (except the Thar) 

structural integration of kinship system among Bhujel. Sometimes the linkage between the 

members of the same Upa-thar is not very strong, because most of them do not able to 
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correctly link up to their Upa-thars. But surprisingly the unity of the peoples of the same 

Upa-thar is remarkable. More commonly the peoples of same Upa-thar lived in the same 

viliage. Nevertheless, the Thar endogamy marriage is ascertained among them in some 

extinct, but the frequency is almost nil in case of Upa-thar endogamy marriage. In case of 

marital alliance till now they try to find out the male or female from different Upa-Thars, 

as per as their knowledge. The members of any segment try to partake simultaneously in a 

major ritual or ceremonial activities. This heartily relation among the members of an Upa

thar helps to maintain the kinship structure (which is the main pillar of their social 

organization). The segments of Thar strictly follow the patrilineal line of descent and it 

follows the hereditary rule, i.e. it transmitted through generation after generation. The 

birth decides the Upa-thars of the men/women and they carry it for their lifelong - they 

cannot change it through their occupation, education, and economic status. Almost 46 

Upa-thars are present among the Bhujel, whic~ are distributed under their 5 Thars, and 

these are enlisted in below -

Table-7.13: The existing Thars and the Upa-thars among the Bhujel 

Thar Upa-thar 

SI. Name SI. Name SI. Name SI. Name SJ. Name 
No No No No No 

1 Sammyali 6 Kalikotya 11 Manpungya 16 Balikpa 

2. Prsyali 7 Thautabya 12 Golaglam 17 Onakpa 

A Jarra 3 Pokrali 8 Mathokya 13 Brachungne 18 Mahispa 

4 Daulangni 9 Kanchokya 14 Parchengne 

5 Thusirangya 10 Padumya 15 Kharchungne 

1 Kangel 5 Simle 9 Kanchipre 13 Thain 

B Gharti 2 Subja 6 Sauthoki 10 Okharbote 

3 Mas a/ 7 Bagale 11 Bode 

4 Dhaitane 8 Mainthoki 12 Pakhadera 

c iKhawas 1 Bamcha 3 Khan 5 Ruwan 

2 Deobal 4 Khuwan 

D Pun 1 Umara 3 Manparel 5 Punthoki 

2 ·Astomu 4 Nimmar 6 Areja 

E Bur a 1 Burathoki 2 Harulabura 3 Raksebura 4 Nimpurbura 
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In the study area the concentration of Prsyali Upa-thar is maximum, followed by 

Kharchungne, Sammyali, Padumya, Bagale, Mathokya, Subja, Kangel, Daulangni, 

Sauthoki, Astomu, Bamcha, Balikpa, Mainthoki, Manparel, Burathoki, Brachunge, 

Deobal, Nimmar, Onakpa, Bode, Khuwan, Masal Upa-thars and Simale Upa-thar has lest 

frequency among the studied population (Table-7.14 and Graph-7.14). Among them the 

marriage alliance between the same Upa-thar is not permitted and they strictly follow this 

tradition. Exceptionally few cases intra Upa-thar marriage is found but in such case their 

conception is that the marriage between bhai-baini (brother and sister) is not permissible 

and thus those couples are excommunicated. The every Upa-thar contains a considerable 

Table-7.14: Distribution of Families according to Upa-thar of Family Heads 

Thar Upather 
Sl. No. Name Sl. No. Name No. Percentage 

1 Sammyali 21 7.00 
2 Prsyali 33 11.00 
3 Daulangni 14 4.67 
4 Mathokya 17 5.67 

1 Jarra 5 Padumya 19 6.33 
6 Brachunge 9 3.00 
7 Kharchungne 25 8.33 
8 Balikpa 11 3.67 
9 Onakpa 5 1.67 
1 Kangel 15 5.00 
2 Subja 17 5.67 
3 Mas a/ 4 1.33 

2 Gharti 
4 Simale 3 1.00 
5 Sauthoki 13 4.33 
6 Bagale 19 6.33 
7 Mainthoki 10 3.33 
8 Bode 5 1.67 
1 Bamcha 11 3.67 

3 Khawas 2 Deobal 9 3.00 
3 Khuwan 4 1.33 
1 Astomu 11 3.67 

4 Pun 2 lv.fanparel 10 3.33 
3 Nimmar 6 2.00 

5 Bura 1 Burathoki 9 3.00 
Total Total 300 100.0 
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Graph-7.14: Distribution of the Families according to the Upa-thars of Family Heads 
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significance in relating to the patrilineal baseline linkage to its members. The Upa-thar 

affiliation is not only a ritual, its significance having direct functional relevance in social 

interpersonal relationships. The members of the same Upa-thar may or may not live in 

the same village but their unity seriously affected if parts of their Upa-thar migrate to 

neighboring villages, for the members of households continue to have frequent contacts 

and co-participation in joint activities as much as possible. In below the genealogical 

sketch of the Upa-thars is presented, which stand for two different Upa-thars ' 

continuation in same and different regions (Sketch-4). 

Sketch-4: The Genealogical Sketch of some Upa-thars among the Bhujel 
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7.3.1.3. Bansa (Dispersed Lineage): 

The Bansa is basically a dispersed lineage among the Bhujel. They practice 

patrilineal rule of descent. Generally they are able to trace correctly to the linkage with the 

other members of same Bans a. The names of the Bans a are referred to either by the name 

of the senior surviving male member or of its deceased founder. When it represent in a 

village by a single family, the name of the senior male (who surviving) is usually referred. 

The name of the deceased ancestor is used when the families are dispersed into several 

villages. Few genealogical sketches of Bansas are given below-

Sketch-5: The Genealogical Sketch of some Bansas among the Bhujel 

Type-I Type-II 

Sinji 
"' S amther Yam-makum 

However, there are several important structural differences in the Bansa but it is 

characterized by great genealogical depth. The relations among the members of the Bans a 

are practically more formal than those in family (Pariver) and localized lineage (Ghar). 

But surprisingly the joint participation in social, economic and ritual activities of them 

(members of a Bansa) shows their unity, and this scenario is more common and frequent 

among them. The Bansa includes all agnatically related families localized in a village or 

in a number of adjacent villages. The members of the Bansa normally reside in one or 

several neighborhoods of the same village. The members of a Bansa usually know almost 

all the ascendants through whom they are related, and may also know the specific depth of 

these ties. They may or may not recognize each other by name but they also can specify 

the exact relationship with each other. This is possible because of their face-to-face social 

relationship with each other as the residents of the same village or just neighboring 

villages. The members belonging to the same Bansa, observe the pollutory restrictions and 

purificatory rites when a birth or death occurs in any of its constituent families. The 

strength of their kinship is especially evident in the joint participation of its members in 
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social and ritual activities. The ceremonial activities related to the observance of life cycle 

rituals provide the most important occasions for joint participation of its members. 

7.3.1.4. Ghar (Localized Lineage): 

The Ghar is basically the localized lineage among the Bhujel. The nuclear units of 

an extended family or joint family are divided into separate households but continue to 

maintain close cooperation and fulfill mutual obligations. The Ghar is dispersed units of a 

joint and extended family beyond the boundaries of the parental village through out

migration. But the division of a joint and extended family may takes places without its 

constituents units being spatially dispersed. The residentially separated nuclear family of 

an extended or joint family are often localized in the same parental compound in 

dwellings built close to each other or in the same neighborhood or the parental village. 

The nuclear units which disperse beyond the boundaries of the parental village are 

considered to have ceased to be a part of extended family or joint family, for the unity of a 

segmentary extended or joint family among Bhujel is based on special proximity, face-to

face interaction, and frequent co-operation in social, ritual and economic activities. A 

segmentary extended family manifests segmentation of several orders. The first order of 

segmentation may only involve commensal separation of the nuclear units while they 

continue to share a common dwelling and belong to a single coparcenary unit. Such 

separations are sometimes temporary and the segmented units may go back to form a joint 

unit. In most cases, however, one or several units build separate dwellings of their own 

within the parental compound or in the same neighborhood. The second order of 

segmentation involves both commensal and residential separation although the units may 

continue to own and cultivate the agricultural land together and divide the crop after it is 

harvested. Often the separated units cultivate the jointly-owned land together but rent land 

separately on a sharecropping basis. The third order of segmentation involves division of 

the landed property along with commensal and residential separation. The separated units, 

however, continue to fulfill mutual obligations as members of the same extended family 

and cooperate with each other in social, ritual and economic activities. The separated units 

of an extended family living in the same village seldom become totally 'nuclearised' by 

ceasing even to fulfill mutual obligations. The total nuclearisation of a family may happen 

in several ways. The most important way in which a family becomes totally nuclearised is 
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when a family migrates to another village and thus becomes structurally isolated from its 

extended family in the parental village. The family may also become nuclearised when 

one or several other nuclear units of the extended family to which it belongs migrate from 

parental village, or cease to exist due to deaths in family. 

The relations between the members of a Ghar are informal rather than formal 

relation. It is not necessary to invite always to the Ghar's kin in every ceremonies on 

parental house- they come here more informally than their Bansa's members, because 

members of the Ghar are able to detect direct blood relation to each other and they are just 

separated from main family due to several reasons. Few genealogical sketches of the Ghar 

are given below -

Sketch-6: Types of Ghar among the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya 
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7.3.1.5. Pariver (Family): 

\ 

I 

The Pariver is the small unit of kinship structure of the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalayan 

region. According to them the essential criteria of the Pariver is that the members of the 

Pariver must live in a common shelter and take food from common health. So, the 
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designing Pariver, the broken family, the nuclear family, the joint family and the extended 

family are included here. Basically it is the single commensal unit which is referred as the 

Pariver. The term, however, is most frequently used in designing the independent nuclear 

family perhaps to reflect its model occurrences as a distinct commensal unit. The 

members of a Pariver do not always belong to the same residential and commensal unit. 

The husband or the son who lives in his place of work is always included in the Pariver 

although not in the main house. Absence from the household do not preclude them from 

being considered as full-fledged members of the Pariver but also take an active interest in 

its welfare by contributing to the common fund and making frequent visit to their families. 

Thus the social solidarity is maintained in a simple but primitive manner among the 

Bhujel. The families among them can not be self-sufficient for the simple reason is that it 

is exogamous. A male can get his wife only by obtaining some other man's daughter or 

sister. The incest rule makes the offspring of any one elementary family, dependent of 

some other elementary family. 

Like the most indigenous communities of India, the Bhujel also follow the 'three 

Ps' rule i.e. patrilocal, patriarchal, and patrilineal traditions. They inore or less practice 

patrilocal residence but now-a-days the effect of westernization compelled them to prefer 

neolocal nuclear family rather than a joint and extended family in natal house. Though the 

female of this society enjoys too much freedom than general trend of Indian society, but 

the Bhujel male also possesses the position of higher authority. However, the hierarchy of 

male is not very prominent and sometimes they are mostly practice symmetrical type of 

family rather than patriarchal family. The female in this society get a higher position 

because they do not work only at home; they come forward to cooperate with male in any 

economic activities, like a day labour, an agricultural labour, business, service in 

governmental and private sector etc. Except ploughing, all the agricultural work they do. 

So, they also earn money as their male counter part and thus automatically their opinions 

take a great importance in their family matter and for this reason they enjoy a higher status 

in their society. But in relation to descent, till now they also practice their patrilineal , 

tradition. Like many other indigenous communities of India they also practice patronymic 

tradition. 
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7.3.2. The Kin among the Bhujel- At a. glance: 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalayan region mainly practice three types of kinship 

bondage - (i) Consanguinal kin, (ii) Affinal kin and (iii) Ceremonial kin. The first one is 

based on the direct blood relations (both practically and mythologically) and the second 

one based on non-blood relation which is mainly form by the marriage and the third one is 

also based on non blood relations but it is form by the ceremonial customary rites. 

However, the kin categories among the Bhujel are as follows-

Table-7.15: The Kin Categories among the Bhujel in Terms of Groupings and 
R It" h" e a lOllS Ips 

Sl Categories of kin and the term 

No 
Patterns of relationship in terms of groupings 

used for them 

A) Primaty consanguinal kin or 
nuclear family or joint family or Pariber 

extended family 
B) Localised lineage Ghar 

Consanguinal C) Dispersed Lineage Bans a 

1 kin D) Sub-clan Upa-thar 

E) Clan. Thar 

i) Primary consanguinal kin Ragat ko saino I Pariver 

ii) Secondary consanguinal kin Ragat ko saino I Bansal Ghar/ 
Santan 

iii) Tertiary consanguinal kin Ragat ko saino I Thar/ Upa-thar 

A) Father's side Babalbau pati ko sammandhi 

Affinal kin 
B) Mother's side Ama pati ko sammandhi 

2 C) One's own side Apnu sammandhi 

i) Primary affinal kin Nojik ko sammandhi 

ii) Secondary affinal kin Taro ko sammandhi 

3 Ceremonial kin Mitrata ko sammandhi/ Miiteri 

The social structure of the Bhujel built up by the various types of kinship ties. 

Though the blood related kinship bondage regulates their descent identity but the affinal 

kinship and uterine kinship bond also play a great role in their society. A significant 

proportion of the household reside in the villages of their affinal and uterine kin as 

residentially separate accretions to their host families. All of those kinship ties constitute 
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bilateral 'kinship clusters' which regulate their social, economic, religious activities. 

Basically the affinal kin are formed due to marriage and thus the linkage among them 

mostly formal in nature except few relations. Though the kinship bondage is mostly 

formal among the affinal and uterine kin but it also has the fundamental importance in 

their society. There is very little economic basis to reinforce the norm of residential and 

relational solidarity of the agnatic kin as opposed to the affinal and uterine. The network 

of affinal and uterine kin beyond the village of residence provides a family with a 

structure it can take advantage of if it needs to move out of its parental village for 

economic or other reasons. The affinal kin in generally termed as 'Sammandhi' among 

them and they are behaviorally distinguished from agnatic kin. Besides the consanguinal 

and affinal kinship relations there is another type of kinship relation that also regulates 

their kinship structure, namely ceremonial kin (Miit). This is also categorized as non

blood relation. This type of relation is form when two men or women are very closely 

related in friendly relationship with one-another, and if the families of both friends agree 

to set up a new ceremonial relation, then few elderly villagers are called and with the help 

of some ritual activities, both of the families are bound in a new relationship. This type of 

relations is mainly informal in nature and these friends treat as the uterine brother/sister 

and both of them treat their friend's parent as their own parents. This relation is not 

limited only within this community; the members of the other communities (Like Tamang, 

Lepcha, Newer, Chhetri etc. who are belongs to the same social status as Bhujel) can set 

up the ceremonial kinship with the Bhujel families. The Miit relations among them is not 

only limited within one generation; it transmitted through generation after generation. 

This kinship tie is very much strong and even these families can not set up marital relation 

with each other because they believe that they are the brother and sister of a 'ceremonial 

family' and in any previous births at any place they were born form the same uterus and 

thus the Devine Pilot ties them in Miit bond in present generation. 

7.3.3. Kinship Terminology-A Brief Account: 

The kinship terminology is the key to kinship system and it has been well 

established in ethnographic studies. In the previous section of this chapter I tried to 

describe how the patrilineal society of Bhujel is organized by forming groups at different 

levels to facilitate exchange relations of man and how they divide along the territorial 

belongings with shared common titles. In this section we look at the kinship terms used by 
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the Bhujel with emphasizing individuals related to all other members and groups in this 

society. Describing kinship terminology of the Bhujel first of all we come across the term 

used for their primary, secondary and tertiary relatives. 

The term primary relatives is applied to those who belong to the same nuclear 

family as a particular person- his father, mother, sister, and his brothers in his family of 

orientation, and his wife, his sons and his daughters in his family of procreation. These 

relationships with their most typical features in a Bhujel family have already been 

described. Each of these primary relatives of ego, have their own primary relatives. These 

are known as secondary relatives and a person can have thirty three distinct types of 

secondary relatives. Each secondary relative, in turn, has primary relatives and these are 

known as tertiary relatives. Among these there are one hundred fifty one possibilities, 

including eight great-grand parents, eight first cousins, the spouses of all uncles, aunts, 

nephews and nieces, and many others. Primary relatives are linked by bond of blood or 

biological kinship, with one exception, namely husband and wife. Thus form the above we 

see that any individual in any society has potentially eight different kinds of primary 

relatives, thirty three of secondary relatives and one hundred fifty one of tertiary relatives, 

and geometrically increasing number of distant relatives of various degrees. A list of 

kinship terms of the primary, secondary and tertiary relatives of Bhujel are given in the 

next pages (Table? .16). 

Every Bhujel is born into a clan and nothing short of expulsion from the 

community can modify his position vis-a-vis all the other members immutable social 

units. In the same way he starts life on a definite place within a system of relationships 

determining his behavior towards a large percentage of the people with whom he comes 

normally in contact. In so far as consanguineous kinship concerned, this place is not of his 

own choice, for the incident of birth only creates social ties which bind an individual 

throughout his entire life. Apart from understanding his relations to his immediate 

cognate and agnate kinsmen, the system with its extension of certain kinship terms to all 

members of the relevant clan, which are unilineal descent group. Relationship terms 
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Table7.16: Kinship Terminology of the Bhujel Covering Four Generations 

Sl. Kinship Terms 

No. 
Relationship Commonly 

Traditional 
Used 

Kinship Terminology of One's Own Generation 
A Elder Male Members of One's same Generation 
1 Elder Sib Brothers Daju Aapu 
2 Father's Brother's Sons Daju Aapu 
3 Father's Sister's Sons Daju!Jethu Aapu/Jethu 
4 Mother's Brother's Sons Daju/Jethu Aapu/Jethu 
5 Mother's Sister's Sons and all others Daju!Jethu Aapu!Jethu 
B Elder Female Members of One's same Generation 
1 Elder Sib Sisters Didi Anya 
2 Father's Brother's Daughters Didi Anya 
3 Father's Sister's Daughters Didi Any a 
4 Mother's Brother's Daughters Didi Any a 
5 Mother's Sister's Daughters and all others Didi Anya 
c Younger Male Members of One's same Generation 
1 Younger Sib Brothers Bhai Haw 
2 Father's Brother's Sons Bhai Haw 
3 Father's Sister's Sons Bhai/Salo Haw/Salo 
4 Mother's Brother's Sons Bhai/Salo Haw/Salo 
5 Mother's Sister's Sons and all others Bhai Haw 
D Younger Female Members of One's same Generation 
1 Younger Sib Sisters Baini/Bahini Abai 
2 Father's Brother's Daughters Baini Abai 
3 Father's Sister's Daughters Baini/Sali Abai/Sali 
4 Mother's Brother's Daughters Baini/Sali Abai/Sali 
5 Mother's Sister's Daughters and all others Baini Abai 
E Husband Logne/Bura Butha/Mipa 
F Elder Sister's Husband Bhena Phaw 
G Younger Sister's Husband Juwai Jwai 
H Wife Swasni/Buri Buthya/Mima 
I Elder Brother's Wife Bhauju Kma · 
J Younger Brother's Wife Buhari Gnyame 
K Wife's Elder Sister Sali Sali 
L Wife's Younger Sister Sali Sali 

Kinship Terminology of One's Parental Generation 
A One's Own Father Baba/Baw Apa 
B Wife's Father Baje/Sasura Toh 
c Husband's Father Baje/Sasura Toh 
D One's Own Mother Am a Ama 
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Sl. 
Kinship Terms / 

No. 
Relationship Commonly 

Traditional Used 
E Wife's Mother Boju/Sasu Aai 
F Husband's Mother Boju/Sasu Aai 
G Father's Elder Brothers Baraw/Bara Phapa 
H Mother's Elder Brothers Mama Kuwa 
I Father's Younger Brothers Kanchaw!Kaka Baw/Bapa 
J Mother's Younger Brothers Mama Kuwa 
K Father's Elder Sisters Phup_u Phupu 
L Mother's Elder Sisters Thuliama Phama 
M Father's Younger Sisters Phupu Phupu 
N Mother's Younger Sisters Chema Chema 
0 Father's Sister's Husband (Elder& Younger) Phupa Phupa 
p Father's Sister's Husband (Elder& Younger) Thulaw/ Phapa!Baw 

Kanchaw/Kaka 

Kinship Terminology of One's Grand Parent's Generation 
A All Male Members of One's Father's Father's Generation Baje Toh 
B All Male Members of One's Mother's Father's Generation Baje Toh 
c All Female Members of One's Father's Mother's Boju Aai 

Generation 
D All Female Members of One's Mother's Mother's Boju Aai 

Generation 

Kinship Terminology of One's Children's Generation 
A Son Chhora Goicho 
B Daughter Chhori Momcho 
c All Male Members of One's Children's Generation Chhora Goicho 
D All Female Members of One's Children's Generation Chhori Momcho 

Kinship Terminology of One's Grand Children's 
Generation 
A Grand Son Nati Goichocho 
B Grand Daughter Natini Momchocho 
c All Male Members of One's Grand Children's Generation Nati Goichocho 
D All Female Members of One's Grand Children's Generation Natini Momchocho 

which primarily designate a biological link, such as the sibling link, are employed also to 

describe relationships which can not be defined with accuracy in biological terms though 

they have a concrete reality on the Anthropological level. Thus a Bhujel calls 'brother 

(bhai)' not only his own siblings of male sex, his sons' sons and all those other members 

of collateral lines which stand on the same generation level but also any member of his 

clan of approximately similar age. Similarly the Bhujel use 'sister (baini)' to call the 
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female lines. A social relationship replaces here the biologicallinlc The kinship system of 

the Bhujel, like that of any other people, seizes upon those elements of the biological 

structure which are socially important and ignores distinctions which are no relevance to a 

person's location on the kinship map. A scrutiny of the terms contained in the above 

tabulations reveals that although the Bhujel kinship system bears certain traits generally 

associate with the classificatory systems, it is characterized by a much greater wealth of 

terms than, for instance, the Nepali system. The number of relatives grouped under one 

single term is comparatively small, and some of the terms specify the relationship with so 

much accuracy that the number of persons answering the description is very limited. So, 

the linguistic structure Bhujel kinship may classified as elementary, derivative and 

descriptive terms through to varied extent. As regards range of application the Bhujel 

kinship terms may be said as overwhelmingly of classificatory nature, through a few 

denotative terms are also used. 

7.4. Findings: 

The family is the smallest and basic unit of the Bhujel social structure. Their intra

family relations are mostly informal rather than formal relation. Their husband - wife 

relation is free and mostly depends on mutual understanding, though they follow 

patriarchy to some extent. In this society a boy or a girl both enjoy too much freedom 

which promotes them to find out their own life partners. It increases the frequency of love 

marriage among them. After marriage the young couple generally likes to settle separately 

and their parents support this. In courser of time this practice turns to a communal 

conception among them. As a result traditional joint and extended families break down 

and more nuclear families grow up in that society. Because of their pastoralism and 

hunting occupations they have a tradition of large and very large type family. At present 

their family size is mostly medium type followed by large family, small family and very 

large family. This may because of their movement from their traditional occupations 

which inspire them to break down joint and extended families. Beside this very frequent 

remarriage tendency has a great impact on changing of their family structure. In earlier, 

nuclear family has no such importance in their social structure but at present this is 

happened exclusively to follow up the modem advanced societies' cultures. Sometimes 

this also provokes them to accept the broken family, which was totally unknown for them 
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in few decades ago. So, this factor pushes them towards the marginality from their 

tradition to other's culture. However, till now the informal relations among the kin tie of 

them in one rope which acts as the comer stone of their family structure and more 

specifically in their communal structure. The increasing pressure of Westernization may 

compel them to break down their traditional family structure from joint and extended 

family to nuclear family and even in broken family, which was totally uncommon for 

them even in few decades ago. As a result, medium and small type family grows up very 

rapidly among them. 

In Bhujel society, marriage involves the sexual and all social rites, responsibilities 

and duties. They practice community endogamy and clan exogamy rules in marriage 

alliance. Due to important socio-economic and socio-political transformations their group 

endogamy is beginning to weaken, and vice-versa. Their traditional practice of bride price 

gradually ignored and sometimes it transformed into dowry. The levirate and cross-cousin 

marriage are permissible in their marriage regulation but they do not practice these. 

Although the late marriage is not uncommon in this society, but its frequency remarkably 

increase now-a-days. The eco-geographical settings of this region and poor 

communication system, provoke these people prefer to marry within their neighboring 

villages. In this society, both men and women enjoy a series of remarriage because they 

enjoy more freedom from their childhood. Divorce is also very easier in this society -

consequent with remarry a woman achieve informal divorce (automatically), and if her 

previous husband claims compensation in Pancha, then Pancha issue their formal divorce 

certificate. Acknowledging to their value system, the physical attraction and the romantic 

love mostly control their 'way of acquiring mates' as Chori behay and Jari behay rather 

than Magi behay. 

Alike Indian tribals the Bhujel follow the 'three Ps' rule, i.e. patrilocal, patriarchal, 

and patrilineal traditions. Their social structure elaborately ordered into non-Hindu 

exogamous patrilineal clans (Thars). And this locked system is structural and functionally 

complicated by segmentation into sub-clans (Upa-thars), followed by separate dispersed 

lineages (Bansas), localized lineages (Ghars), and families (Parivers). The general feature 

of these segments is recognized by their ritual and ceremonial functions. Starting from 

their Upa-thar, its wings' members also may or not be lived in the same village but their 
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unity seriously affected if its parts migrate to neighboring villages, although the members 

of households continue to have frequent contacts and co-participation in joint activities as 

much as possible. Starting from nuclear to joint and extended family, its members enjoy 

the 'true sense of the life'. All of the relations between the members of a family are too 

much informal rather than formal relations and thus they truly enjoyed the various types 

of family relations from their birth to death, which is the basic cultural plinth of rich 

Indian culture. 

All of their kinship ties constitute trilateral 'kinship clusters' which regulates their 

social, economic, religious activities. Adjacent to the consanguinal kin and affinal kin, 

they also practice non-blooded ceremonial kinship tie (Miiteri). Nevertheless, by nature 

Miiteri relation exactly similar with agnatic relationship, and it is not confined within this 

community only, it is mostly inter-communal in nature. Moreover, it helps them to 

maintain their inter-communal relationships in peaceful way. Significantly, they express 

their intelligence through this special type kinship linkage, to prevent peacefully the intra

Thar/Upa-thar marriage or inter-communal marriage and also intra and inter communal 

war/quarrel. Now-a-days a large change takes place within this community. Attract in 

sanskritic respectability and gaining acceptance within the Hindu fold, a part of Bhujel are 

pulled towards the gotros from neighboring Brahmins. But, they do not completely 

ignoring their original linkages with their ancestors, and thus till now they continue their 

Thars system. 

Acknowledging their traditional structure of kinship terminology, the Bhujel till 

date mostly uses elementary, derivative and descriptive terms. The widely use of 

classificatory type is one of the important features of Bhujel kinship terminology. But to 

follow up their neighbors, the Bhujel damage badly their traditional kinship terminology, 

even no such traditional Bhujel kinship term was found in their presently used glossary 

and a very few Bhujel have little knowledge about their traditional kinship terminology. 

So, the effect of Hinduization ruined the Bhujel dictionary and this people stay few steps 

ahead towards the Hindu culture. 
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8.1. Birth Rites and Rituals: 

The Bhujel believe that the child is the boon of Divine Pilot and the pregnancy 

takes place due to sexual intercourse of two opposite sexes and God's merry. After 

prolonged stoppage of menstruation a woman understand and realize that she become 

pregnant from her previous experience. If she takes conception in 1st time, more 

commonly the elderly women detect the failure of menses from mere change of 

appearance and inform the young woman that she is pregnant. At first she informs it to her 

husband and then mother-in-law and the other elder married women of her family. The 

husband and wife control themselves from cohabitation after 6-7 months of pregnancy. 

When a woman becomes pregnant she is not considered unclean. She eats 

whatever she like. No special foods are given to her during pregnancy. She allowed to her 

regular work and all household duties without any restriction. According to them, if the 

pregnant woman moves here and there in hilly tracks and work hard, then the size of the 

child in her womb would not increase largely and it makes the delivery process easier. But 

generally, after 6-7 months of conceiving they are not allowed to move alone at night, nor 

attend any_ funeral, or not go to eat in a house where a 'chokauney' (post-funeral) 

ceremony performed. If the pregnant woman sees mistakably the dead body or funeral 

procession then she should wait until the procession return after the funeral and see it 

again. According to their conception this events prevent the ghastly occurrence for 

woman. Until the delivery of a woman, her family is not tabooed by any restriction. Even 

her family members may participate in funeral procession, attend other ceremonies and 

festivals of the village. 

If the pregnant woman feel pain in her lower abdomen long before the usual time 

of delivery the elderly married woman (specially her mother-in-law) of the house enquire 

if the pain moves or stationary. When it moves about it is believed to be 'poiri-bis' 

(ghostly pain). It is due to attack of a spirit, named Damsange. In such case a jhankri 

(shaman) is immediately called and he tries to trace the cause of pain and worship the 

spirit with a male fowl for safe delivery. If it is stationary it is said to be natural illness 

associate with the pregnancy. 
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8.1.1. Birth Rituals: 

The Bhujel women generally give birth to their children in their own house. Sureni 

and/or some elderly women assist the expected mother during her delivery. The expectant 

mother sits on the delivery bed, rests on her knees and catches tightly a post or a rope 

slung from a beam of the roof. The sureni and delivery assistant foment to expectant 

mothers palm and sole and rub mustered oil on her abdomen. Another way, some women 

are delivered lying flat on their backs on the floor, with face upwards. The midwife is 

catching the baby before it falls into the floor. After the delivery the baby is allowed to lie 

on the floor on sacking or cloth. To hear this news of birth the baby's father instantly 

worships to their kul. The umbilical cord is cut with a sharp edged knife and a coin, and 

some ashes of bark are given at it's open end, This coin is used only for the baby's 

purpose. After this the baby is bathed, and the mother washed her with hot water. Then a 

dungru of jar or roxy and chicken curry are given to her. The mother purifies her nipple 

with the gomut before the first suck of breast milk by her baby. In the mean time the father 

of the new born baby takes the umbilical cord and other wastage in a pot and buries it in 

their own ground. 

8.1.1.1. Sutak (Pollution Period): 

After the birth of a baby they practices superstitious custom of untouchability -

this period they called 'sutak'. Except to members of that family and sureni I jhankri, no 

one is allowed to touch the baby and the mother during pollution period. The sutak period 

would continue for 3-11 days after birth of the baby. The members of a sutak family are 

tabooed to go any temple or any deceased's house, religious festival etc. The outsiders do 

not take meal in these days in that house. In these days they do not touch their kul 

(ancestral deity of the house), the parents of the baby cannot kill any animal in these days. 

They believe that if they kill any animal in these days, following that the animal's soul 

will harm to the baby in his I her future, and if they mistakenly do this then immediately 

after nwaran they call ajhankri and worship the God with sacrificing substitute animal of 

that stock (like reciprocal exchange of one another). Among them the reciprocal exchange 

system is still practiced- which supports to their primitive character. 

In earlier time they practiced sutak period mostly for 3 days but after adopting 

Hindu influences some of them now-a-day practices sutak period for 21 days. The rate of 
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adoption of Hindu C ulture or Sanskriti zation IS much hi gher among the educated, 

relatively economi call y strong or urban dwellers. 

The practice of sutak period is more scientifi c o ne, because- they mostly li ved in 

the remote areas- where the modern medi ca l facility is not available and if an ill person 

touch the baby and the mother, there is a hi gh risk of illness for mother and child . In these 

days they generally stay in the house or stay near of the ir house. Normally all family 

member of the Bhujel family goes to the outside for work and if they are not tabooed then 

may be the family members go to the field. As a result the mother and child have to stay 

lonely in the house. Thus, thi s taboo he lps them to take rest and refreshment in the ir busy 

life with a sweet touch of new comer. 

8.1.1.2. Nwaran (Naming Ceremony): 

Among them the name giving ceremony is called nwaran . The nwaran of newborn 

baby was done in the 3 rd or 5111 day for the girl child and in the 51
h, 71

h, 91
h or II 111 day for 

the male child. In that day the whole hou se is c lean and the floor and courtyard are 

plastering with the fres h cow dung paste. The new born baby and the mother take bathe 

and dress up with new cloths. Then the house is purified with the ho ly water. They 

genera ll y used two types of hol y water for this purpose- gold charged water and gamut. 

Among them the well to do famil ies or soc iall y hi gher graded families are arrange feast to 

inviting their all kin , neighbors and other guests. 

The central work of thi s ceremony 

is genera ll y done by the family head (muli) 

or sureni or jhankri . The female member of 

the house ties 3 or 4 threads (d ipped in 

turmeric paste) in the hands, legs, waist and 

neck of the new comer. All the even ts are 

occurred in the early morning. Then the Naming the Child 

baby is permitted to go to outside in their house for the first time, and he/she round the ir 

hou se with some female . 
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In earlier, the naming of a child is basically done by the jwai (son-in-law) or 

bhanja (nephew) of concerned house with the help of their loho or barga (astrological 

charts) but his absence, the jhankri or dhamai (shaman) of the village names the child. 

Generally the naming of a child is done according to birthday of him I her. For example 

some name are given below-

Table-8.1: The Naming of the Bhujel 

Day of child's birth Child's name 

English name Local name Male Female 

Monday Sombar Sam Bahadur Sumitra 

Tuesday Mana/bar Mongol Shingh Mongli 

Wednesday Budhubar Budhiman, Budha Sing Budhu 

Thursday Bi-har Bir Bahadur Bidhu 

Friday Sukrabar Sukraj. Sukbir, Suk Bahadur Sukrani 

Saturday Sanchabar 
Sanchaman, 

Sanchabahadur 
Sanchamaya, Sunti 

Sunday Aiatobar A iatobahadur, Aiato rqj Aiatomil, Aiatorani, Aiati 
----------------

Besides these, the jhankri or brahman (priest) can name of children according to 

the astrological chart wit~ appropriate nakhatra (star) and zodiac. The Bhujel of the study 

area mostly practiced ·the Brahminical process of naming of the child. Till now the very 

poor families generally maintain their traditional customs. Here the effects of 

Sanskritization are found remarkably along with their few traditional customs. Such as, 

the jhankri or priest whispers the name along with biting a plate (preferably bell metal 

plate) in the ear of the baby and he reflects the Sunlight by this plate in the eyes and 

forehead of the baby. They belief that in that process the baby shine as Sun God. The 

sureni,jhankri and all other person attended in the labour room are fed withjar and roxy 

(local drinks), chicken rice or pork rice and gifted dress [like handkerchief, fungi (a cloth, 

generally worn by men), sari, shirt etc.] with appreciated cash donation, like Rs. 11.00 to 

Rs. 151.00 in each. They generally do not seem to celebrate the pansi or solid food 

feeding ceremony with kin, neighbors and others, but in very rare occasion the sutak 

family arrange a ceremonial feast as per other communities -they adopt this culture from 

the neighboring communities. 
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8.1.1.3. Bhat J(hawai (Rice Feeding Ceremony): 

In the five or sixth month after birth, the child eat solid food first time in his I her 

life through a ceremonial feast. This ceremony is performed when the girl child is five 

months old and the boy· is six month old. They call it 'bhat khawai' (rice feeding) 

ceremony. In an auspicious day in that month all kin, neighbors and others person are 

invited to attend this ceremony. In the morning of that day the child is bathed and worn 

new dress. The unmarried girl of .the family firstly feed rice to the baby. In absence of 

unmarried girl, the family head firstly feeds the child and later on the parents of the child 

gives rice to him/her. This event bears a sign of their respect upon virginity and the 

respect to the elders. The all invitees take lunch with chicken rice or pork rice, She/ rooti 

(a type of bread), jar and roxy. Sometimes the maternal uncle (mama) may gives silver 

bangle to the child - this episode is normally occurred if not organized the chhewar 

ceremony in later period. 

8.1.1.4. Chhewar/ Bra,tabandh (Hair Cutting Ceremony): 

This ceremony is also called bratabandh and it is done in the 7, 9 or 11 111 years 

after birth of a child. It is not compulsory for them; if they wish to arrange it then they can 

fix an auspicious day with the help of an astrological chart. In this occasion the maternal 

uncle's (mama) presence is compulsory and in his absence other relatives done this work. 

In that day the mama completely cut his nephew's hair and presents him a silver bangle 

and blesses him. Generally no ceremonial feast arrange for this purpose. This is the last 

ritual of their birth and childhood related ceremonies. 

8.1.2. Some Case Studies: 

The birth ceremony of the Bhujel carries out through a series of rites and rituals. 

These rituals are illustrate in the following case studies-

8.1.2.1. Case Study-1: 

This particular case study deals with the bit1h of Von Singh Bhujel and 

Santamaya's son, Uttam Bhujel of Bara Suruk village of Kalimpong-1 Police Station. 

Uttom was born in the month of August, 2007. Due to prolonged stoppage of 

menstruation Santamaya could realize that she become pregnant from November, 2006. 
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Firstly she told this go.od news to her husband and then her mother-in-law, Monmaya. Till 

May, 2007 she was doing as usual daily work and Jed her normal life. After this period 

she avoided to go to jungle lonely. In her pregnancy period she was not facilitated by any 

modern health care system, she simply maintains her mother-in-law's advices. In that time 

she continued her regular food chart without any inclusion or exclusion in it. At the end of 

July and early August she avoided to go out alone at night or nor attended any funeral or 

post-funeral ceremony. There was no restriction for her family members. In August when 

Santamaya felt labour pain, she was advised to sit in main room of their house. Firstly 

Monmaya attended there and then Von Singh called few elderly female neighbors of 

them. To hear this news, 10-12 women came to this house and 5-6 elders of them attended 

the labour room. There Santamaya sat on a mandro with the help of her knees and hold 

tightly a rope which was hanged on the ceiling. Two women hold her in the front and 

another woman caught the new baby. Immediately of this incidence Von Singh lightened 

a deo (an earthen lamp) in the front of their kul (ancestral deity) before cutting the 

umbilical cord of the baby. In the mean time Monmaya made a knot on umbilical cord 

from 3-4 inches distant of baby's body. She cut this cord on a coin by a razor blade. Then 

she put some ashes on the cutting end of the cord. Within an hour of the birth, the new 

baby and his mother were bathed with warm water. Then the umbilical cord and the other 

wastage of the delivery room were put in a pol, and Von Singh buried this pol in the east 

side of their house. Some gamut were rubbed on the nipple of Santamaya for purification 

and after that the baby was allowed for breastfeeding. After completion of these 

procedures the labour .room mopped with fresh cow dung paste. Then Santamaya was fed 

with chicken curry and jar (local liquor). and the birth attendants enjoyed with jar and 

roxy. 

After the baby's birth, this family continued sutak (pollution period) for 5 days. In 

these days they practiced superstitious customs of untouchability. At this time the 

outsiders were not allowed to touch the baby and the mother. Then they V·iere not touch 

their Kul, or not go to any temple or any deceased's house, or nor attended religious 

festival, etc. Von Singh and Sanchamaya did not kill any animal in these days. 

In the 6111 day the nwaran (name giving ceremony) was performed. In early 

morning whole house. was cleaned and the floor and courtyard were plastered with the 
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fresh cow dung paste. The new born baby and his mother took bathe and dressed up with 

new cloths. Then the house was purified with the gold charged water (a golden ring was 

dropped on a bucket of water). The female member of the house tied 3 threads (dipped in 

turmeric paste) in the hand, waist and neck of the baby. The jhankri (shaman) of the 

village, Kharag Singh Bhujel named the child Uttam, according to the astrological chart. 

He whispered the name with biting a plate in the ear of the baby, and he reflected the 

Sunlight by this plate in the baby's eyes and forehead. All ofthe birth attendants were fed 

with jar and roxy, chicken rice and gifted one handkerchief and Rs. 21.00 in each. At that 

time the baby was go to outside from their house for the first time in the lap of his grand 

mother. 

In the sixth month after Uttam 's birth "bhat khawai · (rice teeding) ceremony was 

arranged by his parent. In an auspicious day some of their kin. neighbors and others 

person are invited to attend this ceremony. In the morning of that day Uttam was bathed 

and worn new dress. His sister, Parmila (aged 3 years) firstly fed the baby with rice and 

chicken curry. The all invitees took lunch with chicken rice. She! rnnti (a type of bread). 

jar and roxy. The maternal uncle (mama) gave silver bangle to Uttam - this was the 

ritualistic end ofUttani.'s birth and childhood related ceremonies. 

8.1.2.2. Case Study-2: 

The particular case deals with the birth of Ganesh Bhujel and Hira's son Roshon. 

Roshon lived in Samther village of Kalimpong-1 Police Station and at the time of survey 

(2006), he was in 16 years old. Due to prolonged stoppage of menstruation Hira became 

conscious that she befell in the pregnancy and she gave this information to her husband 

and later on this news spread out among their neighbors. It \Vas the first time for her and 

their neighbors helped a lot during her pregnancy period. In this time she also consulted 

with the sureni and followed her prescription. In pregnancy period she was not tabooed by 

any restriction but sh~ generally avoided the hard work at the end of this period. In that 

time she maintained her normal food chart with a little addition of extra vegetable in her 

each meal. Unfortunately in the gth month of her pregnancy she felt dreadful pains and 

immediately the jhankri was called. After completion of his magical work, the jhankri 

traced that this incidence was happened due to the effect of the Damsange spirit. He 
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suggested arranging a puja for the spirit and after the completion of this puja Hira got 

relief from her problem. At the end of 9111 month of her pregnancy when Hira felt labour 

pain, then she sat in the main room of their house. To hear this news 14 women came to 

this house and 5-6 elders of them attended the labour room. Instantly Ganesh was gone for 

calling the sureni and then their neighbors controlled the situation. Hira sat on a mandro 

in the ground with the help of her knees and caught tightly a post of the house. In the 

meantime the sureni reached there and took charge of the labour room. Two women hold 

to Hira in the front and the sureni rubbed some mustard oil in Hira's abdomen and helped 

her to delivery. When the baby was come out another woman caught the new baby. 

Immediately of the birth of the new baby Ganesh worshiped their kul (ancestral deity) 

before cutting the umbilical cord of the baby. Meanwhile the sureni made a knot on 

umbilical cord from 3-4 inches distant of baby's body. She cut this cord upon a coin. by 

the bamboo slip. Then. she put some ashes on the cutting end of the cord. After sometimes 

the new baby and his mother bathed with warm water. Subsequently the umbilical cord 

and the other wastage of the deli very room were put in a pot, and sureni buried this pot in 

the east side of their house. Hira purified her nipple with gomut and after that the baby 

was allowed for breastfeeding. In the meanwhile a medicinal tonic was prepared with a 

mixture of fresh cow dung and mustard oil, and was served to Hira. At that time the labour 

room was mopped with fresh cow dung paste. Afterward Hira was fed with rice, chicken 

curry and roxy, and all of the birth attendants enjoyed with the same. 

After baby's birth, this family went through a pollution period of 7 days and 

practiced same rituals as stayed in Case Study-1. The nwaran was performed in the gth day 

after the birth of the baby. They also followed the similar way as in Case Study-1 but here 

baby's maternal uncle named the child, Roshon, as indicated by his birth time. He 

whispered the name in the ear of the baby, and he reflecteJ the Sunlight by this plate in 

the baby's eyes and forehead- they believed that this incidence helped the baby to signify 

his naming. The rice feeding ceremony was held in the 61
h month of the birth of the 

Roshon. In a good day of this month, Roshon was bathed and put on fresh cloths. Ganesh 

firstly fed to his child with rice and chicken curry. This was the ritualistic end of the 

Roshon's birth and birth related formal procedure. 
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8.1.2.3. Case Study-3: 

The particular case is deal with the birth of Suroj Bhujel and Janaki's daughter 

Isara Bhujel of Chota Suruk village of Kalimpong-1 Police Station. Now Isara is 7 years 

old (in the year, 2006). !sara was born in the month of April, 1999. Due to prolonged 

stoppage of menstruation Janaki realized from her previous experience, that she become 

pregnant from August, 1998·. Firstly she told this delightful news to her husband and then 

their neighboring aged female. Due to bad effects of nuclear family, Janaki was compelled 

to do her as usual daily work and led her normal life till the birth of her issue. But in the 

expected time period· of her delivery, she gradually avoided to go to jungle. In her 

pregnancy period she took only sureni 's guidance regarding this matter. In that time she 

continued her regular food chart without any inclusion or exclusion in it. After the i 11 

months of her pregnancy she stayed away from any funeral or post-funeral ceremony, not 

to go out alone at night. In April when Janaki felt labour pain, then Suroj called some of 

their female neighbors and the sureni. To assist at the labour room 5-6 elder neighbors 

were present there. There .Tanaki lied flat on her backs on the floor, with face upwards on 

a mandro and some attendants tightly caught her hands, legs, and the sureni helped her to 

the delivery. The new born baby was allowed to lie in the ground. To hear this news Suroj 

instantly worshipped to their kul (ancestral deity) before cutting the umhilical cord of the 

baby. In the mean tim~ one of the birth attendants made a knot on umbilical cord from 3-4 

inches distant of baby's body. sureni cut this cord upon a coin by a bamboo slip. Then she 

put some ashes on the cutting end of the cord. Within an hour of the birth, the new baby 

was bathed and her mother was washed her unclean pol1ion with warm water. Suroj put 

the umbilical cord and the other wastage of the delivery room in a pot, and buried this pot 

in the east side of their house. Before first sucking of the breast milk Janaki purify her 

nipple with gamut. Then the labour room was mopped with fresh cow dung paste. In the 

intervening time Janaki was fed with chicken curry and Jar, and the birth attendants had 

enjoyed with jar, rvxy and chamre (a variety of fried rice). After the birth of ne\V born 

child, this family followed the next rituals as stayed in Case Study-! through performing 

sutak (for 3 days), nwaran (in the 4th day after baby's birth) and bhat khawai (in the fifth 

month after !sara's birth). 
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8.1.2.4. Case Study-4: 

The particular delivery case concerning Rita, wife of Jit Bahadur Bhujel is taken 

under study. They lived in the Upper Dong village of Kalimpong-l Police Station. Their 

daughter, Babita was born in the month of May, 1990. Due to prolonged stoppage of 

menstruation R,ita realized that she become pregnant. Firstly she told this amusing news to 

her mother-in-law, Ratnamaya and then her husband. Till her date of delivery she did all 

her as usual daily work and led in her normal routine. But after the ih month of her 

pregnancy she avoided to go in jungle lonely. In her pregnancy period she simply 

maintained her mother-in-law's advice and remained away from Modern Health Care 

System. In that time she continued her regular food chart without any inclusion or 

exclusion in it. In May, when Rita felt labour pain, then she was advised to sit in the outer 

room of their house. Firstly Ratnamaya assist her and then Jit Bahadur called some aged 

female neighbors. Instantly 10-12 women came to this house and 7 elders of them attend 

the labour room. There Rita sat on a mandro with the help of her knees and holds tightly a 

rope which was hanged on the ceiling. Two women hold her in the Ji-ont and another tvvo 

hold her sidewise. Ratnamaya helped her for easy delivery and anther woman caught the 

new baby before fall into the ground. Instantaneously Jit Bahadur lightened a deo in the 

front of their kul before cutting the umbilical cord of the baby. In the mean time 

Ratnamaya made a knot on umbilical cord from 3-4 inches distant of baby's body. She cut 

this cord upon a coin with the razor blade. Within few minutes of the birth, the new baby 

and his mother were bathed with warm water. Then the umbilical cord and the other 

wastage of the delivery room were put in a pot, and Jit Bahadur buried this pot in their 

own ground. The gamut was rubbed on the nipples of Rita for purification and subsequent 

to that the baby was allowed for breastfeeding. Meanwhile a medicinal tonic (a mixture of 

fresh cow dung and mustard oil) was prepared in their house and served this to Rita and 

then a meal with rice, chicken curry and roxy were served to her. At last the labour room 

was mopped with fresh cow dung paste. The next part of birth rituals performed in similar 

method as stayed in Case Study-1 in the course of performing sutak (for 3 days), nwaran 

(in the 4th day after baby's birth) and bhat khcrvvai (in the fifth month after Babita's birth). 
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8.1.2.5. Case Study-5: 

The particular delivery case was surveyed on Dhanmaya's (wife of Kharka Singh 

Bhujel), when she gave birth her 41
h child, Lal Bir. They lived in the Samther village (in 

Kalimpong-1 Police Station), near the Samther Public Health Centre (PHC). La! Bir was 

born in the month of January, 1992. After the long-drawn-out of her menstruation 

Dhanmaya realized her pregnancy from her previous experience. She informed this news 

to her husband and her mother-in-law, Purnamaya. During the 151 phase of her pregnancy 

she did not take any extra precaution but in the 61
h month she suffered from serious fever. 

At this time she took medicine from the PHC. After suffering from fever she continued 

the medicine from PHC. When her labour pain started, she was brought in .the PHC upon a 

chhali (a stretcher constructed by 2 bamboos and jute bags). In PHC she was advised to 

lay on the bed and the nurse of PHC took the charge of her. In this room 3 elderly female 

are allowed to stay, and they helped Dhanmaya in her delivery. There these women hold 

her with the bed and the nurse was rubbing her lower abdomen and helped her for a easy 

delivery. After the birth of the baby, both mother and child were treated as per modern 

medical procedure. The mother and child stayed in PHC in that night and in next morning 

they came back in their house in the same system (by chhali). After reaching in the house 

they sat in their main room and their neighbors who helped them in this period were fed 

with chamre, jar and roxy. The kul puja in their house was postponed after the birth of the 

baby. Thereafter this family passed through a pollution period of 7 days, nwaran in the 8111 

day after the birth of new baby, where the village priest, Prakash Dahal named the child as 

Lal Bir, according to the astrological chart. La! Bir was firstly fed rice in the 61
h month of 

his age. His sister, Puspa firstly fed him with rice and chicken curry. The last three rituals 

were performed as mentioned in Case Study-1. But Lal Bir's birth ritual has an extra 

phase of bratabandh. In the 1 1111 year of La! Bir's bitih his parent fixed an auspicious d~y 

for the chhewar/ bratabandh ritual. In that day Lal Bir's maternal uncle (mama) was 

invited as the only guest. His mama completely cut his hair and bathed him and then 

presented him a silver bangle and a topi (cap). No ceremonial feast was arranged in that 

day. That was the last ritual of Lal Bir's birth and childhood related ceremonies. 
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8.2. Marriage Rites and Rituals: 

The Bhujel believe that the fundamental truth of life is neither politics, nor 

business; it lies in the relation between men and women, and their offspring. One's 

happiness lies in his cottage door, in the family. Simultaneously of the birth. the Devine 

Pilot decide each other's mate/s, the man is only the player of the drama. which plays on 

the earth. The marriage is. fundamental institution of this organization (family) among the 

Bhujel, and it is prototypically involves a man and a woman, transform the status of the 

participants, carries implications about sexual access, gives offspring a position in the 

society and establishes connections between the kin of the husband and the kin of the 

wife. Virtually, the Bhujel marriage merely means a socially approved sexual and 

economic union, between a woman and a man. It is presumed by the both of the couple 

and others, to be more or less permanent, and it subsumes reciprocal rights and obligations 

between the two spouses and between the spouses and their children. Hov.·cvcr. marriage 

is a socially recognized union between man and woman (both biological and social), 

which ties up some people in a new web of social relations and it provides a framework 

for raising a family by which they are benefited through companionship, stabilized 

relations and softness life's blow. It involves and regulates the sexual, economic rites and 

duties among them. The Bhujel mainly practices three types of marriage. namely Magi 

Behay (negotiation marriage), Chori Behay (love marriage) and .Jari Behay (marriage with 

other's wife) and these are described in the following paragraphs. 

8.2.1. Marriage Rituals: 

8.2.1.1. Magi Behay (Negotiation Marriage): 
The magi behay or the negotiation marriage is one of the most accepted modes of 

acquiring mates among the Bhujel. This procedure is most expensive and most time 

consuming in comparison to other two methods of marriage. Thus they have a least 

participation in this marriage procedure. Undoubtedly this type of marriage is highly 

ritualized, and its ritualistic chain is discussed below-

8.2.1.1.1. Preliminaries: 

8.2.1.1.1.1. Selection of Bride: 
The marriage proposal comes firstly from hoy's side. More commonly the 

marriageable boy and girl firstly choose themselves in the public gathering or any 

ceremonial gathering. The boy sends this news to his family members, usually with his 
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' availability of food ' to their ancestors for the new couple. Thi s brings an indication of 

the ir agriculturi st origin. The urine of cow, gomut is very important in thi s ceremony. 

Every parti cipant of the puja, drinks few 

drops of gamut to puri fy themselves. It 

clearly expresses the ir simpli city. A ma in 

gate is erected at the front of house, and it 

is made of bamboo and is covered with the 

dhupi. The entire courtyard (except puja 

place) is carpeted with the dhupi . 

Signifi cantl y it is one type of indigenous Worshipping the Kul 

method of decoration . Though at present, a few of them have started using table-chairs for 

such purpose, but mostl y they prefer their indigenous method of decorati on. 

8.2.1.1.2.2. Welcome to the Bhat-khoure and ]anti Party (Groom's Party): 

At the schedul ed day the j anti (groom 's side) party marches towards bridal house 

and the kalia leads thi s queue. The kalia and two bhat khoure carry an earthen pot (theki ) 

full curd , coin , amliso patta, janai (thread) etc. 

with them. Normall y, girl 's fath er comes out to 

receive them. They offer these gifts to him. He 

takes these and makes tika in the ir foreheads and 

gives khada to each of them. Then the 

introductory part is started between bridal party 

and groom' s party in versified words. Before the 

entry into bridal house, groom is standin g outside 

the main gate and one of gi rl' s guardi ans, 

preferably her mother purifies him with husked 

rice grains, hol y water, betel leaf, bete l nut, holy 

book, cone, curd , rice grains and flowers. Then 

the groom e nters the house and si ts on the stage. 

Subseque ntly the janti party has been given a Welcoming Bhat-khoure 

hearty we lcome with food and drinks. Some boys of janti party block main door of bride ' s 

room and ask for brides for them from the expected bride, until her promise to find out the 
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brides fo r them. Signifi cantl y, the ir marri age also acts as a merrymaking instituti on to 

some ex te nt , whi ch saves the ir time and effort to find out the ir mates in an easier way. 

8.2.1.1.2.3. Blessing the New Couple with Tika and Askhata: 

After 

completi on to 

thi s process 

girl 's father 

carries her on 

stage. All of her 

e lder kin of girl 

drink foot 

was hin g water 

of bride and 

groom. 

According to 

them the women Drinking Foot Washin g Water of Blessing the New Couple 
New Coupl e 

are the representati ves of Goddess . Being an elder kin e verybody tries to teach the youn g 

kin and fo r thi s reason the e lders consciously or unconsciously fa ll in sin . To neutrali ze 

the bad effects of si n the elders accept the process of drinking leg dust water of the bride 

and groom. T hi s conception fac ilitates the wome n to get a hi gh status in the society which 

help them to enj oy more liberty as men. Later on, all of her e lders make the mark of tika 

on bride and groom 's foreheads (ca lled tika pakhune) . Simultaneously they sprinkle 

sacred ri ce (askhata) on new couple ' s head and give a gift or little amount of money (Rs. 

51 .00- 10 1.00) to new couple. They use the ri ce for bless ing someone because rice is the 

' symbol of prosperi ty ' for them. They sprinkle ri ce on someone's hand that means to 

continue thi s event the Di vine Pilot sprinkles rice for hi s I her life long- i.e. in hi s I her 

life he I she do not face the problem of hunger. 

8.2.1.1.2.4. Biwaha Ceremony or Making a Red Dot: 

Taking res t for sometime the bewli and bewla are charmed renown of marri age 

with the guidance of jhankri (shaman). The n two c loths are spread on the ground from 
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bridal and groom ' s side. Fi ve leaves, sacred rice, saipatri fl ower and a sum of amount Rs. 

1.00 - 1000.00 (as per economi c conditi on of the fa milies) are put on these cloths from 

bewli side . Exactl y simil ar amount from bewla's side is needed to put there. Accordi ng to 

the ir custom bewli is the owner of that money. T hese cloths are tied up (call ed lagan 

ganthe) and these are brought to bewla's house later on. Thi s episode clearly expresses the 

prac tice of bride price in thi s soc ie ty. Following this event bride 's fa ther formall y g ives 

hi s daughter's hand to bewla 's hand . Taking permi ssion from all guardi ans bewla applies 

a red dot (vermilion or other red color) on bride ' s fo rehead and bride does the same to the 

bewla (called sindur dan) . Foll owing thi s, groom puts subuj ponte ko hari (a neckl ace of 

green bids) to bride's neck. After the completi on of thi s ritual they are formall y te rmed as 

husband-wife for life long. Subseque nt to these events two men play sanai till the end of 

ceremony. Significantl y, thi s a lso carries a sign of their traditi onal cultural tra its, though it 

is being violated in some cases, when they fo llow Brahmin/Western mode of marri age 

rules. Today the 'subuj ponte ko hari ' and 'sampradan' (transfer all responsi bility of 

one ' s daughter to a man) ri tuals are included in their marri age ceremony, exclusively it is 

the gift from their ne ighbor, Brahmins. 

8.2.1.1.2.5. Gift of Money and Material to the New Couple: 

Liqu id money is commonl y 

use as the gift and every family gives 

thi s according to the ir capability, Rs. 

20.00 to I 000.00. All gifts are 

enli sted by the m, because whe n the 

donor family hosts same type of 

ceremony, preferabl y same amoun t is 

needed to refund there. According to 

them the organizing famil y has Gift the Money to the New Coupl e 

expend a lot of money and such donati on quite helps them to improve their economic 

conditi on . S ignifi cantly, it conveys their practical knowledge in economics to maintai nin g 

economi c structure of the society. 
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8.2.1.1.2.6. Arrangement a Feast and Group Dancing: 

Ins ide the house the a ll in vitees are fed with the ri ce, chicke n curry, kasar 

(ceremoni al food) and afterward a ll of them enj oy with alcoholic drinks Uar, roxy, beer, 

ram). There is no res triction to take drinks with e lder persons. After completi on of biwaha 

rituals they jo in in dance party and enj oy themselves . Signifi cantl y, these carry similar 

characters as 111 o ther Indi an tribes, 

a lthough to foll ow up Brahmin culture for 

upgrading social status, it is di sobeyed in 

some cases . Most of the in vitees of bewli 's 

side return to their respective houses before 

evening and rest of them along with newly 

wed couple andjanti party take dinner with 

the same me nu . 

8.2.1.1.2.7. Send off the }anti Party and the Bride: 

Ce lebrating Feast 

On the next morning, the bewli and bewla saluted to all-e lderly vill agers, re latives, 

and start steps in a new life for their house (bewla's pare ntal house). The )anti party 

marches with them in the leadership of kalia . In the way, few vill age boys of in between 

vill ages block their road for donati on. The )anti party gives them Rs.S.00- 1 00 .00 and they 

happil y receive thi s and pray to God for happiness and prosperity of the couple. 

Practi call y it indi cates the ir fl ouri shing, joyful and simple li fe style, although these vill age 

boys graduall y become rare in course of time- obviously it is the effect of realizati on as 

in Brahmin culture. 

8.2.1.1.3. Bridal Entry into Groom's Family: 

8.2.1.1.3.1 Pani-achounu and Sogun Rituals: 

Before bridal entry into bewla' s house, the new couple is received by bewla's 

mother (in her absence any e lderl y female kin of groom receive them). The new couple 

stands in the courtyard and bewla's pare nt blesses them by pas tin g tika on thei r fo reheads 

and sprinkling akshata on their heads and hands. Two kalas are placed in the front of main 

gate of the main room and holy water, few saipatri fl owers, titapati sticks are put on these 

kalas. Later on bride takes these fl owers and sti cks and sprinkle the holy water on her 
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body from front to back side (called pani-achounu) and enters into the room. Inside the 

room bewla's mother brings milk and/or sweets for them (called sagun). Both of the new 

couple drink this milk from a glass. This episode indicates mutual understanding between 

husband-wife and also the foremost position of male in that society. Afterwards they visit 

their kul-debta and pray for blessing from him for their blissful and wealthy life. 

8.2.1.1.3.2. Bohu-bhatier Ritual: 

Three days later of this event a ceremony is arranged by bewla's family and they 

invite their kin, neighbors, bride's parental kin in their house. In the morning of the 

scheduled day the unmarried sisters of bewla clean the household with cow dung paste. 

Then bewla's parent blesses them by pasting the tika on their foreheads and sprinkles 

askhata on their heads and hands. Afterward all elder invitees follow up this and gift some 

money and/or materials to the new couple. Subsequently all invitees are fed with chicken 

curry, pork, kala-dal, rice, jar, roxy, beer, ram. At the end of the feast all of them 

including the new couple and their parents join in the dance party and enjoy themselves. 

In their marriage ceremony, the most of the ritualistic parts are done attractively on 

the bride's parental house than the groom's house. Though a major ritualistic part of their 

marriage ceremony continues in groom's house but it is conducted more ritualistically 

rather than gorgeously. 

8.2.1.2. Clwri Behay (Love Marriage): 

Acknowledging their value system, the physical attraction and the romantic love 

mostly control their 'way of acquiring mates'. Thus they mostly follow chori behay 

because it is least time consuming and least expensive method. In chori behay there is 

four main phases and these are as follows -

8.2.1.2.1. Bridal Entry into Groom's Family (Phase-1): 

8.2.1.2.1.1. Elope with a Woman and Bring Her in His House: 

The Bhujel boys and girls start their elopement from the public gathering or from 

the schools, collages, shops, working places, ceremonial gatherings, etc. If they decide to 

marry then they fix a suitable day for bhagnu (to mooch). In this day the girl pack her 

dress, ornaments and comes out from her natal house by showing any excuse (like 

shopping, working, etc.), meets her lover as per their plan and they directly go to his 
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house or go to their relative/friend's house. If they follow later process then the boy sends 

this news to his family. If his guardians are agree to accept this relation then the couple is 

called in the house, otherwise the couple establishes their new habitation. 

8.2.1.2.1.2. Pani-aclwunu and Sogun Rituals: 

This part of the chori behay follows exactly similar way as m negotiation 

marriage. 

8.2.1.2.2. Sending the Ne:ws in the Bride's Parental House with Clwr kasar: 

In the 3rd day ·of that event, the kalia from bewla:'s side goes to bewli 's parental 

house, as messenger with 2 bottles roxy, 1 theki full curd, 1 new handkerchief and money· 

but if the marriage takes place with other religious community then the kalia carries only 

roxy and sweets. 

8.2.1.2.2.1. Fixation of Bride Price and Date of Marriage: 

If they accept the relation then they accept the gifts from kalia and enJOY 

themselves with these. In such case the bewli 's parent demands same as in negotiation 

marriage with an addition of chor-kasar (Rs. 101.00-5001.00). Then they select an 

auspicious day for the marriage. 

8.2.1.2.2.2. Panella's Activity: 

If the girl's parent is not accepting the relation then they do not touch the 

offerings. In such case, the bewla 's family sends the bewli to her parental house. In very 

rare case, if the bewla 's family does not agree to follows this way then the bewli 's parental 

family hosts the pancha. In pancha, bewli and bewla's guardians remain present along 

with few aged villagers. The pancha acts as a mediator between bewli and bewla's party. 

Firstly the bewli's party demands for their daughter. If the bewla 's party agrees to return 

her, then this incidence ends there. But if the parties do not agree to accept this decision 

then it is settled in the form of compensation (Rs. 1001.00-5001.00 as jat-danda). The 

bewla' s party has to pay the jat-danda (if necessary they paid this after selling their land) 

within the time limit fix in the pancha. If the bewli comes from other religion, then she 

adopts her husband's religion. Then a ceremony is arranged for her purification. As per 

knowledge of the villagers, till now no exception is noticed. In some cases, her parental 

family cut up all linkages with her by giving a khada to her in the pancha. 
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8.2.1.2.3. Ceremony Proper (in Bride's Parental House): 

If the bride's parent agrees to accept the new relation and wish to arrange a 

ceremony relating to their daughter's marriage, then this is arranged in same way as in 

negotiation marriage. Otherwise this portion is excluded from marriage ceremony. If the 

bride's parent does not accept this relation then a little p'ortion (sindur dan) is added in 

bohu-bhatier ritual. 

8.2.1.2.4. Bridal Entry into Groom's Family (Phase-H): 

8.2.1.2.4.1. Conversion into Other Religion: 

If the bewli comes from other religious community, then it is needed to purify her 

to allow her in their hearth. In such case bewla's family decides an auspicious day for 

purification ceremony of bewli. Few elder neighbors and kin are invited in that day. In the 

morning of scheduled day, jhankri purifies bewli with gamut and panchamrito (a mixture 

of milk, curd, clarified butter, urine of cow and cow dung). Simultaneously she utters few 

spiritual words with g.uidance of jhankri. After completion of these rules she cooks kala 

dal and rice and serves these to the renowned persmmel of the village and elder Bhujel 

men (at least 12 Bhujel men are needed). In this way she is included in the Bhujel Society 

from this day and get permission to touch the chula (hearth) but she can not get 

permission to touch the Kul for her lifelong. 

8.2.1.2.4.2. Bohu-Bhatier Ritual: 

Few days after the bridal entry into the groom's house the marriage ceremony is 

arranged by this family. This ceremony can be arranged in between the next day to next 

few years of bridal entry in this house. This portion is also similar with negation marriage, 

but sometimes an additional part is included in it. If the sindurdan ceremony is not 

performed in earlier, it is done on this day after tika pokhoune ceremony. Customarily, in 

this day bride serve rice and kala-dal at least 12 Bhujel elder's plates. 

Although the bohu-bhatier ritual exchange the rites on bride from her parental 

family to room's family, but in some cases it is totally ignored, when the new couple sift 

to another place and do not willing to arrange this ceremony. Observably this may due to 

the effect of Westernization upon this community. 
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8.2.1.3. Jari Be/ray (Marriage with Other's Wife): 

The jari behay is one of the most popular modes of acquiring mate among the 

Bhujel. In earlier days this method follows very frequently but now it gradually looses its 

importance in their life. This type marriage carries a sign of their special culture, in which 

the society gives equal liberty to both, male and female - the female also remarry in 

presence of their husbands. However the summed up form of three phases ofjari behay is 

noted here. 

8.2.1.3.1. Bridal Entry into Groom's Family: 

8.2.1.3.1.1. Elope with a Married Woman and Bring Her in His House: 

The elopement part of the jari behay is similar as in the chori behay. Moreover, 

the inquisitiveness nature of them plays a major role in this aspect. In such case the 

respective lovers either previously want to each-other but not marry due to some 

constrains, or after a longtime introduction they fall in love and then marry. However if 

someone decides to marry with a married woman, then they fix a suitable date and the 

woman walkout with her new lover (jaar) for their new home. Generally, If the woman 

already has children then she leaves them in her previous husband's house - if the 

children have not cross 6111 month of age, then she brings them in her jaar' s house. After 

leaving her previous husband's house the woman directly enters into her new lover's 

house, no previous notification is needed there. If the jaar already has a wife then she 

sometimes may not cqoperate with new couple. According to them, the 1 51 wife is bound 

to accept the new couple, she may or may not cooperate with them, because her husband 

has right to stay with his second wife in the house. 

8.2.1.3.1.2. Pani-aclzounu and Sogun Rituals: 

Generally the jaar 's parent ritually receives the new couple. In their absence any 

elders of this house or from their neighboring houses receives them with pasting tika on 

new couple's foreheads. Though it is customary for them but in some cases, especially if 

the jaar already has a wife then this ritual may not be followed. Afterwards all rituals are 

followed as in magi behay. Commonly, in such cases, the first wife remarries with other 

male within few days, though in few exceptional cases the 151 wife lives with the new 

couple. 
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8.2.1.3.2. Panclza 's Activity: 

After the departure from her previous husband's house, her previous husband 

makes enquiries about her and when he confirms that his wife left out permanently from 

his house, then he consults with the village elders and invites to arrange a pancha 

(traditional panchayat). Tl:le pancha call the complainant and his family members, the new 

couple and their family members, and some village elders. As per the woman's condition 

in complainant's house the pancha makes decision, mostly in favor of complainant and it 

obviously in monetary (Rs.500.00 - 5000.00). If the woman faces a lot of trouble in her 

previous husband's house then the complainant could not get any compensation from the 

jaar. After completion of compensation matter the pancha socially sanctions the new 

couple as husband-wife. The pancha also suggests her to nourish her children in their 

father's house. If children have below 6 month of age then the mother carries them and 

when they reach in their 61
h year, they come back in their father's family. This may for 

their following conception- the father gives bone and the mother gives the muscle of a 

man, thus the father has more right on the children. If we take it another angle, it would be 

found that, the children nourish better in their father's ·house than with their mother, 

because this society has a patriarchal, patrilineal base. In case of little children, it is 

difficult for them to survive without the breast milk of their mothers, but when they reach 

the 61
h year, they achieve the ability to live without their mother, then their father's house 

is most suitable for their nourishment. At the concluding session, the pancha declares that 

from that day and the woman looses her all linkages with her first husband's family 

including her children. 

8.2.1.3.3. Religious Conversion and Boh u-bhatier Ritual: 

8.2.1.3.3.1. Conversion into Other Religion: 

This ritual is arranged if the bride has other religious origination, and then it 

follows in the similar way as in chori behay, otherwise this part is excluded from marriage 

ceremony. 

8.2.1.3.3.2. Bohu-bhatier Ritual: 

The bohu-bhatier ritual is aiTanged in exactly similar way as in chori behay. 
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8.2.2. Some Case Studies: 

The Bhujel perform a series of rites and rituals in their marriage ceremony. Each 

marriage ceremony is linked with a chain of rituals. These rituals varies from mode of 

marriage- magi behay, chori behay andjari behay. These chains of rituals are noted in 

the following case studies -

8.2.2.1. Case Study-1: 

This particular case deals with the monogamy inter-communal love marriage 

(chori behay) of a Bhujel boy, named Dinesh Bhujel, aged 18 years and a Lepcha girl, 

named Rita Lepcha, aged 19 years. The marriage took place in the month of May 2006, 

when Dinesh and Rita both were studying in the Class IX in Surk Haddra village and 

Kalimpong town respectively. Dinesh is the ih issue of his father, Padamlal Bhujel 

(belongs to Sammyali' upa-thar) who lived in the Surulc Haddra village. Dinesh married 

just 3 days later of his 3rd elder sister's marriage and till then his eldest sister and elder 

brother remain unmarried. On the other hand Rita is 5111 issue of her father, Late Sammuel 

Lepcha who lived. in the Samther village and after his death she stayed with her elder 

brother's family, named Pitter Lepcha in their natal house. As the villages Suruk Haddra 

and the village Samther situated side by side, Dinesh and Rita met to each other in various 

ceremonies, festivals etc. In the October, 2004 at the time of Tihar (a festival among the 

Bhujel) Dinesh and his few friend went to play the Deoousi (a ceremonial play which is 

played in whole night in door-to-door basis) in the Rita's just neighboring Bhujel's house, 

and there both of them became bewildered to see each other. In the next day they met in 

the village grocery an~ subsequently they met regularly in the vacation period. At the end 

of vacation period Rita went back to her school's hostel and for a long time they do not 

met to each other. After that, they met regularly in the vacation periods and in ih May 

when Rita came to her natal house then they married. The 1st phase of their marriage is 

very simple - Rita packed 3 set of her dress, some ornaments and came out from her natal 

house for shopping. In the path she met with Dinesh as per their plan and they directly 

went to Dinesh's natal house. After reaching their destination they faced only the query of 

his parent- but not much more. His parent simply asked to him who was she and in which · 

community she belongs and how he will rare his wife. 
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Before entering in room, the new couple stood in front of main gate of the main 

room and Dinesh's parent pasted tika on Dinesh and Rita's foreheads. Later on Dinesh's 

mother placed two kalases in front of main door of their main room and put few saipatri 

flower and holy water into these kalases. Then Rita took this bunch of flower in her both 

hands and sprinkled holy water from front to back side in her body (this event was called 

pant achounu) and entered in the room. According to them this event helps bride (bewli) 

to overcome from the all bad effects in her life. Inside the room bride and groom (bewla) 

sat on a mandro (mat) on the ground. Dinesh's mother brought milk in a glass (sagun) and 

fed Dinesh at first and then Rita drunk the rest of the mille At this time few neighbors 

came to saw the new couple and Dinesh's parent arranged a small feast for them in night. 

In the 3rd day of that event, the brother-in-law of Dinesh, Rabin Bhujel went to 

Rita's brother's house as messenger with 2 bottles of roxy and sweets. But they (Pitter and 

his family) do not accept these. Few days later the pancha was called and it hosted by 

Pitter. Inpancha, bewli and bewla's guardians were present along with few aged villagers. 

The pancha acted as a mediator between bewli and bevvla's party. First of all the bewli 's 

party demand for their daughter but at last it settled in the form of compensation (Rs. 

50011- asjat-danda) and bewla's party instant gave Rs. 1001/- to the bewli's brother and 

promised there to pay. the: rest amotmt within 7 days. At the end of the meeting Rita was 

asked by the elders- in which religion she likes to stay- Christian or Hindu? She opined 

that, her husband followed the Hindu religion and thus she willed to convert herself from 

Christian to Hindu. Being angry her brother gave a khada (a piece of silk cloth which has 

ritual value) in her neck and said that, from that day his sister was die for them and she 

lost all rights concerned with her natal house. After completion of that meeting Rita came 

back in her husband's house and they (Dinesh's family) paid the rest amount ofjat-danda 

to Rita's brother by selling their agricultural land. 

After few days Dinesh's family arranged purification ceremony of Rita in an 

auspicious day. Few eld~r neighbors and kin were invited that day. In the morning of 

scheduled day, Rita took bathe and jhankri sprinkled some gamut (urine of cow) on her 

head. Then he suggested Rita to eat panchamrito (a mixture of milk, curd, clarified butter, 

urine of cow and cow dung) and uttered few spiritual words with him. Subsequent to these 
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rituals, the jhankri gave his upa-thar, Debol to her. As soon as these rules were completed 

she cooked kala dal and rice and served these to the renowned personnel of this village 

and elder Bhujel men. In this way from that day she included in the Bhujel society and got 

permission to touch the chula (hearth) but she does not got permission to touch the kul 

(ancestral deity) for lifelong. 

Six month later of departure of Rita from her natal house, the bohu-bhatier ritual of their 

marriage ceremony was celebrated in an auspicious day ofNovember, 2006. Few villagers 

and kin of Dinesh's family were invited in this ceremony. In the morning of that day the 

couple both were bathed and sat in a mandro (mat) and first of all Dinesh's father blessed 

them to made the mark of tika on Dinesh's foreheads and sprinkled some askhata (holy 

rice) on his (Dinesh's) hands and then he marked tika on Rita's forehead and sprinkled 

askhata on her hands in same way. The same procedure gradually followed by Dinesh's 

mother and all elder invit~es. Afterwards Dinesh applied a red dot on Rita's forehead and 

she also done the same. Following this, he put subLif ponte ko hart (a necklace of green 

bids) to her neck, which regarded as symbol of married woman. The members of each 

invitee families brought a gift or gave cash to the host family and these were recorded 

there. After completion of this process all invitees were fed with rice, dal (pulses), ponir 

(cheese) and alcoholic drinks (roxy, beer, ram). This particular event is called bibawa 

among them. In the next day the bewli mopped the household with fresh cow dung paste 

and cooked kaladal, rice and served to the kin. That was the ritualistic end of Dinesh and 

Rita's marriage. 

8.2.2.2. Case Study-2: 

This particular- case deals with the -intra communal negotiation marriage (magi 

behay) of a Bhujel boy named Bal Bahadur of Mongpo Tea Estate. At the time of 

marriage, Bal Bahadur was 20 years old, when his wife was 18 years. His thar was 

Deobal. His wife's name was Tara. Her father's clan was Nimmar. Tara's father Moni 

Kumar was 58 years old. He had another 2 unmarried sons and 1 unmarried daughter. 

Tara was the 3rd child of her father and she married firstly among her brothers and sister. 

The marriage proposal came firstly from Bal Bahadur's side. One day Bal Bahadur came 

in the Tara's native village, Bara Suruk to attend a festival in his friend, Binod's house. 
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He saw Tara in this house. After knowing that she was unmarried, he sent this message to 

his father through his sister-in-law. Few days later his brother-in-law (Bal Bahadur's 

uncle's son-in-law), Dhan Sing went to Bara Suruk, where the bewli's family lived, along 

with 3 villagers. In this ceremony Dhan Sing acted as a lomilkalia (the mediator) and his 

role was very important entire ceremony. 

As soon as Dhan Sing and his friends reached the Tara's house, they were given a 

heartily welcome. They reached there at morning (about ll.OOam) with 2 bottles of roxy, 

khada (a piece of cloth), a pong (an ear1hen pot) of curd, a coin of Rs. 1.00 and some 

flowers. Tara's father.spread a straw-made mat (mandro)' on the ground for guests. Few 

elderly neighbors of Tara assembled there without fonnal invitation. Dhan Sing started the 

discussion in traditional way with the versified words - 'when the sweet flavor of the 

honey of a flower come out then the bees are attracted and like this a beautiful flower 

bloom in your house and thus we come to take this flower- are you agree to give us this 

flower?' In versified way they said their name, address, family background and a little 

introduction about groom. Tara's parent discussed with their village elder men about Bal 

Bahadur and his family. At the end of discussion they decided to accept this relationship. 

Then they accepted the gifts from Dhan Sing and after sprinkled some roxy and flower for 

God, they took these and enjoyed themselves. They demanded a pair of silver bangles, 

golden earrings, golden nose ring (nakfuli) and a sari as bride price. Before their depmture 

a feast was given and jar (rice beer) and roxy (local beer) were served as drinks. The 

kalia's party left this place before at aftemoon and before evening they came back into 

their own village. 

On the previous day of marriage, Tara's father worshipped their kul (ancestors) 

inside their house and at the temporary shed (moncho) and a mondap (temporary 

ceremonial structure) were erected in the com1yard at the bewli's house. Four banana trees 

were planted squarely and the branches of sami, nevara, panyun trees were tied in each 

banana trees. One small earthen alter was constructed on the earth and it dug up at the 

middle of courtyard for homme. Entire areas were mopped with cow dung paste. Four 

straw mats were spread on the ground breadth ofthe mondap. In the morning Tara's father 

started the ceremony through worshipping of their kul. He put 17 small cow dung balls in 
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a tray and planted durba (Cynoden dactylon) grass on these (this is a symbol of plantation 

by which they prayed to their ancestors for the availability of food for new couple. Each 

of the participants of the puja, drunk few drops gamut and purified themselves. A main 

gate was erect at the front of the mondap. The structure of gate made by bamboo and the 

whole structure were covered with the dhupi (indigenous method of decoration). The 

entire courtyard (except puja place) was carpeted with the dhupi. Near the mondap at the 

top space a small platform was constructed in which some men sat and played the sanai (a 

kind of wooden wind instrument). 

At the scheduled day the janti (bewla's side) party marched towards bridal house 

and Dhan Sing led this queue. The Dhan Sing and two men (bhat khoure) reached slightly 

earlier in the bridal house and carried an earthen pot (theki/pong) full curd, coin, amliso 

· patta (a variety ofleaf) andjanai (thread) etc. with them. When they reached there, Tara's 

father came out to receive them. A straw made mat was spread on the ground for them. 

The bhat khaure sat there and offered these gifts to Tara's father. He took these and made 

the tika (a mark of Cl;lrd mixed red rice) in ~heir foreheads and gave khada (a piece of 

cloth) to each of them. Then the introductory part was started. One of the old man of 

bridal party asked in tl1e flowery language to the }anti party- 'who are you, from where 

you come', and so on. The kalia answered to these questions in the same way. 

When the bewla and thejanti pariy reached to the Tara's house, they were given a 

hearty reception. At first the bewla stood outside the main gate of the pandel and Tara's 

uncle, Jit Bahadur hold a nanglo (a plate like tray which was made by bamboo slips) in his 

hand and Tara's mother sprinkled husked grains of rice and holy water (urine of cow, 

water from stream, which was purified by uttering holy names) on bewla 's head. The 

nanglo also contained a betel leaf, a betel nut, a holy boo.k, a cone, curd, some grains of 

rice, and few flowers. She touched this nanglo on his forehead. Then the bewla entered in 

the pandel and sat in the moncho (stage). Then thejanti party had given a hearty welcome 

with food and drinks. Few boys from }anti party hold a cloth in the main door of the 

bewli' s room and asked for bewli for them from Tara. They hold the cloth until she 

promised to find out brides for them. 
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After completion to this process Tara's father carried her in his back from this 

room to moncho and 'placed her in bewla' s right side. A small piece of wood put on a 

flattened utensil and these were placed under foots of bewli and bewla. Tara's mother 

gave water on their foot and Tara's father cleaned new couple's foots with this holy water 

and drink 3 times this water. All elder kin of Tara followed on the same procedure. Later, 

all of the elders made the mark of tika on Bal Bahadur's forehead and later on Tara's 

forehead (which is called tika pakhune ceremony). Simultaneously they sprinkled sacred 

rice upon new couples' heads and gave a gift and token money (Rs. 51/-) to them. 

Taking rest for sometime the bewli and bewla were called to sit on the mat in the 

mondap. They charmed renown of marriage with the guidance of Bralm1in, Prakash 

Dahal. Then a piece of white color cloth (:::::: lsq. meter) was spread in the mondap from 

Tara's side. Exactly similar cloth put upon the previous one from bewla's side. Then 5 

leaves offive trees, sacred rice (husked rice + curd +pink colored powder) and a saipatri 

flower from mondap were put upon these cloths. A sum of amount (Rs. 101.00) was put 

on these cloths from each bewli and bewla's sides. These cloths were tied up (called lagan 

ganthe) and later on brought into bewla's house. After completion of this event Tara's 

father formally gave his daughter's hand to bewla- at first bewli and bewla asked to sat in 

a chair and all guardians gave holy water on Tara's hands and then Tara's father gave her 

hand to Bal Bahadur' hand. Taking permission from all guardians Bal Bahadur applied a 

dot of vermilion on Tara's forehead and Tara does the same to the bewla. Then he put 

Subuj Ponte Ko Hari (a n~cklace of green bids) to her neck and give her a Sari. When the 

bewli and bewla sit -in the mondop two men played sanai in the previously prepared stage. 

Inside the house the all invitees were fed with the rice, chicken cun·y, kasar jar of kodo, 

jar of gehun and then enjoyed to join in dance party. Most of the invitees of bewli's side 

returned to their house before evening and rest of them along with newly wed couple and 

}anti party took dinner with the same menu. From that day the newly wed couple stmied to 

stay at the same room. 

On the next morning, the bewli and bewla saluted to the all-elderly person of the 

villages, relatives and started for their house (bewla's parental house). All of the }anti 

party marched with them in the leadership of Dhan Sing. In the way, few village boys of 
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in between villages blocked their road by a piece of cloth for donation. Dhan Sing gave 

them Rs.30.00 and they happily received this and prayed to God for the new couple. 

When the janti party reached to the Bal Bahadur's house, the newly married couple were 

received by bewla's mother, Krishnamaya. The new couple stood in the courtyard and Bal 

Bahadur's parent blessed them with pasting tika and akshata. Later on Tara entered in 

room to performing pani-achounu ritual and inside the room they followed sagun ritual 

and visit their kul debta. 

Three days later of this event a ceremony was arranged by Bal Bahadur' s family 

and they invited their kin, neighbors, Tara's parental kin into their house. In this day they 

performed bohu-bhatier as stayed in Case Study-1. This was the ritualistic end of the magi 

biwaha ofBal Bahadur and Tara. 

8.2.2.3. Case Study-3: 

The particular case deals with the intra-communal remarTiage of a married man, Jit 

Bahadur Bhujel (belonged to Khuwan upa-thar) of Bara Suruk village and Dambar 

Kumari Bhujel (belonged to Balikpa upa-thar) of same village. He remarried of his 38 

years of age when Dambar Kumari was in 28 years. It. was a love marriage. Being a 

Primary School teacher Jit Bahadur reckon in well-to-do families in this society- which 

was attracted to Dambar Kumari. Residing side by side they unknowing felt in love from 

joking to each other. In a bright day Dambar Kumar·i came into Jit Bahadur's house 

without informing her family. His first wife Basumati expressed her angriness in verbal 

way. His neighbors played a vital role to maintain their family unity, the village elders 

came and solaced Basumati to accept them, because she was the elder and if she do not 

accept them, her husband may applied his right to stayed with his second wife in the 

house. Generally in such types of cases the first wife remarried with other person but 

surprisingly their linkage remained intact more than 14 years . .Tit Bahadur's bhauju (elder 

brother's wife), Budhimaya received the new couple. Dambar Kumari entered into the 

room with performing pani-achounu and sagun Iituals. There the new couple took 

blessing from kul of this house. At night the villagers who came into their house were fed 

with rice, dal and jar (rice bear). 
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In the 3rd day of that event Dhiren Bhujel (maternal cousin of Jit Bahadur) 

marched towards Dam bar Ktm1ari' s natal house along with 3 villagers. They reached there 

at 1 O:OOam. and accessed the emotion of this family. At first Dhiren placed 1 bottle roxy, 

Rs. 110.00, 1 pair of huts, theki (a wooden vase like pot) [as 'chore kasar' or ritualistic 

compensation for stealing their girl] on a new handkerchief in the front of Dambar 

Kumari's parent and started politely the introductory part. In reply Dambar Kumari's 

mother answered very roughly but Dhiren very gently digested their acrimony. She said 

that her family do not thought that their child liked to marry a person who already has a 

wife - obviously he (Jit Bahadur) made some magical influence on her. Accepting all 

blames the lomi (Dhiren) politely replied them, the incidence was already occurred - in 

this circumstance it will be better for all to accept this relation. Some aged villagers 

supported his words and helped him in such case for acceptance of that relation. Then they 

asked bride price as rupees 101.00 and sari and ornaments. The lomi then placed another 

roxy bottle in that han~kerchid and asked for the fixation of appropriate date of mmTiage 

and after consulting with them the date was decided in the next Sunday in Jit Bahadur's 

house. 

In the schedule day Jit Bahadur's unmanied sister cleaned the house and mopped 

with fresh cow dung. Jit Bahadur and Dambar Kumari bathed at early morning and sat on 

a mandro in the main room of their house. Here Laxmm1 Bhujel (Jit Bahadur's uncle who 

was conducted the ceremony in absence of Jit Bahadur's father) blessed firstly and made 

the mark of tika on Jit Bahadur's forehead and sprinkled askhata on his hands. Then he 

blessed to Dambar Kumari in the similar way. Later on Laxman's wife, Deo Kumari and 

all invitees followed the same. Most of the invitees gave cash gift to the newly wed couple 

rather than marital gi'ft. After the completion of this event the all invitees along with 

newly wed couple joined in a feast with rice, pork curry, kala dal,jar, roxy, beer etc. Then 

all of them enjoyed with a group dancing including new couple. Interestingly here they 

maintained their generation sequence, i.e. when members of the Jit Bahadur's generation 

danced then rest other remained onlooker, similarly when the members of the Jit 

Bahadur's son's generation started dancing then rest others became onlooker. After this 

programme the marriage rituals were concluded but the feast continued for next three 

days. 
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8.2.2.4. Case Study-4: 

The particular case deals with the intra communal remarriage (in presence of her 

previous husband) of a manied woman, Ratnamaya Bhujel (belonged to Debol upa-thar) 

and a widower, Tilchand Bhujel (belonged to Khuwan upa-thar) of Samther village. 

When they married Tilchand was in 26 years and Ratnamaya was in 29 years and she 

already had two children at this time. Ratnamaya was born in the Simlay village of 

Kalimpong block and after her first maniage she came into her first husband, Laxman 

Bhujel's house in Samther. Being a neighbor Tilchand frequently came into Laxman's 

house and gradually Tilchand and Ratnamaya came closer to each other. In a weekly 

market (March, 1990) both of them went for shopping and from there they went 

Tilchand's friend's house in Siliguri. His friend sent this news to Tilchand's family. After 

5 days they came back in the Tilchand' s house. When the new couple reached into the 

courtyard, Tilchan's mother, Rupmaya received them. First of all Tilchand's father, 

Sukbir pasted tika on Tilchand's forehead and sprinlded ashkata on his hands and then he 

blessed Ratnamaya in same way. They entered in to the room with pani achounu and 

Sagun rituals. Few villagers came to saw the new bewli and bewla. Tilchand's family then 

arranged jar, roxy for the villagers and all of them enjoyed with these drinks. 

In the mean time Laxman and his family to be worried for Ratnamaya, and in next 

day they confirmed that Ratnamaya remarried with another person when one of their 

neighbor informed that Ratnamaya and Tilchand went in the way of Siliguri from hut (a 

weekly market). Laxman's father infmmed this news to the village elders and invited to 

arrange a pancha (traditional panchayat). In the pancha, Tilchand and his family were 

called and Tilchand, his parent, Ratnamaya including Laxman and his family, members of 

the pancha (few renowned village personnel) were present there. There, Laxman's party 

claimed that Tilchand stolen his wife by the magic. Thus they demanded the whole 

expenditure of their marriage (Rs. 30,000.00) from Tilchand. The defendant claimed that 

Ratnamaya was unhappy with her first husband and thus she walked out with Tilchand 

without any influence - hence no question arose to pay anything to the Laxman. The 

elders were judged all the incidences and say that Tilchand have to pay Rs. 5001.00 as 

compensation to Laxman ·and from that day Tilchand and ;Ratnamaya regarded as socially 

sanctioned husband-wife. The pancha also suggested that the children of Ratnamaya and 
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Laxman were stayed with Laxman from that day and Ratnamaya lost the all linkage with 

her first husband's family including her children. 

After one and half year of their marriage Tilchand arranged a ceremony for formal 

introduction of their marriage in the month of November, 1991. He invited few villagers 

(especially renowned personalities of the village) and few kin of his family (total 25-30 

persons). In the scheduled day all rituals were followed as mentioned in case study-1. The 

rituals of this type of marriage (intra communal remarriage) concluded with this event 

though few kin were stayed for some days in their house. 

8.2.2.5. Case Study-5: 

The particular case of an intra communal widow remarriage (by elopement) deals 

with a Bhujel widow, Purnamaya Bhujel (belongs to Barchunge upa-thar) and Padam Lal 

Bhujel (belongs to Ruwan upa-thar). When they married then Purnamaya was in 33 years 

and Padam Lal was in 34 years. Purnamaya firstly manied with Laxman Bhujel of Solak 

village in her age of 17 years. She stayed with Laxman for 12 years and at that time they 

had 4 children. Padam"Lallived in the neighboring Santimigar village and being Laxman's 

close friend he visited Laxman's house very frequently. When Pumamaya was in 32 years 

then Laxman was died of a serious fever. After her husband's death Pumamaya lived there 

(Laxman's house) and Padam Lal took care to his friend's family. I year later Padam Lal 

and Pumamaya were decided to marry. At the age of 33 years Purnamaya came into 

Padam Lal' s houi?e with her 4 children. When they reached to Padam Lal' s house, first of 

all they stood in the comtyard and Padamlal's elder brother, Talman made the mark of 

tika on Padam Lal's forehead and blessed him by sprinkling ashkata on his head and 

hands. Then he blessed Purnamaya in similar way. Later on Talman's wife, Pavitra 

blessed the new couple in same style. Then Pavitra entered into the room with pani

achounu and sagun ceremonies. Talman and Pavitra completed all rituals instead of 

Talman's parent. 

After 3 months of Purnan1aya's entry in this house Padam Lal arranged a 

ceremony for formal introduction of his wife with the neighbors and kin. He invited his 

kin, Purnamaya's paternal kin, and some of the villagers in that day at noon. In the 

morning of that day, Purnamaya's unmanied daughter, Mina had cleaned the household 
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and mopped with fresh cow dung paste. Afterwards all rituals were performed as in case 

study-2. This was the ritualistic end of the marriage ·ceremony of Padam Lal and 

Purnamaya. Though in the 1st phase of the marriage ritual Padam Lal and Purnamaya were 

designated as husband-wife but they got the formal acceptance of this designation by the 

society only after completion of2nd phase of marriage ceremony. 

8.2.2.6. Case Study-6: 

The particular case deals with the intra communal monogamy love maniage of 

Kulman Bhujel (belongs to Prsyali upa-thar) of Dong village and Kumari Bhujel (belongs 

to Nimmar upa-thar) of Jorthang village. When Kulman was in the age of 20, he went to 

earn money in Jorthang (as day labour) and few months later he saw Kumari in the same 

village. Within few days they were intimate to each other .. In a rainy day of August, 1987 

Kumari went out from her natal house with Kulman and reached Dong at evening. When 

they married, then Kulman was in 24 years and Kumari was in 20 years. After reaching 

the house they entered firstly into the varandah instead of courtyard due to rain. They 

took rest for sometime in a mandro. In absence of Kulman's relatives, his neighbor 

Kharka Bahadur Bhujel (52 years of age at 2007) and his wife, Visnumaya (42 years of 

age at 2007) received them. They performed all duties of his parent starting from blessing 

the new couple with tika and askhata up to sagun ritual. The new couple also obeyed their 

words. Subsequent to these rituals, the new couple visited the kul of their house and 

prayed for prosperity form him. At night Kharka Bahadur arrange some jar and roxy for 

the visitor who came to saw the new couple. Kharka Bahadur invited the new couple in 

his house for dinner at this night. This event clearly expresses their communal and village 

solidarity. Kharka Bahadur has no blood relation with Kulman. After separation from his 

natal house Kulman made his house in Dong village, near Kharka Bahadur' s house and 

called him in the term kaka (uncle) and thus Kharka Bahadur and his wife played there 

Kulman's parent's role. 

In the 3rd day from that day, Kulman's neighbor Chandra Bahadur (Kulman called 

him in the term veena, means brother-in-law) marched towards Kumari's parental house 

along with two villagers. They carried 2 bottles roxy, 1 new handkerchief, 1 pong curd, 

Rs. 120.00 with them. Here Chandra Bahadur played the role of kalia (mediator). They 

reached th~ir destination ~t noon and the kalia first of all placed 1 bottle roxy, pong and 
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money upon handkerchief and started with polite words but Kumari's parent showed their 

angriness upon him. Here few villagers came to solve the matter and some of them acted 

as mediator to neutralize the situation. After a prolonged hot discussion Kumari's parent 

agreed to accept the new relation and took the gifts (chor-kasor). Then the kalia placed 

another bottle of roxy and started the discussion about the date of marriage of the new 

couple. They decided the date after 7 days from then. After the fixation of the date all of 

them (who were present there at this moment) joined in a feast and the roxy (which was 

bringing by kalia) also included in their food chart. At eyening the kalia and his friends 

came back happily. 

In the scheduled day the }anti party (bewla's side) marched towards bewli's 

parental house along with bewli and bewla. The Kalia and another two members of }anti 

party (who were termed as bhat khoure) reached in their destination slightly earlier than 

}anti party. There was a special type of reception for bhat khaure. A special mandro 

(which spread upon the tomato) was arranged for them. The bhat khoure sat on this 

mandro and felt that their cloth was tinged with juice of tomato. The bhat khoure then 

placed a pong (full of curd), 1 coin, amlisso patta in their front and offered these to 

bewli's father. Then bridal party offered food and drinks to bhat khoure and gave a bench 

for their sitting. Then. bridal party asked them in versified word 'who are you, why you 

came, etc.?' Then }anti party reached to the bridal house and they were given a heartily 

welcome by the villagers. Chairs were opened for their sitting and some shelroti, kasar, 

curries were offered for them as food. After completion ofthisjar and roxy were supplied 

to them. There were separate arrangement of sitting for bewli and bewla - they sat in a 

decorated chair. Then, first of all bewli's parent blessed the new couple by making the 

mark of tika on their foreheads and sprinkled holy water and askhata on their hands. Later 

on the elder invitees were followed the same rule. Then the new couple was asked to sit in 

the side of honune kunda (an altar) near Brahmin. The Brahmin purified them by 

sprinkling panchamrito on their heads and he prescribed them to drink this mixture. 

Following this ritual they uttered few montros (holy words) by the guidance of Brahmin. 

At the end of these rituals the new couple washed their hands and bewli's father gave 

bewli's hand to bewla - that was the formal way of sampradan (transferring of 

responsibility). Then Kulman made a mark of vermilion on Kumari's forehead. This event 

was called as sindurdan. Following this, he put subuj ponte ko hart (anecklace of green 
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bids) to her neck. After this event Kulman and Kumari got the formal affiliation of 

husband-wife. Then the all invitees were fed with rice, chicken curry, chatni (a variety of 

chilly food), jar, roxy, beer. At the end of the ceremony all of the invitees including new 

couple's parents enjoyed themselves to join in the dance party. At night all of the local 

invitees went back their houses. Before leaving this house Kharka Bahadur invited bewli's 

family in the bohu-bhatier ritual in Dong. In the next morning bewli' s parent sent off their 

child with their blessing. The }anti party started their journey in morning, towards Dong, 

along with new couple. To reach at Kulman's house all of the members ofjanti party went 

back in their houses. 

In the next day Kulman arranged bohu-bhatier ritual in his house. In morning his 

neighbors came and engaged themselves to house cleaning, seat arrangement for guests, 

preparing food and drinks etc. At 11.00 a.m. Kulman and Kumari sat on a decorated chair 

in the main room and ~11 of their kin, invitees blessed them by making the mark of tika on 

their foreheads and sprinkling askhata on their heads and hands. This event was continued 

up to 4 p.m. In the mean time the bewli's parent along with their kin and neighbors 

reached to Kulman's house and Kulman's neighbors hemiily welcomed them and 

arranged seats for them. Some foods (shelroti, curry, tea, jar, roxy) were served to the 

bridal party. Taking rest for some time the bridal party blessed the new couple with tika 

and askhata in the similar way. The invitees of each family gifted the money and/or 

material to the new couple and joined in the feast. Rice, chicken curry, pork, kasar, chatni, 

jar, roxy, beer, ram were served for them. Then all of them enjoyed with the group 

dancing. Except few, all of the invitees (including bridal party) started to go back to their 

homes from afternoon to night (as per distance of their houses). The rest of the invitees 

went back their individual house in the next day and that was the ritualistic end of Kulman 

and Kumari's marriage. 

8.3. Death Rites and Rituals: 

Death, personified is a personification of death as an anthropomorphic figure or a 

fictional chm·acter who has existed in mythology and popular culture since the earliest 

days of storytelling. Because the reality of death has had a substantial influence on the 

human psyche and the development of civilization as a whole, the personification of 
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Death as a living, sentient entity is a concept that has existed in all known societies since 

the beginnings of recorded history. The eternal truth of life is 'death'. The Bhujel believe 

that when a man or woman complete his/her instructed duty in the earth, then he/she goes 

back to beyond the horizon, near to his/her master, the Divine Pilot. Like other ceremonies 

of their life, in case of death, they go through a series of rituals. There are two traditional 

ways of disposing of the dead body - one is burial and another is cremation. The dead 

body can bury or cremate as per wishes made by the deceased before his/her death. If 

there is no choice is made before his/her death then the dead body can be cremated or 

buried as per circumstances. In such case they prefer cremation. The dead body cremates 

in the nearby riverbed but as per situation the dead body may cremate in nearest 

streambed. The dead body is generally buried on the hilltop. 

8.3.1. Death Rituals: 

The funeral rites offer an opportunity for the expression of grief under socially 

controlled circumstances, when the members of this community congregate to console one 

another. Death is accompanied by extensive rituals activities that function to mend the rip 

in the social fabric tom by the demise of one of its members. When the mourners 

assemble they are in fact reestablishing the social ties between them, ritually transforming 

the deceased into the social category of 'dead', and symbolically conveying the massage 

that life can now conti1;me as earlier. However, the death related rituals and their 
. . 

significances are summed up in the following paragraphs -

8.3.1.1. Arrangement for Burial/Cremation: 

When a man dies all of his family members scream and wail for a long time. It is 

the responsibility of his sons, brothers, and other male relatives to take care of all 

necessary arrangements for funeral proceedings. The dead body is kept intact in its last 

position until it is replaced into the bier. If the closest relatives of the deceased delay to 

come or there is no scope to funeral in same day, then it is kept for one night, otherwise it 

is cremated in same day. Some people sit on dead body's side, protect the dead body from 

insects, and even for whole night. In general deceased's neighbors take necessary 

arrangements for funeral "ceremony and no formal invitation is needed to them for their 

participation. Though it is not unavoidable for them to be present, they nevertheless come, 
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mainly out of genuine concern for their predicament but also to a certain extent because 

they look forward to their friends to render parallel service when necessary for 

themselves. They make a bamboo or wooden bier for caring the dead body. A mat is 

spread on the bier and the dead body is placed on the mat. The all cloths and ornaments 

are removed from dead body. A white cloth is spread on the dead body and the cloth wrap 

whole body. Only th~ deceased's male relatives are pe1mitted to handle the dead body. 

Men from other communities are forbidden to come contact with this corpse. Due to 

troublesome journey in the narrow hilly track, sometimes this rule is disobeyed and 

physically strong male villagers carry the bier without hesitation of caste/community 

barrier. The procession is lead by thejawailbhanja (brother-in-law/ son-in-law) wielding a 

khukuri (knife), presumably to ward off any supernatural attacks. After departure of the 

funeral procession, the married daughters of that house mop the entire household with 

fresh cow-dung paste and sprinkle the solution of cow-dung and water in the passage, 

where the funeral party (malamies) was passed through. 

8.3.1.2. Method of Burial/Cremation: 

Once the group reaches in the nearest streambed/ riverbed or hilltop, the 

jawailbhanja and the relatives will identify the exact spot where the body will be burned 

or buried. This selected ground is cleared and a coin put on this selected area, and then the 

bier is lowed on the ground. In case of cremation, few molamis are collected firewood 

from the nearest jungle. The logs that have been cut in half lengthwise and then are laid 

down in the alternative rows, creating a rectangular structure, approximately five to seven 

feet long and three to four feet in height. Deceased's eldest son starts this arrangement 

through putting firewood in that selected place and then the Bhujel malamies are pilling 

up pyre in east-west direction. The dead body is then lifted and gently placed on the top of 

pyre in the manner that it is faced in the north, headed in the east wards. The white cloth is 

removed from the dead· body and it is covered with additional layer/s of logs and 

branches. A linga (stick of artemisia bush) is erected on the 3ft. east from the pyre. The 

eldest son lights an earthen oil lamp and shows deceased's face, lastly; and sets fire on the 

pyre. They believe that this light helps the deceased's soul to go to the way of beyond 

earth. As the body is burning, the relatives break the bier and throw it on the pyre. It takes 

approximately three to four hours for a body to bum completely. During this time the 
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assembly retires to the sid~ and eats and drink jar, roxy. After completion of cremation the 

remains are gathered 'in a place and thrown in the water. In case of burial, deceased's 

eldest son strikes first on the ground and then everyone join in to excavate a trench in east

west direction. The grave is about in 5-7 ft. in length; 2-2 Y:z ft. in width and 2Y:z-4 ft. in 

depth. The dead body is then lifted and gently placed in the trench in the same 

arrangement as in cremation. The eldest son shows his last respect to the body by waving 

a lighten lamp to dead body. The white cloth is removed from the dead body and the bier 

is broken and throws on the trench. The eldest son puts a handful soil in the trench first 

and then all malamies join to fill up the grave. A titepati stick erects on the top portion of 

the grave when the grave is filling with soil. After that all rituals are same for both 

cremation and burial process. The eldest son salutes the dead body lastly and puts a coin 

and Yz kg rice 'on the t<;:>p of the funeral ground. They believe that these coin and rice make 

to deceased into a fabulously rich man in his/her new life after his/her rebirth in the world. 

After completion of the cremation/burial the funeral pmiy pulls up the ling a, if they ignore 

it, they believe that someone else on this family will soon die. Finally all molamis go to 

the river or nearby sprinkle where they bathe or wash themselves before returning the 

deceased's house. There deceased's sonls tonsure head/s and wear a lion and carry the 

cloth which is used for wrapping the dead body. 

8.3.1.3. Mourning Ceremony: 

Following this final act, all molamis go back to deceased's house. One of the male 

relatives prepares gold c~arged water (a golden ring sank once into a bucket of water), 

which serves to everyone for their purification. In the past they also used gamut (urine of 

cow) to purify themselves. Afterwards all molamis return to their respective houses. In 

the next 5/7/9 days the mourning family observes some taboos, which says to avoid 

physical contact with outsiders a11d animals, a11d to use salt, oil, and soap. The mourning 

son strictly follows the smne with in a11 addition of taking a meal per day, which is 

prepared by his wife (if she has Bhujel origin), or jawai/ bhaf!ja. He sits in one corner of 

their room and he must sit there for whole night and the following days because he is in a 

spiritually vulnerable state and is in danger of being harmed by the ghosts. If he must go 

to the toilet, he has to be escorted by his kinsmen, who can ensure that no one touches 

him. 
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8.3.1.4. Purification Ceremony: 

In the last day of the mourning period the mourning family arranges a chokhauney 

ceremony for their purification. On the last rites, a chicken/pig/goat is slain and it's right 

leg is kept intact for the mama (maternal uncle). In earlier they also used buffalo for this 

purpose but due to influence of neighboring Hindu culture, they leftover from this unclean 

habit. A chicken is slain in inside their room and cooked there. They add salt and oil in 

this curry first time in their pollution period. In the mean time, deceased's son/s go to 

nearest water source with. their mama or jhan!a·i (shaman) and tonsure head/s, take bathe 

and wear as usual dresses. The used lion cloths worn by them in mourning period are 

throw in the jungle. One of the relatives brings a banana leaf and is placed in a corner of 

their house and these family members offer the shelroti, jar, roxy, chicken curry and rice 

to deceased's sole and humble request to him to accept these offerings. The sister or 

mama then feeds a portion of this chicken curry (which contains salt and oil) to mourning 

son/s and ends the mourning period. The molamis, neighbors and relatives are invited to 

take meal with rice, chicken curry, jar, roxy. Once the meal is over the son offers shelroti, 

roxy and this right leg of hen to his mama. The mama receives this and puts some mustard 

oil on mourning son/s headls and makes red sandal dot/s on his/their forehead/s. 

Immediately after the completion of these rituals the son/s send off the mama and sister/s 

from this house. If they ignore it, they think that someone else on this family will soon 

die. Their death related rituals end with this 'send off ritual and thereafter the mourning 

family goes back in their normal life. 

8.3.1.5. Establish J(ac/w vayu (Ancestral Deity): 

If the deceased's soul communicates and wishes for worshipping then necessary 

arrangement is taken to establish him as vayu. In such case someone of the family suffers 

from illness for a long time, which is not curable in medicinal method. Then the shaman is 

needed to call and after analyzing the situation he suggests this family to take necessary 

action for establishing the deceased soul as kul/vayu. In the evening of an auspicious day, 

the family head and j~anla·i chose a suitable spot in a corner of their occupied land. They 

find an oval stone and erect this in the clean spot. A yellow ribbon is tied up on the middle 

portion of that stone. This stone is regarded as kacho vayu. The jhankri starts worshipping 

with askhata (rice), curd, roxy, hen/cock, wild flowers, keese (a wild variety of catkin), 

holy water, fruits, a lighten lamp, burning incense sticks. Afterwards the family head 
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humbly requests to the soul to accept these offeri ngs and stays with this family for 

life long, and he also prays for their problem less life . Then the stone leftover in thi s 

ground. 

8.3.1.6. Establish Pako vayu (Ancestral Deity): 

In the next Baisakh Purnima the kacho vayu is estab li shed as pako vayu . In this 

day, the family head c lea ns their kul thaan (place of ancestral deity) inside the room and 

mops the area with the fresh cow dung paste. The kacho vayu (stone) is placed in their kul 

thaan (or make an alter with soil ) in inside their house. The family head or shaman 

worships the kul with butter, milk, hol y water, fruits , fl owers, siru (a wi ld varie ty of 

catkin) , burning incense sticks, burning charcoals, beetle nuts, chaba patta (a variety of 

beetle leaf) , a rope of maize ' s bark, a vase with 

artami sia sti cks, a li ghten lamp. He starts puja 

with charming some spi ritual words in the front 

of kul thaan. A sacrificial goat/ pig/ chicken is 

slain in the front of kul thaan and sacrifices its 

blood and flesh to the kul. The headman then 

puts butter, dhupi on the burning charcoal and 

humbl y requests to the ances tors to return from 

abode and stay in the kul thaan and accept the all 

offerings. He prays to Kul for the bumper crop in 

that year and also for the disease less prosperous Establish Pako Vayu 

life for the family members . Traditionally, another process is followed for kul 

worshipping, i.e. worshipping kul in outside their house in nearest j ungle . In such case the 

headman of the house goes to the kacho vayu spot and cleans this place. Except these, a ll 

the rituals are pursued in same as stated earlier. After completion of puja they leave this 

place and normally they do not go there. 

Some Bhujel fo llow the modern way for kul worshipping; they worship their 

ancestors in front of the pictures of Hindu Gods and Goddesses . In such case, the kacho 

vayu leaves in its original spot. They place one or more picture of Hindu God/s and /or 

Goddess/es in one separate room or one corner in upper deck of their room. In the 

scheduled day they mop the deity 's place with fresh cow dung paste. Besides these, all the 
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rituals (except animal sacrific ing) are followed as in traditional way of kul worshipping. In 

thi s way the deceased soul is worshipped in their kul thaan as vayu I ku l. This is the 

ritua li stic end of fu neral ceremony. This ritua l c learly shows the impact of their 

ne ighboring cultures , whi ch pull them in to marginal position between their tradition and 

neighboring great tradition . 

8.3.1.7. Preparing Choutara (a Chair): 

Some of them prepare a chou tara (a chair) in the ir vi ll age path and offer th is in the 

name of any dead person. In such case the jhankri is ca ll ed and after uttering some 

magical words and counting some ri ce grain s the jhankri fi xes an auspic ious day for this 

inc idence. In the morning of schedu led day family head and other vill agers go to nearest 

ju ngle and cut a tree and make necessary 

planks and pillars. They carry these in the 

selected position near their house . They 

dig the ground and erect a chair, choutara. 

Next, fam il y head engraves deceased 's 

name, locati on of hi s house and date of 

death on the upper side of the p lanks. He 

dec lares that from this day it is dedicated A Choutara 

to remember the dead person. As a result the passer-by takes rest on thi s chai r and gets 

re lief from tiredness. According to their conception when a trave ler gets relief from hi s 

tiredness of long walking, after sitting o n the choutara , then the Diving Pilot brings the 

deceased's soul in a peacefu l state. Traditionall y they did not practice the choutara 

preparation in earlier days but now due to effect of their ne ighboring Newar, Tamang, 

Lepcha communiti es they a lso adopt thi s cultural trait from them and at present it is 

freque ntl y found amo ng them. 

8.3.2. Some Case Studies: 

Some of the case studies re lated on death and funeral ritual s are stated in below -

8.3.2.1. Case Study-1: 

The particular case deals with the death of Lal Bahadur Bhuje l of Goiri Gaon of 

Samther Gram Panchayat. He dies at the age of 65 years due to fever. Being an aged 
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person he had been suffering to the fever-cold-cough problems for a long period. He took 

medicinal herbs with magical treatments fromjhankri and these made his illness on and 

off. At last he was expired after suffering in fever from 5 days in a night of a winter. After 

his disposal, all of the members of his family were screamed and wailed for a long time. 

In that night the dead body kept intact as on his disposal. At that time their neighbors were 

come there without any invitation. Some of them sent this news to his son, Saran Bhujel 

who went to his friend's house in Ponbu village. Then Saran came back immediately in 

his house. The villagers also sent this news to Saran's relatives in neighboring villages. In 

that night all of the members of that family do not sleep in whole night. In the next day 

morning the villagers made a bamboo bier. In the mean time the silver ring was removed 

from dead body's finger. A straw made mandro (mat) was spread on the bier and the dead 

body placed on mandro. A white cloth was spread on the dead body and the cloth wrap 

whole body. Saran and his three cousins carried the dead body. 30-32 male villagers were 

joined in this funeral procession. Saran's brother-in-law, Ratne led this queue. After 

departure of the funeral procession from the house, the married daughters of Lal Bahadur, 

Visnumaya and Pulmaya mopped the entire household with fresh cow-dung paste and 

sprinkle the solution of cow-dung and water in the passage, where the molamis- (funeral 

party) passed through. 

Reaching in the nearest streambed (1 hour walking· distant from the house), Ratne 

choose a suitable ground for Qremation. He put a coin on this selected area and the bier 

was lowed in the. ground. Few molamis were collected firewood from the nearest jungle. 

Ratne was placed firewood in that selected place and then the molamis (only Bhujel) were 

pilled up a 6 layers pyre in east-west direction. The dead body was kept on the top ofthe 

pyre as a manner that his head placed in the east direction and his legs towards west and 

he facing in north direction. The white cloth was removed from the dead body. A linga 

(stick of artemisia bush) was erected on the 3ft. distant from the pyre in the east side. 

Another layer of firewood placed on the dead body. The bier was broken and put on the 

pyre. Saran lighted a deo (an earthen oil lamp) and showed his father's face, lastly. Then 

he put fire on deceased head's side. After completion of cremation the remains were 

collected in a place and thrown in the water. Then a coin and Y2 kg rice was spread on the 

cremation ground. All of the mol am is leaved this place and the last person pulled the linga 

and thrown on the cremated area. 
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The funeral party went to a dhara (water source) and washed themselves. There, 

saran tonsured his head and took bathe and worn a new doth and covered his head with 

that while cloth which was used for wrapping the dead body. Then the molamis went back 

to deceased's house and purified themselves with gold charged water and returned back to 

their houses. In the meantime Saran's mother, Indramaya put off her subuj ponte ko hari 

from her neck, which is symbol of married woman. Saran spread a new straw made 

mandro on the ground in a comer of their bed room and sleeped there. The deceased's 

family was passed through a pollution period of 5 days from the date of disposal. They do 

not used salt, oil in these days and tried to avoid to go outside the house and Saran strictly 

followed these rules and he also avoid to physical contact with animals or any outer 

person in those days. He took only lunch in those days, which were prepared by his wife, 

Pranita (she allowed t~ prepare his meal because she has. a Bhujel origin). In those days 

the members of this family do not bathed because of cold weather. 

In the 5th day from Lal Bahadur's disposal, Saran's family followed chokhauney 

ceremony. In the morning of that day, Saran went to nearest dhara with his maternal uncle 

(mama) and tonsured his head and took bathe and worn his as usual dress. He came back 

in the house and in path he throw his cloths, which were wear in pollution period along 

with the white cloth which was used to wrapping the dead body. In the meantime, 

Visnumaya and Pulmaya cleaned the household and mopped with fresh cow dung paste. 

Then a hen was slain and its left leg was cooked separately inside the house. The rest 

portion of the hen was cooked outside the boundary of the house. A solid banana leaf was 

put in the east comer of the house and the members of deceased family offered the 

chicken curry and rice (which were cooked inside the house) to deceased on this leaf. 

Rice, shelroti, jar, roxy also offered to him in that leaf. Visnumaya then fed the rest 

portion of the chicken curry to Saran and ended the mourning period. The all invitees 

were fed with rice, chicken curry,jar, roxy. Then Saran offered shelroti, roxy and this the 

right leg of hen to his mama and he took these and rubbed some oil and Saran's head and 

put a red dot (sandal +red color) on his forehead. Then Saran sent off his mama and his 

sisters from his house. This was the ritualistic end of Lal Bahadur' s death and first part of 

his funeral ceremony. Afterwards of all this family members went back into their normal 

life. 
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The second phase of his funeral ceremony and implicated incidences are stated in 

following paragraphs. Three months past of that event Saran's daughter, Pavitra fall in 

fever. She continuously suffered to this problem only in night. Firstly she took home 

remedies for some days and later on the jhankri was called to solve this problem. He 

applied ethno medicine in this purpose but in this process Pavitra was not relieved from 

this problem. Later on thejhankri applied his magical concept to find out the actual reason 

of her disease, and he traced that Lal Bahadur's soul want for worshipping and that's why 

he possessed on Pavit.ra and her disease not cured completely without worshipping him. 

Then Saran decided to establish his father as vayu and after consulting with jhankri he 

fixed an auspicious day for this event. 

In the scheduled date Saran went withjhankri in one corner oftheir occupied land 

at evening. There he selected a suitable spot for this event and clear some area. He found 

out a suitable stone and erected this in the cleared position. This stone was regarded as 

kacho vayu. Thenjhankri spread some Sal leaves in front of the stone. askhata (rice) was 

put there on some toporas (leaf made bowl) and a glass of roxy, a kalas (vase like brass 

utensil) with some wild flowers and holy water, four guava, a lighten deo were placed on 

these Sal leaves. A yellow ribbon was tied up on the middle portion of that stone. Few 

burning incense sticks were erected on the ground. Thenjhankri sprinkled a mixture of 

pink colored rice and curd on this stone and pour the roxy on it, and offered some grains 

of rice on it. Few burning keese (a wild variety of catkin) were shown to the stone. At this 

time Saran prayed that, 'Oh father, please take this offerings and being pleased you stay 

with us, and you save us from epidemic, diseases, any problems. From now we are 

worshipping you as our kul and can not ignore to you'. Then they went back in their house 

and within few days Pavitra relieved from the illness. 

The kacho vayu was established as pako vayu in the next Baisakh Purnima (the 

full moon day in the month of March-April) in inside their house. In the scheduled day 

Saran cleaned the kul thaan (please of ancestral deity) inside the room and mopped the 

area with the fresh cow dung paste. According to Bhujel's tradition the stones, which were 

regarded as kacho vayu, were replaced in their kul thaan in inside their house. But now a 

days they leave the kacho vayu in its previous place and in their kul thaan some Hindu 
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Gods and Goddesses are established and there they worship their ancestors in the front of 

these Gods and Goddesses. Saran also followed the modern way. He then put a banana 

leaf in upside down on the front of the deities and placed a cow dung ball, a glass of milk, 

some fruits which were grow in his agricultural land, an ru1imisia stick, 2 betel nuts, some 

keese, a lighten deo, few burning incense sticks, askhata, a glass of jar on there. He 

started puja with sprinkling holy water and askhata on these deities. He slain a goat by 

khukuri (a weapon) and offered its flesh and blood to there and prayed that 'Oh father 

please come here and kindly take the offerings and being pleased you stay here with our 

other ancestors and save us from any problem and bless us for our happy and prosperous 

life'. In this way Lal Bahadur worshipped in their kul thaan as vayu I kul. Then he carried 

the flesh and blood in kitchen and cooked there and these food eaten by only his family 

members. After completion of their feeding the remained of their plates and the skin and 

other portion of this sacrificed goat were buried in inside the room and after completion of 

burial the entire floor were mopped with cow dung paste. This was the ritualistic end of 

Lal Bahadur's funeral·ceremony and in this way he worshipped by this family. 

8.3.2.2. Case Study-2: 

This kind of natural death case deals with a Bhujel widow, Santamaya of Chota 

Suruk village. She had two sons and two daughters. After her husband's death she lived 

with her 1st son, Ran1 Singh. In her advance age, she suffered lots of physical problems, 

and she died in a morning of winter of 1985, when she was of 84 years. After a long wait, 

when the all sign of death were manifestly observable in her face, Ram Singh's wife 

Purnamaya started screaming in a loud voice. To hear this scream Ram Singh and some of 

their neighbors gathered there. Some elderly neighbors solaced Ram Singh and adviced 

him to sent this news. to his brother (Puspa Lal) and other relatives. The villagers made 

necessary arrangement for disposal of the dead body. The dead body was kept intact as 

her last moment's position. 

Meanwhile the villagers made a bamboo bier by collecting the bamboo from the 

nearest jungle. Puspa Lal and Ram Singh carried the dead body from room and placed it 

on the bier. A white cloth was spread upon the dead body and wrapped with it. The 

mourning brothers and their two relatives carried the body from house to burial place. 

After one and half hours walking the molamis reached to hilltop and selected a suitable 
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place for burial. The bier was lowed on the ground and they put a coin on this ground. 

Ram Singh struck firstly on the ground and then the molamis dug a trench for burial in 

east-west direction. The grave was about 5ft. in length, 2ft. in width and 2Y2ft. in depth. 

The mourning brothers placed the dead body in the trench, headed eastside and faced 

north direction. Ram Singh showed a lightened deo to his mother. The white cloth was 

removed from the dead body. The bier was broken and put on the trench. Ram Singh put a 

handful soil in the trench firstly and then all molamis followed him and filled up the grave. 

A titepati stick was erected on the top portion of the grave. Ram Singh saluted his mother 

lastly and put a coin and Yz kg. rice on the top of the burial. After completion of the burial 

the malamies went to a dhara and washed themselves. The mourning brothers tonsured 

their heads there and wore new white cloth and carried the cloth which was used for 

wrapping the dead body. Later on all of the malamies went back to deceased house. 

In the meantime Purnamaya cleaned the household and mopped the room where 

Santamaya expired. She sprinkled the solution of cow dung and water in entire household 

and the passages around their house. When the molamis reached to deceased house an old 

man gave one teaspoon full gold charged water to each of the molamis for their 

purification. After purification all molamis went back in their houses. The mourning 

brothers spread new mandro (mat) in a comer of their bed rooms and stayed separately 

from others. In these days mourning brothers took only lunch in a day. Their families went 

through a period of p~llution for 7 days. In these days they did not use oil, soap, salt and 

also avoid to physical contact with outsiders and animals. They also maintain a distance 

from their kul than in that period. On the ih day of Santamaya's death Ram Singh's 

family arranged chokhauney ceremony. Ritualistically this ceremony followed in similar 

way as in Case Study- I. With the last ritual of chokhauney ceremony Santamaya's death 

and death related ceremony ended then and afterwards the mourns led their normal life. 

8.3.2.3. Case Study-3: 

The particular case deals with an accidental death of child named Pradip Bhujel of 

Goiri Gaon village of Samther Gram Panchayat. His father's name was Agam Lal Bhujel 

and mother's name was Chandramaya Bhujel. At the time of death, Pradip was only 10 

years old. In a bright'moi·ning of summer he went to nearest jungle (which was 1 hour 

walking distant from his house) to collect the ghass (small branches and leaves) for their 
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livestock. There he climbed in a tree and cut small branches but unforttmately he climbed 

in a dried branch and fall on the ground. His right leg was fractured and he was shocked 

seriously. His friend, Tilchand (who also went with him in jungle) sent this news in 

Pradip's house. At this time Pradip's father was absent from their house. Chandramaya 

consulted this incident with their neighbors. Few of them constructed a stretcher by 2 

bamboos and jute bags. Two villagers went immediately to this jungle with this stretcher 

along with Chandramaya. They went there as quickly as possible but they reached there 

already 2 and Y2 hour later of this incident. In the meantime Pradip became senseless and 

his friends (who went with him in that jungle) carried water from nearest dhara (source of 

water) and sprinkled on his face and gently rub his breast and leg. The villagers placed 

Pradip on this stretcher and canied him towards Samther Health Center. They reached 

there within 45 minutes and after visiting the patient the doctor declared that Pradip was 

expired. To hear this news Chandramaya started to screaming and wailing. Some villagers 

were assembled there to hear her scream and few elder villagers were consolating her. 

Four aged women and two adult men were accompanying them and helped Chandramaya 

for safety reaching in her house. They reached there at noon and lowered the dead body on 

a mandro (mat), which was spread on their courtyards. In:the mean time Agam Lal came 

to his house but he did not take seriously this matter but when he saw the dead body he 

started piercing cry. Some of the villagers assembled there. In the meantime the villagers 

sent this news to Agam Lal's relatives and Chadramaya's parental house in neighboring 

villages. When their grief seemed partly subsided, the elderly villagers advised to Agam 

Lal to made necessary anangements for the disposal of dead body. In the meantime few 

villagers cut some bamboos from nearest jungle and made a bier to carry the dead body. · 

Agam Lal and a villager placed the dead body on the bier and a white cloth was spread 

over the dead body and wrapped it with the cloth. 

The dead body was carried by Agam Lal and another three Bhujel villagers. 

Another 25-30 villagers followed this funeral procession. The funeral procession reached 

to the nearest Dhara after 30 minutes walking and found a suitable place for cremation the 

dead body. They put a coin in this place and lowered the bier near this ground. Agam Lal 

then cleared the place and the molamis collected the firewood from nearest jungle and 

constructed a 5 layers pyre in east-west direction. Agam Lal placed the dead body on pyre 
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with the help of another molami. He removed the white cloth from dead body and 

arranged another laye~ of'firewood on to the dead body. He lightened a deo and it showed 

to the dead body's face. A titepati linga was erected on the 3 feet distant from dead body's 

head. The dead body spread on the pyre as a manner that his head was placed on east, legs 

on west and face on northwards. Then Agam Lal made a fire on a stick and put it below of 

deceased's head. When the pyre and dead body were completely burnt, the remains were 

gathered in a place and these thrown on the dhara. Then Agam Lal put a coin and Y2 kg. 

rice on the cremation ground and offers these to Pradip's soul. After completion of that 

process the all molamis started to go back in Agam Lal's house. In the path (narrow 

village road) the molamis went to a dhara and washed themselves. There Agam Lal took 

bathe and wore a new lion and carried the white cloth which was used for wrapping the 

dead body. The all molamis reached Agam Lal's house at night. 

In the mean time the elder women managed to keep Chandramaya in her normal 

state and one of them cleaned the household with fresh cow dung paste, and sprinkled the 

solution of cow dung and water in the passage where the funeral procession went. One of 

their neighbors prepared tea and chamre (rice, fried in oil) for molamis. Another person 

prepared gold charged water for molamis. Returning from cremation ground each of the 

molamis took one teaspoonful gold charged water and purified themselves. Then they took 

a meal in Agam Lal's neighbor's house and at night they returned in their respective 

houses. In that night Agan1 Lal spread a new mandro (straw made) in a corner of their 

bedroom and slept there. In that night nobody of that family took any meal. In the next 

day Agam Lal's materna(l.mcle, Ramdas Bhujel prepared the rice, vegetable curry without 

salt and oil, and served this meal to Agam Lal at noon. Chandramaya also took the same 

meal in this day. They do not use oil, salt, soap in this day and avoid physical contact with 

other persons, animals. They do not touch their kul thaan in this day. In the next 3rd day of 

Pradip's death they followed the chokhauney ceremony as stayed in Case Study- I. 

Few days later of this incidence Agam Lal decided to prepare a choutara in their 

village path. Then the jhankri was called and after uttering some magical words and 

counting some rice grains thejhankri fixed an auspicious day (in a full moon day of June) 

for this incidence. In the morning of scheduled day Agam Lal and another 4 villagers went 
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to nearest jungle and cut a tree and make 5 pieces of planks of wood and 6 pieces of 

matured branches and carried these in the selected position. near their house. They dug out 

6 holes in the ground and erected these 6 wooden posts and then they fixed 5 wooden 

planks on this structure and finally made a chair, choutara. Next, Agam Lal engraved his 

son's name, location of his house and date of death on the upper side of these planks. He 

declared that from this day it dedicated to his son's remembrance and the passer-by took 

rest on this chair and get relief from tiredness and will pray for his son's soul for its 

eternal peace. After completion of this process Agan1 Lal and his accompanying persons 

went back to Agam Lal's house and took meal with chicken curry, rice and roxy. At 

afternoon all of them went back to their respective houses. This was the ritualistic end of 

Pradip's death and death related ceremony. 

8.3.2.4. Case Study-4: 

The pruiicular case deals with the death of Kharka Bahadur Bhujel of Suruk 

village. He died at the age of 52 years after suffering from fever. In this period he took 

only home remedy and at the advanced stage of his illness he consulted with the jhankri 

and it made his illness on and off. At last he expired after suffering in fever from 9 days. 

After his disposal, all of his family members started screaming and wailings, and it 

continued for a long time. Afterwards some of their neighbors came to this house and 

solaced this overwhelmed family. The villagers sent this news to deceased's relatives in 

neighboring villages. Later on the villagers made a bamboo bier for caring the dead body . . 
A mandro spread on the bier and the dead body was placed on it. A white cloth was 

spread on the dead bo4y and the cloth wrapped whole body. Deceased sons, Sriman, Vhim 

and their two Bhujel neighbors carried the dead body and later on some villagers also 

helped them in the path. About 25 male villagers joined this funeral procession. Sriman's 

brother-in-law, Ram Bahadur was led this queue. After departure of the funeral procession 

from the house the married daughter of this family, Ratnrunaya mopped the entire 

household with fresh cow-dung paste and sprinlded the cow-dung water in the passage, 

where the molamis passed through. 

After three and half hours journey the molamis reached to the riverbed of Tista, 

and found a suitable ground for cremation. Ram Bahadur put a coin on this selected area 
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and the bier was lowed on the earth. Few molamis were collected firewood from the 

nearest jungle. Firstly Ram Bahadur set aside firewood in that selected place and then the 

molamis were pilling up a six stratum pyre in east-west direction. Facing on north the 

dead body was placed on top of the pyre and it headed in the east. Then all threads were 

removed from the dead body. A linga was erected on the 3ft. east from the pyre. One 

more layer of firewood arranged on the dead body. Sriman showed a lighting Deo to his 

father's face, lastly. Subsequently he put fire on the pyre, near deceased's head. The bier 

was broken and put on th~ pyre. After completion of cremation the remains were collected 

in a place and thrown' in the river. A coin and ~ kg rice spread on the cremation ground 

the linga was pulled and thrown on the cremated area. 

The funeral party washed themselves in the river. Sriman and Vhim tonsured their 

heads and wore new cloths after bathing. All the molamis went back to deceased's house 

at night and returned to their houses after purified therri with gold charged water. Sriman 

and Vhim spread a new mandro in a comer of their bedroom and slept there four nights. 

Their families passed through a pollution period of 5 days from the date of disposal. They 

avoided using salt, oil, soap or do not went outside the house in this period. Sriman and 

Vhim took just lunch in these days, which were prepared by their bhanja, Kamal. They 

arranged a chokhauney ceremony in the 5111 day after Khark~ Bahadur's disposal in similar 

way as in Case Study-1. After that they returned back in their normal life. 

8.3.2.5. Case Study-5: 

The particular case deals with the pregnancy related death of Sukmaya Bhujel of 

Dong village. She died in the year 2000 when she was of 35 years. At this time she had 2 

children, Rabin and Heera who were 14 years and 12 years old. respectively. After a 

prolonged stoppage from her second conception she became pregnant and during 

pregnancy as per their general trend she took only home remedies, ·medicines as per 

surni 's (mid-wife) prescription. At the time of delivery only her mother-in-law, 

Budhimaya and two aged. women were present to assist her in the delivery room, in their 

house. She expired d~e to complication of delivery and no sureni or no physician was 

present there to assist her to her delivery. At last when the all sign of death were 

manifestly visible in her face, Budhimaya and all birth attendants started screaming in a 
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loud voice. To heard their screams Sukmaya's husband, Binod and elder members of this 

family and few adult neighbors assembled there. After a long period some elderly 

neighbors solaced Binod and advised him to send this news to his relatives and Sukmaya's 

parental house and to make necessary arrangements for disposal the dead body. Some of 

the neighbors sent this news to Binod's relatives and Sukmaya's natal house in various 

villages. The dead body was kept intact as her last moment's position. Deceased's brother, 

Kishan Bhujel came there immediately to hear this news. Three persons, who were sitting 

on dead body's side, protected the body from insects. 

In the mean time the villagers made a bamboo bier by collecting the bamboo in 

nearest jungle. Kishan and Binod carried the dead body from room and placed it on the 

bier and Binod put off the sobuj ponte ko hari from the dead body. A white cloth was 

spread upon the dead body and wrapped with it. Some of the villagers took care of young 

Rabin and when the molamis started for funeral procession Robin touched his neck in bier 

firstly and then Kishan, Binod and other 2 relatives of them carried the body from house 

to burial place. Young Rabin followed the funeral procession and he also went in burial 

ground. Little Heera stayed in the house along with all female members of the family and 

the aged villager took care to her. The molamis silently went to hilltop which was 1 hour 

walking distant from deceased's house. They selected a suitable place and put a coin on 

this ground. The bier with dead body was lowered on the ground and deceased's head 

placed northwards. Young Rabin struck firstly on the ground and the mol am is dug a 

trench for burial in east-west direction. Kishan and Rabin carried the dead body and 

placed it in the trench and young Rabin remained touching it from bier. The dead body 

was placed in trench as a manner that deceased's head was towards east, legs towards 

west and face towards north. A deo was lightened and Rabin showed this light to his 

mother. The white cloth was removed from the dead body and a malami hold it. The bier 

was broken and put on the trench. Robin put a handful soil in the trench firstly and then 

Kishan, Binod and all of the mol am is followed him and filled up the grave. A titepati stick 

was erected on the top portion of the grave when the grave filling with soil. Then Rabin 

saluted his mother lastly and put a coin and ~ kg. rice on the top of the burial. After 

completion of the burial the malamies went to a dhara and washed them. Robin tonsured 

his head there he wore a new white cloth and carried the cloth which was used for 
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wrapping the dead body. Later on all of the malamies went back to deceased house. The 

later part of this death rituals are similar with Case Study-1 but they perform purification 

ceremony in the 3rd day after Sukmaya's death. Thereafter this family was returned back 

in their normal life. 

8.4. Findings: 

The Bhujel believe that the child is the boon of God and thus they welcome 

pregnancy without any resistant. This conception also frees the pregnant women from 

pregnancy related taboos, exceptionally to avoid death related rituals. There is no change 

in daily routine at their P!egnancy period. Regarding prenatal care, the pregnant women 

seek advice from sureni/jhankri, or from their mother-in-laws. There are no separate 

menstrual huts for delivery. The birth usually takes place in a room of their house. Some 

woman give birth their children in hospital/PHC if the problem arise critically. In general, 

most of the deliveries are taking place under the supervision of sureni/jhankri, and 

surprisingly a small portion of the mothers give birth their children without any help of 

others. At the time of delivery the expectant mother sits on the delivery bed rests on her 

knees and catches tightly a post qr a rope slung from a beam of the roof, or following their 

experience in hospital/PHC, some are delivered lying flat on their backs on the floor, with 

face upwards. After the successful delivery the baby is allowed to lie on the floor, and 

instantaneously baby's father worships to their kul to inform him with this news. After the 

birth, home remedies. ar~ serving to mother, and she purifies her nipples with gomut, 

before first suck of baby. Then this family passes through a pollution period for 3-11 days. 

All member of a sutak family are restricted to some taboos in these days. In the last day of 

this period a name is given to the new born baby in presence ofjwai or bhanja orjhankri, 

and afterwards the baby go outside firstly in his life. The child is fed with rice firstly 

through bhat khawai ceremony, by an unmarried girl or by family head. Arranging the 

ceremonial feast is not compulsory for them and they mostly avoid this part due to their 

poor economic condition. Customarily, their birth and childhood related ceremonies are 

concluded with the bhat khawai ceremony, but to follow up their neighboring Hindu 

culture, now some of them organize the chhewar ceremony in 7/9/11 111 years after birth of 

a male child. 
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The marriage is an essential institution of Bhujel society. Practically, the marriage 

in Bhujel society is a socially approved sexual and economic union, between a woman and 

a man (both biological and social), which ties up some people in a new web of social 

relations. They mostly follow three types of marriage- Magi Behay (Negotiation 

Marriage), Chari Behay (Love Marriage) and Jari Behay (Marriage with Other's Wife). 

Their marriage is highly ritualized and undoubtedly it goes through ritualistic chains. In 

Magi Be hay marriage rituals start from selection of bride through the mediator. Then bride 

price fixes in the form of cash and kinds. In an auspicious day the main part of marriage 

ceremony arranges in bride's parental house. In that day they first worship their (bride's) 

ancestors and ask for their blessings. Afterwards all members of bridal side heartily 

welcome to the Bhat-khaure and Janti Party of Groom's Party. The new couple is blessed 

with Tika and Askhata by the seniors. In Biwaha ceremony the bridegroom and bride 

make a red dot to each other. All the invitees gift the money and material to the new 

couple. Then all are celebrating a common feast and enjoy with group dancing. Finally 

bride's parent sends off the Janti party and the bride and conclude the 1st part of marriage 

ceremony. The 2nd phase celebrates in groom's house begins from bridal entry into 

groom's family through Pani-achaunu and Sagun rituals. The final ritual of marriage 

ceremony is the Bahu-bhatier. Chari Behay starts through elope with a woman and bring 

her in his house. There Pani-achaunu and Sagun rituals perform as in Magi Behay. 

Thereafter groom's family sends this news to the bride's parental house with Char kasar. 

If all are agree to accept this relation then they fix the bride price and date of marriage. If 

not the Pancha is called. There the bridal party may returns back their daughter otherwise 

the groom's party brings the bride in their house. If the bride's parent agrees to arrange the 

marriage ceremony in their house then they arrange it as in Magi Behay. In groom's house 

a purification ritual is arranged for converting the bride in their religion (if the bride 

comes from another religious group). Finally the Chari Behay is concluded with 

performing the Bahu-bhatier ritual. The rituals of Jari Behay are exactly similar with 

Chari Behay but here a man love with a married woman. Here no need to send the news of 

marriage, to someone. In this marriage the previous husband of the newly married woman 

can call the Pancha and demand compensation from her new husband. Moreover the 1st 

part of marriage ceremony in the bride's parental house excludes from the marriage 

rituals. 
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The Bhujel believe that the soul is imperishable, indestructible and after 

someone's disposal, the soul either go back to God or return on earth as spirit. They 

mourn the dead by screaming and wailing for a long time. Usually, when a person dies, 

they send this information to deceased's relatives and deceased's neighbors to take 

necessary arrangements for funeral ceremony. There is no funeral ground, dead body is 

either buried on the hilltop or cremate in the nearest streambed. Deceased's son has right 

to apply fire or put soil to the mouth of the dead at cremation or burial; and in his absence 

deceased's father I husband/ relative's son can do this. After completion of cremation the 

remains are thrown in the water. The mourning son salutes the dead body for last time and 

puts coin and rice on the top of the funeral ground. Returning from the crematory, funeral 

party wash themselves and deceased's son tonsures head there and carries the cloth which 

was used for wrapping the dead body. Meanwhile, deceased's wife (if the deceased has 

wife) puts off her last symbol of marriage, subuj ponte ko hari from her neck. 

Undoubtedly it is an adopted trait from their neighboring Brahmins. They observe 3/517/9 

days of pollution after a death by weeping and lamentations at that time, and by avoiding 

salt, oil and physical contact with outsiders and animals. The mourning son takes only 

lunch in these days, prepared by his Bhujel wife, orjawai/bhanja of this house. In the last 

day of mourning period the mourns go back in their normal life through chokhauney 

ceremony. In that day, deceased's son goes to nearest water source with his mama or 

jhankri and tonsures head, and wears as usual dress after bathing. They offer some foods 

and drinks to the deceased's soul. Usually, their death related ceremony ended with this 

ritual and no ritual performs until the deceased soul demands for worshipping. If the 

deceased's soul commi.micates and wishes for worshipping, then concerned family 

establishes the deceased's soul as kul/vayu. In such case, the family head and jhankri 

erects a stone outside their house, as kacho vayu. They call the soul and ask for protection 

from it. The kacho vayu establishes as pako vayu in inside their house in the next Baisakh 

Purnima through sacrificing a goat/ pig/ chicken by recalling the soul and asking for bless 

from it. Customarily their death rituals end here but to follow up their neighbors' 

traditions, a few of them prepare chou tara as memorial of deceased soul. Although they 

fluctuate a little bit from their traditional lifestyle, but this fluctuation is less prominent in 

their death related ceremonies than other parts of their life. 
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9.1 Religion: 

The ritual life of Bhujel revolves, for the most part, around the operation of their 

sacred deities. The religious life ofBhujel is highly ritualized with ancestral worshipping. 

The Bhujel religion also encompasses a belief in certain traditional non-anthropometric 

divinities. Although, concern for these gods and goddesses plays a relatively large part in 

Bhujel religious life, some ofthem are intimately associated with the nature. The Bhujel, 

food gathering peoples, whose technological ability to manipulate their environment is 

very limited and who tend to see themselves more as part, rather than masters of nature. 

Among their religion is apt to be inseparable from the rest of daily life. It also mirror and 

confirms the egalitarian nature of social relations in their society. Like other backward 

communities of today's world, they are the followers of animism mainly, but they also 

visit Hindu shrines and observe many Hindu rituals at present. The Jhankris (magico

religious healers) have a great influence in their life. Spirit procession, spirit forces and 

ancestor worship plays a central role in the worldview of Bhujel. The Bhujel have a 

traditional pantheon of gods and goddesses who are sometimes mentioned in formal 

prayers and their attributes and activities recalled in legends. These Bhujel divinities are 

called by the general name debt a and devi, most of them are believe to reside in beyond 

the horizon. These deities are associated in a particularly important way with them and 

their properties. Of all these traditional non-anthropometric deities, the Kul '(ancestral 

deities) is clearly most important to Bhujel. Indeed they are believed to be creator and 

supporter of the greater part of social and ritual institutions of these peoples. They 

worship these spirits regularly, some ofwhich are enumerated below. 

9.2. Religious Practices: 

9.2.1. Kui/Vayu (Ancestral Deity): 

The Kul/Vayu is the ancestral deity ofBhujel. After death, ifthe ancestor wishes 

for worshipping, then they are worshipping him in a sacred place of their house, which 

called Kul-thaan. The Kul-thaan is mainly located in a separate room of their house or in 

case of unavailability of room they make the kul-thaan in one comer of the upper deck of 

main room. The both, male and female can become a kul after death. All of the ancestors 

of a family worshipped in one place. Daily worshipping to kul is not necessary for them. 

The annual kul worship (Kul Puja) is done once in a year. This Puja is preferably done 

in the Baishak Purne (full moon day in the month of April-May). There is two ways to 

annual worshipping of their Kul - one is traditional and another is modem way. The 

traditional way of annual Kul worshipping describing in below -
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In the morning of the scheduled day, the headman of the family washing his 

hands, legs and carry a little amount of soil in the Puja place. There he clean the Kul

thaan and mopped this area with fresh cow dung, and make an alter with this soil. Later 

on he put up the stones (which regarded as the symbol of Kul or ancestors) on to the alter. 

A banana leaf is placed in the front of the alter from upside down direction. A cow dung 

ball is put on the right side of the banana leaf. A glass of milk, some fruits, flowers, siru 

(a wild variety of catkin), burning incense sticks, burning charcoals, beetle nuts, chaba 

patta (a variety of beetle leaf), a rope of maize's bark, a vase with artamisia sticks, a 

lighten deo (an earthen lamp), are placed on this banana leaf. The headman offamilytied 

a red tape on the upper portion of their main room and started Puja with charming some 

spiritual words in the front of Kul-thaan. A sacrificial goat is purified with holy water and 

askhata (holy rice), and then it slain in the front of Kul-thaan and sacrifice to the Kul. It's 

blood sprinkle on the top of the Kul's cult (stones). The headman put some butter and 

dhupi on these burning charcoals and charming the sanctified words. The blood. and flesh 

of the goat carry from Kul-thaan to kitchen room as a manner that single drop of the 

blood do not fall on the ground. In kitchen these are cooked and this chicken curry and 

some rice are offered to the deities in small toporas (leaf made plates). The headman then 

put butter, dhupi on the burning charcoal and humbly request to the ancestors to return 

from abode and stay in the Kul-thaan and accept the all offerings. He prays to Kul for the 

bumper -crop in that year and also for the disease less prosperous life for the family 

members. Then the offerings (only foods) are consumed by the family members, and the 

remaining of their plates along with skin, residuals of the goat are buried on the ground 

inside the main room of their house. After completion of burial this portion is mopped 

with fresh cow dung paste. The outsiders who come to in that day are feed withjar, roxy, 

ram, shellroti, and rice etc. food items. 

In traditionally, another process is followed for kul worshipping, i.e. worship kul 

in outside their house in nearest jungle. In such case the headman of the house firstly 

chooses a spot in nearest jungle and cleans this place. Then he puts one or more oval 

stone/s in that place. Except these, all the rituals pursue in same as stated earlier. After 

completion of Puja they leave this place and normally they do not go there, and as a result 

within few days this place again go back to its previous condition. 

All of the above mentioned incidences express their simplicity and faithful 

obedience to their ancestors. The meat curry and offerings of the puja are strictly 
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consumed only by the family members because of following reason - basically they 

belongs to the economically weaker category and the mutton curry is not a easily 

available dish for them. They savings in the whole year for this occasion and/or rear a 

goat for this occasion, and in that day all of the family members eat satisfactory amount 

of meat. Another reason is that, in that day all of the family members gathered in their 

parental house and enjoy themselves, which help to maintain their familial cohesion or 

kinship bondages and it finally help to maintain their communal solidarity. In this 

ceremony all of the rituals are carried through by male folk only (except cooking of the 

foods), which clearly indicates the male dominancy on this society. 

Some Bhujel follows the modem way for Kul worshipping; they worship their 

ancestors in front of the pictures of Hindu Gods and Goddesses. In such case, they place 

one or more picture of Hindu God/s and /or Goddess/es in one separate room or one 

comer in upper deck of the room. In the scheduled day they mop the deity's place with 

fresh cow dung paste. Except these, all the rituals of the puja follow in similar manner of 

. traditional way of worshipping the kul. 

Till now they follow their traditional concept. They do not allow to outsiders in 

their kul-thaan, even they belief that if some one (outsider) enters into this kul-thaan 's 

surrounding area, then some family members of that family or that outsiders must suffer 

from diseases in near future. These diseases cannot cure by home remedies or modem 

medicines. In such case the headman of that house, acquiesce this fault in front of the kul 

and offers a hen, jar, askhata to kul. He then humbly request to kul to accept the offerings 

and being pleased give relief to the person from the illness. Within few days of this 

worshipping the diseased person get relief from this illness. They also follows the same 

taboo for female of the family- they (female) never allowed to touch the kul-thaan and if 

they do it they must be suffered for a long time to any problem though the head man 

offers and worship to the kul. 

9.2.2. Vim Sing (Ancestral Deity): 

The Vim Sing is a one of the chief deities among Bhujel, who regarded as the deity 

of power. The deity has no anthropometries form. The Vim Sing Puja is one of main 

festival among the Bhujel. This puja mainly held on the day of Bara Doosaii (lOth day 

after the new moon in September-October). According to their belief in earlier days a 

very powerful man lived in the world who was sent by the God. At that time the earth had 
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more undulating surface than it's present cond ition. The God ordered him to make the 

undul ating surface into plane land within one ni ght. To follow hi s words he started hi s 

work at evening and made a large area into plane but when he reached into hilly region 

then the Sun rose in the east and he stopped hi s work. Being angry he was brought back 

by God . That's why the earth gets the shape of present cond ition. After thi s incidence the 

Bhujel worshipped Vim Sing as their deity . This is the folkta le of Vim Sing Puja 's 

origination. The ritual s which are performed in thi s puja is mentioned below -

At the sched ul ed day, the headman of the fami ly or Jhankri goes to nearest jungle 

in between morning to noon and selects a space for puja. They clear the place and take 

five ovals shaped or triangular shaped stones from there and erected these in a separated 

distance in the selected place. Five titepati (artami sia) sticks are erect beh ind the stones 

and five different colored (any co lor) papers tied at the upper portion of the sticks. Few 

banana leaves are spread over the ground in front of these stones. Some rice are put in the 

front of the each stones on the banana leaf. A Jamara (a variety of budded seed) of 

chickpea are put on the puja place. Five coi ns, few sli ces of banana, two unboi led eggs, 

some chapped rice, some wild flowers , a kalas (a vase like utensil ) with some flowers and 

titepati leaves are put on the banana leaf in the front of that stones. A khukuri (weapon) is 

there on the nearby ground . Some burning charcoals are place on separate banana leaves 

in front of stones. Then the headman or 

Jhankri sprinkle a mixture of red colored 

rice and curd (called askhata) on the stones 

and charmin g some spiritual words. He lit a 

deo (an oi l lamp) and some bati (a variety 

of catkin) in the fro nt of these stones. After 

that he broke one egg and keep only the Some rituals of Vim Sing puja 

protoplasm portion in duna (a leaf made bowl), and thi s portion is singed in the fire and 

put on the banana leaf. He then slays a fowl and gives its blood on the top portion of each 

stone. Then the kolizo (heart) of that fowl is separated, and the fowl ' s body and it 's head 

put on thi s banana leaf. The kolizo is singed on charcoal and after si ngeing, it (which is 

termed as Pokko) is pricked on a sti ck and erect it on the front of the stones. The Jhankri 

or headman then put some sippadhup on the charcoal and humbl y request to the deity to 

accept the offerin gs. Then he prayer for power from the deity. After completion of the 

puja they came back in their house with some offerings (chicken, pokko, egg, one flower, 

some rice) and these are mainly consumed by the fami ly members only. 
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9.2.3. Naya (Ancestral Deity): 

The Naya is one of the mighty deities among the Bhujel. She is known in various 

names among them - some are called to her Naya boju, some called Panthari or Aasukini. 

Basically she belongs to Limbu community before her death and lived in the Panthor 

region of Nepal. She was a mentally misbalanced woman in her livelihood and went to 

jungle and there a wild animal killed her. No funeral rituals were arranged for her dead 

body, and as a result she became a ghost and torture on her native village's villagers. In 

this circumstance the shaman was called and he traced that this particular ·incidence 

occurred by the influence of Naya 's spirit. Then he prayed to her that if she stops her 

activities, then the villagers would worship her at least once in a year. After this event 

there was no bad incidence occurred in that village within few days, and then one of the 

villagers arranged a puja for her. Later on all the villagers followed the same and this 

puja gradually spread out in neighboring villages outside the Limbu people, and the 

Bhujel also adopted this puja from there. The Naya Puja generally performed in any day 

in between morning to noon but if the family do not get chance to arrange this puja in the 

whole year then they arrange this puja in the autumn season. Traditionally they offer a pig 

to Naya, which is declared previously in the name of Naya deity. If this pig dies before 

offering then another pig is needed to offering instead of previous one. Besides this, when 

they slays a pig, firstly they arrange the puja of Naya and offers firstly to her, because 

they believe that the pigs are comes from Naya deity. Except pig some family offers fowl 

or duck to the Naya but there is necessary to a pair of animal as offerings like a pig and a 

fowl or two fowls or one duck and one fowl for this puja. In below the particular rituals 

associated with this puja are discuses in following order-

The headman of the family orjhankri and few male go to nearest jungle and find a 

suitable place for puja and clean this area. There they erect a three-decked structure, 

which contains four separate (almost squire type) compartments. The structure is 

decorated with the titepati (artimisia leaf) and some flowers. This structure is regarded as 

the temporary habitation of Naya deity because she likes the above mentioned structure 

and at the time of puja she comes in that structure. (According to them, she has no 

particular habitation, and thus she roam in all over the world.) Few banana leaves are 

spread on the floor of each compartment. Some rice are put is 6 places on the top floor, 5 

places in each of 4 compartments. One set of bow and arrow (small size model), 2 

unboiled eggs, 2 coins, few pieces of banana and ginger and some boiled rice placed on 
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these banana leaves in these 4 compartments. Three Chunges (bamboo made glasses 

which are used as liquid container) are erected on the front of the structure, and some 

kodo, water and slip of banana leaf are put 

in each of these Chunges. Some burning 

charcoals are put on a flat stone, and a 

Kalas (vase like utensil ) with water, banana 

leaves and flowers are placed in the front of 

thi s structure. The worshipper lit a deo (an 

earthen oil lamp) on a duna (leaf mode Some ritual s of Naya puja 
bowl) and placed these on a compartment. He charming few spiritual words and 

sprinkling a mixture of red colored rice and curd on these compartments and put some 

sippadhup on the charcoals. A male hold the living offerings in his hands and the votary 

purify the birds by sprinkle the ho ly water from its head . He then plucks some feathers 

from thi s bird and erects these on the base of the structure. He breaks one of the eggs 

from the offerings and put it 's protoplasm portion in a dhuna . He cut the fowlls, 

duck/drake' s neck by a khukuri (a weapon) and sprink les the blood on these 

compartments. The heads of the birds put in the lower left compartment of the structure. 

He then slain the body of the birds and separate the hearts, left legs; and placed the bodies 

in a separate banana leaf near structure. These hearts, legs and protoplasm of egg are 

scorched in the charcoal and distribute each item on each compartment. Then he lit the 

baties and humbly request to her to accept these offerings and prays for di sease free and 

problem free life for all of the family members. At the completion of puja they came back 

in their house with some offerings and these are consuming by all of the family members. 

If the family decided to offer a prg rn that puja then the Jhankri or family 

headman firstly purify and prepared the pig's head as offerings, in a special process. In 

such case the pig is purify firstly by sprinkle holy water and askhata on it 's head. Then it 

pricked by a bhalla (a weapon) in just behind o n its le ft leg, and after it 's death it ' s dead 

body in fire and it 's body hair removed with the Khukuri . Then the pig is slain and it's 

head, a ring type porti on from it ' s neck, it 's heart separate from the body and all of these 

parts put in left side of the temporary structure of Naya 's habitation along with 

hen ' s/duck ' s head. Bes ides these, all of the ritual s are follows in similar method as stated 

earlier. 

In thi s puja all of the used material s are easily avai lable from their near by 

environment, which express the ir si mplicity or primitiveness . In this puja only the male's 
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participation shows a clear-cut male dominancy in religious ceremonies or more 

specifically male dominancy in society. Again, if the religious specialist participates in 

these ceremonies they get only a part of offerings and a meal from host families, and they 

are paid in a very rare occasion. Here the participation of religious specialist is not 

compulsory, rather than it more voluntary in nature. In earlier days this puja performed in 

the nearest jungle but now a days, they performed in inside their house and even some of 

them do not worshipped the Naya due to effect of Satpalji's malice less pantha. 

9.2.4. Adi-devta or Atthane (Ancestral Deity): 

The Adi-debta or Atthane is one of main mighty deity among the Bhujel. Like 

other deities of them the Adi-debta also has no anthropomorphic figure. There is no 

specific scheduled date for worshipping this deity, but this puja performed only when a 

person facing some serious problem due to effect ofthis deity. Besides this some ofthem 

worship the Atthane after plucking the kodo (millet) from their own agricultural land. 

Customarily the Atthane Puja starts after the Sunset The headman of the family or the 

Jhankri can conduct this puja, and the male members of this family assist to them during 

puja. At evening of the scheduled day, the family head goes to nearest jungle and select a 

suitable place for this puja. He cleans the area and erects a structure, which contain 2 

compartments. This structure is erect only by titepati's lingas (sticks of artimisia) and the 

structure is decorated with these titepatis. A pair of chicken (fowl and hen) is needed for 

this Puja. Few banana leaves are spread on the compartments and the floor of the 

structure. Three Chunges with Kodo, water and banana leaf are erects on the ·ground in 

front of the structure. The worshipper put some rice in both compartments and roof. He lit 

a deo and it kept on a plate and placed these in left compartment. A coin of 50 paisa and 

an egg puts on right compartment. Then he starts puja with sprinkle some rice and holy 

water on to this structure and uttering few spiritual words. He puts sippadhup on burning 

charcoals and sprinkle-sanctified rice on his front and backside. A male member of the 

family hold the fowl and hen in his hands and the Jhankri purify these by sprinkle water· 

on their heads. He plucks some feathers from these and places the feathers on the left 

compartment. Then the hens are immolated and the blood sprinkles on the structure. The 

chickens are slain and the hearts left legs are separated from the body and placed the body 

and heads in the front of the structure. These hearts, legs are scorched in the burning 

charcoals and put these (which called Pokko) in the compartments. He lit few siru bati (a 



variety of catkin) and shows thi s light to 

the deity and humbly requests him to come 

there and accept these offerings. Then he 

prays for happy and prosperous life for the 

family members . At the end of the puja 

they go back in their house with the meats, 

Pokko and the coins and these foods are 

consumed by all of the family members. Some rituals of Atthane puja 
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These coins (Veetti Pooisa) are put in a white cloth and store in a place in roof of the 

room. These are used only when a person suffered from pain in his/her body, then this 

coins are gently rubbed on the affected area - they believe that in that way the di seased 

will get relief from his/her problem. 

9.2.5. ]oonglii (Ancestral Deity): 

The Joonglii is one of the main mighty deities of Bhujel. She is a spirit who 

became the deity in course time. She has no anthropomorphic figure and has no particular 

habitation in earth. Her journey from a mortal woman to deity is stated here. Basically her 

story is an edition of Naya 's story in Bhujel version. Her story is as follows-

This story started in long years ago. In a morning of winter a teenager married 

woman went to jungle for collecting herbs and fruits. Unconsciously she went in dense 

forest and there she strayed to ascertain the right path of her house. As a result she 

roamed in whole night in the jungle and died there. Her family members unable to find 

out her dead body and they did not arrange any funeral rituals after her death. Later on her 

soul was roaming around thi s village and wanted to choose a Bhujel woman as medium 

and demand for worshipping. But nobody agree to obey her words. Then she deformed 

this medium's face and gradually the medium lost her talking power. At this circumstance 

the jhankri was called and he traced that thi s malevolent soul was responsible for this 

incidence. Then the family headman arranged a puja to the soul with two chickens and 

promised that they should arrange her puja at least once upon in a year. Then the medium 

relieved from this problem and later on this puja spread out in whole village and 

surrounding areas. In this way she gets place among their ancestral deities. The Bhujel 

called this deity in name of 'Joonglii' because this lady died in the jungle and in their 

version the jungle is called Joongol and the term 'Joonglii' means the person who reside 

at jungle. This deity also well known as Laathii Boorini (which means the foolish lady) 

because she acts as stupid , like chase a hear of cattle or a brood of chickens etc. Some of 
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the ri tuals of th is puja are noted here. Afte r the Sunset of the schedule day a Jhankri or 

the fa mil y headm an goes to nearest j un gle and selects a pl ace fo r puja. T hey clean th is 

place and erect a small structure (2-3 ft. long, 1- 1.5 ft. in bread th and 1.5-2 ft. in height) 

by ritapati (artimisia) sticks and/or other branches. Few banana leaves spread on the base 

and roof of the structure. The worshipper puts 2 eggs, some rice, and a !-rupee coin , on 

these banana leaves. Some burning 

charcoals and a khukuri (a weapon) placed 

on the fro nt of structure. He starts puja 

wi th sprinkling some water (from a Kalas) 

and rice on the structure and put some 

sippadhup on these charcoals, and 

charmin g few spiritual words to Joong/ii 

and requests her to came there. He puri fies 
Some rituals of Joonglii puja 

the chickens with holy water and plucks some hairs on their heads and puts these on these 

bananas leaves. Then a khurmi (a weapon) and a piece of z inger are placed on the roof of 

the structure. He cuts the necks of chickens and sprinkles the bloods on the structu re and 

placed these separate ly in front of the structure. Then he greet the de ity by weav ing the 

li ght of bati (a variety of catkin) and requests her to accept the offe rin gs and prayer for 

prob lem less life for all famil y mem bers. A t the end of the puja they come back into their 

house with the offerings and these offerings are consumed by famil y members. Th is 

temporary structure of Joonglii puja breaks dow n auto matically after 2-3 days. This puja 

is mainl y perfo rmed in ni ght because the Joonglii 's soul leaves her mortal body in ni ght. 

Though thi s Puja is generati on wise carri ed through by them but now it is gradually 

loosing its importance in the ir life due to effect of ne ighboring great cultu res. 

9.2.6. Deorali (Ancestral Deity): 

The Bhujel are also worship 'Deorali ' dei ty. She is a snake deity who li ved in the 

mountain Kanchanzenga. Thi s puja held on any time of the year, mai nly when they 

setting out of a journey. T he rituals of this puja are very simple and easier one. This puja 

mainl y he ld in between mornin g to noon. In the scheduled day the fami ly headman or 

Jhankri goes to nearest jungle and cleans a small piece of land . An oval shaped stone is 

collected from nearby area and erected in that place. Seven tapes are tied from top to 

bottom of a bamboo shoot and erected thi s behind thi s stone. A cow dung ball , one or two 

fruits (an y fruits from one's own agricultural land), some rice grains and chapped rice, 

so me wild flowers, a little amount of curd and milk in duna (leaf made bowl) put on a 
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banana leaf in front of thi s stone. Thi s stone is regarded as temporary cult of 'Deorali ' . 

The worshipper lit a deo (an oi l lamp) and few incense sticks, and put these on the banana 

leaf. He sprinkles some rice (mixed with curd and 

red color) and holy water on this stone and hi s 

backside. Finally he utters few spiritual words and 

prays for protection from snakebite during their 

journey. The whole procedure completes within 

15-20 minutes. A lthough fasting is not compulsory 

for the worsh ipper, but The worshipper of this puja 

generall y fasting up to the completion of puja. All 

Bhujel do not fo llow this puja- a little portion of 

them, who li ve in Sikk im do not perform thi s puja. Some rituals of Deorali puja 

Except them, more or less rest portion of thi s stock, who lived in Darjeeling Himalayan 

region follows the same tradition. 

9.2.7. Aaiotobbare (Ancestral Deity): 

The 'Aa iotobbare' is the Sun God among the Bhujel. Like many other deities of 

them, the 'Aaitobbare' has no specific anthropomorphic figure - the stones in the 

Aaitobbarii-thaan are regarded as the cu lt of this deity. The puja is mainly held under a 

big tree like Boorgach (banyan tree) , Aassatthagach (peepul tree) etc., preferably in the 

months of June-July but there is no fixed date for this puja - it is fully depends on 

Jhankri/s decision . In the schedu led day the vi llagers assembles under the previously 

selected tree and clean it 's base. There the Jhankri erects an oval shaped stone and a 

titepati (Artemisia) stick planted just behind thi s stone. Next, a mixture of rice, curd and 

red color (called askhata) puts on the top of that stone. The Jhankri spreads a banana leaf 

in front of thi s stone and put some rice, two eggs, some flowers, milk and curd in dunas 

(leaf made bowls), some fruits, a piece of zinger, some burning charcoals and incense 

sticks, a li ghten deo (an oi l lamp) on it. Then he sprinkles holy water and askhata on the 

stone and cal ls on the deity to come in that stone, and charming sanctimonious words. He 

takes an egg from offerings and break it by Khukuri (a weapon) and keeps it' s protoplasm 

portion on a duna. At thi s time a male participant hold two chickens (one male and one 

female) and Jhankri purify this with holy water. He plucks out few head hairs from these 

and places these on the banana leaf. Next, the jhankri cuts hens' neck and sprinkle the 

blood on the stone and banana leaf. He slain hens ' body and bring out the hearts (Kolijo). 

These hearts and egg's protoplasm portion are scorched on burning charcoals, and these 



meats and egg are put into banana leaf. 

Then Jhankri put some sippadhup on 

burning charcoals and offers the all items 

to the deity and humbl y requests him to 

accept these. Finally he prays the deity for 

problem less life for the vi llagers and he 

also prays for protection fro m ev il spirits. 

At the end of the Puja they leave out thi s 
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A scene of Aaitobbarii-thaan 

place and withi n few days thi s place again return to it ' s ori ginal position. This pL~ja is the 

communal ceremony among them. In the scheduled day most of the vill agers assemble in 

a place and participate in thi s puja which helps to improve their interpersonal 

relationship, which finall y he lp to maintain their com munal solidarity. Though it is a 

communal festiva l for them but now a days, some of the Bhuje l do not participate in it 

because they newly adopts the mali ce less way of li vi ng, from Satpalji Maharaj , which 

restricts them to sacrifice the animals . So, at present they tend to remai n a transitional 

position between tradition and modernity in such aspect. 

9.2.8. Sikari (Ancestral Deity): 

The Siikari is one of main ancestral deity among the Bhujel. His puja is preferably 

held in the month of April in between new moon to full moon or before their hun ting 

occasion. He is regarded as the deity of hunting. Basically the Bhujel is the hunter

gatherer community , they practice hunting from a long years ago. Thus, when they go for 

hunting, they worship thi s deity. They believe that if they arrange a puja before hunting 

then the deity helps them in their hunting. Though the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalayan 

region are totally shifted from thi s traditional occupation but till now few of them 

maintain their traditi on and arrange hi s puja at least once upon a year. Siikari is 

worshipped outside their house, in nearest jungle. The headman of the fam ily or the 

Jhankri leads thi s ceremony. After the Sunset of the schedule day they goes in the nearest 

jungle with some adult male member of the house. There they c lean a su itable p lace for 

worshipping and erect a small structure from branches . Few banana leaves are spread 

over the top portion of the structure. A bow and arrow are made from a bamboo and erect 

these in front of that structure. The worshipper then places some rice grai ns, 2 coins, 

fru its, 2 eggs on the banana leaves, and call s the deity to come fro m abroad. He breaks I 

egg from offerings and takes its protoplasm portion on a duna (a leaf made bowl) and 

keeps thi s on it's previous location after scorch ing it by burning charcoals. Next, he 
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purifies two hens (one of them must be in red colored) with holy water and plucks out 

some head hair from these, and these hairs put on the banana leaf. Later on he cuts the 

neck of the hens and sprink le blood on this structure. Then he slays the hens' bodies and 

separates the hearts and left legs from 

bodies, and these are singed on these 

charcoals (which termed as Pokko) . The 

Pokkos are picked up in a bamboo shoot, 

and this shoot is erected on the front of that 

structure. He puts some askhata and 

sippadhup on the burning charcoals and 
Some rituals of Siikari puja 

greeting the deity with burning bati(a variety of catkin) and requests him for accepting the 

offerings. Then the worshipper prays for success in the hunting and for sufficient foods to 

them in their life. Finally they go back their house with some offerings and consume these 

only the family members along with member of hunting team. 

This puja is held on the jungle because they believe that from that day the deity 

guide them in jungle at the hunting period . Though it is one of their traditional ceremony 

of Bhujel but now a days a large portion of them has forgotten this ceremony and shifted 

towards Hinduised ceremonies. 

9.2.9. Damsange (Ancestral Deity): 

The Damsange is one of the main deities among the Bhujel and their neighboring 

communities. Though the Damsange is not merely an imagining of fictitious character but 

was the ruler of a small vil lage of Datjeeling Himalayan region, in the earlier part of 19th 

century. His story also has a similarity with Naya , Joonglii in case of his journey from a 

mortal man to deity. Basically he was a Lepcha village headman who empowered by the 

magical power. After his death he demand for worshipping from this villagers - but 

nobody agree to worship him. As a result he shows his power on the livestock of a 

Lepcha fami ly- some cows were dies, some cows were facing serious problems within 

few days of his demand . Then this family arranges a puja for him and promised that they 

worship him at least once upon in a year. Within few days of this incidence, the cattle 

were relieved from hazards. After this event, this family arranges his puja in each year 

and in course of time this puja spread among the all villagers in this region. The Bhujel 

are adopting this tradition from there. There is no fixed date for this puja- they arrange 



thi s any time of the year. The rituals of thi s 

puja are simil ar as Adi-debta Puj a (except 

the Veeti Poisa). The Bhuje l mainl y 

performed thi s puja fo r protection the ir 

cattle from evil eyes . Though a large 

porti on of them fo llows thi s puja but some 

of them, who tends towards Hindu re li gion, 

are fo rgotten thi s ceremony. 

9.3. Festivals: 
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Some rituals of Damsange puja 

In few commun ities one can fi nd a more elaborate and colorful rel igious li fe than 

the Bhuje l. A large numbers of reli gious festi vals are performed by the Bhujel. Some of 

these are connected with the worshi p of spi rits and other is connected with nature. During 

ri tua ls, bl essi ngs are sought from ancestral spi rits. It is the popul ar belief that the later are 

without any shape and form and hover in all around with pre-deposition to help, if 

appeased and suitabl y in voked. When communicati on is establi shed with these spirits, the 

benefactors of the famili es might even suggest specific remed ies fo r specific s ituations, 

and these are believed to be infallible. Sacri fices fo r the appeasement of these spirits and 

deities as well as the ir ancestors are generall y offered in var ious ceremonies, some of 

which are enumerated below -

9.3.1. Maghe Sagrati: 

The 'Maghe-Sagrati' is one of the main fes ti vals among the Bhujel. Thei r new 

year starts fro m that day. This festi val he ld on the month of February. In that day 

everybody goes to nearest Khola (river) or Dhara (stream) in morning. There they find 

out suitable place for each famil y. The male members bathe in the khola!Dhara and they 

maintain fas ting until their bath . Each famil y offers animal/s to the khola and their 

ancestors, according to the ir economic strength - some one offers onl y 1-4 hens/ducks; or 

one goat and 1-4 hens/ducks; or one pig and 1-4 hens/ducks; or some one fly the pigeon . 

After bathing they wear a fresh c loth and made a small dune in ri verbed. Then they 

sacri fice the ani malls and/or fruits (very poor fam il y offers only fruits to deity) and placed 

these offerin gs a long wi th bontorul, simul toorul, rice, zinger on topora/duna (leaf made 

bowl) in the front of the dune. Next, they fl oat a littl e part of each offerings in the river 

water along with a li ghten deo (an oil lamp) of bati (a variety of catkin). The aged 

vill agers make a white dot of bontoorul in the forehead of the youn g vill agers and 
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blessing them for their successful life. Then they cook these items there and enJOY 

themselves in whole day and go back to their respective houses at evening. Though thi s 

festival is a traditional one among them but in course of time it looses its importance 

among them. Now a days , most of the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalayan region even do not 

know the name of thi s festival. This incidence may be due to the effect of neighboring 

great traditional Hindu cu lture. Most of the Bhujel of this region do not know that their 

new year starts from this day - they follow the English Calendar or Nepali Calendar. In 

this festival they worship to river for sufficient water in whole year because they mainly 

lived in the hilly region where water is very far-fetched object, especially in the winter. 

This festival also has a special beneficence; the younger people started the new year with 

the blessi ng of the e lder in a new illumination . Besides these, thi s festival provides the 

villagers a holiday for their refreshment in their busy laborious schedule and this festival 

also provides them a chance to improve their interpersonal relationships which finally 

help to maintain their commun al solidarity. 

9.3.2. ]amara Aaunsi: 

This is one of the mam festivals among the Bhujel of Da1jeeling Himalayan 

region . In their language the 'Aaunsi' means the new moon day and in that day they are 

used to prepare 'jamara'. Thi s festival is held on the new moon day of August

September. At the morning of that day the family headman wears a fresh c loth after 

bathing and worship kul inside their house 

with rice, fruits, flowers. He burn few 

mcense sticks there and put some 

sippadhup on burning charcoals and 

greeting the kul by weaving a deo (an 

earthen lamp) and li ghts baati (a variety of 

catkin). He then puts some soil on a topora Make yellow dot on virgin gir l's forehead 

(leaf made bowl) and sows few maize grains on it and put water on it. These all are call ed 

Jamara . Next, he takes some rice in a duna (leaf made bowl) and ye ll ow color mixed 

with it. He firstly makes a ye llow dot on hi s own forehead and then he makes the yellow 

dot on each virgin girl of the family. In thi s festival only the family headman and the 

virgin girls are participate. The married male or female strictly avoid thi s yellow dot 

making, except family headman . In absence of virgin girl in one's own family , the virgin 

girl from neighboring house proxy there. In thi s festival, the headman touches his head in 
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the girl's feet in obeisance (which called dhok). Finally, all ofthe family members enjoy 

with rice, curry, jar, roxy. 

Among the Bhujel, the female are generally not participate in the religious rituals 

but the virgin girl is the main part of this festival. Because, they believe that the virgin 

girl is the incrimination of the Goddesses. In whole year he (family head) consciously or 

unconsciously misbehaves with her and this festival gives relief to him from his all 

offences. Besides, a religious value this festival also has some other significance - this 

incidence clearly shows their reverence to the woman (which is an important character of 

indigenous community) and it also expresses their reverence towards the virginity. They 

believe that before sowing the seed, the earth remain virgin and if they show respect to 

the virgin girl then the earth will give a high yielding crop to them. Though this festival · 

has a sign of their traditional culture, but at present some of them have forgoten this 

festival due to the effects of incoming religious forces like Hinduism, inoffensive Pantha. 

9.3.3. Bara Doosaii: 

At present Bara Doosaii is the main festival among the Bhujel of Darjeeling 

Himalayan region. This festival mainly held on the 1oth day after new moon in the month 

of September-October. In that day all of the family members (except married daughter) 

meet together in their parental house. In the morning of that day the family headman puts 

some flowers on their Kul-thaan (place of ancestral deity inside the house) and brings out 

Jamara (few germinated maize in a leaf made bowl) from there. There is no fixed place 

for this tika pakhoune (pesting tika) ceremony but generally they arrange it in their main 

room. In earlier days they spread a mat on ground and sit there for tika pesting, but now a 

days they sit on the bed and performed tika ceremony there. In this occasion, wearing a 

new cloth is not compulsory for them, but they generally wear a fresh cloth before tika 

pokhoune ceremony. A little quantity of rice mixed with curd and/or red/pink color, on a 

topora (leaf made bowl) [the mixture is called askhata] for tika. Some rice grains keep on 

another topora and a lighten deo (an oil lamp), few burning incense stick, a coin put on 

· this rice. Some flowers are put on a kalas (vase like utensil) an·d all of the above 

mentioned materials are assembled in a place. Then the tika pakhoune ceremony starts 

from the second eldest person and continues to younger members of the family. The 

eldest man/woman of the family sprinkles some holy water on the juniors' heads. Then 

he/she took some askhata in both hands and pastes this on juniors' foreheads, and 
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sprinkl e askhata on their heads and hands. Afte r completi on of tika pakhoune, the eldest 

man/woman blesses the juniors wi th a Jamara (germinated maize) and a little amount of 

~ 

~ 
The Jamara The tika pakhoune 

money. Then juniors doing dhok (to bent forward with folded hand) and show obeisance 

to the elders. After completion of these ritual s they worship Bhim Sing in nearest jungle. 

Finall y, all of them enjoy with a feas t with rice, chicken/pork/beef/mutton, shelroti, 

j arlroxylram etc. choisable foods and drinks. In this day they go to e lder kin 's (patrilineal 

male kin) house and take blessing from the m. 

In thi s ceremony the elders are sprinkle the askhata on the juniors' heads and 

hands and give them Jamara and money. Thi s incidence indicates, in the ir vers ion, to 

fo ll ow thi s incidence the God gives them sufficient of food and money in who le year. 

Again , the germinated cereal indicates a sign of fe rtility and th is Jamara helps to convert 

the barren hilly trace into a fertil e land. This ceremony has a special beneficence, i.e., it 

helps to young to learn the respectability from elders- thi s learning help them to mai ntain 

their famil y structure and finally maintain their social structure. Though, now a days, they 

perform thi s festival as their main festival but in traditi onall y they practiced the kul puja 

as their main fes ti val in Baisak Purne or Udhaulii . Thi s conversion may be the effect of 

the neighboring dom inant culture' s (Hindu Culture) influence. Thi s inc idence c learl y 

expresses the remarkable heterodoxy between the ir little tradi tion and neighboring great 

tradition . 

9.3.4. Tihar: 

The Tihar is another fes ti val of Bhujel, which starts on 13111 day after full moon 

and continues up to 2nd day in next new moon day in the month of October. Thi s fes ti val 

has 5 phases . These are stated in below-
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9.3.4.1. Kaak Tihar: 

It is the first part of Tihar fes ti val held on l 31
h day after full moon in October. It is 

a very si mple one - in the morn ing the family headman takes some rice and Saipotri 

flow er (mari gold) on a topora (leaf made bowl). This topora is placed on the thatched 

roof of the ir house, for the birds and requests them to come there and accept the offeri ngs. 

They pray to birds to free them from sins, which they have done in the bygone year. 

Basically the Bhujel is the hunter-gatherer community and in ear lier days they hunted 

birds, animals and in this way they had committed sins. So these offerings help them to 

get rid of their all -previous faults. 

9.3.4.2. Kutta Tihar: 

This part of the ceremon y is held on second day of Tihar festival. According to 

their language the 'kutta' means the dog and in thi s day they worship 'kutta'. This part is 

also a simple one- in the morning of that day, the fami ly headman takes some cooked 

rice in a topora (leaf made bow l) and red 

co lor in a duna (leaf made small bow l) and 

call their domestic dog/s. The headman 

firstly makes a red dot on dog's head and 

puts a garland on its neck. Then he gives 

thi s food to dog. He requests to take this 

meal to dog and prays to free them from all 

sins in bygone year. They believe that, in Some rituals of Kutta Tihar 

earlier days the dog helps them in hunting (to the ir ancestors) and protecting their houses, 

and in returned it was used to get onl y their plates' remains, and again sometimes they bit 

the dog. Thus they had committed sins and thi s fest ival he lps them to overcome from 

their all-previous sins. 

9.3.4.3. Gaii Tihar: 

The 3'd phase of Tihar ceremony is Gaii Tihar. It is held on the new moon day of 

October. According them the 'Ga ii ' means cow (feminine gender) and in thi s day they 

worship on ly the cows. In the morning of thi s day the headman of the fami ly wears a 

fres h cloth after bathing. Then he puts a little amount of fresh cow dung in a corner 

(preferably east or north) of the cowshed and shapes it as little mountain . He sprinkles 

some fl owers on it and li ghtens few incense sticks. He cleans its leg with water and smear 

with mustard oil. Then he walks around the cow and sprinkles holy water on it. Next, a 
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deo (an earthen oil lamp), a bati (a vari ety of catkin) are li ght in the fro nt of cow. He 

greets the cow by weaving these li ghts, and with charming spiritual words he gives some 

foods li ke rice, husk, baabor (a variety of wheat made cake) etc. to the cow . He makes 

five red dots on cow' s body and head. He requests cow to eat the offerings and being 

pleased, free them from their sins. They believe that the cow is a part of God and at the 

time of grazing 

they bit the cow 

and they collect 

milk from cows, 

and In return 

they give only 

husk, extracted 
Some rituals of Gaii Tihar 

starch from rice, leaves etc. , and these compel them to commit sin s. After completion of 

these rituals all of the family members in thi s house enjoy with a choi sable meal like rice, 

meat curry, jar/roxy or any alcoholic drinks. In the ni ght of that day, they celebrate a 

special ritual, called Bhooilini. Basicall y it is a ritual that is played by on ly female with 

singing and dancing. In ni ght all of the female go out from their respective houses , and go 

to every house in a group of 3-20 members. There they sing and dance for 30-60 minutes 

and the householder gives them a little quantity of rice and money (Rs . l 0/- to I 00/-). 

They play it in whole night, and at the end of this game, the collected money and rice are 

equally distributed among the all participants. They arrange the Bhai-Tihar ceremony 

wi th thi s collected money and rice. In thi s 

game, there IS no restriction for 

participation ; each physically able female 

can pa1ticipate in this game without 

hesitation of generation gap. Though the 

total duration of thi s ceremony is onl y one 

day, but it has very special significance fo r 

them. In this ceremony onl y women can The Bhooilini dance 

permitted to play this game - which clearl y ind icates the respectability towards women 

and shows hi gh status of women in social context. Again, in this night all of the 

participant give accompany to each other and go to each other's house without to bar of 

different social status, generati on gap, interpersonal quarrels - which increases the 

strength of interpersonal relationship and also increases the strength of their social 

structure. 
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9.3.4.4. Gooru Tihar: 

It is the 4111 phase of Tihar festival held on next day after new moon of October. 

The duration of Gaaru Tihar is just one day. In the ceremony they worship the bullock at 

morning. The procedure of bullock worshipping is exactly same as cow worshipping in 

Gaii Tihar. The second phase of this ceremony is also has a grater similarity with 

'Bhaailini ' in Gaii Tihar - here the male on ly play this game instead of female. The 

col lected amount from this ceremony spent for their respective sisters' in Bhai Tihar. This 

game is known as 'Deaausi ' . Beside this, in this night another game, 'Maaruuni' is play 

only by adu lt male. After Sunset, at least 5 villagers assemble in a house with madal (a 

variety of drum) , mukunda (a musk) and the householder provides them a coin, some rice, 

some flowers, a pail of water, a lighten dea (an earthen oil lamp) on a nang/a (a bamboo 

made tray). Then they purify themselves 

with gamut (urine of cow) and cal l the 

ancestral spirits to come from abroad and 

stay with them. A male of this group is 

dressed up as female and he sings and 

dances as female. Another person put on 

the musk in his face and acts as a joker. 

Rests of them sing a tale and beat the The M aaruuni dance 

madal. They continue their programme 30- 50 minutes in each house and then go to next 

house. They play thi s game only 3 consecutive nights and at the end of 3rd night they 

come back in that house, from where they have start, and formally declare to end of this 

game. They believe that, this game is highly risk full - if there is any fault, then the spirits 

will kill the players and if they successfu ll y complete it then their ancestral spirits protect 

them from all hazards . Basically this festival provides them holiday/s in their busy 

laborious schedu le. Besides this, in this day they get money from the householders which 

help them carry on their next jovially celebration. It also expresses the advancement of 

their social systems, in which they can earn in their holidays without hard laborious 

efforts . Though this festival carried on from generation after generation , but now a days, a 

large alterat ion is found among them due to influence of neighboring cu lture and their 

occupational migration . At present, some families have not any cattle or have on ly cowls 

or bullock/s and thus they do not perform the I st part of Gaii Tihar and/or Gaaru Tihar 

and even most of them also forget the Maaruuni dance. Even a large portion of them do 

not practice 'Deaausi' , which is indirect way of embracing their social structure. 
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9.3.4.5. Bhaai Tihar: 

It is the fifth and final phase of Tihar festival. It is held on the 2nd day after new 

moon of October. In this day they worship (accordi ng to their own version) their brothers. 

This ceremony held on sister's husband 's house (for married wo men) and in parental 

house (for unmarried female) . The sisters arrange this festival with the rice and money 

collected from various households in the Bhooilini game. At the morning in that day, the 

sisters bring together some flowers (preferably mari gold flower) , durba (a variety of 

grass), some fruits from nearby areas, and prepare few choisable food items like rice, 

shelrooti, meat curry e tc. In between morning to noon the brothers reach to their 

respecti ve sisters' houses and the sisters give them a heartily welcome. First of all water 

are supplied to them, for foot washing. Then a mandro (mat) spread on the ground and the 

brothers sit there and faced east side. The sister puts the food items along with a bottle of 

jadroxy/ram/beer and a piece of small handkerchief on a nanglo (a tray) in each brother's 

front. Then she drops water in the 

ground , and walks around her brother 

and lastl y she go to outside the room and 

drops the last drops of water, there. This 

means that, all of the harmful objects are 

driven out from the room. She takes 

some fl owers and ri ce in her hands and 

gently smears these, over the whole body 
The rituals of Bhaai Tihar 

of the brothers, which re moves the all bad objects from their body . Then she sprin kles 

rice and hol y water on their heads and hands. Next, she smears over mustard oi l on their 

faces and makes a white dot of curd on their forehead, and red colored plus symbol on 

near their earlobe. Then she gives two garl ands on their heads and necks, and feeds them 

the butter, milk, foods. Finally the brothers give some money (which coll ected from 

'Deoousi ' game) to their sister. After completion of these rituals all of them enj oy in a 

feast. The brothers go back their respective houses at afternoon or in the next day 

morning without any items which are gifted to them by their sisters. Later on the sisters 

reach their brothers' houses along with these gifted items, and stay there 1-2 days . This is 

the rituali st ic end of Tihar ceremony. This ceremony has special significances, i.e. in this 

ceremony the brothers and sisters can meet to each other's and their families , at least once 

in a year without any ex tra economical burden. Though they have been carrying this 

ceremony from bygone days, but in course of time a littl e change is found among their 

younger counterpart. Due to influence of neighboring Brahmin cu lture, the youn g avoid 
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to take alcoholic drinks, beef, pork etc. and even the return journey of the sisters in their 

brothers' houses gradually decreases day by day. So, now a day they tend towards the 

transitional position between their tradition and neighboring great tradition. 

9.3.5. Baishak Purne: 

Traditionally, the Baishak Purne is the main festival among the Bhujel. This 

festival is held on the full moon day of April-May. In this day they annually worship to 

their kul or ancestral deities. Each Bhujel family arranges this kul puja in that day and the 

family heads worship their respective ancestors. In this festival women's participation is 

very negligible - only male dominates in the whole festival. In the morning of this day, 

the headman of the family takes a little amount of soil in the Puja place. He cleans the 

kul-thaan and mopes this part with fresh cow dung and puts together an alter with this 

soil. Later on he puts up the stones (which regarded as the symbol of Kul or ancestors) on 

to alter. A banana leaf is placed in the front of alter and a cow dung ball, a glass of milk, 

fruits and flowers of their own agricultural land, a rope of maize's bark, siru (a wild 

variety of catkin), a vase with artamisia sticks, burning incense sticks, burning charcoal, a 

lighten deo (earthen lamp), beetle nuts, chaba patta (a variety of beetle leaf) are placed on 

this banana leaf. The headman of family fixes a red tape on the upper portion of their 

main room and starts Puja through uttering some devout words in the front of Kul-thaan. 

A goat is purified by holy water and as khat a (holy rice) and then it slays in the front of 

kul-thaan. The blood of the goat is put on the top of the kul. The headman puts some 

butter and dhup on these burning charcoals and utters the sanctified words. The blood and 

flesh of the goat are cooked in kitchen and these are offer to the deities in small Toporas 

(leaf made plates). The headman then humbly requests their ancestors to make a 

homecoming from the abode and stay in the Kul-thaan and accept the all offerings. He 

prays to Kul for the plenteous crop in that year and also for the healthy and wealthy life 

for the family members. Then the offerings (only foods) are strictly consume only the 

family members and the remaining of their plates along with skin, residuals of the goat 

are buried on the floor inside the main room of the house. After completion of interment, 

this portion mop with fresh cow dung paste. Customarily, another procedure follows for 

kul worshipping, i.e. worshipping of kul in outside their house in nearest jungle. In such 

case, the headman of the house firstly selects a spot in adjacent jungle and cleans this 

place. He puts one or more oval stone in that place. Except these, all the rituals are · 

pursued as stated previously. Though, in earlier days this festival is regarded as the main 
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fes ti val among them, but in course of time they have shifted towards neighboring culture 

and now, the Bara Doosaai becomes the ir main fes ti val instead of Baishak Purne. 

9.3.6. Saune Sagrati: 

Thi s tradi tional fest ival is held in the las t date of Saunn (in August). They perform 

thi s at the maize culti vati on season. Basicall y it is a fa mili al festi val. The headman of the 

famil y brings fi ve firewood from nearest jungle and lightens its one end . In the mean time 

the ir hearth and its nearby area are mopped with fresh cow dun g paste and meat curry, 

rice, shelrooti etc. are be ing prepared for o ffe rings. These offerings put on a banana leaf 

and all of these are placed in the ri ght side of the hearth . Then the headman requests their 

ancestors to come fro m the abroad and accept these offerings. Then he goes outside the 

room with these burning firewood and throws one wood in east wide and said that 'oh 

ancestors of the east take ours pains, sorrows, problems away' and simil arl y he call s to 

ancestors of west, north , south and pray the same and throws one wood from the 

respecti ve directi ons. Nex t, he puts the fifth wood in the hearth and prays to all ancestors, 

for the ir etern al peace and prosperity. Finall y, all of the fami ly members enj oy with a 

feas t. Though thi s fest ival has been carri ed on by them from ancient , but at present, due to 

occupational migration, Sanskriti zati on etc. facto rs they are not able to carry thi s tradition 

and a large porti on of them do not practi ce thi s fes ti val and even some of them have 

forgeten thi s fes ti val. 

9.4. Worship of Hindu Gods and Goddesses: 

Recentl y some of the Bhuje l 

worship Hindu Gods and Goddesses in 

their house, but regul ar worshipping and 

worshipping to their cults are not noticed 

among thi s populati on. These Bhuje l, who 

willing to adopt the Hindu tradition, 

worship the pictures of Durga, Laxm i, 
Worshipping the Hindu Goddesses 

Shiva, Kri shna, Radha, Ganesh, Saraswati according to the ir traditi onal re li gious cycle. 

No special festi val or ceremonies are arranged for the Hindu Gods and Goddesses . 

Additi onall y, those, who try to upli ft their social status, avoid animal sacrific ing but there 

are no tradition of worshipping the Gods/ Goddesses by the Brahmin priests. 
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9.5. Spirit and Magico-Religious Healers: 

The Bhujel believe that every living beings has a soul, and they can move until the 

presence of soul in the body when soul leaves the mortal bony structure then the structure 

is called dead body. According to their concepts the soul is imperishable, indestructible. 

When the living beings complete their instructed duty in the world then soul leave the 

mortal bony frame and goes back to his master, the God. In very rare case, if the soul 

does not overcome the bindings of earth, then it came back in earth as spirit. There are 

two types of spirit - benevolent and malevolent. If the funeral ceremony is done after 

death then these souls become the benevolent spirits or their deities and otherwise these 

become malevolent spirits. According to them, the soul/spirit has no anthropometrical 

shape, it is an invisible substance. The spirits stay beyond horizon and they came in earth 

when someone call them, or ignore them. 

Some Bhujel are regarded as being able to control over the spirits, who are called 

Jhankri. The Jhankri has some special power that they gain automatically; it is not 

·hereditary or not achieved by hard trainings from the preceptor. The main function of the 

Jhankri is to cure the patient from diseases by magical approach or ethnomedicinal 

approach, and to worship some deities in villagers' houses. Primarily he applies magical 

spells to drive away evils spirits supposed to cause harm. He charms few magical words 

or gives a mullet to cure a person or save him/his family from evil eyes. 

In this society disease are supposed to be caused from two factors- spirit caused 

and natural illness, but there is no clear-cut demarcation time between them. The natural 

illness may be mild, like a stomach problem, cut injuries, headache, fever, pyorrhea etc 

and in that cases the Jhankri always not recommend to chinta ceremony (magical healing 

process); he tries to solve these problems by ethno medical process. But, for the more 

severe forms of natural illn~ss it seems that his problem may be influenced by spirit and 

then chinta ceremony was prescribed. There is no specific technique to trace out the 

diseases caused from spiritual or natural way; the diagnostic decision appears to be based 

on experience of the Jhankri. The Jhankri intuitively gets to know in which way he could 

treat successfully and which way he could not. These magical procedure are describe in 

below-

9.5.1. Bhakol Ceremony: 

When a person or a family suffer from physical or mental or any other problems 

and has not been recovering for a long period, then the Jhankris are called for recovery 
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from thi s problem. Firstl y, the Jhankris minutely observe the situation and trace the 

parti cular reason fo r th is problem. In such case he takes some ri ce in a plate and counting 

these with charming magical words, and traces the responsible spirit for that problem. 

Then he suggests to the patient party to arrange a Bhakol ceremony for this problem, and 

selects an auspicious day for thi s ceremon y. In the scheduled day the Jhankri goes to 

pati ent 's house with a mullets, which contains some magical sketches, a little amount of 

dust of some animal bones and dried mi lk of ti ger. A small p01ti on at the fl oor of the 

patient 's house mops with fresh cow dung pas te . Then a kalas (a vase shaped utensil ) 

with water and flow er put on mopped area. Some rice, 4 small bamboo sticks, 2 eggs, a 

khurmi (a weapon), a coin , some bati (a variety of catkin) are put on two plates and these 

are placed on mopped area. The Jhankri sits on the one side of the mopped area and the 

pati ent sits on hi s opposite side. Firstl y he sprinkles holy water from Kalas, in east, west, 

north, south direction , and then drops water drop wise from mopped area to outside the 

door. Then he puts some Sippadhup on the burning charcoals and utters some magical 

words and sprinkles holy water, rice on pati ent ' s body. He touches the fl owers and 

khurmi on patient's forehead. At thi s time patient holds a chicken on hi s hands and the 

Jhankri purifies it with holy water. Then he breaks the egg and puts it protoplas m porti on 

The offerings The Jhankri 's activit ies 

on a duna (a leaf made bowl ) and scorches it. Next, he slays the chicken and gives its 

blood on the charcoals and brings out its heart. Next, the scorches egg and heart (whi ch 

call ed Pokko) pricks in a stick on the mopped area. The Jhankri call s the respective 

deity/spi rit and requests the deity/spirit to accept the offerings and takes the pati ent ' s 

disease away. Then he puts the amulet on patient' s neck. They believe that thi s amulet 

has the property to protect its owner fro m any kind of evi l eyes . Finall y, the Jhankri drops 

thi s ho ly water around the patient 's house. This incidence means that, fro m that day any 

malevolent spirits are not able to cross thi s line of water to enter the room. After 

completion of these rituals all of the patient's famil y members take a part of those 
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offerings and enjoy in a feast along with the Jhankri. There is no specific date and time 

for this ceremony - it totally depends on the Jhankri 's decision. Though this ceremony is 

based on the magical healing procedure but it also has phycotheraptical effectiveness to 

cure a person from his/her illness. But, if the patient cannot able to recover from the 

diseases by the Bhakol ceremony then the Jhankri prescribes his last· and most powerful 

method, Chinta ceremony. According to them, this procedure could never be worded off. 

In very rare case it failed, and then it is supposed that, the patient is a great sinner. 

However, the Chinta ceremony is stated below-

9.5.2. Chinta Ceremony: 

For the more severe form of natural illness or spirit caused illness the Jhankri 

suggests the Chinta ceremony. In such cases he observes the patient and takes some 

grains of rice in a bell metal plate. After uttering some magical word and counting the 

rice he traces particular reason of illness. After knowing the actual reason he prescribes 

Chinta ceremony if it is supposed to caused by the influence of Aathane I Damsange, etc. 

(the spirit who stolen the soul of the patient). As per suggestion of Jhankri the Chinta 

ceremony is held on an auspicious day and some of the rituals of it is as follows -

In this ceremony the patient's family clean their courtyard (if it is not available 

then the nearest plane space from their house is cleaned) and a room of the house at early 

morning and mopes with fresh cow dung paste. The actual ceremony would starts after 9 

p.m. Two banana trees are plant in the middle of the mopped area. At the base of banana 

trees two rings are draw, which indicate the mother earth. A long thread is tied up in the 

middle of banana trees. Egg, rice, banana, phapar,jar (local drink), kuvindo (a variety of 

pumpkin), leaves of few trees, sugar, dal, honey, a piece of iron rod, holy water, nong 

pani (the water in which- the nail were washed), etc. are needed offering while 

worshipping the spirit. 

The patient sits at the front of banana trees and Jhankri sits her/his left side. The 

assistant of Jhankri beats Dhangro (a type of drum) and bell metal plate .. Patient's 

husband/father greet patient by waving a lamp, kuvindo and a hen. Then Jhankri tries to 

exorcise evil spirit from patient body by charms montro (spiritual word) and beats the 

patient by leaves. Later on, one of the participants unfasten the thread on the banana trees 

and the Jhankri beats the Dhangro and roam round the banana trees and patient with 

singing & uncontrolled dancing. After few minutes he becomes senseless and falls in the 
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ground and as soon as patient party cut the neck of hen and kuvindo. Few minutes later 

the Jhankri becomes normal. The next part of the puja is held inside the room. Here 16 

crosses are drive into the bark of banana tree. Few horns with skulls, few specific stones, 

two strings (one is made by snakes bone and another is made by rudraksha), few animal 

bones (including human bones), fired coal, holy water, rice, Barsha (weapon), Channe 

(weapon), egg, oil, a .plate, lamp, leaves etc. are needed to offering the spirit. When the 

puja starts in the room then all the windows, doors are closed and exclusively the adult 

members of the patient's Bansha (dispersed lineage) and Jhankri only present there. The 

Jhankri utters a few magical words, and beats the Dhangro and tries to satisfy the soul. It 

is a long-term process-near about 3-4 hours is needed to complete it. The patient sits at 

the right side ofthe Jhankri. Patient's husband/father collects a pail of water from 7 water 

sources and boils it inside this room. As a result whole room is covered by the smoke. 

After completion ofpuja the patient sits nearer to the boiling pot (she/he sits half nakedly; 

i.e. the upper portion of her/his body remains uncovered). The Jhankri put some leaves 

inside the boiling water and as soon as he powerfully beats patient's body (both in front 

and back) with these leaves. Then he takes plate and oil, and rubs it on the patient's Brest~ 

back, and hands with uttering the montros and exorcises the evil spirit from the patient's 

body. 

Physiotherapy is, of course, not only the scientific significance of the shamanic 

healing procedures among the Bhujel. Massage, ethnomedicine, m.usical therapy etc. are 

used to restore health. Massage and blown into and onto the body are the very popular 

methods of shamanic treatment process. Aromatic medicinal substances in oils or butter 

are applied in conjunction with massage. The blown into and onto the body help to 

stimulate the partly damaged nerves of the patient and help her/him to comes normal 

position. The ethnomedicine or herbal medicine appears to be quite popular in shamanic 

healing process. These people (Jhankris) aware ofthe several herbs which have medicinal 

property and available in their villages. Due to great influence of Jhankri his fellow 

villagers have a limited chance to access the modem medicinal facilities. Again, those 

people want result and if they get well, they do not ponder the problem of formalities of 

modem health care system. However, they (Jhankris) try to cure the diseases from their 

traditional experiences and his fellow villagers are well accept it. There is not doubt of 

potency of the ethnomedicine prescribe by the Jhankris. Again the traditional healing 

process offers them 'reassurance' which is not expected from the modem medical system. 
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In another point of view it can say that, this treatment process also grows the 'we feeling' 

concept among them, which helps to maintain their communal unity. 

Psychotherapeutically the Bhujel shamanic healing process has a great 

significance. The noise of Dhangro and the rhythm of mantro act as musical therapy for 

the patient. Again, the loss of sense of Jhankri comprehends strongly in patient's mind 

that, jhankri sends his soul to find out the stolen soul of him/her. Very low light and 

smoky environment of the puja room make a situation that patient compel to believe 

his/her soul is extricated form evils hand and it is purified in puja place and restore into 

his/her body. So, it is a renewal process and in their words it is one kind of rebirth of the 

patient. The emotional catharsis by allowing the patient to ventilate aggression of 

frustration, provides a sense of renewal of an improved capacity for healing with reality. 

The procession of patient's soul any the catharsis is certainly a crisis experience, which is, 

originate from a state of confusion, anxiety and emotional distress. During the crisis, 

patients' feelings are expressed through the spirit and the chinta ceremony is able to break 

patients' confusion, frustration and anxiety. Just after knowing the disease, patient's 

anxiety is deducted immediately and when he/ she enters in the puja room, this 

environment gives him/her mental strength that the divine power protects her soul and 

restores it on his/her body. This event helps him/her to overcome from the state of 

confusion and frustration. So, in chinta ceremony firstly diagnosis the cause of the 

diseases, and then the treatment process proceeds on as per ideology of the patient and 

that is the real therapeutic effectiveness of this shamanic healing process. So, if we look 

upon the psychological structure of the patient then it would be found that, a person 

. convert as patient due to loss of his/her soul and after renewal of soul or rebirth the 

patient return into normal position. So, this ceremony helps the patient to restore his/her 

mental stability. 

A sketch of the changing status of the patient 

Normal person 

Soul loss 1 r Renewal of souVrebirth 

Patient 
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Though the effect of magico-religious healer's activities is not negligible in 

community health of the Bhujel but due to influence of Christian missionaries, 

governmental agencies a portion of their younger counterpart of them goes to health 

center or consults with doctor at their health disorders. Again the spirit concept gradually 

has changed among them and gradually the Jhankris also loose. their importance in this 

society. 

9.6. Findings: 

The Bhujel mainly the follower of animistic religion, and it is the basic ingredient 

of their everyday life. They worship ancestral spirits, other spirits, and nature. 

Interestingly, all of the spirits are not merely imagining of fictitious characters but have 

their mortal origination and real life in the earth. After their death they demand for 

worshipping through living personnel and in course of time they become as deities and 

worshipped by their descendants. Customarily they follow more or less similar method to 

worship their deities. The headman of the family or jhankri and few male go to nearest 

jungle and erect there a 2-3 decked structure as temporary habitation of respected deity. 

Generally, they worship the deity with rice, egg, vegetables, kodo, bati, water, banana 

leaf, curd, burning charcoals, coin, bow, arrow, lighten deo, sippadhup, flowers. 

Sacrificial animal is essential for their pujas. The votary chants few spiritual words to 

recall the spirit and asks blessing from it. Next they come back in their house with some 

offerings and these are consuming by all of the family members. 

In general, they worship their deities mostly in jungle and offer some resources, 

which are easily available in their surrounding environment, which express their 

simplicity and primitiveness. In the pujas only the male's participation shows a clear-cut 

male dominancy in religious ceremonies or more specifically male dominancy in society. 

Again, if the religious specialists participate in these ceremonies they get only a part of 

offerings and a meal from host house and they are paid in a very rare occasion. Here the 

participation of religious specialist is not compulsory rather than it more voluntary in 

nature. In earlier days most of the pujas performed in the nearest jungle but now a days, 

they do these inside their house and even some of them are not worshipped their 

traditional deities due to effect of Satpalji' s malice less pantha. 
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The Bhujel celebrate a very colorful religious festival tradition. Their religious 

calendar starts from Mag he Sagrati, which is the 151 day of their year and ends with Tihar. 

Their religious cycle is as follows-

Tihar 
(October) 

Worship Birds, 
Dogs, Cows, 

Bullocks, Brothers 

Maghe Sagrati 
(February) 

Worship Rivers 

Bara Doosaii 
(September

October) 
Worship Ku/, 

Vim Sing 

Baishak Purne 
(April-May) 
Annually 

Worship Kul 

Religious Cycle among 

the Bhujel of Darjeeling 

Himalaya 

Saune Sagrati 
(August) 
Worship 

Ancestral Spirit 

J•nwraA•••a (August-
September) 
Worship Ku/, 

Virain Girl 

Significantly, all of their festivals provide holidays to the villagers for their 

refreshment in their busy laborious schedule and also provide them a chance to renew 

their interpersonal relationships which finally help to maintain their communal solidarity. 

Practically some of their traditional festivals in course of time gradually loose importance 

among them due to the effect of Sanskritization. Even now, most of them do not know 

that their new year starts from the day of Maghe Sagrati. They follow the English 

Calendar or Nepali Calendar. 

The Bhujel also believe that all living beings have the souls and after death their 

souls sometimes return back to earth in the form of benevolent and malevolent spirits. 

According to them, some Bhujel (Jhankris) have power to control over the spirits and 

they take care about the villagers from the evil eyes by their magical powers. Other 
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important duties of the Jhankris are to restore health of the villagers either by magical 

method or in ethnomedicinal approach, and to worship some deities in others' houses. 

Characteristically Jhankris are the 'observer participant researchers' of this society, thus 

they successfully trace out the patients' psychology, and treat patients as per the frame of 

their minds. 

However, the Bhujel may be seen as displaying a remarkable heterodoxy in their 

religious beliefs, having adopted elements and concepts from neighboring great tradition 

and downplaying some points of incongruity between them. Though their older 

counterpart follow up their traditional religious festivals but their younger counterpart 

tend towards Hindu culture and some of them worship Hindu Gods and Goddesses, and 

someone worship their traditional deities in front of their Hindu God-Goddesses pictures. 

As a result, now-a-days, due to the influence of Hindu culture they stand in the marginal 

position between their tradition and neighboring great tradition. 
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Political Organization refers to the means of a society used to maintain order 

internally and manage its affairs with other societies externally. Such organization may be 

relatively uncentralized and informal, as in band and tribes or centralized and formal, as in 

chiefdoms and states. Like other indigenous peoples of today's world the Bhujel also had 

their centralized, informal political organization in the bygone days. This political 

organization was ran by the Bhujel king and his accompanied person. The kingship was 

hereditary among them; the eldest son of the king supposed to be next king and his absence 

kings' male relatives can got King's chair. The track of Bhujel dynasty runs along both 

sides of Bhuji Khola of Nepal (Morris, 1933). Pre~ently no such type of king is observed 

among the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya. This may be due to their immigration in a new 

area. 

10.1. Traditional Political Organization of the Bhujel: 

In between 885 to 1315 A.D., 22 Bhujel dynasties were ruling over the Bhuji 

kingdom in Nepal. Their country consisted of Nisi-Bhuji region, which situated in the 

southwestern side of Mt. Dhaulagiri in the Himalayan Range. The Bhujikot (9000 ft. 

attitude) was the summer capital of this tribal kingdom and the Arnakot ( 4000 ft. attitude) 

was the winter capital of it. In 1315 A.D. this Bhuji regime collapsed under the hands of 

Khasa Mallas and then the Bhujel were displaced in various regions and one of their 

counterparts came into the remote areas of Darjeeling Himalaya and established a new 

Bhujel habitation (ABSS, 2006). In broad sense, their centralized political organization lost 

its control to some extent due to this transformation. The dominant personnel became the 

chief of each area in their new settlements. Later on, some other communities' people 

settled with them and a formed a complex type of political organization. However, despite 

their socio-political hegemony they displayed a unique type of political system, which was 

more or less centralized one, and the village headman (Kharo) enjoyed a lot of power. This 

local government, run by the Kharo was known as Gram-Samaj. He ruled over the village 

with 4 men. In general, the village headman was selected by secular and religious 

. representatives of villagers, who can withdraw their mandate from this dignitary. Had the 

Kharo lost the faith or physically unable to perform his duty, then the villagers were 

reselected the new Kharo. Mostly, the descendants of Kharo being the new Kharo but if he 

became unable to be the trustworthy of the villagers, the Thera (assistant of village 

headman) took his responsibility. The Kharo led the every proceedings of the village, his 
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attendance was very crucial in all festivals, ceremonies in the village. In his absence, the 

Thero attend the ceremonies. The Kharo get a part of the offerings of all festivals, a 

, portion of the each crops yield in village. He also gets the best portion of the hunting 

animal, hunted in group hunting or individual hunting. He also enjoys tax-free land in 

earlier ~ays. The villagers give .voluntary service to the Kharo's house and his personal 

agricultural land. Except Kharo and Thero, the Gram-Samaj also consist another 3 

members - one Jhankri (Shaman), one Lepon (treasurer), and one Chotang (assistant · 

treasurer cum peon). The principal source of the Gram-Samaj 's income is land revenue. 

The success of Gram-Samaj depend upon the treasure's and his assistant's ability to collect 

the taxes and hold them prior to disbursement. Interestingly, the treasurer and his assistant 

have no strongbox or safe -the treasurer simply put income in his pockets, carries it home, 

and keeps informally until it is paid out. A major portion of this income goes to the Local 

King as revenue, and the rest portion divided in between the members of Gram-Samaj, and 

there is virtually no excess for community project or betterment. Moreover, there is no 

provision in this system for the community formally to levy taxes for special project. 

Furthermore, the members of the Gram-Samaj, receive gratuities from both contending 

parties, and they may keep this fines, they assess. The major is entitled to marriage fees 

accrue by them as the other source of income. The assistant of village headman has the 

duty to enquiry about the problems of the villagers, and if possible instant solve these. If it 

is more serious one, then it goes up to Pancha. Among them, Thero 's function is more 

social rather than political. His main aim is the improving the interpersonal relationship 

among the villagers, by mutual understanding and maintains peace in the village. The · 

Jhankri has selected for supervising the religious rituals in the village. He led the religious 

festivals. in the village and accrues a portion of offerings in this festival. He has another 

duty to protect the villagers from the physical and/or mental hazards. He deals these 

problems in magical way and/or ethnomedicinal way, and earned a certain amount from 

there. Nevertheless, Kharo 's function is political, for relations with Local King and the 

villagers. Rather, for administrative purpose, for tax collecting, other activities; all 

villagers within a single Gram-Samaj are bound together. Furthermore, the Gram-Samaj 

takes care in social, economic, political, religious matters of the village and the villagers. 

The Bhujel' Gram-Samaj was grown-up by the male persons only. Children and 

women were, however not taken in the Gram-Samaj. Justice was administered by these 
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members who sat in judgments in deciding cases of various natures brought before the 

Gram-Samaj. Cases were dealt with according to the tribal norms applied in the context of 

different situations. According to their conception, if the offenders by chance get relief 

from Pancha, the supernatural or automatic punishments must befall to him. Disobedience 

of the mandate of the Pancha was taken as serious notice by the judges of Pancha. Public 

opinion, especially the bystanders ' opinions was the most potent factor in determining any 

judgment. 

However, the Gram-Samaj does not excel the efflux of time. Later on others 

communities people came there and in course of time they snatched the power from Bhujel 

and control over the villagers, in the leadership of their village headman, the 'Mono!' . 

Thereafter, the controlling power exchanged alternatively among them and this scenario 

continued up to beginning of independent Indian Government. Afterwards, though the 

administrative power goes to the officials of State Government, but the villagers practically 

follows their Gram-Samaj tradition. But there a drastic change occurred in this structure -

the Kharo lost his centralized power and all of the members of Gram-Samaj served as 

more voluntarily rather their economic interests. In that period they accrued only a part of 

gratuities, often from both contending parties who sought the judgment in the Pancha. The 

Kharo lost his all political power and among the members of Gram-Samaj, only the 

Jhankri held his social position as earlier, because the villagers were facing physical and 

mental problems as earlier and they compiled to take Jhankri 's suggestion, and thus the 

Jhankris get respect from the villages, as earlier. Later on, instead of traditional officials of 

Gram-Samaj, the renounced personnel of the village like teacher, rich man, politically 

powerful man, etc. acts as Judges in the Pancha, and informally held the controlling power 

of the village. In the beginning of Panchyati System this controlling power again handed 

over to the community organization, Panchayat and renounced personnel of other 

communities. Till now the last system continues among them. 

10.2. Changes in Traditional Political Organization and Contemporary Political 

Participation: 

Despite of their relative socio-political and economic powerlessness during the 

Panchayati Raj System, the Bhujel community itself, relatively isolated as it was, still had 

considerable group solidarity or cohesion. At present they are displaying a complex type of 
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Political System. In this complex system not only Bhujel personnel, but also renounced 

personnel of other communities and some elected Panchayat members regarded as board of 

adjudicators. There are no fixed numbers of adjudicators - it depends on the nature of the 

offence and also social status of the wrongdoer. There is no recognized organization of that 

system. A person can complain in Panchayat office or in community organization. Then 

Panchayat members or members of community organization arrange the tribunal and call 

the both contending parties and invite few renounced personnel of the villages as judges. In 

this system, there are no specific segments- those personnel who act as judges can act as 

massage bearer. Usually, in case of intra communal problems only members of own 

community organization arrange this tribunal and in rare occasion Panchayat members 

attend this judicial. But in case of inter communal problems; the members of the respective 

community organization and Panchayat members perform this judicial. In West Bengal, 

their community organization is known as 'Bhujel Kalyan Association'. It consists of two 

main wings - (i) Central Committee and (ii) Village Committee. A little introduction of 

their Community Organization is given below -

Table-10.1: Structure of Central Committee among the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya 

Name of the No. of 
Respective Formal Duties of the Official Mode of Official 

Official Post/s 
Post/s Post/s Selection 

Most powerful person of the organization. 

President 1 
Dealings all the papers of the organization. Call 
meeting of the organization by consulting with 

General Secretary. 

Vice-President 1 
Assist the President and run the organization in 

By the absence of President. 
Acts as a mediator between President and the 

voting of 

General members of the Committee. He preserves all 
the 

1 members 
Secretary the necessary documents. Publish annual report 

of the 
of organization and recorded the all claims. 

Village 
Assistant 

1 
Assist the Secretary in his works, especially in 

Committee 
Secretary communication with people. 
Treasurer 1 Collect money from Village Committee. 

Representative 
Enlighten the problems of their own villages 

of each Village Variables 
and villagers in the organization's meeting. 

Committee 
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Table-10.2: Structure of Village Committee among the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya 

Name of the 
No. of 

Respective Formal Duties of the Official ·Mode of 
Official 

Official Post/s 
Post/s 

Post/s Selection 

Most powerful person of the Committee. 

President 1 Dealings all the papers of the group. Call 
meeting of the group by consulting with 

Secretary. 

Vice-President 1 Assist the President and run the organization in 
absence of President. 

By the 
Acts as a mediator between President and the 
members of the Committee. He preserves all 

voting of 

Secretary 1 the necessary documents. Submit annual report 
the Bhujel 

of organization in Central Committee and 
family 

recorded the all claims. 
heads 

Assistant 
1 

Assist the Secretary in his works, especially in 
Secretary communication with people. 
Treasurer 1 Collect money from Villagers. 

Advisors 2-5 
Assist the Officials in the organization's 

meeting. 

Though the official functionaries have some specific instructed duties, but 

practically they complete each-other's duty, there is no specific deviation or vertical 

segment among the members of 'Village Committee' or 'Central Committee'. In any issue 

all of the members opine their own views and the most acceptable opinion recorded as the 

fmal decision - here President,. General Secretary etc. officials' signs just for formality. 

This incidence clearly expresses their horizontal segmentry system in their practical life. 

Their Village Committee works in grass root level. The villagers can complain 

verbally in any problem to the Village Committee. Someone can raise the issue of 

communal development like agricultural product transportation problems, his personal 

problem like inter-communal marriage, quarrel with other person etc. Once the complains 

are noticed in the 'Village Committee', then its members fixed a date and place of a 

meeting (Pancha) in this issue. They call the respective personnel associate in reported 

issue. In the scheduled day the personnel associate with this incidence assemble in the 

selected place along with own community and/or other Community I Panchayat members. 

There the complainant's party clarify firstly their aver, and then the defendant's party 

counters this in their own sensitivity. Later on the judges decide a possible solution to this 
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problem and write this decision in a paper and all of the associated persons sign under this 

resolution. In general, both of the complaint and defendant's party accept this decision. In 

below some of the offence and related judgments (given in village level committee) are 

summarized. 

Table-10.3: Existing Norms and Related Punishment against some Offence among the 

Bhujel 

Sl. Type of Offence 
Personnel present as 

Nature of Punishment/Decision in Pancha J ud~ es in Panch a· 
No. /Complains 

A B c 
If the case reported in the pancha, then they 

Pre-marital sex decide for marriage in-between complained 
relation or boy and girl. Girl's parent gets an amount as 

1 conception of a Jatdanda /Chor-kasar (Rs. 21-5001/-) and a 
girl before roxy bottle from boy's family. 
mamage. • Intra communal case. ++ + -

• Inter communal case. ++ .+ ++ 
Marriage a The breaking party has to pay a part of the 

man/woman, cost involved for preparation(Rs. 101-5001/-) 
2 whose marriage and 2 bottles roxy to the deprived party. 

has been socially • Intra communal case. ++ + -
settled earlier. • Inter communal case. ++ + ++ 

3 
Marriage between 

Social Boycott. ++ ++ -
tabooed relations. 

The man take the girl as his wife, even he was 
already married. Girl's parent gets an amount 

4 Adultery. 
as Jatdanda /Chor-kasar (Rs. 21-5001/-) and 

a bottle ofroxy from boy's family. 

• Intra communal case. ++ + -

• Inter communal case. ++ + ++ 
Either daughter is taken to other community's 

boy then she included to her husband's 
community. Girl's parent gets an amount as 

5 
Community Jatdanda (Rs. 21-5001/-) and bottle ofroxy 

exogamy marrmge from boy's family. ++ + ++ 
If the Bhujel boy takes other communities' 
girl, then his family has to pay as per norms 

in which the girl belongs. ++ + ++ 
The husband has to pay a little amount of 

6 Divorce 
money (Rs. 21-101/-) to his wife. 

• Intra communal case. ++ + -
• Inter communal case. ++ + ++ 



Sl. 
No. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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Type of Offence 
Personnel present as 

/Complains Nature of Punishmentffiecision in Pancha Judl!es in Pancha 
A B 

Second husband of the woman has to pay a 
part of cost associate with the marriage 

Marriage with 
ceremony, in her first husband's house (Rs. 
21-5001/- along with 2 bottles roxy) to her 

another's wife first husband. 

• Intra communal case. ++ + 
• Inter communal case. ++ + 

Accused person has to pay same animal to the 

Killing one's pet 
complaint and 10 bottles roxy/ 10 Kg.jar to 

to other 
thepancha. 

• Intra communal case. ++ + 
• Inter communal case. ++ + 

Accused person has to pay monetary 
compensation (Rs. 21-101/-) to his wife's 

Physical or mental parent and 10 bottles roxyl 10 Kg. jar to the 
torture with wife pancha. 

• Intra communal alliance. ++ + 
• Inter communal alliance. ++ + 

All son get equal share of their parental 
Distribution of property except the younger son. He gets 

property between slightly excess portion of this property. All of 
kins the inheritents give 10 bottles roxy/ 10 Kg. jar 

to the pancha .. ++ ++ 
Pancha acts as a mediator. Both of the 

Quarrel between 
complained and offended party have to give 

two person/group 
10 bottles roxy/ 10 Kg. jar to the pancha. 

• Intra communal case. ++ + 
• Inter communal case. ++ + 

Burglary/ theft/ 
robbery/ dacoity/ Still not reported. ++ + 

murder case. 

• In each meeting of pancha, the complainant firstly put a bottle of roxy and Rs.20-
50/- before starting the meeting, and at last the offended party gives Rs.S0-100/- to 
pancha. 

• List of abbreviation: 
A Members of the 'Village Committee' ofBhujel Association. 
B : Panchyat Pradhan/ other Panchyat members. 
C : Members of the other communities. 
++ : Must present in the pancha. 
+ Generally present in the pancha but it is not mandatory. 

Abesent in the pancha. 

c 

-

++ 

-

++ 

-
++ 

-

-
++ 

+ 
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If anyone of complaint or defendant party is not satisfied in the decision of this 

tribunal, run by the 'Village Community's' member, then they can appeal this in their 

higher jurisdiction, in their Central Committee. But till now this type of complains are not 

reported in the Central Committee. They have a provision to knock the door of court, if 

they unsatisfied with the decision, make by the members of 'Village Committee' or 

'Central Committee'. But they do not follow the last opportunity, because they lived in the 

very remote area where the modem facilities are not available and furthermore, if someone 

overlooks their 'Village Committee' and I or 'Central Committee', there may be a chance 

of social boycott to that person. That's why the entire incidences inside the villages are 

solved in 'village level tribunal'. 

10.3. Some Case Studies: 

The Bhujel of the studied areas were not willing to disclose all types of cases taken 

into pancha. That's why some case studies which are very common in this society and 

permitted by local people are enumerated in below. 

10.3.1. Case Study-1: 

This particular case linked with the pre-marital sex relation between a Bhujel boy 

(Rajesh Bhujel) and Lepcha girl (Sarita Lepcha) of Samther village. Both of them came 

closer at their school life and within a short period Sarita became pregnant. After 

conformation of this event her family members called a pancha. In pancha, Sarita and 

Rajesh's guardians were present along with few aged villagers of both Bhujel and Lepcha 

communities and two P8:llchyat members. Before starting the meeting Sarita's family put 

there a bottle of roxy and Rs.30/- in a tray. The pancha acts as a mediator between the 

analization parties. First of all, girl's party asked village elders and demand for physical 

torture against Rajesh for this offence. The defendant party claims that this offence took 

place according to both Sarita and Rajesh's will; that's why both are responsible yqually. 

After analization of whole matter the village elders asked the both parties to negotiation. 

The judges decide that Rajesh must marry with Sarita and the defendant party have to pay 

Rs. 5000/- (as jat-danda) and a roxy bottle to Sarita's family. At the end of the meeting 

Sarita was asked by the elders- in which religion she like to stay- Christian or Hindu? She 

opined that, her husband follows the Hindu religion and thus she willing to converted 
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herself from Christian to Hindu. Being angry her brother give a khada (a piece of silk cloth 

which has ritual value) in her neck and said that, from that day his sister was die for them 

and she loose all rights to accession of any type of relationship concerning to her natal 

house. After completion of that meeting the judges wrote down the complain and its 

judgment in a paper and asked the guardians of both parties to sign and under their 

signature they sign it. Finally Rajesh's family put Rs.SO/- in there and that is the end of this 

meeting. 

10.3.2. Case Study-2: 

The particular case deals with the adultery of a married man, Jit Bahadur Bhujel 

and Dambar Kumari Bhujel of Samther village. Jit Bahadur reckons in well-to-do families 

in this society and his jolly nature attract young girls. Residing side by side they meet each 

other and sometimes they fulfill their biological need. After few months when Jit Bahadur 

was unwilling to entertain her, she informed this news to village elders and called a 

pancha. There the complainant firstly put a bottle of roxy and Rs.20/- before starting the 

meeting. In pancha only the complainant and defendant parties along with the Bhujel 

village elders were present. Dambar Kumari's family members claimed the offence 

adultery against Jit Bahadur and asked for severe punishment from village elders. 

Defendant party has not any say regarding this matter. Thus the judges decided that Jit 

Bahadur must marry with Dambar Kumari within few days and he also pay Rs. 1001/- as 

Chor-kasar along with a bottle of roxy to complainant. In this pancha no formal or 

informal seco.ndary document such as written document was made. At last the offended 

party gives Rs. 100/- to pancha and end that meeting. 

10.3.3. Case Study-3: 

The particular case linked with the marriage of Tilchand Bhujel and Ratnamaya 

Bhujel in presence of her husband, Laxman Bhujel of Samther village. Being a neighbor 

Tilchand frequently came into Laxman's house and gradually Tilchand and Ratnamaya 

came close to each other. In a morning Ratnamaya left her husband's house and walk with 

Tilchand to start a new married life. Knowing all events Laxman's father informs this news 

to the village elders and invited to arrange a pancha. In the pancha, Tilchand and his 

family were called and Tilchand, his parent, Ratnamaya including Laxman and his family 

present there. There some Bhujel village elders and a pnnchyat member act as judges. In 
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this meeting, Laxman's party firstly put a bottle of roxy and Rs.20/- and claim that 

Tilchand has stolen his wife by the magic - thus they demand the whole expenditure of 

their marriage (Rs.30000/-). from Tilchand. The defendant claims that Ratnamaya was 

unhappy with her first husband and thus she walkout with Tilchand without any influence 

- hence no question arise to pay anything to the Laxman. The elders were judged all the 

incidences and say to Tilchand have to pay Rs. 5001/- as compensation to Laxman and 

from that day Tilchand and Ratnamaya regarded as socially sanctioned husband-wife. The 

pancha also suggested that the children of Ratnamaya and Laxman were stay with Laxman 

from that day and Ratnamaya loose the all linkage with her first husband's family 

including her children. This meeting came to end with giving RslOO/- by Tilchand as 

pancha's money. 

10.3.4. Case Study-4: 

This particular case deals with the community exogamy marriage of a Bhujel girl, 

named Hira Bhujel and a Lepcha boy, named Sammuel Lepcha. Hira lived Suruk village 

and Satrimuellived in Samther village. Their marriage took place when Sammuel and Hira 

both were working as agricultural labor in same area. Knowing this news Hira's father 

hosted the pancha few days later. In pancha, Hira and Sammuel's guardians were present 

along with few aged villagers of both communities. None of the panchyat members was 

present in this pancha. The meeting of the pancha starts with putting a bottle of roxy and 

Rs. 501- by the complainant. The pancha acts as a mediator between Hira and Sammuel's 

family. First of all the Hira's party demand for their daughter but at last it settled in the 

form of compensation (Rs. 5001/- asjat-danda and a bottle ofroxy) and San)111uel's family 

instant giveRs. 1001/- to Hira's father and promise there to pay the rest amount within 10 

days. At the end of the meeting Hira was asked for chose a religion for her new life. She 

opined that, her husband follows the Christian religion and thus she was willing to 

converted herself from Hindu to Christian. Being angry her father had announced in this 

pancha that from the very day his daughter was died for them and she lost all rights with 

her natal house. Then Sammuel put there Rs.1 00/- as a final norm of the meeting. 

10.3.5. Case Study-5: 

The specific case studies deals with the intra-communal love marriage between 

Tara Bhujel of Suruk Haddra village and Rabin Bhujel of Bara Suruk village. Their 
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marriage was takes place when both of them studied in school. Immediately of this event 

Tara's family know this news and being angry they called pancha. In the scheduled date 

both Tara and Rabin along with their guardians were present there. Few elder Bhujel were 

present there as judges or more specifically to neutralize this situation through mutual 

understanding. First of all Tara's father put Rs.20/- and a bottle of roxy in the front of 

judges and asked for punishment for Rabin. Then Rabin's father defends there. After 

analyzing the nature of offence the judges decide for monetary compensation (Rs.501/-) as 

Chorkasar. Rabin's father instantly paid this amount to Tara's father. Thereafter the judges 

wrote down the all event in a paper and both guardians of the complaint or defendant 

parties signed this paper. At the end Rabin's father put Rs.lOO/- and another roxy bottle in 

pancha as the final customs of pancha 's meeting. 

The Bhujel are may be seen as displaying a remarkable heterodoxy in their political 

system, having adopt elements and concept of modem Panchayati Raj System and 

neighboring communities' traditions and downplaying any points of incongruity between 

them. In general, during the Panchayati Raj System, the Bhujel as a whole had very little 

input the Panchayat Political System. In West Bengal only 5 elected Panchayat members 

were noticed from entire Bhujel population in this state (census report conduct by Bhujel 

Association, 2007). Till date none of the Bhujel female was found as elected and even 

nominated candidate in panchyat election. In part, due to their severe isolation from the 

national political scene as well as limited social mobility; the extremely low literacy rate, 

lack of modem communications, limited knowledge of national and international events 

also have a great influence to preventing Bhujel from state and national politics. 

Furthermore, their indigenous ideology, economic factors are also appearing to have 

political ramification for these peoples. The bulk of-production in agriculture and enough 

resources in nearby environment, undertaken by Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya, as 

primary objectives to provide enough for their own consumption. They are not under 

pressure to develop their firms through investment a moderate amount of capital. They 

have not enough time in their busy laborious schedule, for politics or more specifically 

they hate the squalid feature of modem politics and maintain a far distance from it. 
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10.4. Findings: 

Traditionally the Bhujel has centralized political organization run by the king and 

his accompanies. But after displacement in a new region and political hegimony their local 

government is grown-up as 'Gram Samaj', a body roughly corresponding with their 

tradition. Being the supreme authority, the Kharv runs this organization along with Thero, 

Jhankri, Lepon, and Chotang. This organization is practically a substitute of their 

traditional political organization, and it takes care about administrative, economic, 

religious interests of this community. All Bhujel of a village are bound together within a 

single Gram-Samaj and bear some organic relationship to the Bhujel of other villages. In 

judicial cases, Kharo calls the Pancha and gives the judgment between two contending 

parties. The lawbreakers are punished according to their offence. Some times it is related to 

the offender's monitory fines and/or physical punishment and in extreme form of offence 

the offenders are excommunicated. However, in influx of time this Gram-Samaj decayed 

and at present a complex type of political system is created; having adopted element and 

concept from Panchayati Raj System, and their neighboring communities. But in 

practically their community organization lead their political system with its two wings

village committee and central committee. First one works on grass root level in relation to 

the villagers' problems, and second one look about the overall communal development". 

Though the Pancha is still continuing but it has a remarkable disparity from their 

traditional structure. At present, members of village committee can solve the problems of 

the villagers, in Pancha, along with Panchayat members and/or members or others 

communities, and the mostly accepted opinion regarded as final decision. Nevertheless, a 

severe isolation from the national political scene, extremely low literacy rate, ·lack of 

communication, limited knowledge in national and international events, indigenous 

ideology, and poverty compiled them to stay under the domination of non-Bhujel, 

especially the Brahman, Chhetri etc. In practically, at present they are totally shifted from 

their traditional political system, and in the changing horizon they are failed to ascertain 

the right way, undoubtedly their neighbors play a crucial role for this fluctuation. 
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. 11.1. Some Changes in the Life and Culture of the Bhujel: 

Every society of the world should not ignore the change coming with the flux of 

time. In this aspect the Bhujel are not exceptional one. It is necessary, in this chapter, to 

throw light on the changing trend, if any, in the Bhujel culture. In recapitulating in the 

past, the Bhujel have their dynasty in Bhuji region of central Nepal. Only after spreading 

of Rana regime in their territory, they spread through out the country and a branch of them 

make new settlements in Darjeeling Himalaya. Due to isolation in their newly established 

habitation, they totally followed their traditional customs, norms, beliefs in the bygone 

days. But gradually with the improvement of communication systems, and a long time 

interaction with their neighboring Hindus, especially Brahmins, they are influenced much 

by them. In earlier they followed some superstitions, and they slowly came out of these 

and now try to come out from these. Although it is experienced by the researcher that a 

segment of them till now believe the snap shooting and anthropometric measurements 

harm their physical and social status. The geographical isolation help them to contain a 

good moral character in earlier, but now-a-days, after acquiring of some traits from 

outsiders, a segment of them loose this character and it is more prominent in their younger 

generations. 

Due to their tendency to avoid modem education and insufficiency of schools in 

this area, formal school education is almost absent among them in earlier days. Although 

this situation is slowly changing- state Government and Christian missionaries are trying 

to improve their educational status. It is due to that influence the young children start to go 

to school from 3 years of their age. 

Starting :from the ancient, they faced economic constrains more acutely and they. 

tried to maintain a safe distance from governmental or other voluntary organization 

(except Christian missionaries) due to their indigenous ideology. The bulk of production 

in agriculture and enough resources in nearby environment are undertaken by them as 

primary objectives to provide enough for their own consumption. There are very few who 

are engaged in others occupation. They are not under pressure to develop their firms by 

investing a moderate amount of capital. In their busy laborious schedule, they have not 

enough time to think for better lifestyle. Nevertheless, quite recently, a minute proportion 
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of them were involved in some outside employments and also interested to get special 

benefits from several organizations and Government. 

Although their older counterpart had fascination to early marriage, but their 

younger counterpart prefer late marriage and even some of them remain unmarried for 

their lifelong. This may be for increasing frequency of love marriage for saving money 

and time to follow up western culture. In case of the age at giving first birth they show 

similar feature as they have shown in case of their age at 1st marriage. Regarding the 

fertility status their older segment possesses a high total fertility rate while it gradually 

decreases among their younger generations. This may due to effect of 'Family Planning 

Programme' of the Indian Government. 

In the bygone days they fully depended upon the shamans and their magico

religious activities although now a very little change has observed among them after the 

availability of modem medical facilities in PHC. They live in a very poor hygienic 

condition. Neatness and cleanliness are usually ignored in every steps of their life, which 

sometimes may be cause of several diseases among the villagers. Due to scarcity, a very 

little water is used at their home for all-purposes. Cocks, hens, dogs, cats, pigs have easy 

access inside their houses to lick and pick on their dishes, and sometime hens, cocks 

snatch food from their food plates and pots but they don't mind. Fortuitously, they are 

gradually moving from their unclean habits with regular exposure to modem education in 

schools and health education from Governmental units and Christian missionaries. 

They are underprivileged from almost all basic amenities of life like electricity, 

vehicle, although from the recent past a small number of them have got these privileges. 

Till now the major portion of the villagers practiced as a century back's tradition. They 

make fire from kerosene oil or from wood. Fortunately the transistor, tape-recorder, TV, 

CD player, timepiece, cell-phone gradually become familiar among them due to the effect 

of Westernization, but sometimes it affects very seriously on their economic structure. As 

usual they seek diversion through recreations in their day-to-day monotonous life through 

petty games, gossip, recapitulating folktales, folklores, songs and dances; although 

Western influence has damped their spirit to an appreciable extent. 
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Although the Bhujel have patrilocal, Patriarchal, and patrilineal traditions, but in 

flux of time their Patriarchal tradition is gradually decaying. At present their female's 

opinion is evaluated as about similarly as male. After marriage the new couple prefers to 

establish a new house because of their autonomy. This fluctuation strikes in the root of 

their social structure, thus the joint and extended families rapidly divided into nuclear and 

broken families. These are directly affecting their 'family size'; the 'very large' type, 

'large' type families gradually become rare and the 'medium' type and 'small' type 

families appear very rapidly in their social structure. Evidently this oscillation is the gift of 

the Western culture to them. But interestingly, till now they strictly and consciously 

nourish their patrilineal tradition as in earlier. 

This society is elaborately structured with exogamous clans (Thars) and sub-clans 

(Upa-thars), although the Westernization touches their Thar exogamy tradition to some 

extent but it is unable to touch their in Upa-thar exogamy practice. Exceptionally Upa

thars endogamy cases, without any oscillation the respective couple is excommunicated 

from their society. It is also true that this non-Hindu locked system gradually weakens and 

a few outsiders also are included in this system in very recent past. The members of the 

same Upa-thar and its wings preferably lived in the same village in earlier days but at 

present their unity has seriously affected as some parts of same Upa-thar migrate to 

neighboring villages. Though the members of same household continue to have frequent 

contacts and co-participation in joint activities as much as possible, but their interpersonal 

relationships practically become weak in flux of time and in some cases they are not able 

to gathering for a joint participation even in major ceremonies. Attract by the sanskritic 

respectability a part of the Bhujel gain the acceptance within the fold of Hinduism, now 

agree to accept the gotros from neighboring Hindus. But they do not completely ignore 

and swap over from their original linkages with their ancestors, and thus till now they 

practice the Thars system. These events directly strike on their kinship structure and shake 

the main pillar of their social organization. 

Traditionally the members of the Bansa and the Ghar characterized by great 

genealogical depth and its members are mostly detecting their actual interpersonal 

relationships, show remarkable intra-group unity. The strength of their kinship is 
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especially evident in the joint participation of its members in social and ritual activities, 

although it sometimes ignore by them especially for the Bhujel, who live apart from their 

native villages. Nonetheless the wave of Westernization and Sanskritization touch these 

systems but these are comparatively less affected than the other parts of their social 

system. 

Their single commensal unit or Pariver is not remaining outside from changing 

circumstances. A drastic change takes place in their family structure. Nevertheless, the 

primary relationships mostly regulate their interpersonal bondages than the secondary or 

tertiary relationships, but these are gradually tends to inaneness. Habitually the member of 

a Pariver is always belongs to the same residential and commensal unit, although it 

violating in many cases, especially when someone left out from natal house for 

occupation. Usually absence from the household does not preclude them from being 

considered as full-fledged members of the Pariver but also take an active interest in its 

welfare by contributing to the common fund and making frequent visit to their families. 

But at present it is not universally true for them- it is also common to stay outside from 

natal house and close the eyes to contributing in common fund even at their economic 

problems. Due to effect of Westernization a few of them confined their family concept 

only within spouse and their children, even it sometimes generate broken family, which is 

totally unknown by them even in recent past. 

In this society the parents nourish their children like a flower at their early age and 

after reaching the adult age, boy and girl both enjoys too much freedom; and that's why 

they enjoy a great opportunity to select their life partner. Thus the frequency of love 

marriage is too much increases among them and after marriage the young couple generally 

like to settle separately, and this also supported to their parents (which is in courser of 

time become a communal conception among them) and as a result more and more nuclear 

families grows up in that society. 

In a joint and extended family the father acts as the head and plays the principal 

role in decision-making. In the landowning peasant joint and extended family, the father 

rarely wield the authority over his married sons which is backed up by the control he has 
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on the land owned by the family. Now in a changing stage, the father in a joint family has 

decision-making power but he very much influenced from his wife/s and adult son/s, even 

in some unlike cases the joint and extended family has broken down and also the property 

ofthis family is distributed in several parts among the newly formed segments ofthisjoint 

and extended family. As a result, this society gradually tends towards resource problem. 

In earlier days, though they have not enough liquid money but they have sufficient food in 

their nearby environment, but now-a-days some of the nuclear· families were passing 

through a very poor condition of living, even sometimes they can not collect enough food 

for their subsistence. 

Nevertheless, the Bhujel enjoy consanguinal, affinal and ceremonial kinship 

bondage but they are independently famous for the third type kinship linkages. But there 

arises a crack, the new generations do not agree to continue this and even a very few of 

them, who practice this, sometimes ignore the rules of such type of bondages. The 

relations between the agnatic and ceremonial kin are mostly informal, while affmal kin are 

mostly interrelated in formal relations. Once they have enjoyed the true sense of life, en 

bloc, all of the relations between the members of a family are too much informal manner 

rather than formal relations but now morality and sound of their heart gradually is covered 

by formalities and self-centrism. 

Conceptually, the Bhujel accept as true that child is the boon of God, the mother 

contributes the flesh and the father contributes the bones of the baby. Their older 

counterpart thought that a segment of them now ignore God's marry as they adopt family 

planning programme to put a stop to birth of the babies. Uncleanness is not relevant for 

pregnancy of their women although a part of them at present follow their neighboring 

Hindus, especially Brahmins, started to follows these practices. Earlier a pregnant woman 

led her normal life in that period. She was allowed to do her regular works and all 

household duties without any restriction. Practically it makes the delivery process easier to 

control the size of the child in her womb. Thus delivery problem was not noticed very 

much in those days. Now-a-days, after availability of some facilities of modern medical 

care and influence of Westernization, they are provoked to get bed rest after 6-7 months of 

conception, which sometimes arise delivery problems. Despite the fact that, at present 
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they are not in a position to get modem medical care as in other advance societies, even 

they have not moderate communication system, the patient many times expire on road. 

Practically the effect of Westernization sometimes affect very faultily as they do not have 

enough resource and technology to overcome from drawbacks of Western culture. 

It is important for a segment of them, to restrict pregnant women by some taboos 

as a sign of uplifted social status as Hindus. If the pregnant woman feels abnormal pain in 

her lower abdomen it is believed to be 'poiri-bis' (ghostly pain) caused by a spirit, but 

now they sometimes go to PHC to get modem medical care, the concept of spirit 

gradually decays among their new generations. Previously all of them took home remedy 

or as per prescription of Jhakri/Sureni, but now due to inspiration of Christian 

missionaries a portion of present generations consult with nurse or very few of them 

consult with doctor or go to hospital in their pregnancy period. Earlier, almost all children 

were born in the home or in firm house or in village path; although in the changing 

situation recently few pregnant women go to the PHC/hospital for delivery. Traditionally 

the Sureni/Jhankri, and the neighbors of the concerned families assist the probable 

mothers in labour room, but now doctor/nurse also attend few in deliveries. Though it is 

not unavoidable for their neighbors to be present, they nevertheless come, mainly out of 

genuine concern for girl's predicament but also to a certain extent because they look 

forward to their friends to render parallel service when necessary for themselves or their 

daughters. Although some of their well-to-do families overlook this matter, because they 

have opportunity to get PHC/hospital facility; but practically it adversely affect their 

interpersonal relationships and in broad sense in their social structure. In earlier, few 

·pregnant women willingly or unwillingly gave birth their children lonely, but this trend 

gradually tends to less for them. 

Midwifery is a social work vis-a-vis a type of occupation for them. More than one 

midwife live in each village. Usually there are some women studying midwifery, so that 

as the year pass the younger women can take over from the old midwives. Now a day due 

to follow up westernization, their younger counterpart started to think it as an unclean 

habit, and thus they are not willing to adopt the midwifery. This situation arise a problem 
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for them to find out experienced skillful midwife or in their language divine powerful 

Sureni, which affect not only their birth related events, but also their economic structure. 

Practicably no male is allowed in the labour room except Jhakri and the father of 

coming baby, but now doctor or his assistants also remain present in the delivery room. It 

is said to be a sin for any women watching to leave earlier than delivery is concluded, but 

this conception changes among their educated and younger generations. Usually the 

expectant mother sits on the delivery bed, rests on her knees and catches tightly a post or a 

rope slung from a beam of the roof. But now-a-days, some women give birth their child as 

their previous experiences in. PHC/hospital experience to lie flat on their backs on the 

floor, with face upwards on Mandro and some attendants tightly catch their hands, legs, 

and the Surenies help them to the delivery. Traditionally the new born baby was allowed 

to lie in the ground but now the baby lie on sacking or cloth. Simultaneously with baby's 

birth, his father instantly worships to their Kul. The umbilical cord is cut with a sharp 

edged knife and a coin, and some ashes of bark are given at its open end. This coin is used 

only for the baby's purpose. A Dungru of Jar/Roxy, chicken curry and a medicinal tonic 

(a mixture of fresh cow dung and mustard oil) are served to the mother. The mother 

purifies her nipple with the Gomut before the first suck of breast milk by her baby. 

Meanwhile the baby's father/Sureni buries the umbilical cord and other wastage in their 

own ground as any animal can not find these. Usually, all of these rituals (from Kul 

worshipping to last one) are totally excluded from their birth related events, when 

someone gives birth child in PHC/hospital. In this way the Westernization directly affect 

on their norms and value systems. 

After baby's birth this family goes through a pollution period of 3-11 days. The 

name giving ceremony celebrates in the 3/51
h day for the girl child and in the 517 I 9/11 th 

day for the male child. Although to follow Hindu culture some of them now-a-day 

continue pollution period for 21 days and perform naming ceremony in the 21st day. At 

pollution period they avoid to touch their Kul, killing animal, and custom of 

untouchability, especially for baby and the mother. Naming of a child is done by the Jwai, 

Bhanja, or Jhankri according to day of birth, but now, Brahman naming the children 

according to the astrological chart. Thus their traditional name gradually tends in the 
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direction of abolition. The baby is permitted to go to outside in their house for the first 

time after tying 3/4 threads (dipped in turmeric paste) in his/her body, while at present 

thread tying custom sometimes excluded from their birth ceremony. The virgin girl of the 

house or family head firstly feds the baby in his/her 5/6th month of age. Recently Brahmin 

fed the baby in some occasions. To arrange a communal feast in that day is not 

compulsory for them, although at present, to prove high prestige in society as Brahmins, 

some families compulsorily arrange this ceremonial feast, which sometimes push them 

towards economic constrain. To follow up Hindu culture, Chhewar Bratabandh ceremony 

is arranged as per wishes of the family in 7/9/11 th years after birth of a male child, when 

the maternal uncle completely cut his nephew's hair and presents him a silver bangle. 

They also believe in the baby's luck is related with his/her date of birth. The children born 

one or two days before and after full moon, Jani Purnima I Guru Purnima and Jamara 

Ansi supposes as auspicious and reversely it is inauspicious, although the young 

generation sometimes pay no attention to this. 

They mainly practice community endogamy and Thar (clan) exogamy rules in 

marriage alliance, but increasing frequency of love marriage force them to overlook such 

rules. The tendency of outer caste marriage increases among their younger part. Marriage 

between the Bhujel and the members of other ethnic or caste groups, for the purpose of 

upwards social mobility, is also becoming more frequent among their younger 

counterpart. Previously they preferred early marriage. But now almost all of them prefer 

the advance age marriages with a few incidence of early marriage. The high status of 

women in this society may be one of the root causes of such practices along with impact 

of westernization and impact of Christian missionaries. The missionaries inform them 

about the bad effects of early marriage and thus age at 1st marriage is changed. Again the 

effects of westernization and the high status of women in society influence them to choose 

their mates by himself/herself, and thus a large portion of them do not able to find out 

their desired mates who have some special characters and wait for them. In this way 

someone gets their desired mate and being failure someone marries at his/her advanced 

age and even someone remain unmarried for his/her lifelong. That's why their age at 1st 

marriage increases from parental generation . to younger generation. Moreover, the 

geographic circumstance provokes them to find out mates within their surrounding 
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villages, though their younger generations go for the reverse trend. Based on romantic 

love and physical attraction, they mostly preceded towards the Jari behay and Chori 

behay in the past. But with increasing consciousness their Jari behay slowly looses its 

importance while Chori behay goes on in keeping with Magi behay and Jari behay. 

Acknowledging their norms monogamy marriage is mostly popular for them rather than 

polygamy marriage as their tendency for remarriages slowly decreases with time. 

Nevertheless, the Bhujel are consciously trying to maintain their tradition, but 

now, for the sake of showing own economic solvency, bumptious, socio-political 

transformations, a part of them are ignoring their traditional performances of marriage 

rituals. Starting from the mode of selection of bride, earlier the bridal party chose the 

groom without seeing him. They assume that the divine pilot gives two hands for woman 

for working and thus she can collect her food with her own efforts. But at present, to 

follow their neighboring communities, girl's parents search for a suitable mate for their 

daughter. In additionally, the kalia gradually looses his importance in some cases and the 

Brahmin take charge instead of Jhankri. Even they have gradually changed their mode of 

acquiring mate due to influence of Brahmin culture. The practice of bride price is totally 

ignored in some marriages, and even some of them practice dowry- obviously it is the gift 

from their neighboring Brahmins. In earlier, they used any red color to making dots on 

bride and bridegroom's foreheads, but now only vermilion is used this purpose and only 

bridegroom apply it in bride's forehead. Today the 'sampradan' (transfer all responsibility 

of one's daughter to a man) ritual is included in their marriage ceremony; exclusively it is 

the gift from their neighbor, Brahmins. In some cases, in bewla 's house the 'bridal entry' 

part (Pani-achounu and Sagun rituals) is now confined into Kul worshipping only. The 

Bohu-bathier ceremony looses its ritualistic importance and a luxurious celebration 

gradually takes place instead of it, although to follow this some poor families passes 

through more economic constrains. Even, they do not practice their traditional foods (like 

kaladal, kasar) in marriage due to their inferiority complex, rather they use cheese, soup 

of lentil seeds etc. to uplift their position in the society. But they do not change their 

drinking habit till now. In each celebration of marriage ceremony the alcoholic liquor is 

most essential for them - though the foreign liquor like ram, beer replace their traditional 

liquors, like Jar and Roxy. So, at present they are in marginal position between their 
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neighbors' great tradition and their little tradition. The Pancha 's role in marriage is also 

ignored in some cases, when a new couple gets sifted in other region after their marriage. 

In their marriage ceremony they show the devotion to their ancestors and the elders show 

their respect to the new bride-bridegroom. This incidence clearly expresses their own 

indigenous tradition or more specifically their indigenous cultural origin, although now a 

days a little portion of them follow the Hinduised tradition. 

In earlier days, every villagers of bride/groom's side were heartily looked out for 

the bewla/ bewli 's party. When the party came in sight, the elders (someone may belong to 

another community) advanced to receive them. When the party entered in the hous~ they 

welcome them and entertained them and enjoyed with them with comic stories. The whole 

villagers were act as an unit - there was no need to any formality from host family - they 

supposed if a fault was found in receiving to send off the groom I bride's party- it was 

not only the fault of bride/groom's family - it was supposed to be a fault of whole 

villagers. This clearly expresses their communal solidarity and even village solidarity. 

And even, in the absence ofbride/groom's kin, her/his neighbors (they have/ not direct or 

indirect blood relation) performed all duties of as her/his parent. This occurrence also 

carries the sign of their communal solidarity. At the earlier days, they really enjoyed the 

spontaneous flourishing blooming of life. But now-a-days, this emotion abolishing due to 

influence of neighboring Great Tradition and due to impact of mass-media. Now, the 

table-chair takes place instead of straw mat or bamboo slip mats or Dhupi 's carpet. In 

previous days, before a month from the date of marriage every family of the village used 

to collect leaves from nearest jungle and made Topora (leaf made plate) to serve the bewli 

I bewla's family without any cost. They also used to supply Chunge (made from bamboo), 

which is used as container of liquid items. There was not necessary to get any type of 

formal information or invitation from bewli/bewla's family- being the village men this 

duty automatically came to them. Each of the villagers used to provide utensils to bewli/ 

bewla's houses as per their capacity - the whole procedure depended upon mutual 

voluntary effort. To collect and prepare the Topora and Chunge, a large number of manual 

labors were needed in earlier days which compelled them to depend upon neighbors and 

maintain a good relationship with them. But now, they are relieved from that dependency 

- this naturally affects their interpersonal relationships. Even now, only one or two 
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persons from each family attend the ceremony, while in earlier days it was compulsory for 

each member of each invitee families to attend there and involve himself or herself in the 

ceremony. At present, the rich families hire the decorating utensils from town - even 

economically weaker families try to maintain the status, though it affects their economy 

very seriously. In earlier days there was no need for temporary pandel- local invitees 

came at noon and went back within afternoon - there was no need for extra lighting. But 

now, in some families this ceremony continues up to night. They hire mini-generator from 

nearest town and carry this in head load from nearest car stand, which is at least 1 to 2 

hour walking distance from their house. Again, the Pancha 's function in marriage, step 

by step looses its importance, especially for educated, well-to-do families or when new 

couples make their settlements in other regions. Not only this, it also reduces to pay 

respect to their village elders and also struck in interpersonal relationships, even in intra 

and inter-communal relationships. Nevertheless, these are the byproduct of the impact of 

Westernization and Brahminization, which push them to stand in the marginal position 

between changeability and orthodoxy. 

According to their conception, the man is envoy of god, and after completion of 

his duty his soul goes back his original place through 'death'. It comes as directed by god. 

They also believe that the soul is imperishable and indestructible. Recently after getting 

light of modem education, some of them have started to ignore these thoughts, although 

they unconsciously still nourish their traditional ideas. This can observed in villagers fear 

after an accidental death. They mourn the dead by lamentation and weeping after 

someone's disposal same as in past. Although their intra and inter-communal distances 

create problems in several aspects of their life, but regarding death ceremonies, till now 

joint participation is remarkably noticed among the villagers. 

Although they have a tradition to protect dead body from insects, but at present it 

is ignored sometimes. Usually the dead body carries by deceased's relatives only, but now 

the non-Bhujel (except schedule caste people) also carry the bier. Earlier any clean white 

cloth used for wrapping the body but now following their neighbor Brahmins, they use 

only new white cloth for this purpose. Usually any schedule caste people can not join the 

funeral procession, although at present some of them do this. 
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Normally dead body is cremated in nearest streambed or buried in hilltop, and 

before it a coin put on this selected area as they believe that dead body buried/cremated in 

his own land. Deceased's eldest son has right to firstly place firewood to structure of the 

pyre and struck firstly on the ground in making grave. The pyre or trance is usually made 

in east-west direction. Only Bhujel molamis help deceased's sons to pilling up the pyre or 

digging the trance. The dead body is kept on the top of the pyre or in trance as a manner 

that its head is placed on the east direction and its legs, towards west and it facing on the 

north direction. The white cloth is removed from the dead body. A linga (stick of 

artemisia bush) is erect near pyre or in trance. Lastly the eldest son is saluting the dead 

body and puts a coin and 'l2 kg rice on the top of the funeral ground as soul's traveling 

expenses. After completion of the cremation/burial the funeral party pull up the linga. 

Deceased's sons tonsure heads there and wear a white cloth and carry the cloth which was 

used for wrapping the dead body. These all rituals are now overlooked sometimes, 

especially when death occurred in a nuclear family and all rituals are being performed 

under the guidance of young family head. Sometimes his inadequate knowledge on their 

tradition compels him to take help from his neighbors, especially from Brahmins. In this 

manner the Brahmin culture is gradually spreading among this people. After completion 

of cremation the remaining are thrown in the water. According to them these wastages 

finally should flows in the Ganges. It obviously expresses the Brahmin influence upon 

their culture. If the deceased's wife wear Subuj Ponte Ko Hari (a necklace of green bids), 

she has to put off this before molamis 's entry into the house. Usually it is an adopted trait 

from their neighboring Brahmins. 

The deceased's family goes through a pollution period of 5/7/9 days by weeping 

and lamentations at that time, and by avoiding salt, oil and physical contact with outsiders 

and animals. Deceased's sons strictly follow these rules. The sons take only lunch in these 

days, which are prepared by their wives (if she has Bhujel origin), otherwise Jawailbhanja 

prepare these meals. Practically the strictness of these rules now-a-days weakens to some 

extent. 

In the last day of pollution period this family arranges a Chokhauney ceremony. In 

the morning of that day, deceased's sons go to nearest water source with their mama 

(maternal uncle) or Jhankri (shaman) and tonsure heads, and wear as usual dress after 
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bathing. At returning home, they throw their used cloths along with the white cloth which 

was used to wrap the dead body. In house, a hen is slain and its left leg is cooked 

separately inside the house, and the rest flesh cooked outside. The cooked curry of this left 

leg, rice, shelroti, Jar, Roxy are offered to deceased's soul on a banana leaf in east comer 

of the house. As this ritual is completed deceased's married daughter feeds the rest portion 

of the chicken curry to mourning sons, and then they offer to shelroti, Roxy and this slain 

right leg to mama. He takes these and puts some oil and red dot (sandal+ red color) to 

them, and end the pollution period. Then mourning sons send off their mama and married 

sisters from this house. These rituals also loose its importance and excluded sometimes, 

especially among the followers of Hinduism. 

Within few months of someone's disposal, if deceased's family members face 

physical problem then they think that this may be for the transmigration of deceased's 

soul. In such case the concerned family head goes with .Jhankri in one comer of their 

occupied land at evening. They worship the deceased's soul. They sacrifice cock and its 

blood is smeared along with, rice, Roxy on the stone erected as an alter (regarded as 

Kacho Vayu) in this ground. They greet the soul with some wild flowers, frits, leaves, 

keese (a wild variety of catkin), holy water, lighten deo. The family head asks for 

protection from epidemic, diseases, other problems and promises for establishment the 

soul as Kul. Traditionally their Kacho Vayu is established as Pako Vayu in the next 

Baisakh Purnima (full moon day of March-April) inside their house. In scheduled day 

family head performs all rituals and his sons may assist in his work. The Kul Thaan 

(please of ancestral deities) is cleaned and purified with cow dung paste. Goat, hens are 

sacrificed and blood is sprinkled on the stones which are regarded as cult of their 

ancestors. Then cooked meat, rice, she/ roti, jar, roxy are offered to the Kul and he greets 

Kul with milk, fruits, artimisia stick, betel nuts, keese, lighten deo, few burning incense 

sticks, khukuri (a weapon), etc. Afterwards he prays for problem free happy and 

prosperous life, and requests their ancestral souls to stay in Kul Thaan as V ayu I Kul. Later 

the offerings and flesh are consumed by all family members. Afterwards remaining of 

their plates, skin and other portion of this sacrificed animal are buried inside the room and 

after completion of this burial the entire floor is mopped with cow dung paste. These 

rituals are seriously distorted than other parts of their death ceremony. Most of them 

ignore these as now they can not agree to make contact with the souls. Few of them, who 
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are willing to establish Kul/ Pako Vayu, often ignore the cult of Kacho Vayu, Pako Vayu 

and in their Kul Thaan some Hindu Gods and Goddesses are established and there they 

worship their ancestors in the front of these Gods and Goddesses. Sometimes they throw 

their plates remaining and sacrificed animal's wastages in jungle, even sometimes fully 

overlooked to animal sacrificing in Kul-than. Undoubtedly this change is a gift from their 

neighbors, especially from the Brahmins. Usually there was no evidence for choutara (a 

chair) preparation in their history, but now it is made as per wishes of the deceased family. 

Undeniably they have borrowed this cultural trait from their neighboring Newar, Tamang, 

Lepcha communities. 

Traditionally the Bhujel are mainly the ancestor worshipper, but recently some of 

them started to follow up Hinduism. Historically they worship the Naya, Kul/Vayu, 

Bhimsing, Atthane I Adi-debta, Joonglii, Deoorali, Shikari, Aayotobare, and Damsange 

spirits. But now all of their deities gradually loose their importance. In fact, the inclusion 

of other communities' deities is not newer for them, from earlier the Naya, Damsange 

were also included in their culture and recently some of the Hindu gods and goddesses, 

such as the Shiva, Kali, Durga, Laxmi get place within their deities and sometimes replace 

their deities. 

Customarily, the Kul/Vayu (ancestral deity) is worshipped by Bhujel although 

recently significant changes occurred to their Kul puja. But interestingly, some of them 

who worship their Kul, till now follow their traditional concept. They do not allow 

outsiders and female in their kul-thaan, even they believe that if some one (outsider) 

enters into this kul-thaan 's surrounding area, then some family members of that family or 

that outsiders must suffer from diseases in near future. 

Like this puja, there abrupt change have occurred in Vim Sing puja, Naya puja, 

Joonglii puja, Deorali puja, Aaitobbare puja, Siikari puja, Damsange puja. Some of 

them, who adopted Satpalji's malice less pantha, do not worship these deities, as it needs 

animal sacrifice. Even who perform these pujas sometimes exclude animal sacrificial part 

from the pujas. In earlier days few pujas were performed in the nearest jungle but now-a

days, they perform inside their house. In these pujas only the male's participation shows a 

clear-cut male dominancy in religious ceremonies, although this rule become weak to 
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some extent now-a-days. Previously, the religious specialists, who were participated in 

these ceremonies, get a part of puja offerings, cash money and a meal from host families, 

but now they paid in a very rare occasion. Recently the religious specialists are voluntarily 

participating in these pujas. 

Traditionally the Bhujel celebrate Baishak Purne, Saune Sagrati, Bara Doosaii, 

Tihar, Maghe Sagrati festivals. Usually, the Baishak Purne is the main festival among the 

Bhujel, in which they annually worship to their Kul. Although there is a large change 

occurred in their religious festivals, but about all of .them worship their Kul in that day in 

traditional way or in modem way as stated earlier. Though, in earlier days this festival was 

regarded as the main festival among them, but in course of time they shift towards their 

neighbors' cultures and now, the Bara Doosaai become their main festival instead of 

Baishak Purne. 

Customarily, in Saune Sagrati festival, the family head brings five firewood from 

jungle and lights its one end. The headman requests to their ancestors to come from the 

abroad and offers them meat curry, rice, shelrooti. Afterwards he throws these burning 

firewood in east, west, north, south directions and prays to set free from pains, sorrows, 

problems. Next, he puts the fifth wood in the hearth and prays to all ancestors, for their 

eternal peace and prosperity. Finally, all of the family members enjoy with a feast. 

Though this festival is carried on by them from ancient days, but at present, due to 

occupational change, Sanskritisation etc. factors they are not able to carry this tradition 

and a large portion of them do not practice this festival and even some of them forget this 

festival. 

At present Bara Doosaii is the main festival among them, in which the family 

headman starts this festival through worshipping their Kul. In that day all of the family 

members gather in their parental house. The eldest man/woman of the family pastes some 

askhata (a mixture of rice, curd and/or red/pink color) on juniors' foreheads (tika 

pakhoune), ·and sprinkles askhata and holy water on their heads and hands. After 

completion of tika pakhoune the eldest man/woman blesses the juniors with a Jamara 

(germinated maize) and a little amount of money. Then the juniors show obeisance to the 

elders. After completion ofthese rituals they worship Bhim Sing in nearest jungle. Finally, 
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all of them enjoy with a feast with rice, chicken/pork/beef/mutton, shelroti, jar/roxy/ram 

etc. foods and drinks. Now, in changing state, some of them exclude the Jamara related 

rituals from this festival, and even few Bhujel dq not always attend this festival in their 

parental houses as they become engaged in various occupations in outside their own 

villages. 

The Tihar festival comes for them with its five phases - Kaak Tihar, Kutta Tihar, 

Gaii Tihar, Gooru Tihar and Bhai Tihar. In Kaak Tihar, the family head gives some rice 

to birds and prays to birds to make themselves free form their sins, which they had done in 

the bygone year by killing birds. In, Kutta Tihar, the family head puts red dot on their 

domestic dog's head and puts garland on its neck. He gives some rice to it and prays to 

become free from all sins regarding their offences or misbehaves towards the dogs. In 

Gaii Tihar, they worship the cows with some flowers, holy water, deo (earthen oil lamp), 

bati (catkin) and give some foods to cow like rice, husk, baabor (a variety of wheat made 

cake) etc. They request cow to relieve them from their sins, as they believe that the cow is 

a part of God and at the time of grazing they bit the cows and they collect milk from cows. 

In night Bhooilini game is played only by the females with singing and dancing. They go 

to each other's houses without hegemony of different social status, generation gap, 

interpersonal quarrel, and in return the householders give them some rice and money in 

which they arrange the Bhai Tihar ceremony. Although at present the members of well-to

do families do not participate in this game. In Gooru Tihar they worship the bullock in 

exactly similar method as cow worshipping in Gaii Tihar. This night the male plays 

Deoousi game almost in similar way as Bhooilini game. The adult male also plays another 

game (Maaruuni) with madal (drum), mukunda (musk), coin, rice, flowers, a pail of 

water, lighten deo, gomut (urine of cow), and it played for 3-5 consecutive nights. In this 

game, the spirits are called and it is supposed that the successful event bring up a bright 

future for the players, and in faulty game the players have to face lots of problems in 

future. In this game a male of this group behaves as female, another person acts as a joker 

and rests of them sing a tale. At present, some of them are not interested in Kaak Tihar, 

Kutta Tihar ceremonies and those families who have not cattle do not perform the 1st part 

of Gaii Tihar and Gooru Tihar; even most of them also forget the Maaruuni dance and 

also a large portion of them do not practice Deoousi game. In Bhai Tihar the sisters 

arrange this festival with the rice and money collecting from various households in 
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Bhooilini game. In this day they worship their brothers with some flowers, durba (grass), 

fruits and various food items like rice shelrooti, meat curry, butter, milk, and 

jar/roxy/ram!beer. The brothers give their sisters some money, which they collect from 

'Deoousi ' game. Later on the sisters reach their brothers' houses along with some gift 

items. Recently, in some cases the sisters have arranged this festival with their own 

money, which sometimes create economic problem for them. Additionally, at present few 

educated Bhujel avoid alcohol to drink in this festival, which is regarded as the primary 

part in offerings. Significantly, now they looses the opportunities to replenishment their 

relationships by ignoring this festival. 

Bhujel's religious calendar starts from Maghe Sagrati. In that day everybody goes 

to the nearest water source in morning and worship khola/dhara and their ancestors with 

animals and fruits (hens/ducks/pigs/ bontorul/ simul toorul/ rice/ zinger). The aged 

villagers make white dots of bontoorul in the foreheads of the younger villagers and bless 

them for their successful life. There they make a ceremonial feast. Though it is a 

traditional festival among them but in course of time it looses its importance among them, 

and few Bhujel, who accept inoffensive Pantha fly pigeon instead of animal sacrificing. 

Even few of them totally overlook this festival due to the effect of neighboring Brahmin 

culture. Now, most of them do not know that their new year starts from this day- they 

follow the English Calendar or Nepali Calendar. 

In this society the family head takes the central role in their religious festivals, and 

in his absence the eldest son can proxy there. Among them, the female do not directly 

participate in the religious rituals except Bara Doosai and Tihar festivals. They use easily 

available materials in their festivals. Recently a trend arises to them to follow up Brahmin 

culture and Satpalji's malice less pantha, which restricts them to some extent to follow 

properly to their traditional culture. At present, few of them worship their deities in front 

of the pictures of the Hindu Gods and Goddesses. The malice less pantha followers have 

stopped animal sacrifice in their houses, exceptionally they sacrifice the animals only 

when they pass through a lot of problems. So, they consciously try to change their 

tradition but till date they nourish their traditional traits and sometimes it exposed in their 

unconscious behaviour or when they pass through dangerous problems. 
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The Bhujel believe in transmigration of soul as the soul is imperishable, 

indestructible. After death the souls return as benevolent and malevolent spirits in this 

society. If the soul returns after proper funeral ceremony then it becomes as benevolent 

spirit or deity and otherwise it becomes malevolent spirit. They thought that, some Bhujel 

(Jhankris) have power to control the spirits. This special power is gained automatically; it 

is not hereditary or not achieved by hard trainings from the preceptor. The most important 

role of the Jhankris is to restore the health of the villagers either by magical method or in 

ethnomedicinal approach, and to worship some deities in others' houses. The members of 

this society revere them as the representatives of the deities. Although their concept about 

the soul and the importance of the Jhankris in this society have been changing little by 

little in course of time, but till now in their physical and mental problems the villagers 

mostly prefer to take medicine from the Jhankris, rather than modem health practitioner. 

Although, at present they try to follow the Westernization or Brahminization to uplift their 

social status but they do not completely move from their tradition and till now they carry 

their tradition in their unconscious mind. 

Like all other indigenous communities of the world, the Bhujel has a tradition of 

centralized political organization in the past. Now their centralized political organization 

lost its authority. In earlier, their local government was grown-up as 'Gram Samaj' , and 

the village head runs this organization along with another four men (assistant of village 

headman, Shaman, treasurer and assistant treasurer cum peon). The principal role of the 

Gram-Samaj was administrative as well as social, political, religious and economic. The 

village head, Kharo led every proceedings of the village, his attendance was very crucial 

in all festivals, ceremonies and other events. In flux of time the present trend of their 

politics is rather complex and ambivalent. The Gram-Samaj fully has changed in course 

of time, adopting element and concept from Panchayati Raj System, and their neighboring 

communities. Recently, their community organization leads their political system with its 

two wings - Village Committee (works on grass root level in relation to the villagers' 

problems) and Central Committee (looks about the overall communal development). 

Though their complex political system, Pancha is still continuing but it shows remarkable 

difference from their traditional Pancha. Now-a-days, the members of the Village 

Committee can solve the problems of the villagers, in Pancha, along with Panchayat 
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members and I or members or others communities. There is no practical segment among 

the judges of Pancha although their Village Committee has specific official posts, but at 

meeting, decision is taken on majority basis. There is a provision for both contending 

parties to go to higher authority (Central Committee) or in Court which is not possible for 

them in the past. Now the Pancha 's members are not entertained with monetary 

honorarium. Practically at present the Pancha looses its authority of commanding and this 

change may be for the national politics of India and influences of their neighboring 

communities. 

So, the Bhujel are now almost shifted from their traditional political system. Now

a-days their political organization totally abolished and in the changing horizon they 

create their community organization, which take care to the all Bhujel, in their social, 

juridical and some times village level political interests. This change of the Bhujel is due 

to changing situation state and national politics. Their neighboring communities' cultures 

also responsible to push them towards marginality and now these peoples are forward 

many steps towards marginality in comparison to other changes of their life. 

11.2. Findings: 

Alike other indigenous communities of the world, the Bhujel are not ignorant of 

the wave of change. Their cultural change is related to some adjoining incidences. When 

their Bhuji dynasty collapsed under the Rana regime in Nepal they were compelled to 

change their occupation. In this socio-political disturbance, a part of them migrated in 

remote areas of Darjeeling Himalaya. In the new region they adopt terrace cultivation and 

palanquin carrying parallel with their traditional hunting-gathering and pastoral economy. 

Again another change comes for them when Indian Government acquisitioned forest 

lands, then a ban have imposed on such practices. As a result, the Bhujel who had this 

particular avocation in the jungle surroundings, have lost their valuable source of their 

subsistence. At present, they are fully involved in agriculture, pastoralism and food 

collection from nearby areas as per need for their substance. Even a portion of this 

population recently engaged in the governmental and nongovernmental services. Not only 

this, the effect of this changeability disturbs every means of their lifestyle. In changing 

scenario, they are not completely shifted from their traditional cultural pattern because 
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I 

Major Findings 

The basic objectives of this study is to explore the bio-social life of the Bhujel 

community of Darjeeling Himalaya with special reference to their history of origin, 

physical characteristics, population structure, material culture, kinship pattern, rite-de

passage, religious festivals and political organization. In the foregoing chapters I have. 

presented empirical facts and analyzed the state of the Bhujel culture and other related 

issues. In this section, I shall present the major findings of the entire study. 

The Bhujel is a little known community who inhabit in the Darjeeling and Nepal 

Himalaya. They have been an inhabitant of Nepal since ancient times and are known as 

'Gharti' and 'Bhujel'. In India, they are known as 'Bhujel', but sometimes they come into 

view in some literature, as 'Gharti'. Although few documentaries have been made about 

the history and origin of the Bhujel, there is a huge chaos - most of the scholars express 

their own views regarding this problem. These peoples also nourish folklore, folktales 

about their origin. Their folklores enlighten that the inhabitant of Bhujikot (Bhuji region) 

near river Bhuji and Njik were known as the Bhujels, from where they migrated to other 

areas. Two villages' names (Barpole Gaon and Barpa gaon, where their ancestors lived) 

along with the name of the clans (Atansoo clan and Atase clan, among which one is fully 

abolished) are also mentioned in this lore. Their folktales (except one), says, more or less 

the same story about their origin - an unmarried local girl of central Nepal came in 

contact with a supernatural man. They used to meet during the night. In a few days, the. 

girl becomes pregnant. Her fellow villagers trace her mate residing in a cliff. When the 

villagers traced his habitation, he disappeared forever from this area. After some time, the 

pregnant woman gave birth to a baby boy who was named Sutpare Gharti. He became a 

hunter by profession and fathered four children. Another story tells that a Thakuri lady 

gave birth to an ill-fated prince (who's father's description is not available) in a dense 

forest. He marries an angel and settles in central Nepal. He is the forefather of the 

Gharti/Bhujel community. This story also says that his sons married a Mangar girl (whose 

descendants were later on termed as Rokha), Bhote girl (whose descendants later on 

termed as Gharti), and a Thakuri girl (whose descendants later on termed as Buddha). 
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Thus the folklores point that the Bhujel has a simple origin, from a simple family. They 

are indigenous people of central Nepal rather than migrants from other region. 

Literally, the scholars nourish different thoughts about the origin of Bhujel-they 

are not univocal regarding this problem. From the first documentary of Hamilton, they 

state that, Gharti who was not accepted by Aryan way of living was considered lower 

caste and known as Bhujel and Nisil. These peoples migrated from the Karnali region of 

western Nepal. Vansittart assume that the Bhujel-Gharti came from north of Gulmi, 

Nepal. The pure and real Gharti is Bhujel and this community was called Bhujel because 

they live near by the bank of river Bhuji. Oppitz (1983) is of the opinion that the Gharti 

community came to an existence from the intercourse between a supernatural power and a 

local girl of central Nepal. His view supports the view that the Bhujel are the aborigines or 

the local inhabitant instead of a stranger or migrant. Bhujel and Tamang remarked that 

some of the representatives of Ghartibhujel community, those living in the Aryan villages 

are in minority and claim their ancestor were Khas and they don't lag behind calling 

themselves Ksytriyas (Chhetri). According to Pokhrel, the ancestors of Bhujel have come 

to Dorpatan area from the Munjadri, which is near by the Mt. Kailash. His views are quite 

similar with Prapannachcharya; he opined that king Y ayati' s third son Druhu (a character 

of the Mahabharata) was living in the jungle with his family, and ruled this region in the 

name of' Bhoj '. His children were famous in the name of Bhojas, who regards as Mlechha 

or Kirat. A segment of them migrated from there and settled in the central Nepal in the 

name of Bhujel. Amritsing Thaina Bhujel opined that the Bhujel is also one of the 

· nomadic communities whose communal identity is coined after inhabiting the Bhujikot/ 

Bhuji valley near Bhujikhola. The term 'Bhujel' was used frequently only after the 

beginning of 19th Century and before it was termed as Gharti. It is true that Bhujel had a 

particular independent kingdom, and the palace of the Bhujel king carry the evidence of 

that. Later on Bhujel king was driven out by Khasa Mallas. In course of time, this region 

came under the Bokse Kings. After that when Gorkha kingdom came to an existence and 

during the time of Rana regime, the Bhuj el were neglected and kept in a very low profile 

in the Hindu community and treated very badly. For this reason, few of them ran away 

from there and spread out in Darjeeling Himalaya. Their Nepali counterpart, who were 

captured by royal family of Nepal, was designated as Gharti or Ghatribhujel. After a 
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prolonged period, when the slavery was abolished in Nepal kingdom, then they get higher 

status to some extent, but it did not recover entirely their communal abrasion. 

So, the. summery of the above discussion is indicates that the origin of the Bhujel 

may be traced in the following ways -

• The product of an indigenous female of Central Nepal and a male from an 

unknown community (regarded as supernatural character in the stories), who later 

on became the forefather of a new community known as the BhujeVGharti. 

Or, 

• The aborigines/migrants of Bhujikhola designated as Bhujel, aborigines/migrants 

of Nijickhola designated as Nishel, aborigines/migrants of Ghartahola designated 

as Gharti. In course of time, these three are commonly designated as 

BhujeVGharti. 

Or, 

• The inhabitants ofBhuji regime termed as Bhujel. 

Or, 

• A segment of the Kiratas (descendants of Druhu or Bhoj), who migrated in Nepal 

Himalaya from Munjadri mountain are known as Bhujel. 

An important issue is that, due to misapprehension in some literature, sometimes 

the Bhujel community is represented as a whole in the name Gharti, but the Gharti is a 

section of the Bhujel. 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya mainly settled in the Darjeeling district of 

West Bengal and they are mostly concentrated in the Kalimpong-1 block of Kalimpong 

sub-division. Geographically their land (Darjeeling district) located in 26°31' - 27°13' 

north latitude and 87°59' - 88°53' east longitude and it shaped in irregular triangular in 

outline. This district is surrounded by two districts of West Bengal (Jalpaiguri and North 

Dinajpur), two states (Sikkim and Bihar) and three countries (Bhutan, Bangladesh and 

Nepal). The Darjeeling district consists of a portion of outlying hills of the Himalaya, 

which is marked by abundance natural features. The hill portion of this district have 

labyrinth of ridges and narrow valleys. The change from hill to plane is often very abrupt. 
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Most of the ridges are forest clad. But, throughout the lower slopes, the forests have often 

been cleared for tea or other gardening. Hills and valleys are covered in several places 

with a dense mass of forests, festooned with moss and lichens and dripping with moisture. 

The geological formation of the Darjeeling district consist of undulating sedimentary 

rocks, confined to the hills on the south, and different grades of meta-morphic rocks over 

the rest of the area. This district consists of unconsolidated sand, silt, pebbles and gravels, 

and it composed of alluvium, a light sandy loam and sandy or gravelly soils. The 

temperature of this district differs significantly from time to time depending upon the 

elevation and exposure of the Sun. Normally, December, January and February are the 

coldest months and April to October is the hottest period in this area and the most suitable 

periods in this area are March and November. This region experiences a high humidity. 

The atmosphere remains humid throughout the year (maximum in July to September and 

minimum in March-April). The average humidity in this area varies from 3-13 points from 

morning to evening. This region has excessive rainfall throughout the year. The average 

rainfalls of this area are observed maximum in July to August and minimum in the cold 

months. The rivers of this district drain ultimately to the south. Dominating all of the 

rivers of the district, the river Tista drains about in the middle of this region. Other 

important rivers in this area are the Mahanadi, the Balason, the Mechi, the Great Rangit, 

and the Raily. The richness and variety ofveget~tion in this region are the consequence of 

physiographic, climatic, Delphic and biotic factors. Over 1000 species of flowering plants 

have enriched the beauty of this region. The forest produces different species of trees like, 

Khair, Tertari, Palas, Boira, Sirish, Kanchan, Champa, Sal, Simul, Eilachi, Ambak, 

Harchur, Pipal, Jamon, Tejpatta, Bans, Kucho, Melokapasi, Kanjal, Toon, Sialfusra, 

Sanjivani, Pakkasaj, Chaluania, Lampate, and so on. The fauna of this region is varied 

and interesting due to the climate and vegetation. More than 200 species of them are 

found in this region. The elephant, tiger, leopard, wolf, jungle cat, Indian civet cat, jackal, 

fox, Sambar, cobra, lesser black krait, greater black krait bear, wild boar, monkeys, leech, 

dog, cat, cow, goat, pig are the important fauna in this district. 

The studied villages (Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum) have very poor 

transportation system. Two main roads connected these villages with nearest hill town, 

Kalimpong and Bagrakot plains. These roads are mainly kancha in nature. Due to the 
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abrupt changes from hills to planes and structural problem, these roads are unavailable for 

use in the rainy season. Though the roads are usable in other periods of the year, the 

transportation is worst and it is mostly irregular, and traveling on these roads is a horrific 

experience. Alternatively, the villagers used narrow hilly walking tracks to go to 

Kalimpong and Bagrakot. Due to expensiveness of the vehicle fair, they mostly practice 

the second one. In studied villages, all sub-roads are kancha, and these are linked up with 

the houses and the main road. The houses are normally built up scattered in the labyrinth 

of ridges and narrow valleys. Generally, houses are constructed far distantly (more than 10 

minutes walking distance) from each other, as per slopes' slant, which shaped the villages 

scatter type. Due to a high altitude and distance from water reservoir (which is in Delo), a 

severe water crisis is now a part of their life. Though the Government has constructed 

pipeline system for fulfilling the villagers' need, it is not sufficient to their requirement. 

Again, at present, this system is broke down due to improper maintenance and the peoples 

mostly follow their 50 years back's routine. Now, they mostly depend upon the rainy 

water. Although some villagers bring water in their houses through plastic pipes from the 

main pipeline, but this proportion is very less among total villagers. They mainly bring 

water from their nearest water sources, which are located at 20 minutes walking distance 

from their house. 

The Bhujel are mainly companionable in nature. From ancient times they lived (in 

studied area) with several indigenous communities like Newer, Sherpa, Tamang, Chhetri, 

Gurung, Sharma, Rai, Limbu, Subba, Lepcha, Dorjee, and migrant Muslims. Though their 

neighboring communities influenced them greatly, they try to maintain their traditional 

culture more cautiously from the others. 

There are no fixed ceremonial ground in these Villages - the peoples gather in the 

primary school grounds I high school grounds I Panchayat office ground I Church/ Sansari 

mai than /other temples. They also share their weal and woe to gather in the nearest water 

sources, neighboring houses, or in ration shop. A fortnightly Hut is another public place in 

these villages in which at least a representative from every house is common, who came 

for their fortnightly marketing. Beside this, the people depend upon the small shops, 

which are situated in the side of main road or pocket root. Basically, a small attachment 
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with the bedroom is used as shop. Grocery and stationary items are generally available in 

these shops but sometimes the liquors and other items are enclosed in their list. The shops 

are open from morning to afternoon and usually the shop owners are mostly absent from 

shops for their personal work. But, till now no case of theft is recorded there, which brings 

a good sign of their moral character. Almost 6 primary schools (242 students) and 3 high 

schools (122-279 students) fulfill the educational need of the villagers. Only a Primary 

Health Centre (situated in the Samther village) covers neighboring 12 villages' 

requirement. There is only one gynecologist and a nurse to serve the villagers. However, 

for medical emergencies they are referred to Kalimpong Hospital in Kalimpong. Beside 

this, 21 Jhankris (shaman) and 3 Matas (sorcerer) also serve with their traditional 

knowledge during the illness of the villagers. There is registered club in the villages. The 

villagers gather together in the festivals and for playing or construction of some 

communal projects (like road construction). There is no public recreational audio-visual 

system in the villages. They are almost deprived from this type of facility. There is no 

specific cremation/burial ground in these villages. The villagers bum the dead body in the 

nearest riverbed or spring beds or burry the dead body in the jungle or nearest hill tops. 

Two 'Kali Mandirs', a 'Sansari mai than', an 'Ayotebare than' are established in these 

villages. Many patients from surrounding villages visit these mandirs and thans for 

recovering from their problems. 

For the assessment of the population structure of the Bhujel the study conducted in 

the Suruk, Samther and Y am-makum villages which cover total 300 families (over 80 per 

cent of the Bhujel households in those villages) and 1625 people. The female dominancy 

among the younger part (up to 20-24 years age group with an exception) of this population 

indicates a reverse scenario with general trend. The male however dominates about in all 

advanced age groups, started from age group 25-29 years. This scenario may be the result 

of excess female migration and excess femal~ mortality of this population. 

Reproductively, this population consist relatively greater pre-reproductive and post

reproductive counterparts, in comparison to state level and national level. Lesser 

proportion of reproductive part of this population may be the result of the high total 

fertility rate of the population and presence of more female in younger generations, which 

is responsible for more female migration rather than immigration in these villages, which 
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adversely affects the proportion of the reproductive part of this population. The sex ratio 

pattern of the pre-reproductive and reproductive parts of this population is favoring for 

female, but it is just reverse for their post-reproductive counterpart- this scenario shows a 

huge variation with state and country. The low sex ratio of their post-reproductive 

counterpart may be the result of excess female mortality and female migration from this 

area. All together, this population shows the female sociable situation better than district, 

state and even country. The marriage is not compulsory for them; unmarried female 

present up to age group 55-59 years, and unmarried male found up to the age group 35-39 

years. In this society both male and female enjoy more freedom; the boys and girls marry 

as per their own choice. Thus, they are sometime unable to find their mates as per their 

desire at their younger age, and in course of time, they reach their advance ages and 

remain unmarried for life long. In this population, the higher proportion of widower than 

the widows shows a reverse trend than the general Indian population. Presence of divorcee 

male and absence of divorce female in this population may be the result of their liberalism 

regarding remarriage and high status of women in the society. 

Educationally they are far behind from the national level. This may be due to their 

tendency to avoid modern education and insufficiency of schools in this area. About one 

forth of the total population (up from school going age) remain illiterate. This scenario is 

relatively worst among their older counterpart, where only a male is educated in higher 

education and the female restricted within class-VIII education. Some of their younger 

part completed their formal school education and conducted higher education although it 

is very lesser in comparison to state and national level. There is no such gender 

discrimination and thus a more or less similar scenario is noticed for both male and 

female. With a bit of their luck, some Governmental projects and specially the Christian 

missionaries are trying to improve their educational status by influencing the young 

children starting to go to school from 3 years of their age. This factor gradually improves 

their educational status. 

Economically they are very backward. A majority of them earn only Rs.2000.00 or 

less per month compelling them to maintain their family expenses in such a low budget. 

But, most of the time, they are not included in BPL category because they have been 
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trying to maintain distance from governmental or other voluntary organization (except 

Christian missionaries) due to their indigenous ideology. 

Though they are relatively cautious minded regarding their age of marriage and 

age of first birth but concerning the fertility status they show a similarity with other 

indigenous and rural Indians. The higher age of 1st marriage (mean age of 1st marriage is 

21.04 years for female and 25.11 years for male) ofthe Bhujel increase the mother's age 

at 1st birth, and obviously they show a moderate picture regarding this issues in 

comparison to state level and national level. Here, most of the mothers have a tendency to 

give birth to their first child within a year of their marriage. Thus, a major portion of the 

Bhujel women gives birth to their first child between the age of 20 and 24. Unavailability 

of alternative recreational systems provokes the villagers (mostly married persons) for 

unsafe sex as their entertainment, which finally increase their total fertility rate. The total 

fertility rate is 3.9, which is much higher than state and the national level. Providentially, 

the total fertility rate has decreased among their younger generations, because now a days, 

they go for the female sterilization method of 'Family Planning' launched by the 

Government of India. This proceeding may bring a bright future for this population. 

Though a PHC is situated in Samther village but practically there are no such 

modem medical facilities for the villagers and a very few of them, the Jhankris and the 

Matas take care of the villagers. They live in a very poor hygienic condition. Neatness and 

cleanliness are usually ignored in every steps of their life, which sometimes becomes the 

cause of several diseases among the villagers. Due to scarcity, a very little water is used at 

their home for all-purpose cleansing. Cocks, heris, dogs, cats, pigs have easy access inside 

their houses to lick and pick on their dishes, and sometime hens, cocks snatch food from 

their food plates and pots but they don't mind. Fortuitously, they gradually move from 

their unclean habits with regular exposure to modem education in schools and health 

education from Governmental units and Christian missionaries. They are disadvantaged 

from the basic amenities of their life like electricity, vehicle but most of them have 

timepiece. Till now the major portion of the villagers used kerosene oil lamps, but 

sometimes this fuel become rare for them, and then they make fire from wood. Although 

the transistor, tape-recorder, TV, CD player, cell phone has gradually become familiar for 
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them but these are mainly restricted within their well-to-do class. Poverty may have 

dampened their spirit to an appreciable extent, but by nature, they are a lively and merry

making people and indulge in many feast and ceremonies. They seek diversion through 

recreations in their day-to-day monotonous life. The young children pass their free time 

absorbed in gay abandon in petty games, folktales, folklores, songs and dances. Their 

older generations are the treasure house of traditional folktales and oral literature. 

Sometimes during leisure or when they are busy gossiping, recount interesting and 

absorbing stories with romantic gesticulation which are cherished by the listeners. In this 

way their traditional norms, verbal literature and various beliefs and ideas pass through 

generation after generation. 

For the study of physical features of the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya, both 

qualitative and quantitative techniques were. used. The mean values of Maximum Head 

Length, Maximum Head Breadth, Breadth of Bi-zygomatic Arch, Nasal Length, Nasal 

Breadth, Morphological Facial Height, Morphological Upper Facial Height, Stature, 

Sitting Height Vertex, Bi-cristal Breadth, Horizontal Circumference of the Head are 

found18.51 em, 14.71 em, 13.75 em, 4.49 em, 3.64cm, 11.01 em, 6.16 em, 161.92 em, 

84.37 em, 28.75 em, 53.88 em for Bhujel male and 17.7 em, 14.25 em, 13.29 em, 3.97cm, 

3.38 em, 10.11 em, 5.62 em, 150.15 em, 79.51 em, 27.90 em, 52.34 em among Bhujel 

female of the region. 

Regarding Maximum Head Length and Maximum Head Breadth they (both, male 

and female) belong to the 'Medium' category. In respect of Bi-zygomatic Breadth they 

also show the similar tendency- most of them belong to the 'Medium' category. 

Regarding Nasal Breadth Bhujel male belong to 'Above Medium' category while their 

female counterpart belongs to the 'Medium' category. In case of Morphological Facial 

Height most qf Bhujel male and female categorized as 'Very Low' type. In respect of 

stature they are of short stature with a tendency towards Medium type. 

The mean values of Cephalic Index, Morphological. Upper Facial Index, 

Morphological Facial Index, Jugo-Mandibular Index, Jugo-Frontal Index, Nasal Index are 
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calculated 79.56, 44.86, 80.23, 75.77, 72.31, 81.68 for Bhujel male and 80.62, 42.34, 

76.19, 73.47, 72.36, 85.80 among Bhujel female respectively. 

In case of Cephalic Index, both male and female is placed under 'Mesocephalic' 

type of head. Regarding Morphological Uppet Facial Index, most of the Bhujel male 

belong to the 'Burien' category whereas most female categorized as 'Hypereuryen' type. 

Concerning Morphological Facial Index, most of the Bhujel male classified under 

'Euryprosopic' type and_ their female counterpart under 'Hypereuryprosopic' type.· In 

respect of Jugo-Mandibular Index, they are of 'Narrow' types. Regarding Jugo-Frontal 

Index, majority of the Bhujel male and female may be rightly placed in the 'Very Narrow' 

and 'Narrow' categories. In respect of Nasal Index, the Bhujel male and female mainly 

categorized as 'Mesorhinae'. 

They are of black haired people with a broad wavy type than others. 

Characteristically they express the high frequency of 'Medium' type hair quantity. Hair 

texture of male is mainly 'Medium' in nature while their female counterpart has 'Fine' 

type of hair. As a whole, Beard and moustaches development are of 'Scanty' one. Eye 

colour is primarily 'Dark Brown' for male and 'Gray Brown' for female. Eye opening is 

'Narrow' to 'Medium' type among both sexes. Both, male and female typically show a 

predominance of 'External Epicanthic' eye fold followed by 'Internal Epicanthic' and 

'Median Epicanthic' eye fold. Nasal depression is generally 'Shallow' type for both sexes; 

however many of them are found without any nasal depression (absent type). In respect of 

nasal profile they are of 'Concave' type followed by 'Straight' type. All of them 

irrespective of sex usually show a prevalence of 'Medium' type regarding membranous lip 

size. On the other hand they have 'Slight' lip evertion followed by 'Medium' type. In 

general male have 'Dark Brown' type of skin colour in exposed part of their body but 

'Medium Yellowish Brown' skin colour on unexposed part; whereas female show 

prevalence of 'Medium Yellowish Brown' skin colour in exposed part and 'Light 

Yellowish Brown' skin colour on unexposed part of the body. 

In respect of ABO blood group, phenotype A is more prevalent followed by B and 

0 phenotype. Therefore regarding allele frequency r is more frequent (more than half) 
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followed by p allele. On the other hand, in respect of Rh(D) blood group less frequency of 

Rh(d) phenotype (1.5%) as well as d allele (0.1225) also suggest its peculiarity which 

supposed to be found in almost all Mongoloid populations. The absence of colour 

blindness allele among both sexes is another peculiarity which may have some sort of 

adaptive value as operated by natural selection. Form the above morphological and 

genetic features it may be said that they bear the features of Indo-Mongoloid racial type 

having affinities with some neighbouring groups of Himalayan and sub-Himalayan region 

viz. the Rabha and the Kachari, etc. 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya carries a very distinctiveness regarding their 

house type. They built their house according to their surrounding environment. Their 

houses have their own indigenous designs, building techniques and aesthetic features. 

They make their house in the hill slopes and preferably it facing east. Traditionally they 

built up mainly two types of houses - one is stone made and another is made by wood and 

bamboo. Both of the houses are in rectangular shaped and erected on the same type of 

base. To prepare a house, they first cut a little portion of hill slope and make it plane. Then 

some stones are arranged one after another and a base is made. Then the wooden structure 

or dung's (stone) walls are erected on the base. To prepare a dung house, a large number 

of manual laborer is needed and it is very time consuming, while wooden house can be 

prepared within a few hours and it is relatively less laborious than previous one. They 

mostly prefer to stay in dunga 's house and wooden houses because of their weaker 

economic condition, though a very small portion of them live in the brick made houses. 

Due to the geographical settings and their economic condition, they mostly reside into 

small houses, which generally consist of one or two rooms. Basically their house contain 

one main door in foremost room and a small door in each adjoining room, one narrow 

window in each room, a small veranda (according to space availability) in the front. In 

each house, a deck is fixed at the top, which is used as storeroom and also for Kul Thaan, 

and at some cases elders and unmarried young sleep there. The ground floor usually used 

for all purposes like cooking, eating, seating and sleeping. In most cases, they have no 

toilet or latrine. They use the open ground or jungle for this purpose, which sometimes 

creates some diseases among them, especially for children. 
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Like their house pattern, they show a severe distinctiveness in their household 

articles, agricultural instruments, hunting implements and so on. These articles show not 

only their indigenous knowledge, but also express their advanced technology. In 

household articles, they mostly use the wooden or bamboo made implements, and cast 

iron made utensils, weapons. Traditionally, they used Dalo, Katha/Choiya, Chula, Janto, 

Hanto, Dabilo, Oddan, Topora, Duna, Dhiri, Chunge, Dobka, Pencha, Fallak, Kol, 

Bhakari, Thuinche, Bira, Lere Sher, Pangra Note, Mandro, Gundri, Koshe Ari , Ari, Pira, 

Diyo, Khurmi, Okhame, Bhala, Sante, Chalni, Okali , Musali, Dheki, Nanglo, Doko, 

Namlo , Dori, Kuchho and Hungry for their household purpose; Halo, Juwa, Mala, 

Khukuri, Bolt, Dhonu, Guleli, Bonchoro, Hansia, Khanti, Kadalo, Kanchia, Knar for 

agricultural and hunting purpose; and Rihn/Dampha, Sanai, Madol, Bansuri are used as 

musical instruments. Most of the implements are indigenously manufactured from 

materials of their nearby environments. However, due to influx of time, they gradually 

adopt their neighbors' cultural traits and some globalize cultural traits like guitar, table (a 

kind of tambour), harmonium, steel or copper or aluminum made utensils etc. In earlier 

days, they needed a large number of manual labour for making the leaf or bamboo made 

pots, in occasions or festivals but now, the readymade pots take place of these. These 

days, there is no need for much dependency for the villagers for this purpose - this 

incidence gradually affects their interpersonal relationship, which finally strikes on their 

communal solidarity. It is difficult to find out the actual dress pattern of the Bhujel, 

especially in the context of Darjeeling Himalaya, in contemporary period. Due to impact 

of cultural assimilation and globalization, now-a-days all of them (except a very few . 
personnel) forget their traditional dress pattern and ornamental varieties. At present, they 

dress up as their neighbors Mongors, Gurungs, other Hindu peoples and most of their 

younger counterpart follows western patterns -like shirt, t-shirt, pantaloon, coat, sweater, 

jacket, shoes, shocks, slippers etc. However, due to their poverty, it is very frequently seen 

that, they wrap up threadbare, dirty tom clothes. Walking in barefoot is a common 

scenario among them, except a few advanced people but they also wear foot wear 

occasionally. Among them female beautify themselves with nose ring, earring, necklace, 

bangle in wrist, wristwatch; and male only with wristwatch but traditionally the male also 

wrap up earring, bangle in ankle and wrist. This change is found among them due to effect 
' 

of above mentioned factors and their accomplice poverty. 
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The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya traditionally practiced the hunting-gathering 

occupation and reared sheep for their survival. Later on, due to increasing pressure of 

population and scarcity of suitable grazing land they were compiled to adopt terrace 

cultivation and settled down in the foothills. After 13th Century, they were spread out in 

various places of Himalaya and some migrated to Darjeeling Himalaya and practice 

equally hunting/gathering, pastoral and terrace cultivation to sustain them. It is true that a 

portion of their Nepali counterpart works as Gharti (slave) in royal families but after 1951 

A.D., they are relieved from slavery and are given some land for their survival. Their 

Nepali stock mainly weave the basket, mats etc. by bamboo slips and it is their main 

occupation, and they involve in agriculture and pastorals in little bit, but hunting became 

the hobby for them. Among the Indian Bhujel, most of them practiced terrace cultivation. 

Some of them carried doli (palanquin) of the ric;h families in early days, but the practice 

has stopped these days. Like doli carrying, they also lost their traditional occupation 

(hunting). However, they are pastorals even now and practice agriculture and food 

gathering alongside their primary occupation. Few decades ago, they practiced hunting but 

due to acquisition of forestlands by the State Government, a ban has been imposed on 

such practices. As a result, the Bhujel who had this particular vocation in the jungle 

surroundings, have lost the valuable source of their subsistence. Though they live in 

jungle surroundings carpentry is not very popular as a major economic profession to them. 

For economic co-operation in their day-to-day lives, the Bhujel maintain a high degree of 

social solidarity. They generally work as labour. under their neighboring families. They are 

also found to work on the daily wage basis in construction and repairing of roads, 

building, etc... At present, their preference in agriculture is lacking day by day and it is 

more so among their younger generations. Though physically they are strong, by habit, 

they are not industrious and painstaking; rather they prefer labourious occupations such as 

day labour, carpentry, agriculture etc. In this society, the female equally participate in all 

works as male. It is frequently seen that men and women are jointly working various 

activities such as road/building construction or repairing, agricultural field, private sectors 

or governmental jobs, and even the women earn a sum of money from their own business 

in houses. Not only male, the female also work in outside their own village and even 

outside their own district or state. This type of work participation of female uplift their 
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position in family and sometimes they take decision as per male - this phenomenon help 

them to enjoy more freedom and finally raise their social status. According to their general 

tradition, the Bhujel reared sheep in those bygone days but now they rear bullock, cow, 

goat, pig, dog, cat, and fowl in their houses. They rear bullock for ploughing, cow for 

milk; pig, goat, fowl for the meat; cat, dog for protection of their house; and occasionally 

they earn money by selling the pets. The pig and fowl are also used as offerings to their 

various magico-religious and socio-religious ceremonies. The livestock are mostly 

common in every house of the villages. Normally the children take care of their livestock 

and bring them to pasture land or collect fodder from nearest jungle. In connection with the 

rearing of animals and birds, they are much influenced by their neighboring communities, 

more specifically by the Brahmins. This influence refrained most of them to practice 

against the unclean habits, of which rearing of pig and fowl is one. As a result, a large 

number of them have started rearing cattle instead of pigs and fowls. They have also 

started observing the holiness of the cattle. They suppose that this performance uplift their 

social status as adjacent communities. 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya consumes mainly rice and maize as their staple 

food. Due to low yield in hilly track, sometimes these are not sufficient for their survival 

in whole year --: then they collect roots, tubers, leaves from nearby jungle. They mainly 

take non-vegetable meals - beef, pork, chicken, mutton etc. Meat and eggs is their favorite 

dish. The fishes are very rarely included in their food chart. Beside these, they eat various 

types of vegetables like squash, pumpkin, gourd, kalodal. They also take milk and other 

milk products but they cannot afford milk more frequently. The animal fat and the 

mustard oil are used as the cooking medium, and sometimes they use animal blood instead 

of water in their meat curry. Drinking habit is very common among the villagers. There is 

no restriction of age and sex - it starts at their early age and continues up to their death. 

They mainly consumed jar, rakshi from ancient period but now, foreign liquors are used 

along with country liquors. Some of their food and drinks have great socio-religious 

significance among them, and it is altogether related with rice, kalodal, She/ rooti, jar and 

rakshi. They sprinkle rice at the time ofblessing; which regarded as the sign of prosperity. 

The kalodal has other type of significance- the exchange of cooked dal is strictly 

prohibited with other communities' people. The She! rooti,jar and roxy are used as very 
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essential materials in any ceremony from their birth to death. These peoples also have 

smoking habit, but it has relatively low frequency than that of their drinking frequency. 

They mainly take three heavy meals in a day. Breakfast is taken before starting for any 

outdoor work, lunch is generally taken in the field or jungle and dinner is taken in their 

houses. Though they carry out their traditional food and drinking habits at present but they 

are not immure to the wave of neighboring cultures - they gradually adopt the Hindu 

traditional foods and also the globalised foods. Due to influence of Hindus, some of them 

change their unclean food habit like beef, pork and even some became fully vegetarian. At 

present, they are traits to the transitional position between their traditional culture and 

globalised culture. 

The Bhujel follow the 'three Ps' rule, i.e. patrilocal, patriarchal, and patrilineal 

traditions, which are most common criteria of Indian tribal societies. This society is 

elaborately structured as a homogenous and self-contained group. The invariable and the 

permanent elements of this structure are five exogamous patrilineal clans (Thars). This 

system is frequently complicated by segmentation (in both structural and functional 

features) into sub-clans (Upa-Thars), followed by separate dispersed lineages (Bansas), 

localized lineages (Ghars), and families (Parivers). Their Thar represent a non-Hindu 

exogamous unit, and the general feature of it is recognized by the Bhujel for ritual and 

ceremonial function. The Thar and its downward wings are the locked systems, 

exceptionally; the women become affiliated with the Jhankris' Thars when they enter into 

the Bhujel community after marriage from other ethnic or caste groups. All together, they 

have 5 Thars and 46 Upa-Thars at present. In study area, only 25 Upa-Thars and all 

Thars' members are recorded, and the Bamcha Upa-thar and the Khawas Thar have 

highest frequency among them. Since the Thar and Upa-thar are based on the principal 

assumed agnation, its members provoke to inter.:.marry, and Upa-thar endogamy is almost 

nil among them. In such exceptional Upa-Thars endogamy cases the respective couple is 

excommunicated from their society. The members of the same Upa-thar and its wings 

may or may not be lived in the same village but their unity seriously affected if parts of 

their Upa-thar migrate to neighboring villages, for the members of households continue to 

have frequent contacts and co-participation in joint activities as much as possible. These 

interpersonal relations of its members give strength to their kinship structure, which is the 
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main pillar of their social organization. Due to influence of folk Hindu culture of the 

neighbouring communities the Bhujel are now adopted the gotro principle. But, they do 

not completely ignore and swap over from their original linkages with the ancestors, and 

thus till now they practice the Thar system. Actually, they are under the process of 'Hindu 

method of tribal absorption'. 

The Bansa is a dispersed lineage and the Ghar is the localized lineage among the 

Bhujel, having the common name, and its units are residing inside or beyond the 

boundaries of the parental village through out-migration. These patrilineal descent groups 

characterized by great genealogical depth and its members are mostly detecting their 

actual interpersonal relationships, show remarkable intra-Bansa unity. The strength of 

their kinship is especially evident in the joint participation of its members in social and 

ritual activities. The members of a Ghar continue to remain in close cooperation and 

fulfill mutual obligations. The relations between the members of a Ghar are informal 

rather than formal relation. The single communal unit of them is referred as the Parivar, 

and its members fulfill all essential criteria of a family. Four types of families are present 

among them, and the frequency of nuclear family is very high among them followed by 

joint family, extended family and broken family. 

Their nuclear family is built up only of spouse and their unmarried children. Their 

joint and extended family consists of same structure as in nuclear family with an addition 

of patrilineal and matrilineal kin of the family head. The broken family of them formed 

when the spouses are separated through social reason or after one's death. In nuclear 

family, the intra-familial relations are based on the basic primary relations. The sound of 

heart plays there a great role rather than provoked self-centered motivation. It mainly from 

through separation of a new couple from parental house for marriage, obviously most of 

these families are formed after mutual consultation with parental families. Starting from 

nuclear to joint and extended family, their member enjoys the 'true sense of the life'. The 

relations between the members of the family yield to the moral rather than the jural or 

economic base. The younger remain under the authoritarian control and care of the family 

elders. The father plays a principal role in decision-making. However, as the son grows 

older and gets married, the managing power of the family gradually shifts from the father 
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to the eldest son. The relations between the agnatic and ceremonial kin are mostly 

informal, while affmal kin are mostly interrelated in formal relations. En bloc, all of the 

relations between the members of a.family are very informal rather than formal relations 

and thus they truly enjoy the various types of family relations from their birth to death, 

which is the basic cultural plinth of rich Indian culture. 

There is very little economic basis tc reinforce the norm of residential and 

relational solidarity of the agnatic kin as opposed to the affinal and uterine. The network 

of affinal and uterine kin beyond the village of residence provides a family with a 

structure it can take advantage of if it needs to move out of its parental village for 

economic or other reasons. All of those kinship ties constitute trilateral 'kinship clusters' 

which regulates their social, economic, religious activities. Adjacent to the consanguinal 

kin and affmal kin, the Bhujel has another special type kinship linkage and this is 

ceremonial kinship. This non blood relation (Miiteri) is formed between two friends, after 

passing some customary rites, and by nature, it is exactly similar with agnatic 

relationships. Additionally, it is not confined withjn this community; it is mostly inter

communal in nature. Moreover, it helps them to maintain their inter-communal 

relationships in peaceful way. Significantly, they express their intelligence through this 

special type of kinship linkage, to prevent peacefully the intra-Thar/Upa-thar marriage or 

inter-communal marriage and intra and inter communal war/quarrel. 

Regarding the family size among them, medium type family has high frequency 

followed by large family, small family and very large family. Earlier they practiced large 

and very large type family because of their pastoralism and hunting occupations. But now 

a days it switch over to medium type family as they totally sifted from their traditional 

occupations and accept the. agriculture a little bit and other occupations. Beside this very 

frequent remarriage tendency have a great impact on changing of their family structure. In 

earlier, nuclear family has no such importance in their social structure but at present, this 

happened exclusively to follow the modem advanced societies' cultures. Sometimes this 

also provokes them for broken family, which was totally unknown for them from few 

decades ago. Therefore, this was pushing them towards the marginality from their 

tradition to other's culture. However, till now the informal relations among the kin tie 
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them in one rope, which acts as the comer stone of their family structure, and more 

specifically in their communal structure. 

The Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya accept as true that child is the boon of God and 

the pregnancy takes place due to God's merry. They believe that the mother contributes 

the flesh and the father contributes the bones of the baby. After prolonged stoppage of 

menstruation a woman, realize her pregnancy from her previous experience or consulting 

with the elderly women. During her pregnancy, a woman is not considered unclean, she 

lead a normal life during her pregnancy. They suppose that, this incidence help to control 

the size of the child in mother's womb and it helps to easier delivery for mother. 

Significantly, this incidence supports their practical scientific knowledge. Generally, a 

pregnant woman avoids moving alone at night after 6-7 months of conception, avoids to 

death related rituals and does not see funeral procession. The irregular abnormal pain of 

pregnant woman supposed to be attack of a spirit, named Damsange, and this pain is cured 

only after the worshipping of Damsange. At their pregnancy period, till now they like 

better to live as usual their normal life. Recently, due to motivation of Christian 

missionaries a small segment of present generation consult with nurse or very few of them 

seek advice from with doctor or go to hospital in their pregnancy period. All together, this 

population shows a poor condition regarding the access to modem medical facilities 

during the antenatal stage, in comparison to state and nation. 

In this population, most of the children were born in the home and recently few 

pregnant women take modem medical care. This trend shows a very worst condition of 

them in comparison to the state and national ·level. Among them overall most of the 

deliveries take place under the supervision of Sureni/Jhankri, and surprisingly a small 

portion of the mothers give birth to their children without any help of others. To assist the 

pregnant women generally one or more midwifes (Sureni) stay in each village. In addition, 

the midwifery is not hereditary- some women studying it, so that as the year pass the 

younger women can take charge from the old midwives. Now, due to impact of 

Westernization, their younger counterpart gradually looses their interest upon this 

profession, and as a result, the number of Sureni gradually decreases in their society. 
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There are no separate menstrual huts for delivery. The births usually take place in 

a room of their house. Some women give birth to their children in hospital/PHC if the 

problem arises critically. In labour room, 5-6 adult women are present along with a 

recognized midwife. Although it is not compulsory for them to be present, they 

nevertheless come, mainly out of genuine concern for girl's predicament but also partly 

because they expect their friends to render similar service when necessary for themselves 

or their daughters. In the former days, the expectant mother sits on the delivery bed made 

by the bamboo slips (Mandroo ), rests on her knees and catches tightly a post or a rope 

slung from a beam of the roof. The delivery assistant foment to expectant mother's palm 

and sole and rubbing mustered oil on her abdomen. Now a days, following their 

experience in hospital!PHC, some are delivered lying flat on their backs on the floor, with 

face upwards. But, till now generally they practice the previous method. Due to PHC 

facility, a part of them gradually close the eyes to their helping hands in the labour room, 

and this circumstance evidently turn down their interpersonal relationship, which 

practically struck on their communal structure. 

After the successful delivery, the baby is allowed to lie on the floor and set aside 

him/her to cry sometime. The umbilical cord cut with a sharp edged knife and a coin. 

Instantaneously after birth, baby's father worships their Kul (ancestral deity) and informs 

him this news. Significantly, this expresses their obedience to their ancestor, from whom 

they get mental support for their survival. Now, those female gives birth to their children 

in PHC. In most cases, their family does not inform their Kul, which directly affect their 

cultural heritage. The baby's father or Sureni buries (preferably in the east side) the 

umbilical cord in their own land. They believe that, for such practices the baby will shine 

with the blessing of Sun. Before the first suck of breast milk of mother, her nipples are 

purified with the Gomut (regard as holy liquid among them). After the birth, a medicinal 

tonic (a mixture of fresh cow dung and mustard oil) is.served to the mother along with a 

Dungru ofjar, chicken curry and rice. In well-to-do families, this menu will continue in 

every meal in next few days for the new baby's mother but in case of poor families, only 

jar will continue for the mother. This alcoholic drink has high food value and it help to 

maintain the normal body heat and immediate recovery. This practice of them carries a 

sign of their practical knowledge on food and their respective food values. 
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After the birth of a baby they go through pollution period, called 'Sutak'. Except 

members of that family and Sureni I Jhankri, no one is allowed to touch the baby and the 

mother during this period. The Sutak episode prolonged for 3-11 days after baby's birth. 

The all members of a Sutak family are tabooed to go to any temple or any deceased's 

house, religious festival etc. The parent of the baby cannot kill any animal in these days. 

They believe that if they kill any animal in these days, after that the soul of that animal 

will harm the baby in his I her future. In earlier time, they practiced Sutak period for 3 

days but after adopting Hindu influences some of them now a day practices Sutak period 

for 21 days. The rate of adoption of Hindu Culture is much higher among the educated, 

relatively economically strong families. 

Among them, the name giving ceremony is called Nwaran. The Nwaran of 

newborn baby is done in the 3rd or 5th day for the girl child and in the 5th, 7th, 9th or 

11th day for the male child. In that day, newborn baby and the mother are dressed up with 

fresh cloths after bathing. The house is purified with the holy water (gold charged water or 

gomut). In earlier days, the naming of a child is done by the Jawai or Bhanja but their 

absence, the Jhankri or Dhamai (shaman) of the village naming the child. Generally, the 

naming of a child is done according to day of birth. But, now a days, Brahman is naming 

the children according to the astrological chart. Here the effect of Sanskritization is found 

remarkably along with their few traditional customs. 

Bhat Khawai (rice feeding ceremony) of the children are occurred in the five or 

sixth month after birth. In an auspicious day, the unmarried girl of the family firstly feed 

the baby with rice and in her absence, the family head firstly feeds the child. This event 

bears a sign of their respect upon virginity and the respect to the elders. Some of the 

families arrange a communal feast in that day but it is not compulsory for them and 

mostly they avoid this part due to their poor economic condition. This incidence also 

express advance ness of their social system. Nevertheless, at present, to copy Brahmins 

and effect of Westernization, some poor families arrange this ceremonial feast to raise 

their social status, which mostly pushes them towards economic constraints. 
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As per wishes of the family head they arrange the Chhewar/ Bratabandh ceremony 

in an auspicious day of the 7, 9 or 11th years after birth of a male child. In this occasion, 

the maternal uncle completely shaves his nephew's head and presents him a silver bangle. 

This is the last ritual of their birth and childhood related ceremonies. It is not traditional 

for them; they adopt it from their neighboring Hindu culture, or more specifically 

Brahmin culture. Therefore, now a days, they belong to a marginal position between their 

tradition and neighboring great tradition. 

In Bhujel society, the marriage acts as a socially approved union between a man 

and a woman, which involves the sexual and social rites, responsibilities and duties. It 

serves as a crucial function for Bhujel. They mainly practice group or community 

endogamy and Thar (clan) exogamy rules in marriage alliance. Marriage between the 

Bhujel and the members of other ethnic or caste groups, for the purpose of upwards social 

mobility, is also becoming more frequent among their younger counterpart. In other 

words, the rule of group endogamy is beginning to weaken. These changes reflect the 

important socio-economic and socio-political transformations affecting this society. 

Traditionally they are practiced bride price in the form of cash and essential kinds, but 

now a day it became only customary for them and in some cases this transaction are tends 

to be abolish. This type of fluctuation observed because of influence of neighboring Hindu 

culture or more specifically Brahmin culture. Though the levirate and cross-cousin 

marriage are permissible in their marriage regulation, they do not practice these. In earlier 

days, few of them preferred early marriage, also from then they carry a tendency towards 

late marriage, and now due to effect of Westernization almost all go through the advance 

age marriages. However, the mean age at first marriage for female found at 21.04 years, 

which express their consciousness about their marriage age in respect to the state level and 

national level. Due to the geographic condition of this region and poor communication 

system, they usually prefer to marry within their neighboring villages, though their 

younger generations go for the reverse trend. 

Based on romantic love and physical attraction, they mostly proceed towards the 

Chori behay and Jari behay rather than Magi behay, though the easiness, least time 

consuming and least expensiveness of the previous two methods conscientious for this 
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choice. All of their modes of marriage is highly ritualized and have chains of rituals. 

Starting from preliminaries their negotiated marriage proceeds through another three 

stages. The preliminaries involve going to the girl's house with a group of relatives leaded 

by a go-between, called kalia and seeking girl's parent's consent. If all give consent, the 

bride price is decided then in form of dress, ornament, food and drinks. Once the bride 

price is fixed then they select an auspicious day for the marriage. The next phase of 

negotiation marriage is held on bride's parental house, and their Kulis worshipped before 

starting the marriage ceremony. The Bhat khoure and Janti (groom's side) party is given a 

heartily welcome by the bride's family and their neighbors. Bride's elders wash the new 

couple's foots and drink this water. Later on, all elders bless the new couple by making 

Tika on their foreheads and give a gift or little amount of money to them. The new couple 

charmed renown of marriage with the guidance of Jhankri (shaman), and applies red dot 

on each other's foreheads. Then all are joined in a ceremonial feast and group dancing. 

The third event is marked by bringing the bride home with food, liquor and gifts. 

Reaching in groom's house, the new couple is blessed by Bewla's parents with tika and 

Akshata. The bride enters into the room with Pani-achounu and Sagun rituals, and takes 

blessing from groom's Kul. The next step is Bohu-Bhatier rituals. Literally, it is formal 

introductory part of the new couple with their kin and exchanging all rights of bride from 

her parental family to groom's family. 

The Chori behay started with romantic love of an affectionate couple. They ran 

away for groom's house. Then kalia and his associates go to bride's house to enquire their 

emotion and settled marriage. The next steps are almost similar as in Magi behay. If the 

girl's parents do not agree to the marriage, they call Pancha, and bring back their 

daughter. In this type of marriage the 'bridal entry' part repeated but in second time Pani

achounu and Sagun ceremonies are not performed. Additionally, if the girl came from 

other religious communities, then purification ceremony is performed in groom's house. 

In other way, if the bride's parents did not give consent to arrange any ceremony in their 

house, then Sindurdan ceremony performed in groom's house. Following this, he put 

Subuj Ponte Ko Hari (a necklace of green bids) to her neck. 
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The Jari behay is marring somebody else's wife. It is similar with Chori behay's 

procedure, with an exception. In this way, the woman's previous husband mostly arranges 

the Pancha and collects compensation from her new husband. Categorically, each stage of 

their marriage ceremony is a complex of elaborate activities, which are governed by the 

principals of their tradition at earlier; but now it changed a little bit, definitely it is 

considered a mark of Sanskritization. 

In this society, the more independence and exemption of the penalty from any type 

of marriage provoke the women to a series of remarriage (monogamy) as male. In earlier, 

they mostly go for remarriages but this tendency gradually decreases among new 

generations. Divorce is socially sanctioned among them and it is an easier process -

remarry with another man give informal divorce (automatically) to a woman, and if her 

previous husband claims compensation in Pancha, then Pancha give their formal 

certificate of divorce. The Pancha 's role in marriage is also ignored in some cases, when 

the new couple sifted in other region after their marriage. Therefore, the Bhujel are trying 

to consciously maintain their tradition, but now, for the sake of showing own economic 

solvency, bumptious, socio-political transformations, a part of them are ignore their 

traditional performance from every steps of the marriage rituals. This changeability 

obviously due to effect of Hindu and Western influences, which push them towards 

marginal position between their tradition and their neighbors' traditions. 

According to their conception, the death is a natural phenomenon, and when a man 

completes his duty in the world, he goes back to his master, the Divine Pilot. They believe 

that the soul is imperishable and indestructible: After someone's disposal, all of his/her 

family members scream and wail for a long time. Generally, if the death occurred before 

noon then it cremated in same day otherwise dead body kept for one night. In later case, 

they protect the dead body from insects. They send this information to deceased's 

relatives and wait for sometimes for them. Normally deceased's neighbors take necessary 

arrangements for funeral ceremony and no formal invitation is needed for their 

participation. Though their interpersonal relationship gradually decreases in several 

aspects of their life cycle, but regarding death ceremonies till now they maintain strong 

intra communal solidarity. 
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Among them, there is no fixed burial ground or cremation ground. The dead body 

generally cremated in the nearest riverbed or streambed, and the burial made on the 

hilltop. They generally cremate the dead body but if the person wishes for burial before 

his death, only then the dead body is buried. There is no deviation regarding burial or 

cremation concerning age, sex or mode of death. If the deceased has no son then his/her 

funeral rituals perform by his/her father I husband/ relative's son. Deceased's eldest son is 

the first to place the firewood to construct a pyre or strike the first blow on the ground 

·with a spade to make a grave. Significantly, it indicates the primogeniture tradition in this 

society. He lighted an earthen oil lamp and show deceased's face, lastly. According to 

them, this light helps the deceased's soul in the way of beyond earth. Then he puts fire on 

the pyre or put a handful soil in the trance first. After completion of cremation, the 

remains were thrown in the water. The eldest son is salute the dead body lastly and put a 

coin and Yz kg. rice on the top of the funeral ground. They believed that these coin and rice 

make to deceased into a fabulously rich man in his/her new life after his/her rebirth in the 

world. After completion of the cremation/burial, the funeral party pulled up the linga goes 

to a water source and wash themselves. Deceased's sonls tonsure head/s there and wear a 

new white cloth and carry the cloth that is used for wrapping the dead body. In the 

meantime deceased's wife (if the deceased has wife) put off her Subuj Ponte Ko Hari (a 

necklace of green bids) from her neck, which regarded as symbol of married woman. 

Usually it is an adopted trait from their neighboring Brahmins. 

The deceased's family goes through a pollution period of 517/9 days by weeping 

and lamentations at that time, and by avoiding salt, oil and physical contact with outsiders 

and animals. Deceased's son/s strictly follows these rules. The son/stake only lunch in 

these days, which were prepared by his wife (if she has Bhujel origin), otherwise 

Jawai/bhanja prepared these meals. Daily bathing, worshipping and offering to the 

deceased's soul are not compulsory for them. This shows a sign of simplicity and heartily 

respectability of these peoples. This family arrange a Chokhauney ceremony in the 5/7 /9th 

day from disposal. In the morning of that day, deceased~s sonls goes to nearest water 

source with their mama (maternal uncle) or Jhankri (shaman) and tonsures head/s, and 

wears as usual dress after bathing. They offer some foods and drinks to the deceased's 
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soul. Normally, their death related ceremony ended with this ritual and afterwards the 

mourning family led their general life. 

In some cases the deceased's soul communicate and wishes for worshipping and in 

such condition the concerned family establishes the deceased's soul as Kul/Vayu. In an 

evening, the family head and Jhankri chose a suitable spot and a stone erect in this spot, 

which regarded as Kacho Vayu. The Jhankri worship the Vayu with some offerings and 

request to the soul for accepting the offerings and stay with this family as Kul and save the 

family members from epidemic, diseases, any problems. The Kacho V ayu established as 

Pako Vayu in inside their house in the next Baisakh Purnima. In this day, Kacho Vayu 

(stone) is placed in their Kul Thaan. A sacrificial goat/ pig/chicken are sacrificed front of 

the Kul Thaan and its blood and flesh is offered to the Kul. The soul is requested to return 

from abode and stay in the Kul Thaan. They pray to Kul for the bumper crop in that year 

and for the disease less prosperous life for the family members. In another procedure, they 

worship Kul in their nearest jungle. In such case, the family headman goes to the Kacho 

Vayu spot and worship this same as previous procedure. To uplift their social status, some 

Bhujel are not agreeing to worship the stones or an earthen alter as their Kul's cult, now 

they worship their Kul in front of the image or picture of Hindu Gods and Goddesses. 

Although they follow the same procedure to Kul worshipping, but they avoid animal 

sacrificing in the puja place. Although the stone worshipping bring a sign if their tribal 

character but the later incidence clearly demonstrates the impact of their neighboring 

cultures, which pull them in to marginal position between their tradition and neighboring 

great tradition. As per wishes of the deceased family, the choutara is prepared. It is not 

mandatory for them, nor does it bear any sign of their tradition, but now some of them 

practice this more frequently. They borrowed it from their neighboring Newar, Tamang, 

Lepcha communities. The choutara is a wooden or masonry chair, which is erected in the 

roadside. It is devoted to deceased's soul and it carries the name and address of the 

deceased. They believe that when the passer-by takes rest on this chair and gets relief 

from tiredness, the deceased's soul gradually goes to peaceful state. 

The funeral rites of the Bhujel offer an opportunity to them for the expression of 

grief under socially controlled circumstances, when the members of this community 
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congregate to console one another. Death is accompanied by extensive ritual activities that 

function to mend the rift in the social fabric tom by the demise of one of its members. 

When the mourners assemble they are, in fact, reestablishing the social ties between them, 

ritually transforming the deceased into the social category of 'dead', and symbolically 

conveying the massage that life can now continue as earlier. 

In their death and death related rituals the jawai (son-in-law) and/or bhanja 

(nephew), and/or Jhankri (shaman) and mama (maternal uncle) plays a major role, here 

Brahmin is totally needless. So, regarding this ceremony, the Hindu rituals exert little 

influence in comparison to other parts of life cycle rituals. Again, this incidence clearly 

expresses the self-sufficiency of the society, which supports their indigenousness as a 

basic feature of the tribal community. In addition, there are no strict rules of daily bathing 

to the mourning family members and to the participants of funeral ceremony - this may be 

due to scarcity of water and for the chilling coldness in winter. In their death, related 

rituals all of the essential materials are used which are easily available in the nearby 

environment or which are inexpensive. This episode clearly expresses their simplicity and 

the liberalization in the social framework. Again, the process of Kul establishing or the 

incidence of journey from 'man to deity' clearly indicates the simplicity of their 

indigenous ideology. Once more, the participation of the village men in the deceased 

house and their involvement in funeral ceremony and post-funeral ceremony convey their 

intra and inter communal solidarity. But now-a-days, because of increasing influence of 

their neighboring cultures and the modem culture, they are not able to keep on separately 

their tradition, and this influence also push them towards the marginality. 

The Bhujel are mainly the followers of animistic religion, which consist of beliefs 

and behavioral patterns by which these peoples try to control the areas of the universe 

otherwise beyond their control. Among them retigion is the basic ingredient of everyday 

life. They worship ancestral spirits, other spirits, and nature. Traditionally they worship 

the Naya, Kul/Vayu, Bhimsing, Atthane/Adi-debta, Joonglii, Deoorali, Shikari, 

Aayotobare, and Damsange spirits. However, interestingly all of the spirits are not merely 

imagined as fictitious characters but have their mortal origination and real life in the earth 

and after their death they become the deities and worshipped by descendants. After their 
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death, they wishes for worshipping through living personnel as medium in contemporary 

period, and consequently damages something or injured someone. Later on, the sustained 

family called the shaman, he learned all these incidences relating to damage, and 

naturally, he linked up the spirit's wishes and the bad incidence. That is why this family 

shows a frightening devotion to him/her and arranges a puja to him/her, and later on it 

spread on whole community and establish him/her as deity. Another important issue is 

that, not all of their deities have Bhujel origin -like Naya has the Limbu origin and the 

Damsange has the Lepcha origin. They are primarily worshipped by their respective 

descendants and in due course of time, it spread out all of their neighboring communities 

and the Bhujel also adopt this puja in this way. Generally, they follow more or less similar 

method to worship their deities, and this procedure is as follows-

The headman of the family or Jhankri and few male goes to nearest jungle and 

find a suitable place for puja: There they erect a 2-3 decked structure, which contains 2-4 

separate compartments. The structure is decorated with the titepati ( artimisia leaf) and 

some flowers. This structure is regarded as the habitation of respected deity because 

he/she is roaming in all over the world. At the time of puja he/she comes in that structure. 

Some rice, a set of bow and arrow, unboiled eggs, coins, some local vegetables and some 

boiled rice placed on these compartments. The Chunges (bamboo made glass) with some 

kodo, water and slip of banana leaf are erected on the front of the structure. Some burning 

charcoals and a Kalas (vase like utensil) with water, sippadhup, banana leaf and flowers 

also needed in these puja. The worshipper startingpuja through lighten a deo (an earthen 

oil lamp) on a duna (leaf mode bowl) and he chant few spiritual word and sprinkle a 

mixture of red colored rice and curd on these compartments. A male hold the living 

offerings in his hands and the votary purify the animals and plucking some feathers from 

this animal and erect these on the base of the structure. He cuts the fowl's neck with a 

khukuri {a weapon) and sprinkles the blood on these compartments. (If the family has 

decided to offer a pig in that puja, the Jhankri or family headman purifies and prepared 

the pig's head as offerings.) The heads of the animals are put in the compartment of the 

structure. He then slain the body of the animals and separate the hearts, left legs and these 

parts are scorched in the charcoals along with protoplasm of egg and distribute each item 

on each compartment. Then he lights the baties and humbly requests the deity to accept 
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these offerings and prays for a disease-free and. problem-free life for all its family 

members. At the completion of puja they come back in their house with some offerings 

and meat and these are consumed by all of the family members. 

Generally, they worship their deities mostly in jungle and offer some resources, 

which are easily available in their surrounding environment, which express their 

simplicity and primitiveness. In the pujas only the male s' participation shows a clear-cut 

male dominancy in religious ceremonies or more specifically male dominancy in society. 

Again, if the religious specialist participates in these ceremonies they get only a part of 

offerings and a meal from host house and they are paid in a very rare occasion. Here the 

participation of religious specialist is not compulsory, rather than it is more voluntary in 

nature. In earlier days this puja was performed in the nearest jungle but now days, they 

perform these inside their house and even some of them are not worshipping their 

traditional deities due to effect of Satpalji's malice less pantha. 

The Bhujel celebrates a very colorful religious festival tradition. Their religious 

calendar starts from Maghe Sagrati (February), which is the 1st day of their year. In that 

day everybody goes to nearest water source in morning and worship to khola/dhara and 

their ancestors with animal/s and/or fruits (hens/ducks/pigs/ bontoorull simul toorull rice/ 

zinger I fly the pigeon). The aged villagers make a white dot. of bontoorul in forehead of 

younger villagers and bless them for their successful life. There they make a ceremonial 

feast. Significantly, this festival provides the villagers a holyday for their refreshment in 

their busy labourious schedule and this festival also provide them a chance to improve 

their interpersonal relationship, which finally helps to maintain their communal solidarity. 

However, it is a traditional festival among them but in course of time it looses its 

importance among them due to the effect of neighboring Brahmin culture. Now, most of 

them do not know that their new year started from this day - they now follow the English 

Calendar or Nepali Calendar. 

Jamara Aaunsi festival held on the new moon day of August-September in which 

they worship Kul with rice, fruits, and flowers. The family head worship Kul and sows 

few maize grains on soil in a topora (leaf made bowl) [called Jamara]. Next, he takes 
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yellow colored rice and first makes a yellow dot on own forehead and then he make the 

yellow dot on each virgin girl of the family. The married male or female strictly avoid this 

yellow dot making, except family headman. Finally, all of the family members enjoys 

with rice, curry, jar, roxy. They believe that the virgin girl is the incrimination of the 

Goddesses and this festival relief him (family head) from his all offence relating to this 

incrimination. It clearly shows their respect to the woman (which is an important character 

of indigenous community) and it expresses their reverence towards the virginity. These 

traditional festiv.als gradually loose their importance among them and at present some of 

them forgot this festival due to effect of incoming religious forces like Hinduism, 

inoffensive Pantha. 

At present Bara Doosaii become the main festival among them, which is held on 

the 1Oth day after new moon in the month of September-October. In that day all of the 

family members gather in their parental house. In the morning of that day, the family 

headman worship to their Kul The eldest man/woman paste some askhata (a mixture of 

rice, curd and/or red/pink color) on juniors' foreheads (tika pakhoune), and sprinkle 

askhata and holy water on their heads and hands. After completion of tika pakhoune the 

eldest man/woman blessing the juniors with a Jamara (germinated maize) and a little 

amount of money (which means, to follow this incidence the God gives them sufficient of 

food and money in whole year). Then the juniors show obeisance to the elders. After 

completion of these rituals they worship Bhimsing in nearest jungle. Finally, all of them 

enjoy with a feast with rice, chicken/pork/beef/mutton, she/ rooti, jar/roxy/ram etc. 

Significantly, this ceremony helps the young to learn the respectability to elders - this 

learning helps them to maintain their family structure and finally maintain their social 

structure. Now a days, this festival is regarded as their main festival, instead of the Baisak 

Purne. This conversion may be the effect of the neighboring Brahmin culture. 

The Tihar is another main festival among them, which consists of following five 

phases. Kaak Tihar is the first part of Tihar festival held on 13th day after full moon in 

October in which the family heads give some rice to birds. They pray to birds to free them 

from sin, which they do in the bygone year regarding to bird killing. Kutta Tihar is held 

on second day of Tihar festival in which they worship dogs. In that day the family heads 
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put a red dot on dog's head and put a garland on its neck. They give some rice to their 

domestic dog/s and pray for free them from all sins regarding their offence or misbehave 

towards the dogs. Gaii Tihar is held on the new moon day of October in which they 

worship the cows with some flowers, holy water, a deo (an earthen oil lamp), a bati (a 

variety of catkin) and give some foods to cow like rice, husk, baabor (a variety of wheat 

made cake) etc. They request cow to relieve them from their sin regarding their offence or 

misbehave towards the cow. They believe that the cow is a part of God and at the time of 

grazing they bit the cows and they collect milk from cows and in return they give only 

husk, starch extracted from rice, leafs etc. and these are compiled them to fall into sin. 

After completion of these rituals all of the family members in this house enjoy with a 

choisable meal like rice, meat curry, jar/roxy or any alcoholic drinks. In night Bhooilini 

garrie is played only by the female with singing and dancing. They go to each other's 

houses without hegemony of different social status, generation gap, interpersonal quarrel 

(which increase their interpersonal relationship and increase the strength of their social 

structure) and in return the householder gives them some rice and money in which they 

arrange the Bhai-Tihar ceremony. Significantly, this ceremony indicates clearly about 

their respectability to woman and high status of woman in social framework. Gooru Tihar 

is the 4th phase of Tihar festival held on next day after new moon of October. In the 

ceremony they worship the bullock in exactly similar method as cow worshipping in Gaii 

Tihar and this night the male plays Deoousi game approximately in similar way as the 

Bhooilini in Gaii Tihar. The adult male also plays another game (Maaruuni) with madal 

(a variety of drum), mukunda (a musk), a coin, some rice, some flowers, a pail of water, a 

lighten deo (an earthen oil lamp), gomut (urine of cow) and call their ancestral spirits. A 

male of this group behaves as female, another person acts as a joker and rests of them 

sing a tale. They believe that, successful completion of this game protect them from all 

hazards in their life. Significantly, this festival provide them a holyday in their busy 

labourious schedule and in this day they get money from the householder which help them 

carry on their next jovially celebrations. It also expresses their advanced social systems in 

which they can earn in their holydays without hard labourious efforts. Bhaai Tihar is the 

fifth and final phase of Tihar festival, which is held on the 2nd day after new moon of 

October. The sisters are arranging this festival with the rice and money collected from 

various households in Bhooilini game. In this day they worship their brothers with some 
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flowers, durba (grass), fruits, few choisable food items like rice she! rooti, meat curry, 

butter, milk,jar/roxy/ramfbeer etc. The sister is gently rubbed some flowers and rice over 

the whole body of the brother, and sprinkle rice and holy water on his head and hands. 

Next, she smears over mustard oil on his face and make a white dot of curd on his 

forehead, and red colored plus symbol on near his earlobe. Finally the brother gives 

some money, which collected from 'Deoousf game. Later on the sisters reach their 

brother's houses along with some gifted items, and stay therel-2 days. This is the 

ritualistic end of Tihar ceremony. Significantly, in this ceremony the brothers and sisters 

can meet to each other's and their families at least once upon in a year without any extra 

economical burden. Though this festival is carried on from generation to generation, these 

days a large change is found among them due to influence of neighboring Brahmin culture 

and their occupational migration. At present, some of them do not practice Kaak Tihar, 

Kutta Tihar. Some families do not have any cattle, or some one have only cowls or 

bullock/s. Thus, they do not perform the 1st part of Gaii Tihar and/or Gooru Tihar. Most 

of them have forgotten the Maaruuni dance and a large portion of them do not practice 

Deoousi and Bhaai Tihar, which indirectly hold their social structure. So, now a days, 

they tend towards the transitional position between their tradition and neighboring great 

traditions culture. 

The Baishak Purne festival is held on the full moon day of April-May in which 

they annually worship to their Kul (their respective ancestral deities). Each Bhujel family 

heads clean their Kul-thaan and put up some stones (cult of Kul) on there (if they worship 

kul in outside their house then they chose a spot in adjacent jungle and put one or more 

oval stone in that place) and sacrifice a goat to Kul. They humbly request to the ancestors 

to homecoming and they pray to Kul for the plenteous crop in that year and for the healthy 

and wealthy life for the family members. Then the offerings are strictly consumed only by 

the family members. This traditional festival regarded as their main festival among them 

in earlier days, but in course of time it gradually looses its importance due to influence of 

neighboring Brahmin culture. 

Saune Sagrati is held on August. The family heads throws burning firewood in 

east, west, north, south directions and prayers to their ancestors to take their pains, 

sorrows, problems away. They put firewood in their hearth and offer meat curry, rice, she! 
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rooti etc. to their ancestors and pray for their eternal peace and prosperity. Although this 

festival is carried on by them from ancient, but at present, due to occupational migration, 

Sanskritisation etc. factors they are not able to carry this tradition and a large portion of 

them do not practice this festival and even some of them forgot this festival. 

In their religious rituals the family headman's role is crucial and in his absence the 

eldest male members can proxy his role. Among them, the female do not directly 

participate in the religious rituals except Jamara Aaunsi, Bara Doosai and Tihar festivals 

-only the virgin girls participate first one and all female participate in later festivals. The 

all materials used in their festivals are easily available in their nearby environment. Being 

a nature lover community they till now worship their deity in form of stones, trees - even 

none of them able to explain the anthropomorphic form of their deities. Their 

anthropopathy related only to their non-corporeal imagination. Therefore, in this context 

they do not change their basic character, which is clearly expressing their symbol of 

tribalness. 

The Bhujel believe that all living creatures have the soul (and they can move in 

anticipation of soul in the body) once soul leave the mortal skeletal structure then the 

structure is called dead body. According to their conception, the soul is imperishable, 

indestructible. After, the fulfillment of their instructed duties in the world the soul leave 

the mortal frame and walk off to his master, the God. Rarely, if the soul does not 

overcome the bindings of world, then it takes rebirth as spirit. There are two types of 

spirit - benevolent and malevolent. If the funeral ceremony were complete after death 

then this soul would turn into the benevolent spirit or deity and otherwise it become 

malevolent spirit. According to them, the spirit has no anthropometrical shape. It is an 

invisible substance. The spirits reside far away from horizon, and they come in earth when 

someone call them, or ignore them. Some Bhujel are considering as being able to control 

over the spirits, who are called Jhankris. The Jhankris have several special powers that 

they gained automatically; it is not hereditary or not achieved by hard trainings from the 

preceptor. The most important role of the Jhankris is to restore to health of villagers either 

by magical method or in ethnomedicinal approach, and to worship some deities in others' 

houses. Usually they apply mysterious spells to compel away the evils spirits supposed to 

cause harm in patients' bodies. They chant few mysterious words or provide mullets to 
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cure a person or save a family from sin eyes. However, the Jhankri has a great influence 

in this society. The members of this society revere him as the representative of the deities 

and thus they show respect to his words as divine order. If we look insight to this 

structure, we found that, Jhankris are the 'observer participant researchers' of this society, 

thus they successfully trace out the patient's psychology, and this experience would help 

them in their treatment process. Thus, when the patients consult their illness with Jhankri, 

he minutely observes the patient and diagnosis the cause of illness- spirit caused or natural 

one. He intuitively knows in which way it deals successfully- only ethno medicinally or 

psychologically or in both way, and treats them in appropriate way. Physiotherapy is, of 

course, not only the scientific significance of the shamanic healing procedures among the 

Bhujel. Massage, ethnomedicine, musical therapy etc. are in the quest for restoring 

healthiness. Massage and blown into and onto the body are the very popular methods of 

shamanic healing course. Aromatic medicinal substances in oils or butter are useful in 

combination with massage. The blown into and onto the body help to stimulate to a 

certain extent damaged nerves of the patient, and help her/him to come to normal position. 

There is no doubt of potency of the ethnomedicine prescribe by the Jhankris. Again their 

traditional healing procedure offers them 'reassurance', which cannot be expected from 

the modem medical method. 

The Bhujel may be seen as displaying a remarkable heterodoxy in their religious 

beliefs, having adopted elements and concepts from neighboring great tradition and 

downplaying some points of incongruity between them. Though their older counterpart 

follow up their traditional religious festivals but their younger counterpart tends towards 

Hindu culture and some of them worship Hindu Gods and Goddesses, and someone 

worship their traditional deities in front of their Hindu God-Goddesses pictures. So, now a 

days, due to the influence of Hindu culture and cultural hegemony they are in a 

transitional position between their tradition and neighboring great tradition. Some of the 

life cycle rites and rituals as well as religious beliefs and practices of the Bhujel indicates 

that they are bearing the elements of folk or tribal culture. 

The Bhujel has a tradition of centralized political organization in the past. Due to 

political hezimony and displacement in a new region (remote areas of Darjeeling 

Himalaya) their centralized political organization looses its authority. In new areas, their 
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local government is grown-up as 'Gram Samaj', a body roughly corresponding to the all 

others indigenous communities. However, the implications for local government are quite 

different from others. For administrative purposes like tax collecting and for religious ,,. . 

purpose and for other activities, all Bhujels of a village are bound together within a single 

Gram-Samaj and bear some organic relationship to the Bhujel of other villages. The 

Kharo (village headman) is the supreme of the Gram-Samaj and he runs this organization 

along with four other men - one Thero (assistant of village headman), one Jhankri 

(Shaman), one Lepon (treasurer), and one Chotang (assistant treasurer cum peon). The 

function of Kharo is the maintenance of linkages between local head and the villagers. 

Thero look after the improvement of interpersonal relationship between the villagers. The 

Jhankri leads the all-religious festivals in the village and in return he gets a part of 

offerings of the Puja. The Kharo and his office bearers are selected by the villagers. The 

villagers can withdraw their mandate from either of these dignitaries, if they lose their 

faith or if the Kharo does not have any deserving descendants. But, in generally these 

posts are hereditary in nature. The Bhujel' Gram-Samaj has grown up by the male 

members only. The Gram-Samaj also take care administrative interests ofthe villagers. In 

judicial cases, Kharo call the Pancha (traditional court of justice) and preside this 

meeting. The Kharo takes the final decision but before it, the complainant and the 

offender are allowed to defend themselves. Some bystanders are called and their 

statements are deposed. The lawbreakers are punished according to their offence. Some 

times it is related to the offender's monitory fines and I or physical punishment and in 

extreme form of offence (like marriage in between tabooed relations) the offenders are 

excommunicated, which is the highest punishment among them [this character of Bhujel is 

similar as in other tribal communities of India]. The judges of the Pancha receive 

gratuities, often form both contending parties and they may keep a part of the fines they 

access. The major proportion of that type of income comes from the illicit marriages. 

Except this, the success of the Gram-Samaj depends upon the treasurer and his assistant's 

ability to collect the revenue and hold them prior to disbursement. Interestingly the tax 

collectors have no strongbox or safe. They simply collect it and put in their pockets, carry 

their house and keep it informally until it is paid out. This incidence, very clearly express 

their simplicity and honesty, which are the basic characteristics features of a tribal 

community. Although, it has gradually changed among their younger generations, 
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especially for them, who have come in contact with the western culture. However, with 

the passage of time this Gram-Samaj system has been changed and at present a complex 

type of political system has been created, which has adopted the elements and concepts 

from Panchayati Raj System, and party politics. Their community organization has two 

wings- Central Committee and Village Committee. Their village committee works on 

grass root level in relation to the villagers' problems, and Central Committee look about .. 
the overall communal development. The Central Committee has the following members in 

its body- President, Vice-President, General Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer and 

one representative from each village committee. The 'Village Committee' consists of 

following members- President, Vice-President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer 

and 2-5 Advisors. The members of the village committee are selected by the villagers, and 

these selected members decide the members of Central Committee. Through their 

complex political system, Pancha is still in practice, but it has a remarkable disparity from 

their traditional Pancha. Now a days the members of the Village Committee can solve the 

problems of the villagers, in Pancha, along with Panchayat m~mbers and I or members or 

others communities. There is no practical segment among the judges of Pancha although 

their Village Committee has official posts, such as President, Vice President, Secretary, 

Assistant Secretary and Advisors ~ but at the meeting, all of them opined their own view 

and the mostly accepted opinion regarded as final decision. There is a provision for both 

contending parties to go to higher authority (Central Committee) or in Court but in 

practically they comply with the decision of Pancha, because if they ignore the Pancha 

then there is a chance for informally excommunication to the complainant. This event 

indicates that some of their traditional norms gradually scoff by their surrounding socio

political environment, and at present they carry their tradition only in their mind. 

Nevertheless, they display a very low participation in modem politics because they dislike 

it and its filthiness. Besides this, a severe isolation from the national political scene, 

extremely low literacy rate, lack of communication, limited knowledge in national and 

international events, indigenous ideology, and poverty compiled them to maintain a 

distance from modem politics. As a result the local politics in that region dominated by 

non-Bhujel, especially the Brahman, Chhetries etc. The real situation has changed for the 

worse, while the Bhujel are no better articulated to the national political system, the 

national system now exerts more control over their territory. As a result, they have lost 
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much of the autonomy they once enjoyed. Therefore, the Bhujel are now totally shifted 

from their traditional political system. Now-a-days, their traditional political organization 

totally abolished and in the changing horizon they have created their community 

organization, which is for cc;rre of all social and political issues of the Bhujel community 

living in the villages. This change of the Bhujel political system is due to changing 

situation of national affairs at local, state and national levels. 

II 

Concluding Remarks 

The Bhujel is a very little known community of Darjeeling and Nepal Himalaya. 

After analyzing the established trendy literature and oral history, the present study assume 

that the Bhujel is a segment of the Kiratas who inhabit in the Bhuji regime or in the banks 

of three rivers, namely Bhujikhola, Nijickhola and Ghartahola (Dorpatan and near by 

areas of Nepal). Although some scholars highlighted this whole community as Gharti in 

their literatures but in reality the aborigines/migrants of Bhujikhola designated as Bhujel, 

aborigines/migrants ofNijickhola designated as Nishel, aborigines/migrants ofGhartahola 

designated as Gharti and in course of time these three are totally designated as Bhujel. 

In recapitulating the past, the Bhujel were spreading through out the Nepal and a 

branch of them make new settlements in Darjeeling Himalaya. In Darjeeling Himalaya, 

they are mainly concentrated in the Kalimpong hills, which has labyrinth of ridges and 

narrow valleys. This area is marked by abundance of natural features with rich vegetation, 

fauna and very pleasant climate. As usual the other hilly villages, this people made their 

settlement scattered on the ridges of this hill. Their villages have very poor road 

communication, which was totally damaged in the rainy season. They have no problem in 

dry seasons, at this time they face water crisis. They also have not facilitated with 

moderate type shops, even life saving medicines were not available in this area. Although 

a Primary Health Centre fulfills the need of the villagers but practically 21 Jhankris 

(shaman) and 3 Matas (sorcerer) serve with their traditional knowledge during the illness 

of the villagers. This people live in a very poor state of sanitation. Neatness and 

cleanliness are generally overlooked in every steps of their life, which sometimes create 

several diseases among the villagers. Due to scarcity, a very little water is used at their 
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home for all-purpose cleansing. Cocks, hens, dogs, cats, pigs have easy access inside their 

houses to lick and pick on their dishes, and sometime hens, cocks snatch food from their 

food plates and pots but they don' t mind. Fortuitously, they gradually move from their 

unclean habits with regular exposure to modem education in schools and health education 

from Governmental units and Christian missionaries. These people were underprivileged 

from almost all basic amenities of life like electricity, vehicle, although from the recent 

past a small portion of them get these privileges. Hopefully their well-to-do part gradually 

become familial with the· transistor, tape-recorder, TV, CD player, timepiece, cell-phone 

but sometimes it affect very seriously in their economic structure when the poor people try 

to take advantage of these. This incidence may take place due to effect of Modernization 

and Westernization. Fortunately they, as is usual with earlier, seek diversion through 

recreations in their day-to-day monotonous life through petty games, gossip, 

recapitulating folktales, folklores, songs and dances; although Western influence damped 

their spirit to an appreciable extent. 

Demographically this population shows the female dominancy among their 

younger part and the male dominated about in all advanced age groups. This scenario may 

be the result of excess female migration and excess female mortality of this population. As 

a whole this population represents a better picture in favor of female in comparison to 

Indian national level. Reproductively, this population consist relatively greater pre

reproductive and post- reproductive counterparts, in comparison to state level and national 

level. Lesser proportion of reproductive part of this population may the result of the high 

total fertility rate of the population and presence of more female in younger generations, 

may responsible for more female migration rather than immigration in these villages, 

which adversely affects the proportion of the reproductive part of this population. 

The Bhujel of the Darjeeling Himalaya shows a close proximity with the 

Mongoloid feature regarding 'oblique eyes with epicanthic fold', ' beardless face or nearly 

so ', 'short to below medium stature' as Mongoloid type as per Risley' s classification. 

They are categorized under 'Broad-headed type Palaeo-Mongoloid' group (as per Guha' s 

classification) concerning their 'Mesorhinae (medium) nose', 'epicanthic eye fold', 'light 

yellowish brown to dark brown (dark) skin colour' , ' scanty growth of hair on face ' . This 
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population shows marked similarities with other Sub-Himalayan Mongoloid tribes, viz. 

Rabha, Garo, Kachari, Lalung, Mikir, Koch, Ahom in concern of their Height Vertex, 

Sitting Height Vertex, Maximum Head Length, Maximum Head Breadth, Horizontal 

Circumference of the Head, Breadth of Bi-zygomatic Arch, Nasal Length, Nasal Breadth, 

Morphological Upper Facial Height, Morphological Facial Height, Cephalic Index, Nasal 

Index, Morphological Upper Facial Index and Morphological Facial Index. Regarding 

Somatoscopic characters, such as Hair Form, Skin Colour, Nasal Profile the Rabha may 

be considered as more closer to the Bhujel. It also observed that the Bhujel have a 

relationship with the Mongoloid populations (Lepcha, Rai, Tamang, Sunwar, Newars, 

Mongars, Gurungs, Gurkhas) from the states of Eastern Himalayan region of India, in 

relation to their 'Short to Low Medium' Stature, 'Mesocephalic to Brachycephalic' 

Cephalic Index, absence of Colour Blindness alleles, higher r allele followed by p allele in 

respect of ABO blood group and very few d allele in respect of Rh(D) blood group. 

Therefore, from the above discussion it can stated that the Bhujel are more closer to other 

Sub-Himalayan Mongoloid population in respect of morphological and genetical traits; 

and also may be categorized as one of the member of such group. However, the study also 

explores some deviation as a result of admixture with other Mongoloid as well as non

Mongoloid population of the region. 

Traditionally the Bhujel practiced hunting-gathering, but they also reared sheep for 

their survival. Afterward, they practiced equally hunting-gathering, pastoralism and adopt 

palanquin carrying, terrace cultivation for their sustenance. In altering circumstances, they 

fully engaged in agriculture and pastoralism a little bit. However, hunting became the 

hobby and palanquin carrying totally abolished among them with their progress. Presently 

a section of this population newly employed in governmental and nongovernmental 

sectors. This fluctuation is mainly for the acquisition of forestlands by the State 

Government, a ban has been imposed on such practices. Thus, the Bhujel who had this 

particular vocation in the jungle setting, have lost the important source of their life. 

The Bhujel traditionally followed patriarchal, patrilocal, and patrilineal way of life, 

but in influx of time their patriarchal tradition slowly changed into equal rights for both 

male -female. Presently the newly married couple prefers to establish a new house owing 
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to their autonomy. This variation struck in the root of their social structure, thus the joint 

and extended families rapidly separated into nuclear and broken families. These are 

directly transforming their 'family size' into 'medium' type, 'small' type. Evidently this 

oscillation is the gift of the Western culture. But, interestingly, till now they strictly 

consciously nourish their patrilineal tradition as in earlier. 

This society is elaborately structured with exogamous clans (Thars) and sub-clans 

(Upa-Thars), although the Westernization changed a little bit of their Thar exogamy 

tradition but it is unable to touch their Upa-thar exogamy practice. Factually this non

Hindu locked system slowly but surely weakens and a few outsiders integrated in this 

system in very recent past. Attracting the sanskritic respectability and gaining acceptance 

within the fold of Hinduism, a part of Bhujel now agree to accept the gotros from 

neighboring Hindus: But, they do not completely ignore and swap over from their original 

linkages with their ancestors, and thus till now they practiced the Thars system. These 

events directly struck on their kinship structure and shook the main pillar of their social 

organization. 

. Traditionally the members of the Bansa and the Ghar characterized by great 

genealogical depth and its members are mostly detecting their actual interpersonal 

relationships, show remarkable intra-group unity. The strength of their kinship is 

especially evident in the joint participation of its members in social and ritual activities, 

although it is sometimes ignored by them especially by the Bhujel, who live apart from 

their native villages. Nonetheless the wave of Westernization and Sanskritization touch 

these systems but these are comparatively less affected than the other parts of their social 

system. 

The Bhujellike consanguinal, affinal and ·ceremonial kinship bondage but they are 

famous for the third type of kinship linkage. Although a crack arise there, the new 

generations are not agree to continue this and even a very few of them, who practice this, 

sometimes ignore the rules of such type bondages, they set up marital relationships among 

Miiteri families. The relations between the agnatic and ceremonial kin are mostly 

informal, while affinal kin are mostly interrelated in formal relations. Once they enjoyed 

the true sense of life, en bloc, all of the relations between the members of a family are too 
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much informal rather than formal relations but now morality and sound of their heart little 

by little covered by formalities and self-centrism. 

The Bhujel believe that the child is the boon of God, the mother contributes the 

flesh and the father contributes the bones of the baby. Thus uncleanness and other 

restrictions are not relevant for pregnancy of their women although a part of them at 

present to follow up their neighboring Hindus, started to follow their practices. 

Traditionally the Sureni/Jhankri, and the neighbors of the concerned families assist the 

probable mother in labour room, but now doctor/nurse also attend few in deliveries. After 

baby's birth, his father instantly worships to their Kul. Usually, birth related rituals are 

sometimes ignored when someone give birth to child in PHC/hospital. Thus the 

Westernization directly affect on their norms and value systems. 

After baby's birth the family goes through a pollution period of3-11 days and the 

name giving ceremony is done at the last day of that period. Naming of a child is done by 

the Jawai, Bhanja, or Jhankri according to day of birth, but now, Brahman naming the 

children according to the astrological chart. Thus their traditional name gradually tends in 

the direction of abolition. In his/her 5/6th month of age a virgin girl of the house or family 

head firstly fed the baby. Recently Brahmin fed the baby in some occasions. To arrange a 

communal feast in that day is not compulsory for them, although at present, to prove high 

prestige in society as Brahmins, some families arrange this ceremonial feast, which 

sometimes presses towards economic constrain. 

Based on romantic love and physical attraction, they mostly proceeded towards the 

Jari behay and Chari behay in the past. But with increasing awareness among them the 

Jari behay slowly looses its importance while Chari behay increases in comparison to 

Magi behay and Jari behay. Acknowledging their norms monogamy marriage is mostly 

popular for them rather than polygamy marriage, but their tendency for remarriages 

slowly decreases with time. The kalia gradually looses his importance in some cases, 

where the Brahmins take charge instead of Jhankris. Even they gradually change their 

mode of acquiring mate due to influence of Brahmin culture. Now they practice dowry 

instead of their traditional practice of bride price- evidently it is the gift from their 

neighboring Brahmins. Previously they utilized any red color to make dots on bride and 
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bridegroom's foreheads, but now only vermilion is used for this purpose and only 

bridegroom apply it in bride's forehead. Sometimes, in bridegroom's house the 'bridal 

entry' part (Pani-achounu and Sagun rituals) is now confined into Kul worshipping only, 

even Pancha 's role in marriage is also ignored in some cases. Their traditional food and 

drinks, such as kaladal , kasar, jar, roxy looses its ritualistic importance for them. 

Practically the marriage is not only a ceremony for them, it also give chance to renew their 

relations for the villagers and the kin, but now, for the sake of showing own economic 

solvency, bumptious, socio-political transformations, a part of them are ignoring their 

traditional performance from every steps of the marriage rituals, which directly affect their 

social structure. 

The Bhujel believe the 'soul concept'. Recently after getting light of modem 

education, some of them started to ignore this but they unconsciously nourish their 

traditional ideas. This sorrow ceremony reduces markedly their intra and inter-communal 

distances. 

They mourn the dead by lamentation and weeping after someone's disposal same 

as in past. Usually the dead body is carried by deceased's relatives only, but now the non

Bhujel also carries the bier. Normally dead body cremated in nearest streambed or buried 

in hilltop. Deceased's eldest son has the right to start all the death related rituals. The 

deceased's family goes through a pollution period of 5/7/9 days by weeping and 

lamentations at that time, and by avoiding salt, oil and physical contact with outsiders and 

animals. This period end with Chokhauney ceremony. In that day, deceased's son tonsures 

head, wears as usual dress and offer chicken curry, rice, she! rooti,jar, roxy to deceased 's 

soul. The maternal uncle and the Jhankri play a significant role in this ceremony. 

According to their conception, within few months of someone's disposal, if 

deceased's family face problem it must be for the deceased's soul. In such case, they 

worship the soul and set up a stone as Kacho Vayu (soul) and it established as Pako Vayu 

or Kul in the next Baisakh Pumima (full moon day of March-April) inside their house. 

Presently some Hindu Gods and Goddesses are established in their Kul Thaan and there 

they worship to their ancestors in the front of these Gods and Goddesses. Undoubtedly 
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this change is a gift from their neighbors, especially from the Brahmins. Usually there is 

no evidence for choutara (a chair) preparation in their history, but now it is made as per 

wishes of the deceased family. Undeniably they borrowed this cultural trait from their 

neighboring Newar, Tamang, Lepcha communities. 

This nature lover community is mainly worship their ancestors, but recently some 

of them started to follow Hinduism. In the bygone days they worship many spirits viz. 

Naya, Kul/V ayu, Bhimsing, Atthane/ Adi-debta, Joonglii, Deoorali, Shikari, Aayotobare, 

and Damsange. But, in influx of time all of their deities gradually loose their importance 

in their life. In fact, the inclusion of other communities' deities is not new for them, Since 

early days, the Naya, Damsange was also included in their culture and recently some of 

the Hindu gods and goddesses, such as Shiva, Kali, Durga and Laxmi got place with their 

deities and sometimes replaced their deities. 

By tradition each Bhujel family worshipped their own ancestor, Kul/Vayu. But 

recently significant change occurred in their Kul worshipping process. Interestingly, a 

large portion of them till now follows their traditional concept. They do not allow 

outsiders and female in their kul-thaan, even they believe that if some one (outsider) 

enters into this kul-thaan's surrounding area, then some family members of that family or 

that outsider must suffer from diseases in near future. This event express their devotion to 

their ancestors which clearly convey their own indigenous tradition or more specifically 

their indigenous cultural origin, although a little portion of them now a day follows the 

Hinduised tradition. Similarly the Kul worshipping, there abrupt change occurred in Vim 

Sing puja, Naya puja, Joonglii puja, Deorali puja, Aaitobbare puja, Sikari puja, 

Damsange puja. Even a few Bhujel, who adopted Satpalji's malice less pantha, totally 

forget this tradition. A little portion of them who perform these pujas sometimes excluded 

animal sacrificing part from the pujas. 

The Baishak Purne, Saune Sagrati, Bara Doosaii, Tihar, Maghe Sagrati are the 

main traditional festivals of the Bhujel. Usually, the Baishak Purne is the main festival 

among the Bhujel, in which they annually worship their Kul. Although a large change 

occurred in their religious festivals, but about all of them worship their Kul in that day in 

traditional way or in modem way. Though, in earlier days this festival was regarded as the 
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main festival among them, but in course of time they shifted towards their neighbors' 

cultures and now, the Bara Doosaii has become their main festival instead of Baishak 

Purne. Nevertheless the Bhujel carry on the above festivals from ancient, but at present, 

due to occupational migration, Sanskritisation, inoffensive Pantha etc. factors they are not 

able to carry this tradition and a large portion of them do not practice these festival and 

even some of them fully overlook these. Therefore, at present they are in marginal 

position between their neighbors' great tradition and their little tradition. 

The Bhujel has a tradition of centralized political organization in the past. Now 

their centralized political organization looses its authority. In past, their local government 

was grown-up as 'Gram Samaj', run by the village head (Kharo) along with Thero 

(assistant of village headman), one Jhankri (Shaman), one Lepon (treasurer), and one 

Chotang (assistant treasurer cum peon). The principal role of the Gram-Samaj was 

administrative as well as social, political, religious and economic. These members act as 

justice Pancha and they dealt cases according to the tribal norms applied in the context of 

different situations. They believe that, if the offender by chance gets relief from Pancha, 

the supernatural punishments must befall on him. The Gram-Samqj of the Bhujel fully 

changed in course of time, adopting element a..1d concept from Panchayati Raj System, 

and their neighboring communities. Recently, their community organization leads their 

political system with its two wings - Village Committee and Central Committee. The 

previous one works on grass root level in relation to the villagers' problems, and later one 

looks about the overall communal development. Though their complex political system, 

Pancha, is still continuing it shows remarkable difference from their traditional Pancha. 

Now-a-days, the members of the Village Committee can solve the problems of the 

villagers, in Pancha, along with Panchayat members and/or members or others 

communities. This radical change may be for national politics in India and influences of 

Brahmin, Western culture and now these peoples are forward many steps towards 

marginality in comparison to other changes of their life. 

From the foregoing facts, figures and findings it has been noted that 

morphologically and genetically the members of Bhujel community bear the Indo

Mongoloid racial characters and have shown the close affinity with some other 

neighbouring communities of Eastern Himalayan and sub-Himalayan regions. Their 
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socio-cultural life shows that they have been passing through a transitional phase. No 

doubt they are still following some of their traditional traits but at the same time some 

new attributes have been emerged in their economy, social life, political behaviours and 

other aspects of culture. Considering their present state of socio-cultural affairs it may 

safely be said that they are still more close to tribal fold rather than caste society of their 

locality. This study also reveals that the socio-cultural life of the Bhujel is analogous to 

other Kirata groups living in Eastern Himalayan and sub-Himalayan region. 

The ethnic and social identity of the Bhujel of Darjeeling Himalaya is a big 

controversial issue. They have been facing identity crisis for a long time. In early days 

when their forefathers came to Darjeeling from Nepal, they usually identified as aJanajati 

or tribe. But aft<?r settling to Kalimpong region of Darjeeling they started to interact with 

the Nepali caste Hindus and gradually assimilated with the dominant Hindu Nepali 

society. What is very interesting to note that, in spite of their close interaction with the 

Nepali Hindu castes they are still at the periphery of the local Hindu society. The upper 

and middle caste Hindu Nepalis maintain a safe social distance from the Bhujel to 

maintain the norms of caste hierarchy of the Nepali Hindu society. At present the Bhujel 

is categorized as Other Backward Classes (OBC) by the state. Considering their marginal 

social position and socio-economic backwardness the Bhujel are not satisfied with the 

OBC identity and thus demanding to incorporate them in the category of Scheduled Tribe 

(ST) for getting reservation benefits and other opportunities from the state. The emerging 

ethno-political forces of contemporary India motivated the Bhujel to deconstruct their 

present caste and OBC identity and also to organize movement for reconstructing the old 

tribal identity for the sake of privileges and opportunities from the state as laid down in 

Indian constitution for the weaker and marginal sections of the country. 

III 

Aspirations and Hopes of the Bhujel 

On the basis of the present study some problems and crisis of the Bhujel have been · 

identified. In course of study the people also expressed some of their aspirations and hopes" 

to overcome such problems and crisis. The most important of them are noted below. 
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Major Problems and Crisis: 

• This community suffers social suppression from their neighboring 

communities. 

• They live in remote places where communication system is very poor even 

sometimes their places are being isolated and deprived from road and other 

infrastructural facilities. 

• They suffer from serous water crisis, particularly in dry season. 

• These peoples passes through the economic crisis. This situation compelled 

them to go for earning at a very young age and at distant places. 

• Literacy and educational scenario is very gloomy. 

• Although there is a primary health centre in a village but practically modem 

medical facilities are not available to them because of unavailability of medical 

practitioners and medicines. Even if they are available, the patients do not go for 

modem treatment because of poor communication system between their 

residence and PHC and also for some other socio-cultural reasons. In most cases 

the untrained local medical practitioners are taking care of the villagers and 

sometimes this may cause serious problems. 

• The community has a wealth of folklores and folktales related to their life and 

culture but now a days these are gradua1ly vanishing. 

• The people have rich material traits and indigenous knowledge system but at 

present these are also vanishing at a very fast rate. 

Aspiration and Hopes: 

• The Bhujel holds the vtew that to come out from misconception about 

nomenclature of the community it is better to consider the whole community as 

'Bhujel' rather as 'Gharti', because the 'Gharti' is a section of the 'Bhujel'. 

• The people have the feeling that improvement of communication system is 

very necessary to make their area connected with the outside for the sake of their 

overall social development. 

• In their view availability of water in the villages is their prime necessity. 
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• The people opine that financial support from Governmental as well as from 

Non-Governmental Organizations may help them to come out from the present 

state of poverty and misery. 

• In their opinion improvement of educational and health infrastructure in the 

villages or localities will certainly improve their educational and health status. 

• They desire that documentation of their vulnerable intangible cultural heritage 

i.e. indigenous knowledge system is very necessary for the sake the history, 

identity and development of the Bhujel community as a whole, and for which 

they want to participate voluntarily. 

• They strongly opine that they are in favour of tribal status (ST) rather than 

OBC for greater interest of the community and also endeavour under present 

juncture. 

Since the traditional Bhujel culture has been vanishing very fast , there is an urgent 

need of documentation of this indigenous community and its endangered culture. Due to 

lack of scientific studies this community is also little known to the academic world. This 

Bio-social Anthropological study is a humble attempt towards this endeavour. The result 

ofthe study shall certainly help to the policy makers, academicians and social workers for 

the development of the Bhujel community. 
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Appendix-! 

Glossary 

Sl. No. Local Term English N arne 

1 Aali bannu Making ridge 

2 Aalu Potato 

3 Aassatthagach Peepul tree 

4 Aaunsi The new moon day 

5 Aayotobare A deity 

6 A char A variety of food 

7 Adi-debta An ancestral deity 

8 Adrak Ginger 

9 Amlisho A variety ofbush 

10 Amliso patta A variety of leaf 

11 Anglo A part of Dheki 

12 Aniu A part of Halo 

13 Ari Large bowl 

14 As khat a A mixture of rice, curd and/or red/pink color 

15 Atthane An ancestral deity 

16 Ayotebare A deity 
I Aaiotobbare 

17 Ayotebare Than Place of Ayotebare deity 

18 Baabor A variety of wheat made cake 

19 Baan Black magical arrow 

20 Bachha khanawnu Harvesting 

21 Baini Sister 

22 Baisak Purne A festival 

23 Baisakh Purnima The full moon day of March-April 

24 Bala Silver bangle 

25 Balti Water container 

26 Bandakobi Cabbage 

27 Bans a Dispersed lineages 

28 Bansuri A musical instrument 

29 Bantol A hunting implement 

30 Bara Doosai A festival 

31 Barga Astrological charts 

32 Barsha Weapon 

33 Batas kornu Winnowing 

34 Bati A variety of catkin 

35 Beet Beet 

36 Be hay Marriage 
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37 Bewla Bridegroom 
38 Bewli Bride 
39 Bhaai Tihar The fifth and final phase of Tihar festival 
40 Bhagnu To mooch 
41 Bhai Brother 

42 Bhakari A cylindrical storage 
43 Bhakol A ceremony offered for magical way of curing 

44 Bhala A household implement 
45 Bhanja Nephew 

46 Bhara ma Raaknu Storing 

47 Bhat Khawai Rice feeding ceremony for a newborn baby 

48 Bhat-khoure Few men of bridal or groom's party 

49 Bhauju Elder brother's wife 

50 Bhimsing An ancestral deity 

51 Bhooilini A ceremonial game played by female 

52 Bhoto Shirt 

53 Bijon Chitawnu Broadcasting 

54 Bira A ring shaped base 

55 BitaJharnu Threshing 

56 Biwaha A ritual of marriage 

57 Bohu-Bhatier A part of ceremony 

58 Bonchoro Axe 

59 Bontorul A variety of food 

60 Booigun Brinjal 

61 Booknu Carrying 

62 Boorgach Banyan tree 

63 Boori Bean 

64 Botuka Bowl 

65 Brahman Priest 

66 Bratabandh Hair cutting ceremony for a boy 

67 Bulaki A nose ring set in nasal septum 

68 Chabapatta A variety of beetle leaf 

69 Chal rakhnu Seed storing 

70 Chalni A household implement 

71 Chamre A variety of fried rice 

72 Chandrahari Necklace made by silver or gold 

73 Channe Weapon 

74 Chatni A variety of chilly food 

75 Chaul Paddy 

76 Chhali A stretcher constructed by 2 bamboos and jute bags 

77 Chhewar Hair cutting ceremony for a boy 
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78 Chinta A ceremony offered for magical way of curing 
79 Chokauney Post-funeral ceremony 
80 Cholhya Top 

81 Cholo Blouse 

82 Char kasar Compensation 

83 Chari behay Love marriage 

84 Chotang Assistant treasurer cum peon of Gram Samaj 

85 Choutara A ceremonial chair 

86 Chula Hearth 

87 Chunge A cylindrical container 

88 Chura Bangle 

89 Daasaii Bara Doosai festival 

90 Dab i/o Wooden made large spoon. 

91 Dalo A cylindrical container 

92 Damsange A spirit/deity 

93 Dande An agricultural implement 

94 Dande Chalaonu Leveling 

95 Daura A slack 

96 Debt a Male deity 

97 De/a kuraonu Cleaning 

98 De/a kuraonu Pluversing 

99 Deo An earthen oil lamp 

100 Deoorali A deity 

101 Deoousi A ceremonial game played by male 

102 Deorali Deity 

103 Devi Female deity 

104 Dhamai Shaman 

105 Dhangro A variety of musical instrument 

106 Dhara Steam 

107 Dhiki Husking paddle 

108 Dhiri A cylindrical container 

109 Dhok To bent forward with folded hand 

110 Dhonu Bow 

111 Dhoti A loincloth 

112 Dhungru A cylindrical container 

113 Dhup A variety of dried leaf 

114 Dhupi A tree/ leaf of a tree 

115 Diyo An earthen or copper made oil lamp 

116 Dobca Bowl 

117 Doko A household implement 

118 Doli Palanquin 
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119 Doolle khursani A variety of chili 

120 Dun a Leaf mode bowl 

121 Dung a Stone 

122 Dungri Ear rings 

123 Dungru A bamboo container 

124 Durba Grass 

125 Eilachi Cardamom 

126 Fali A part of Halo 

127 Fallak A household implement 

128 Farnu Cleaning 

129 Farsi Pumpkin 

130 Fauri An agricultural implement 

131 Gaajor Carrot 

132 Gagri Water container 

133 Gaii Cow 

134 Gaii Tihar The third phase of Tihar festival 

135 Garnu Transplanting 

136 Gehun Wheat 

137 Ghalyak A colorful sheet of cloth hung from the shoulder 

138 Ghar Localized lineages 

139 Gharjawai A person who live in his wife's parental house 

140 Godak Cloth hanging from shoulder 

141 Gokul Golden ear ring 

142 Golbhera Tomato 

143 Gomut Urine of cow 

144 Gonha Frock 

145 Gooru Bullock 

146 Gooru Tihar The 4th phase of Tihar festival 

147 Gotro Clan 

148 Gotro Hindu clan 

149 GramSamaj The traditional /local governmental body of the Bhujel 

150 Guleli A hunting implement 

151 Gundri A variety of mat 

152 Gunew A sari like skirt 

153 Gur A variety of sweet 

154 Baal jootnu Ploughing 

155 Hadula Waist coat 

156 Hallud The lather part of Juwa 

157 Halo An agricultural implement 

158 Hansia An agricultural implement 

159 Hanto A part of Janto 
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160 Haris A part of Juwa 

161 Hi mal Mt. Kanchanzanga 
162 Halo A part of Halo 

163 Homme A ritual of marriage 
164 Hommekunda An altar 

165 Hut A weekly market 

166 Jaar The person who marries with another's wife 

167 Jamar a Germinated maize 

168 Jamara Aaunsi A festival 

169 Janai Thread 
170 Jani Purnima I Guru The full moon day 

Purnima 

171 Janti Bridal or groom's party 

172 Janto A grinder 

173 Jar Alcoholic drink 

174 Jari behay Marriage with other's wife 

175 Jarikal The compensation money 

176 Jat-danda Compensation 

177 Jawai Son-in-law 

178 Jerkin Container 

179 Jhankri Shaman 

180 Jharnu Threshing 

181 Joonglii An ancestral deity or the person who reside at jungle 

182 Joongol Jungle 

183 Joro kornu Stacking 

184 Juwa An agricultural implement 

185 Kaak Crow 

186 KaakTihar The first phase of Tihar festival 

187 Kaatnu Harvesting 

188 Kaatnu Harvesting 

189 Kacho Vayu Soul 

190 Kadalo An agricultural implement 

191 Kaka Uncle 

192 Kaladal I Kala dal A variety of food 

193 Kalas Vase like utensil 

194 Kalia Mediator 

195 Kamlo Shawl 

196 Kancha Muddy 

197 Kanchia An agricultural implement 

198 Kanti A part of Dande and Halo 

199 Karai A cast iron pan 
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200 Kasar A variety of food 

201 Katha/Choiya A cylindrical container 
202 Kat is Catapult 

203 Keese A wild variety of catkin 

204 Khada A piece of cloth 

205 Khaiyak Under cloth 

206 Khamba A part of Dheki 

207 Khanti An agricultural implement 

208 Kharo The village head of Gram Samaj 

209 Khola River 

210 Khukuri An agricultural & hunting implement 

211 Khurmi A household implement 

212 Khursani Chilli 

213 Knar Arrow 

214 Kobi Cauliflower 

215 Kodo Millet 
216 Kodo kojar Alcoholic drink made from millet 

217 Kodo ko morcha Chemical which is needed to preparingjar 

218 Koirala Bitter gourd 

219 Kol A household implement 

220 Kolijo· Heart 

221 KosheAri Small bowl 

222 Kuchho Broom 

223 Kul Ancestral deity 

224 Kul Thaan Place of ancestral deity 

225 Kutta Dog 

226 Kutta Tihar The second phase of Tihar festival 

227 Kuvindo Cucumber 

228 Laathii Boorini The foolish lady 

229 Lagan ganthe A ritual of marriage 

230 Lamo khal Taller variety 

231 Lepon The treasurer 

232 Lere Sher Traditional weighting machine 

233 Line Banawnu Furrowing 

234 Linga An erected artemisia stick 

235 Loho Astrological charts 

236 Lomi The mediator 

237 'Loosun Garlic 

238 Lungi A long cloth worn in lower portion of the body 

239 Luppo Cap 

240 Maapnu Measuring 
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241 Maaruuni A ceremonial game played by male 

242 Madal A variety of dram 

243 Madol A variety of tom-tom 

244 Madol A musical instrument 

245 Maghe Sagrati A festival 

246 Magi behay Negotiation marriage 

247 Malamie Funeral party 

248 Mama Maternal uncle 

249 Mandir Temple 

250 Mandro A variety of mat 

251 Mandroo A mat made by the bamboo slips 

252 Mani A part of Janto 

253 Mantra Some spiritual words 

254 Mat a Sorcerer 

255 Mato chitaonu Playing with mud 

256 Mato lagawnu Row making 

257 Mato Lagownu Ridge making 

258 MauNikalnu Collecting mother 

259 Miit The ceremonial kin I kinship relation 

260 Miiteri Ceremonial kinship relation 

261 Mohola A conical implement 

262 Mokai kajar Alcoholic drink made from maize 

263 Moncho Temporary stage 

264 Mondap Temporary ceremonial structure 

265 Mongbari The land where water is available almost half yearly 

266 Mono! The village headman 

267 Mookai Maize 

268 Mukunda A musk 

269 Mukunda A variety of musk 

270 Mula Radish 

271 Muli the family head 

272 Mundri Earring 

273 Mushol A part of Dheki 

274 Musoli A wooden pestle 

275 Naira Waist band 

276 Nairak Shorts 

277 Nakfuli Nose ring 

278 Nakhatra Star 

279 Namlo & Dori A tape like implement 

280 Nanglo A round shaped tray 

281 Naya An ancestral deity 
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282 Nevara A tree 

283 NFHS National Family Health Survey 

284 Nongpani The water in which the nail were washed 

285 Nwaran Name giving ceremony 

286 Oddan A household implement 

287 Okhene A household implement 

288 Okhili A wooden mortar 

289 Painjj Onion 

290 Pakka Concrete 

291 Pakka Ghar Brick build house 
292 Pako Vayu TheKul 

293 Pancha Traditional/ Local court of justice 
294 Panchamrito A mixture of milk, curd, butter, gamut and cow dung 
295 Pandel Temporary shed 
296 PangraNole A cylindrical implement 

297 Pani Lagawnu Irrigating 

298 Pani thapnu Pour water 

299 Pani-achounu A ritual of marriage 
300 Pani-achounu A part of marriage ceremony 

301 Panibari The land where water available in whole year 

302 Pansi The solid food feeding ceremony with kin 

303 Pantha A wayoflife 

304 Panyun A tree 

305 Para! Straw of paddy 

306 Pariver Family 

307 Pati A part of Dande and Halo 

308 Patta Leaf 

309 Pchyautra A short of shawl 

310 Pencha A bowl shaped implement 

311 Phapar Buckwheat 

312 Phuli A nose ring set in the outer side of nose 

313 Phuli-bulaki Nose ring 

314 Pira A round shaped mat 

315 Pitnu Threshing 

316 Poiri-bis Ghostly pain 

317 Pokhra A small pond 

318 · Pokko The flesh which are singed on burning charcoals 

319 Pong An earthen pot 

320 Ponir Cheese 

321 Ponte ko hari Plastic or glass beads' necklace 

322 Potuka Waist girdle 
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323 Pu:luk Head gear 

324 Puja Worship 

325 Puniu A large spoon 

326 Pwalo Necklace 

327 Raisak Vegetable 

328 Raiya Silver bangle on the ankle 

329 Raja King 

330 Rihn I Dampha A musical instrument 

331 Roopnu Weeding 

332 Roxy Alcoholic drink 

333 Rudraksha A variety of bid 

334 Rumal A big handkerchief used in head 
335 Sabji Vegetables 

336 Safa kornu Cleaning 

337 Sa gun A part of marriage ceremony 

338 Saipatri Marigold flower 

339 Sak A preparation of leafs of vegetables 

340 Sami A tree 
341 Sammandhi The affinal kin 

342 Sampradan Transfer all responsibility of one's daughter to a man 

343 Sanai A musical instrument 

344 Sanbi A part of Dheki 

345 SanoKhal Shorter variety 

346 Sansari mai than Place of Sansari rna 

347 Satpalji A religious guru 

348 Saukawnu Drying 

349 Saune Sagrati A festival 

350 Saunn A month (in August) 

351 Seloke Charming comic stories 

352 She/ rooti A variety of food 

353 Shikari An ancestral deity 

354 Sikka ko hari A necklace made with coins 

355 Simul toorul A variety of food 

356 Sindurdan Making vermilion dot on one's forehead 

357 Sippadhup A variety of dried leaf 

358 Siru A wild variety of catkin 

359 So gun A ritual of marriage 

360 Soil a A part of Juwa 

361 Sonte· A household implement 

362 Squash Vegetable 

363 Subuj ponte ko hari A necklace of green bids 
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364 Sukhabari The land where water is not available in the whole year. 

365 Suntala Orange 

366 Sural A kind of long shirt 

367 Sureni Midwife 

368 Sutak Pollution period 

369 Teki Triangular piece of cloth that covers the lower back 

370 Thans Place of worshipping 
371 Thar Clan 
372 Theki A wooden pot 

373 Theri A part of Dande and Halo 

374 Thera The assistant of village headman of Gram Samaj 

375 Thoka Silver bangle on wrist 

376 Thumche A household implement 

377 Tihar A festival 
378 Tika A mixture of rice curd and red color 

379 Tika pakhune Make the mark of tika on ones forehead 

380 Tipnu Plucking 

381 Titepati Artemisia plant 

382 Tobia A kind of tabour 

383 To pi Cap 

384 Topor a A leaf made bowl 

385 Torisak Mustard leaves 

386 Udhaulii Another name of Baisak Purne festival 

387 Upa-thar Sub-clan 

388 Varanda A porch 

389 Vayu Ancestral deity or Kul 

390 Veena Brother-in-law 

391 Veeti Paisa Few coins which are offered to the deity 

392 Zanga Jeep 



Appendix-11 

Schedule for the Study of Physical Features 

Date of Survey: Subject No.: 
Name of the Investigator: Mouja/Jot: 
Name of the Subject: Village: 
Age: Panchyat: 
Sex: Block: 
Caste/Community/Ethnic Group: District: 

1 Bl dG . 00 roupmgs: 
Blood Group 

'ABO' Blood Groups 0 
A 
B 
AB 

'Rh(D)' Blood Groups Positive 
Negative 

3. Somatometric Measurements: 
Sl.No. Name of the Measurements Values{in Cm) 
1 Maximum Head Length 
2 Maximum Head Breadth 
3 Bi-zygomatic Breadth 
4 Nasal Length 
5 Nasal Breadth 
6 Morphological Facial Height 
7 Mo_!Phological Up_l)_er Facial Height 
8 Stature 
9 Sitting Height Vertex 
10 Bi-cristal Breadth 

4. Somatoscopic Observation: 
4.1 Hair Color 

Types 

Black 

Dark Brown 

Radish Brown 

4.4 Hair Texture 

Types 

Coarse 

Medium 

Fine 

4.2 Hair Form 

Types 

Stretched 

Flat Wavy 

Broad Wavy 

Narrow Wavy 

Wooly Hair 

404 

2.Colorblindness Tests: 

Colorblindness 

Protan Type 

Deutan Type 

Normal 

4.3 Hair Quantities 

Types 

Scanty 

Medium 

Rich 

Very Rich 



4.5 Beard and Moustaches 46E C I . ~ye o or 405 

Background Characteristics Types 

Nil Black 

Beard Only Chin 
Dark Brown 

Chin & Chin Side 
Light Brown 

Present 
Moustaches 

Gray Brown 

Absent Gray 

47Pl b 10 . a1pe ra •penmg 4 8 E F ld . ~ye 0 49N . D . as IOn epress10n 

Types Types Types 

Very Narrow Nil Absent .. 

Narrow Fully Mongoloid Shallow 

Medium External Epicanthic Medium 

Full Internal Epicanthic Deep 

Median Epicanthic Very Deep 

4.10 Nasal Profile 

Types 
411M b L' s· . em ranous IP IZe 412 L' E rf . Ip ve IOn 

Types Types 

Straight 
Thin Nil 

Concave 
Medium Slight 

Convex 
Thick Medium 

Concavo-convex 
Marked 

4.13 Skin Color Patterns: 

Exposed Unexposed 

Yellowish 

Light Yellowish Brown 
Medium Yellowish Brown 
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2.H T . r- 3. Livestock 
T f_pe Living Room Bed Room Others Total 

Roof Mud 
No. of 

Fowl Goat Pig Cattle Pet Dog Pet Cat Othersj Livestock 

Dunga Nil I 
Straw <3 J 
Pakka 4-6 J 

Side Mud 7-9 I 
Dunga > 10 I 
Straw Total J 
Pakka 

Floor Mud 
Dunga 
Straw 
Pakka I 

5. Distance from nearest household 
Distance From Nearest House 

Adjoining Plot 
Within 10 Minutes Walkif!g_ 
Within 20 Minutes Walking 

.... --- - . ---- - --
Water Availability 

More Than 20 Minutes Walking 

Whole Year 
(Through Pipeline in House) 

6.M Lortality in Last 30 Years 

Only Rainy Season Sl. No. Name of the Respondent Sex Year Age Reason 

(Through Pipeline in House) 
Whole Year (From Jhoral Pipelines 
in a Distance of Within 20 Minutes Walking) 
Only Rainy Season (From Jhoral Pipelines 
in a Distance of Within 20 Minutes Walking) 

Whole Year (From Jhoral Pipelines 
in a Distance of More Than 20 Minutes Walking} 

8. Source of E 

Source of Energy 
I 

I 

I 

Electricity l 
I 

Solar Energy System I 

Only Kerosene Lamp l 

{)thP.rc: 

- ---


